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LABOUR INPUT AND THE THEORY OF THE LABOUR MARKET

INTRODUCTION

This essay is constructed around an empirical relationship

which it attempts to interpret in terms of concepts and

propositions of economic theory. This interpretation is

necessary because the conceptual variables which enter the

relationship as well as the method of their empirical measurement

and the hypothesis of "causal" relation between them were not

originally derived from economics, theoretical or applied. The

principal concepts involved are called 'time-span of discretion1

(TSD), 'felt fair pay1 (FFP) and 'capacity1 (C). They are an

original discovery, in a field where concepts and theory are

scarce, of Elliott Jaques and the team of researchers who

subsequently formed the Glacier Institute of Management. These

three concepts are the principal elements of the structure for

a theory of the evolution of organisational institutions. It

is inside these institutions that the reality of work and pay

is found in present industrial society.

The concepts formulated by Jaques are of psychoanalytic

origin and, on the face of it, entirely independent of anv

economic process. The first question likely to arise in the

economists' mind therefore is, 'What, then is Jaques1 theory

about?' After some experience in attempting to answer this
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quoution in a useful way to economists I have come to the

conclusion that there is virtually no payoff in simply

transliterating a theory worked out inside another discipline

(even if that theory has partly invented the discipline) into,

say, 'economese'„ The exercise is bound to be tedious, if not

irritating for the reader, who can in any case acquaint himself

directly with the forceful presentation of the first-hand

version. The method of transliteration further appears of dubious

value when the object of the exercise is to 'explain' rather than

just to present what the theory may mean when treated as

economics.

In line with this view, the work of Jaques and his

colleagues is only drawn upon, not presented or explained in

its own terms. Or, rather, explanation is confined to making

explicit precisely what is drawn upon, while pointing out that

the elements so 'withdrawn' may have a different role inside

the structure of Jaques' theory - not necessarily a contradictory

role to the one that is given them here but not a comparable one

either. This point needs stressing in that the 'explanation' of

the empirical relationship which flows from Jaques1 theory that

is attempted here not only differs from his in terms of the

toolkit (cum terminology) employed but also, and perhaps more

essentially, in terms of the level of aggregation of 'societal'

variables, 'men' versus 'classes' of men, which are postulated
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as the operative variables. An explanation and evaluation of

these methodological differences and their possible conflict

is however better left for the concluding chapter of the essay.

The chapters in which the essay is divided up were-more

than must be the usual case - not worked out in the order of

presentation. My work in this field started with straightforward

'measurement' exclusively in terms of Jaques1 theory and

empirical procedures. Part of the work was shared with J.S. Evans

in the first year and, for shorter periods, with other colleagues

and students from Brunei. This first phase of the research

project, which was designed as a three year job overall, took

over one year and a half. The difficulties in this part of the

work were only partly administrative, viz. to convince industrial

establishments that there was some profit in serving as guinea

pigs for academic research. But there were important

methodological difficulties as well.

The second phase was less physically arduous but more

tedious and equally worrying. It involved statistical analysis

of the principal data obtained, the purpose being to 'explain

away1 the apparent relation between them as the result of

artefact. In retrospect this analysis of the data should have

been the job of a professional statistician. In the event it

was carried out without one and I am grateful to

Tom Wisriiewski, and later also to Jim Thomas, who tutored me
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on the essentials of the job and checked that I was asking

statistically sensible questions and interpreting the answers

according to the rules.

(The mechanics of the work also turned out more difficult

than anticipated. Since the computer didn't speak to strangers

there was some (mutual?) frustration, while the eminence of the

Brunei computer science department was not an undisguised

blessing. In the end Margaret Hawkins and her assistants proved

the validity of the law of the division of labour).

The work carried out to 'test' the hypothesis was worrying

in that economic theory was no help whatever, either in asking

questions of the, data or in suggesting the relevant range of

variation of the 'causally' related variables. The difficulty

was of course to decide on 'relevant' tests to which the

hypothesis should be submitted - without knowing at the time

what would turn out as relevant as and when theoretical

justification for the relationship could be derived from

economic theory.

Confronting 'data' with 'theory' is a much discussed

difficulty in economics. Undoubtedly the present instance was

easier than some. I however found that, in order to go beyond

the very advanced stage already achieved by Jaques, it was

necessary to do a considerable amount of work, sub-dividing the
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theory into separate propositions and setting different parts

of the data against each separate hypothesis, in some kind of

dialogue of one to the other, even if in the end I only managed

to advance the argument by a small step.

The problem of 'testing' in this instance had additional

peculiarities of its own. For Jaques1 work is not only

•evolutionary', in that it has developed from the germ of one

idea towards many, mutually interdependent directions. It also

deals simultaneously with many L̂evels of abstraction, right down

from the most "unmediated" percept to right up to the most "ideal"

concept. This totality, so to say, of the work is, in my view,

one of its major strengths. But it is also the main reason for

the charm and simultaneously the misgivings it engenders, often

to the same person.//It is not the case, as critics have said,

that although Jaques writes about 'facts1, there just aren't

any. The work is impregnated with empirical content at all

levels, both as 'assumptions' and even more as 'predictions1.

It is also, somewhat ironically, not the case, as Jaques has

himself sometimes claimed, that his work is 'facts' and nothing

else. While appreciating his concern to defend himself against

the charge of 'ide al, speculative theorising', it seems to me

that he has in his way contributed to some kind of no-man's

land between his contributions and the well-delineated orthodox

disciplines of economics, sociology and psychology, which
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contain departments concerned with 'labour1. In short, I have

had to make up my mind how to chop up'the totality of Jaques1

work into 'hypotheses' and line these up against the 'facts',

without in the process killing off- the unity which gives them

meaning and makes them interesting.

In the process of doing this.kind of exercise one is

naturally led to ask, what sort of economic theory of the labour

market is compatible with or related to, or perhaps suggested by,

Jaques1 theory? This is not an easy question to answer. Labour

oconomics isn't of the kind to provide one with finished theories

out of a hat. Discussion with colleagues however convinced me

that Jaques1 work may be a useful launching pad from which to

explore economic questions of the labour market.

After tho first phase, the work was conducted part-time as

I then started teaching in the department of economics. My

participation in the research project officially finished with

the presentation of the statistical analysis. An expanded

version of that report was first presented at the Royal Economic

Society's Conference on Pay Structure which was held at Durham

in September 1972. Some of the questions which require economic

theoretical hypotheses to be resolved and some suggestions along

these lines were first discussed at that meeting.
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There are four chapters in the essay. The first is an

attempt to define labour input in terms of economic decisions

characterising a process of resource allocation. The concept

of labour input, as defined here, is measurable in real (calendar)

time units. In effect what is done is to transpose Jaques1 TSD

concept into a world of 'resources1, decisions about maximisation-

minimisation and 'scarcity1. This (static) formalisation does not

involve any contradiction with Jaques1 formulation of the concept.

There may be an interesting implication from this formalisation

of the TSD concept for the theory of centralisation-

decentralisation in economic organisations as developed by

economists.

The second chapter describes the methods and problems

involved in the field work. This is because the problems of

method cannot be understood properly apart from a fairly

detailed descriptive account of the field work. Although this

discussion may appear as somewhat tedious it is, in my view,

essential as a preliminary for judging the appropriateness and

worth of the analysis of the data that were generated in this

way. I believe that time-span analysis will never be convincing

to the non-practitioner (the burghers of Padua allegedly

remained incredulous of Galileo's telescope, yet refrained from

sticking their eye to the eyepiece, at any rate as told by



Bi'uchl): neverIheloss, a blow by blow account of liow iL works

in practice may be an encouragement to others. V In arranging

my part of the field work with the firms that offered to

co-operate I committed myself to a full writeup, which is

presented here as an appendix. That "raw" material is an

important supplement to the problems of method discussed here.

The reports contain detailed descriptions of more than fifty

"bime-span analyses, from the role of dustman to that of managing

director. When one gets to the level of concrete detail

required in the practice of the analytical technique which

i'unerates the data, it is clear that Jaques1 TSD measure is

extremely sharp in its operational rigour, a characteristic which

v.»., course cannot be deduced from its logical consistency alone.

I I i'3 also seen here that the empirical procedure finally

•n l/ivud at for measuring Jaques1 TSD variable is analogous to

t.no i'ormulisation described in the first chapter.

The third chapter is a report of alternative tests of the

empirical relationship, tests aimed at showing that the

Hypothesis in untenable. The analysis of this chapter is of

course elementary for the statistician

but neither easy

nor satisfactory for the economist - whose perennial questions

art; not only what just i_s but definitely 'how1? and often also

'so what?'.
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This is not the place to argue about the methodology of

•testing1, other than to point out that despite my misgivings

about the appropriateness of 'positivist' methodology in the

field of the social sciences I have gone the whole hog with it

in this instance. The reasons for this were only partly dictated

by the possibility of actually being able to apply this method in

this case. Besides this convenience it seemed to me that the

logic of the theory has been already very persuasively argued by

Jaques in his own work, so that a contribution should rather take

the line of maximum hostility to his way of thinking. This is

of course what the methodology of 'progress by refutation1 is

perfectly designed to do.

It turns out that Jaques1 hypotheses are not refuted by

"the facts", at least so far as I can do the job. But this also

means that they are not confirmed by the facts either, if we

want to play the game according to the rules. Ultimately we

are let down by positivism to our own devices, which is to say

our beliefs. We may not succeed in disproving a proposition,

but we needn't believe in it either. To the extent that belief

has to do with degree of plausibility I should expect that, as

a result of these tests, Jaques' theory should be more plausible.

The question then is, plausible enough for what?
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Part of the answer may lie with the mechanics of the story.
starts by

'j-'jii1 fourth chapter accordingly/discussing the 'how?1 of a labour

market whoso quantity variable is treated as Jaques' TSD. This

n:;a'ket tleturmines' differential pay through a process of out of

equilibrium 'search1, by both supply and demand if or ces or agents,

mis disequilibrium in the small being itself the consequence of

overall economic evolution. It is claimed that the micro short

•.'i-jod phenomena of this labour market can be legitimately

,•..•:):•.;idered as partial phenomena, the feedback from the labour

••: >-kvt to the macro-economic forces determining growth and

iribution being very indirect or muted. Labour market

1 . i.j::ien;i may, on the other hand, enter more directly into partial

.K.'c-ts of the growth and distribution story, particularly by

•.:.:>,•: uig oi constraining firms' policies concerning expansion,

-...•.••.•;.. mi: :-')::' pricing. A major role in the explanation of the

'• • oov.r mark., t phenomena is given to the industrial composition

r .'.npJoymorit, which is in turn determined by the macro

.M.Mioinona cy\' growth and distribution in the context of a

" ):o;j.-.rbit ive" economy - not meaning by this any kind of 'pcrtoci1

• ; Ltioi) iu,i specifically without recourse to the "old"

;•;!!,.ml equilibrium concept of 'equilibrium'.
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Another part of the answer concerning 'so what?1 may be

philosophical: what 'is' time-span? I have tried to sketch an
latter part of the fourth

answer in the / chapter of the essay. Here we make use of

(as well as face up to) the "peculiarity" of the empirical

relationship which shows up as a kink. The presence of the kink

suggests the hypothesis of a 'dual1 labour market (an idea

J somewhat analogous but in important ways different from the same

hypothesis in recent work on the pay structure, see Bosanquet

et al, .Economic Journal. 1973)«

The chief distinguishing characteristic of the dual labour

market is that labour power is, mainly, a substitute for
variable "labour input"

machinery below a certain level of the / proxied by TSD

while it is, mainly, a complement for machinery above thatlevel.

This economic hypothesis is then related to a more general view

of the process of production involving labour power and leads to the

identification of two 'classes' of labour power which are

significantly different "commodities"T if not even opposed to

each other in so far as one of them can appropriate some of the

functions of 'capital' whereas the other cannot. This

interpretation of the social basis on which the functioning of the
labour market Is constructed has no

place for a concept of 'human capital', analogous to physical

capital, which may be treated as a "factor of production" etc.
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It turns out that, in arguing this hypothesis, the logica.L-

• •f'ai status of the empirical set up required to do work analysis

., rather crucial, in the sense that a 'true' time-span emerges

n Lhe process of transforming the relational situation from a

o'scriptive-analytical to a policy-analytical or, if one prefers,

roi;i a "positive" to a "normative" relational set up. The labour

• •I'.-! that Is demanded, supplied and "measured" in this context

I-"•"'. ,ar';-f"'d as a i;oo rui Lament" or "substitute" to existing or

••••.ispi'ottve physical capital and production cum pricing decisions,

'•"•'•:' :--P^Y as labour power is appropriated and integrated into tht;

• ''•' 'f the organisation. Treating labour input as TSD therefore

•••'.. :-.-s the economist to see distribution directly as a consequent

lii'1 process of production and entirely independently of tne

}••••.'.'..r,e ? or market, phenomena through prices, profit margins

• •[>••• ::•!;'•• > f d e n a n d .

Mere immediately, the aggregative arguments of this

;; ;'.'.v cast a shadow over the relatively harmonious view of the

phenomena discussed in the previous one. They also po..nl

•• •! • limitations of che view that labour economics stares, ar'-i

- . • again finishes, with the overall persistent regularities of

• :•• ...iy struci-ure. In the light of the less tranquil experience

• I.' recent years it will not be altogether surprising if such

••Mi.;umcies begin to waver, as has already happened with most

>v !he macro-economic "great ratios" or "stylised facts" con-

•iM-iiiue income shares or the capital output ratio.
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In fairness, it must be recorded that I am not sure that

Jaques is with me on the substance of this argument or indeed

on its relevance to his theory. The position adopted here seems

however necessary if we are to make progress with an essentially

new concept instead of allowing it to stay in its own happy no-

man's land. My interpretation at any rate makes me feel more

confident about using Jaques1 time-span concept as a measure of

labour input in a directly economic analysis of behaviour in the

labour market.

I must equally stress that, in my view, the final chapter

is more than just formally tentative, since obviously the

requisite range of validity is large as well as complex. I have

just tried to be clear about which bit applies to what. Having

neither taught nor been taught labour economics (in that order,

as is often the case), my knowledge of the literature is perhaps

damagingly restricted for purposes even of this exercise. The

justification for doing it lies in my guess that unless some

economist brings Jaques1 concepts inside standardised territory

it is unlikely that anyone else will do so, and that would seem

to me a pity. So, since it happened that I worked with Jaques

I should also undertake to build a bridge. (The motivation for

doing so sooner rather than later and with more adequate knowledge

came from the occasion presented by the meeting of the RES for

which the original Brunei project report and its extensions were
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der such conditions. I have subsequently drawn from

rk. by Lydali on income distribution (Economic Journal., 1971),

•• ips-Brown, Routh, Crossley and, indirectly, from

an Robinson as well as from unpublished work by Marglin).

T do not therefore attempt to draw firm conclusions on th-

•-•'• at?' aspects of all this and this should not be obscured

apparent digmat i.sm of stylee It seems to me, though,

1 -! fail' -.-.mount of gooa is likely to come out if economics

• • ';'uial.1 y asks thoae unfashionable ' essentialist' questions,

• oat ^y, L am aware that when calling labour power by tk:

;labour input1 and then proxy that by TSD, I am just giving

i,a:ia•;.: . "Capital is not what capital is called but what

•••' la .-..I Lied". So labour too is what its name is called,

d"; •••;,'' . Or-C' must, nevertheless ask, ' who s e labour?', i

•• ••(• / or
 v-" idK.r labour power, is not a primary input, on 3

i >n.i,h 'ja'ia1. Men, like capital, are reproducible, only

over, 'jncs.:, wht:n they are born; and a second timu, whcij

•• .a-e !iboj-i,' ii, tho labour market. Twice they are Dorn :..-•

•..V1, nevar as "putty". The life horizon of this clay, unlike

•...I1 clav-rnac:h:Lnery, is exogenously given; while Lhere i;;, f

no scrapping rule, whereby an 'obsolete' man can give way,
has

Hie surplus his labour power/created, to 'free' capital

ch can then bo/invested to produce another labour 'unit' .fl-low

m:;u adapt to a changing world but by changing their own vaiuc
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If we want to go, so to say, "behind" the laws of motion

of society, to the laws of value of society which underlie them,

if we wish to measure the wqrth to a historical society of labour

tlmeT not for the production of surplus but for the reproduction

of labour T then we must ask what labour is,. This cannot be an

individual psychological phenomenon, much as psychology may have

to do with it. It must have to do also with how a social system,

where labour power is a commodity, manages to define the level of

"subsistence" not only for some abstract average but for all the

individual working members of society. And this level of

"subsistence" must be accepted by all, for that is a condition

for the operation of the system as a whole.

The findings reported here suggest some of the ways in which

men accept their "fair place" in society. The self-consciousness

that can be seen in the eyes of men who realise and take part in

their own 'measurement', together with some kind of relief for

knowing the logic of what they already knew in their social

existence, may be experienced almost directly by reading the

appendix which reports on work measurement through a large

number of examples of the jobs which formed the background to

the analysis. There is also an appendix of the data analysed

and an exercise illustrating the use of TSD in a cost-benefit

context. The notes are at the end of the essay and so are the

detailed references.
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It will be clear that I am heavily indebted to Elliott Ja<iuu;j

whose work, after all, is the material for this essay. I am

.•rateful n ot least for his immense patience over the long process

of making up my mind and his warm sympathy with my attempts to be

us critical as I could of his own work in which, to put it mi-idlvj

he is strongly committed, I must also acknowledge a very fruitful

.v'.'ur of collaboration with John Evans, with whom we shared the

_;.̂ j.iivork of the project. Finally, I must thank John Vaizey,

v/ho always found the time to give practical help and made it ,v

;;• I en r ure to be in an over-worked department.

It JS -;;• t. only academic or professional debts which

if accumulated during the course of study. There are

:]. ; , other debts which go much deeper. Mine are to

'• ivia vino not only looked after all four of us but
1 •( m:-:'.U' us very happy. .-. •



CHAPTER 1

Section 1 - Neo-qlassical Ecclecticism

In formal terms, "the theory of the labour market" is the

sum total of propositions about work and pay which can be found
of

in all/sixteen permutations or 'elementary' types of models which
be

can/distinguished between them by eight 'elementary' types of

abstraction, viz., micro-macro, static-dynamic, short-long period,

partial-general. Applied problems, behavioural hypotheses,

causal propositions, etc., must be logically justified from a

selection deriving from the sixteen basic sub-models. In Marshall,

for example, we find the subject 'labour' treated three times

over, first (qualitatively) as an input in the productive process,

later as a "cost" and finally as a participant in the distribution

of the "national dividend".? Marshall is probably the only

economist who treated the phenomena of labour under all sixteen

model types, usually by shading his discussion as if through a

trajectory between 'ideal' types. (It is almost tempting to

ignore the sequel of theoretical analysis of labour since in a

very fundamental sense, 'everything' is in Marshall. It is

equally tempting to serve up Marshall's analysis for fresh

consideration, to see whether few or many will realise how much

there is in it to be learned, which has since been forgotten).

But Marshall has been "preserved" in a different way, by the

neo-classical logicians who have kept but a few of the "pure"
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jjropositions (and none of the "shades"), particularly those that

...lo amenable for presentation as states of "equilibrium".

Now the concept of 'equilibrium1 which the followers of
os sent i •:•,. L1 y

r . ''.-shall/adopted from Walras . has been

.i-l-jected to exhaustive analysis in recent years, culminating

. 'lA.e perhaps definitive treatment of Arrow and Hahn (General

.' :;•!•>.:titivo Analysis, 1971) and in the process, the limitations

•̂i Lhu neo-classical conception of it have been shown as almost

julJng (Kaldor, K. J., 'The irrelevance of equilibrium

. ;:•;.,::,', uut also ilahn, An Inaugural Lecture). The concept

. • t.:.iiDriiun which is employed in the analysis of the labour

.:•• •.'! is that which has come under this severe criticism. The

. •• ivc, or potential, new meaning of "equilibrium" recently

•'•••i ':<>• iiaan (inaugural, but see also Assimakopulos on the
i

, Jag L,i'-i'ji:. to equilibrium by Keynes) may indeed turn out to

:<•••:'] :ii ly j'iitable for :i theory of the labour market ond

• •': • j;;C.L-a of: equilibrium is not incompatible with the

.; -i:; Ch'jpUr h below. For the time being, ho wo •'./•. ,;.r

to- J.̂ il ui" 1 ho labour market theorist, supply and choioiu-t

• •.•]'! .v i our ;UK1 ail tho paraphernalia of elasticities have muatii/!,;

tbo of

••:i.jy in Lliu strict context of///alrasian concept/equilibrium, iiio

I'tLun of equilibrium being necessary in particular for the

: !o:omg of labour services in a context of profit maximisation,

!t will not do,howuver, to proceed in the analysis of labour as
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if nothing had happened in the meantime to alter the whole

direction of economics as a result of the "second" Keynesian
p

revolution.

It is unnecessary, at this time of day, to rehearse the

clash of views between neo-classical and Keynesian basic

hypotheses about the essential, "monetary", nature of the

economy. The neo-classical notion of equilibrium rules out any

theory of investment in a context of historical time and there-

fore uncertainty. The neo-classical theory of the rate of

profit for the economy has been condemned as logically

inconsistent even in the contest of logical comparisons. Profit

maximisation and factor pricing at the micro level are as a

result shown to be tautologous propositions, true by definition

at equilibrium and meaningless apart from it. There is now

virtually nothing in neo-classical equilibrium analysis which

survives logically intact and applicable to a world of historical

time and uncertainty. Doubtless, as Joan Robinson remarked in

another context ('The production function and the theory of

capital1), there is some commonsense under the slogan of 'supply-

and-demand1, at least in the sense Marshall used the terms, as

the interraction of supply price and demand price in the

historical short period. These terms we shall also use later.

But they involve more than a change of terminology from the
used

analysis/in virtually all labour economics textbooks. To make

this point explicit it will be necessary to make some remarks
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ori Lho field of labour economics from the current standpoint of

the post-Keynesian revolution (post-, in particular, the capital

Uheory debate, on which see J.V. Robinson, 'The unimportance of

ivswitching').

Tnere is, first of all, no room whatever left for static

comparative analysis of events that can only occur' in historical

\iu\e. (Hicks' view^is, that, to understand dynamics we must

iirst of aix understand what is not statics. But there is

simply nothing there). Like time is a device to prevent every-

Lning from happening at once, statics is simply a device to

. vvii-t economists to draw supply and demand diagrams.yThis is

: .... t explained by asking "What is the place of a labour market

. .: •; neo-heyricsian macro-economic model"? It is simply that

l:!.r:il).oii" in the economy from which the money wage is read off,

.. '•••• i jjur in-rket determines neither the real wage, nor employment .t

:\y\ the distribution of output between wage and non-wage iaconi1.::•:,

V.us I vis nothing to do with the money wage being "exogenous" 1 .̂

:;:'.. '. ;:-.,n.;jnic process. On the contrary, it is endogenous, a-i.bo;."'

;;i :> '..cmplie.-itod way:but not in the short period. It is an

.:;.;!:• .;.••. !:i..,xi variMble in the short period. Keynes , in tnu GiLii.en,a._

'i-.-Lii-L'Xy.i carefully specified the distinction: the economy exists

in real historical time and there is a lag structure in the

response of different variables to change, not because of

monopolistic "rigidities' but because variables are

;jssymetrically? or 'causally' , related. In the short period there
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can be no supply of labour apart from a given price (which

must be at least equal to the supply price of labour in real

terms). This is because labour is not the prime mover of the

system. Its supply in the short period is largely governed by

demand, while the latter is determined by autonomous expenditure,

particularly by the investment expenditure of corporations and

secondarily by the consumption expenditure of wealth holders

which is independent of current income. Within the customary

experienced and/or expected limits of the demand for labour the

supply is elastic because labourers have no alternative in the

short period to obtaining income by wage employment at the

"given" price.

Of course, given the money wage and autonomous expenditure,

the demand for labour, in wage units, also depends on the

expected price of the product. A variety of assumptions about

pricing policy can be examined under this scheme. What is

important in our context is that the demand for labour depends

on the expected real, not the money wage which means that we
without

cannot draw a supply and demand diagram except / taking the

price level as also given, while autonomous expenditure, mainly

investment, is precisely independent of either. The nature

of the economy, in a world of uncertainty, is such that

investment expenditure is necessarily the prime mover, decisions

about investment cannot be taken as the result of the outcome of

investment expenditures but must precede this outcome, investment
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must bo 'given' for the short period. The labour market is

the tail-end, not the prime mover of the system, because

under capitalism autonomous expenditure is beyond the reach

of those who supply labour .

In short, time matters in the Keynesian view of how the

economy works and therefore there is simply no room for either

"sLatics" (except for logical comparisons) or for "equilibrium"

(except as a state of rest) but not necessarily on anybody's

supply or demand "schedules". Statics and equilibrium are

part of the technical toolkit, not part of the theory. There

i.:'. Jimply no room for the labour market to djD anything, within

lU'o.'id limits, but to 'give' the money wage. It is not a market

.;';;: <•:! can be "decomposed" from the rest of the macro economy.

The question then is: does the Keynesian methodological revolution

jir. i vanish when we go from the macro to the micro level? The

attempt to make it vanish in labour economics literature is

simply logical ecciecticism.

As Orossluy has recently provided a detailed review oi' U K

"• \ '..••••;•._•• tare i;, Ine field ("The p r e s e n t p a y s t r u c t u r e : t h e o r y and

evidence1 RES conference September 1972) there is no need to

rou;.r thu same ground. The basic impression that can bo gained

from the literature is methodological ecciecticism as between

the logical status of 'model types'. There is, to begin with

serious attempt to treat the labour market as a significantno
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locus from which to explain the macro-economic distribution of

income. (Lest there be misunderstanding, my claim above that

the labour market is a "passive" component of the macro-economic

Keynesian model is not meant to imply that, in some sense, the

labour market is 'weak' or that it doesn't matter. For one, by

making the labour market autonomous in the determination of

the money wage the model makes this market anything but powerless.

If the money wage enters into the determination of current

profits, as it does, it may well influence future investment

expenditure and therefore also the future (real) share of wages.

In the extreme case the labour market is even more important: it

may not even determine the money wage itself but simply dispute

whatever wage offers it receives from the production sector,

thus making the esc post money wage dependent on struggle

concerning the determination of the real wage or employment

within the short period. In this case,of course, (Joan Robinson's

"inflation barrier") the model lacks sufficient relations to

determine the outcome, which is simply the theoretical counter-

part of a world of social instability in which the capitalist

rules of the game are challenged).£It seems to be the general

view that the macro-economics, at any rate, is determined by a

Keynesian mechanism. But there is room for the various "neo-

classical syntheses' as soon as the problems to be discussed

climb down the aggregation ladder. The ecclecticism involved

here can best be seen by looking at three areas where hypotheses
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from many hats are drawn to explain the "peculiarities" of the

real world. These are, first, the short period inelasticity of

labour supply to the industry, second, the nature (or place in

the market structure) of firms as deternining the short period

demand for labour and, third, the nature of the information

:hanisms operating in the labour market.me

Let us take it as a fact that labour, or at least skilled

labour, is like "clay-capital" goods in the short period in tru,-

sense that it cannot enter alternative skilled employments.

Accordingly the response of labour to rising money wages and/or

•î .'ijjced job opportunities is sluggish. Similarly the resistan'.:..:

JL labour to wage reductions and/or reduced employment offers is

a >;'a::hion against violent fluctuations in these two variables,

ihv : ;;bour market is thus some kind of stabiliser both for

•̂ 'pii.-.yiuent and income distribution. With appropriate measurement

01 the variables involved it may be possible to show that i n<••/,<...

i-'i'jpositions are 'empirically1 true. But, if so, tne coi:c:;:

i••-1 •;;i..'U'logy is to say that these propositions are d±-±±xi^±2--L^i.

li'U'j. (There is in fact serious doubt that they aro irxiv i v

onx Li'.'Kfj, suo OLiCD, Wages and Labour Mobility, 1 9ou arid

OroMsley, op cit.). The associations may, in other words, 'h->

Lruu but the theoretical model which suggested them may -till

be logically invalid.
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This is in fact so. The model is based on a partial view

of the labour market, that is determined but not determining,

something to be doubted not only on the grounds of the size of

the variables involved but also because the analysis is supposed

to cover a period of historical •frinie- In the short period, we

are told, labour cannot be expected to move in response to the

inducements available. But we expect it to move in the 'long

period1 (SICi), say over five to ten years. Meanwhile, however,

if we are talking of historical time, things have happened. If,

indeed, there is sustained exogenous demand for labour etc, then

labour will move, roughly like in "vintage" capital models. But

this 'if1 is not a deduction from the logical 'long period1

concept of Marshall, it is exogenous to the labour market

precisely when it cannot be logically so. So we have ecclecticism!

if labour expects demand at higher pay to be sustained over long

period horizon time then the long period elasticity may be

greater than the short period one. But if labour doesn't

expect this to be true it may be that the short period elasticity

is greater than the long period one. The empirical validity of

the proposition associating labour movement toward higher paid

jobs can simply not be a test of a theory where both

elasticities "exist" at the same moment of time, namely in the

short period.
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Salter, from whose work (Productivitv and Technical Change,

Cambridge, i960) this and other hypotheses about the 'long period'

redeployment of labour stem, was in fact extremely carefol to say

that his empirical findings are compatible with a neo-classical

view of the process involved but that there was a logical break

between the theoretical and the empirical parts of his book. His

work was also much broader in that the implicit prime mover,

effective demand and through it the injection of technical

change, was an active agent in promoting the qualitative

redeployment of labour through the qualitative change of inputs

and outputs and the transformation of the economy. It merely

Happened in his scheme, and for the period investigated through

1 1 ojs-sectional analysis, that earnings per unit of labour wcix

iinro fated to the growth of output, productivity and employment

.1*••••'. ;.iî  fall of prices. From this he deduced that the supply

oi labour to industry was elastic in the "long period", i.e.

that it was independent of the level of wages offered, f Nov- J \

.:a,y well be the case that in the historical long period _, ->.;

"^vu'iied through cross-sectional analysis, ex post v.<-;.,/.:

• : i. 1 r .mbial; by industry happen to be independent of Lu ;

---2i-. post values of the other variables. But from this ono :,.;.':.:;...•••.

deduce anything about the process involved and, parti cu.l.ur iy,

•mo cannot argue that wages attracted labour where it was tno:.;t

'needed' but, having done so, they then "settled" to lone period

inter-industry "equilibrium", for that is precisely the part of

the story which is missing from the cross-sectional analysis,,
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(It is interesting to record that a recent study by

Don Wharton at Brunei showed that the "Salter coefficients"

changed sign for the more recent period (albeit just below the

level of significance). This result could be interpreted

theoretically as a short period negative elasticity of labour

supply such that (relative) reduction of employment covaries

with an increase of (relative) earnings. In other words, those

industries that shed labour were those were productivity and

output as well as earnings went u£, and so, to cap it all, did

the relative price).

The second area where theoretical ecclecticism can be seen

is the implicit or explicit theory of the firm, the agent

demanding labour. We know from the elementary statics of the

imperfectly as well as the perfectly competitive market that,

i£ the firm is a profit maximiser, then all factors are priced

according to their marginal value products. We also know that,

in the 'long period1, all firms in the industry will be operating

at zero normal profits. It follows that, in the 'long period',

all firms will pay the same wage to the same class of labour.

Each individual firm cannot afford to pay more because of the

zero normal profits condition while it can equally not afford

to pay less because that class of labour would abandon it.

Empirically, however, it turns out that there are systematic

differences of pay by firms which persist over a historical long

period. What hypothesis will explain that?
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V.'1 '

It would appear that, in fact it is the size of firm,'.;

rather than the size of profits which qualifies as the bt,s".
6

explanatory variable. Any number of theoretical hypotheses

ê .i.ld be compatible with these findings. The one, however,

wm.-h is not compatible, is the neo-classical story. Li \;̂  do

;;ol wish to reduce everything to ad hoc historicism the

v..< i.-it-ion of behaviour parameters must make theoretical sens<.-.

::" •!. wnole. I ii part Lcular the notion of short period e . u- 1'-;:;;-

v I!'; profit maximisation must go because it ties the f .iĵ .1 L^

:-•'.'•/! t:al productivity factor pricing. For it is not lotu caiiy

i"'-' iblc to divorce costs and pricing from revenues if the, sne

pon^d i.3 conceived of as capable of equilibrium under profit

;:. .-x.i mising conditions - and then variation of wages accoromg

'•-..• • i <• ;-Lz(j distribution of firms but not to the size

• . ' y-r. ion of profits appears as a direct refutation of the

•<';•• ••>L-y - from which the only escape is some ad hoc - ovv in tn •

. - • •-, o\: Hit usual "moncpolistic" forces.^ But if tht. theo.v-. ..xj c.-:l

'•'•;•. :;r!,;oa is truu for one short period it must ;;"Ux. by [:.-.-\:... •.

1 '•.; :-!r,.",rica'l long period too. Differences in ,si.^ -i;";; : -,•

••..--..'. c.-r.!.'U; won in their existence, much less ::; •.'lsi,

1 x]> L-tii-itory puwur. It is of course doubtful that the, .:j.,-,

u i;; ir i.uii tioti of firms can be explained from the side of t^-
of firms

labour market. But if the size distribution As taken a;; -'w^; ,

-• ) the labour market cannot be thought of as operating

to the neo-classical story.
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If, on the other hand, we split pricing decisions from

short period maximisation of profits (long period profit

maximisation is a logically untenable, i.e. empty statement)

then there is no sense in using the term "equilibrium" at all.

We can only say that firms have a "strategy" concerning labour,

which is compatible with their overall strategy of growth,

profits,.prices, product differentiation etc. And labour also

has a "strategy" with respect to pay, training, mobility,

security, etc.

In the debate concerning the 'reappraisal' of the economics

of Keynes considerable importance has been given to the

information and the costs attached to getting it in the labour

market. The aim of showing that Keynes was really all-right as

a general equilibrium theorist led people? to suggest a neo-

classical mechanism in time, whereby, at the aggregate level,

the labour market would lose its pre-Keynesian equilibrating role,

In the field of labour economics information "imperfections' are

invoked to explain otherwise inexplicable differentials or

immobilities, or indeed the converse, namely the large ftross

turnover of persons through firms in broadly similar occupations

with the same pay. These informational characteristics of the

labour market are also coupled with the fixity aspect of human

skills and so lead to the idea of fixed, durable but non-

transferable human 'capital' (which, incidentally, depreciates
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the 'wrong way around1, see Appendix on "The returns to

Management Education"). This human capital endows some if not

all labour with greater reserve powers, or 'liquidity1, so that

it can afford to search more and longer while it is also able

to leave at greater cost to the employer than to the labourer.
really

In this view unions are not/necessary to restore to labour a

symmetric power to that of firms (although unions may be useful

as information processing mechanisms and dampers to short period

shocks). The nature of modern labour is such that labour partakes

of some at least of the characteristics of firms.

The trouble again is not the realism of the view that

information is important and that it is not a free good - which

is an assumption we use in Chapter h below. The trouble is that

uncertainty (not "risk"),which is the inevitable counterpart of

the non-frc---.; information assumption, makes the notion of

equilibrium untenable. Equilibrium and its corollaries

are possible only in a constrained situation where maximising

and minimising behaviour is possible. If there is uncertainty

the horizon for decisions is necessarily open-ended and there-

fore decisions are no longer constrained by short period givc-ns

but by expectations. It follows that these must be brought in

the picture explicitly at the start of the analysis because Ihey

cannot be added "later". Once they are brought in there is no

room for the neo-classical factor pricing or quantity movement

propositions.
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In an analysis of the labour market involving time in an

explicit and essential way we must, therefore, explicitly

abandon the notion of equilibrium and marginal value product

pricing. The nature of 'causal' analysis leaves no room for

'maximisation' so that the 'margins' in turn also disappear.

This is also true at the micro level, a matter which Keynes'

followers somehow did not even bother to point out in so many

words as, doubtless, it appeared trivial to them (but see

J.V. Robinson, Economic Heresies? for a comment). ©The

vanishing marginal products are a big loss for the neo-classical

story: a supply price may indeed be "psychologically" determined

but at least the demand price was linked to solid stuff, like

product prices and costs, all matters measurable. So the con-

clusion from the argument so far is that the vertical axis, the

pay side of the supply and demand diagram of neo-classical

analysis, has no logical relation other than "psychology" for

both supply and demand relations in which it figures as the

independent variable. Even if we take prices as given, so that

the supply and demand relations can be drawn on the same

diagram (as is done in 'Keynesian' formalisations of the labour

market in the aggregate), the construct is meaningless away from

the point of 'equilibrium'. It says that there must be curves

going through that point.
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Wo turn next to a matter more peculiar to the labour

market, the 'quantity of labour1 variable which appears on

the horizontal axis of the supply and demand diagram.
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Section 2 - Net Advantages

It is in a way impressive that the Marshallian partial
o

analytical device has survived in altogether alien places and

even graduated to the status of belief that demand

and supply schedules exist independently of each other, that
when this

there is no ''feedback" between them,/was no more than a necessary

technical assumption defining the operation of the "simple" market.

Let us maintain this assumption and look at the quantity axis

of the diagram.

On the demand side, the building block of marginal productivity

pricing preserves at least the simplicity of the "simple market".

If price is somehow given (a horizontal straight line in the

price-quantity diagram) then equilibrium quantity demanded is

determined by the intersection of price with the (downward

sloping) demand curve. But this same simplicity is not to be

found at the starting point of the supply side. "Labour input"

offered, whatever that may be, is not dependent only on price,

while labour input demanded is. The "quantity" axis of the

diagram now measures a composite which, together with price,

constitutes the totality of "net advantage". There is thus a

basic assymmetry: the firm demands labour input in return for

a wage whilst the individual supplies a "state" of his life and

gets another "state" of life, of which one component is the

money wage.



Now this criticism may be considered erroneous: the quantity

axis must be the same whether interpreted in supplied or demanded

units. It is the shape of the supply curve which is dependent

upon everything in "net advantage" including the wage. Or, "net

advantage" is split into (a) ceteris paribus and (b) the wage

so that what figures in the diagram is the partial dependence

of quantity supplied on the wage and this intersects with the

total dependence of quantity demanded on the wage. It is,after

all, not necessary that a solvable system of equations should

have as many unknowns in every equation as there are equations.

Quite so, except that in this case the system is not solvable in

that there are three unknowns and two equations. The elasticity

of "labour input" supplied (again, whatever that may mean) is

estimated from the quantity-wage model as. if there were no third

variable to consider: the other components of the "net

advantages" umbrella are subsumed into the shape of the supply
r indicates

curve. 5 But this / that the quantity axis means different

things when looked at from the supply versus the demand angle.

It is not the same thing as the supply and demand for say,

carrots. The "simple" labour market leaves much outside. The

ottier_, non-pay, components of the labour supply relation are too

good to leave inside ceteris naribus. This is particularly so

when it is found that the independent variable left, the wage,

does not explain labour mobility,surely the one. thing that the

supply-demand story cannot afford not to explain. To take
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another example, when labour input is defined as man hours, which

are considered a disutility while utility is the mix of income

and leisure (with trade-offs between all three variables), it

turns out that the wage is both a poor and a weak explanatory
Q

variable of man hours supplied. The only empirical work (to my

knowledge) which predicts something sensible about the labour

supply that is not logically untenable is that which explains the

variation in the participation rate as a function of the pressure

of aggregate demand. But in that work the variable "vacancies"

is explicitly brought in so as to replace the empty box of

"other than wage job satisfaction" components of the "net

advantages" umbrella. Interestingly enough,"permanent" rather

than current income also figures in the formulation of the

utility function of that problem.

So let us see if we can so define "labout input" that

nothing is left out under ceteris paribus. We will start with

a definition of labour input and then proceed to some evidence

that this definition has some inherent meaning.

In the days where "labour" was mainly pushing, shoving,

digging and carting about it was natural to think of "labour

input" in terms of hours of work. "Effort" similarly was more

or less what it said. The supply of effort could without

difficulty be identified with disutility while the demand for

effort was the demand for "labour power", in a sense not.

dissimilar to "horsepower".
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Labour was indeed a substitute for all sorts of animal power in

the relevant activities and even for some kinds of inanimate

power (e.g. oars versus wind). If the classical economists

viewed labour as a complement rather than a substitute factor it

is because they had in mind its (mainly macro-.economic)

complementary relation to land. Hence they defined their "factors

of production" as complements. If the wage-fund doctrine was the

first theory of the labour market it was because labour differed

from land in that it had to be maintained at a real wage at least

equal to "subsistence" during the period of production. If

there was no theory of employment it was because of demography

and Say's Law. If there was no theory of relative wages it was

because all that was considered "labour" could be reduced to

comparable "man-power" units.

The notion of labour input as essentially man-power, hence

measureable in hours of work, is too far from the facts of life

to be of use today. It is not surprising that the measured pay-

hours relation is insignificant. The fundamental fact of the

modern labour market is that human services largely consist of
for

decisions. Accordingly, if we wish/the modern equivalent to
concept

the classical "man-power-effort"/we must look to some construction

which enables us to define and measure the size of decisions.

We cannot expect that such a measure will be as simple as that

of hours worked nor that it will be so obviously of a flow-only
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character. Common language and sense accept that work is a

multi-dimensional activity so that any construct of the "size"
only

of work will/be empirically measureable through a theory showing

how to aggregate the quasi-infinite real world dimensions into

some manageable whole. It is also to be expected that when the

ability to provide labour services is durable the valuation of

these services is unlikely to be simple because we are involved

in the problems of capital theory. Having foreshadowed some

complications let us however forget them to concentrate on the

problems of the definition of labour input.

As we argued above marginal productivity theory identifies

the value of input with the value of output, that is to say

considers them equal, because they must have equal value under

profit maximisation. The theory is not concerned with the

physical or other characteristics of input or output. It is

helpful in approaching the definition of labour input to first

ask what the output may consist of. There is a view that while

input is clear and distinct output, the individual worker's contribution,

"disappears" in the totality of the firm's final product. This, the

lew holds, is inevitably so in complex industrial economies. (In the one

case where the output may be easier to identify qualitatively,

the service sector, it is not possible to value it independently

of input).} Yet the true phenomenon of "fusion" only appears in

research work where the specific parentage of components of an

idea can get inextricably mixed up. In industrial reality it

is however possible to think of the Individual worker's output
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in an entirely different way, not as the number of nuts and

bolts which he contributed in the construction of "widgets"

but simply as what he is accountable for. As will be seen below
(as well as input)

this is an infinitely richer measure of labour output/than the

notional marginal value product.

In the world as it is now organised it is not possible to

define input and output for the individual worker apart from

the institutional framework of managerial structures. This is

true even if the thought-experiment of the marginal physical

product could be performed. The multidimentionality of the

phenomenon of human labour cannot be captured otherwise. The

essence of the present system which is pertinent here is that

the decision-making apparatus is organised hierarchically. in

the sense that for any one employee there is a "manager", that

is to say a control system of (a) specifying the job (b)

modifying the job, (c) controllingT reviewing and evaluating

the job, (d) selecting and de-selecting the occupant.

§(Jaques' theory of work organisation insists that the system I

called "manager" must in fact consist of a single minimum-

necessary-authority manager because decisions on (a) - (d) do

not consist of "elementary" disjoinable bits but must be a

totality which is possible only if they are "joined" as one

single person's decision. In other words, decisions can only

be aggregated or disaggregated with respect to decision-takers.

I agree with this point of view, as will be seen below, but

don't wish to discuss the management aspects of the matter, so
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I leave the formulation as stated more generally in the text

because it is sufficient for present purposes. What is "given"

as required, output for any individual job is the totality of the

responsibilities imposed by the functioning of the management

system. The output for which one is accountable is defined by

the management system. It is the same as the input which one

offers.

familiar
What does this "output" consist of? In more/ words, what

are the principles of "job specification"? The job may be

defined, or "specified",in terms of disjoint dimensions. One

dimension, for example, could be that this essay must not exceed

fifty thousand words, another could be that there must be .at

least; one reference footnote per thousand words, another that

sentences should have aa, more than thirty and n£ less than ten

words. A dimension in this sense is the "elementary" managerial

unit of job specification.

Note however that these dimensions need not be equally

"elementary" in any objective sense. For example, the London

Transport bus driver is accountable for Ca) the speed limit

(by national legislation), (b) his route, (c) the maximal

acceleration and deceleration speeds at stops etc. etc.; but he

is asi told, because he cannot be told, the precise speed and

acceleration for every yard in his route and what to do in

every possible contingency. In other words he is not "programmed",
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either because it is not technically possible or because it is

too expensive. For this reason the output is that of a human

operator who can exercise "discretion". His job specification

thus contains specified discretion. But there is more to the

point.

He is not told how many pounds per square inch to apply to

the brake. If told that, he is not told how much neuromuscular

energy to employ so that the right quantity of pressure will

result. And, if he could be told that, he is not told how "much"

volition to exert, what "decisions" to take so that the rest
, in principle.

follows. Which is a way of saying that/no human .job can

he specified absolutely. There is an objectively unspecifiable

part of the job which is there until the job is programmed, in

which case the previously unspecifiable component is simply

transferred to the accountability of the programmed job's

designer.

It follows that the number of dimensions defining a job

and their concrete characterisation are a matter for "sub.iective"

managerial decision.

A dimension can be formalised as consisting of three

components. The first can be formalised as a boundary condition,

as in the examples above. This is the prescribed content of the

dimension. The second can be formalised as tolerance limits
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around the boundary condition. This is the discretionary content

of the dimension. The third can be formalised as an enveloping

boundary condition, that is to say enveloping both prescribed

and discretionary content, and . refers to the time in which

marginally substandard discretion (i.e. observations within the

tolerance limits) can be detected.

Note now that all these components have a dual existence.

The first refers to a technical specification, such as ten

thousand words plus or minus ^ one per cent. The second refers

to a qualitative judgement of management which cannot be

specified other than by subjective terms such as "good enough"

or "not good enough". The third refers to calendar time.

But time is involved in the process of implementing the two

previous components as well. We are speaking of a dynamic

situation where "output" is being generated through time. The

first and second components will therefore become "finished"

output when that output is delivered for adjudication to

management, which is the time when the third component comes into

play. It follows that the third component "dominates", or gives
It is this fact which gives rise to the idea

meaning to the other two. / that it should be possible that the

overall "dimension" of the job . could be completely specified
of course

in time units.£(Footnote: This way of looking at work is/theprinci-

pal discovery of Elliott Jaques,who gave it the name "time-span of

discretion". I would prefer the terminology delegated (i.e.

specified) time-horizon of decision-making responsibility.)
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Two examples might clarify the construct. First a low-

skilled woman's role in a food producing factory. Confectionery

bars are coming out of a cooling plant for wrapping. She is at

the receiving end with the job of rejecting damaged pieces. The

dimensions of the work are therefore two: reject damaged

pieces, don't reject good ones. Damaged pieces are defined as

those which are perceivably, given the speed of the line, chipped.

Ihis is the first, technical, component of the two dimensions.

Her discretion in both dimensions is to decide whether any one

piece is "sufficiently" chipped. The third component is the

time in which she would be detected exercising sub-standard

discretion. If she fails in the first dimension and does not

reject damaged pieces she will be detected within at the most

five minutes by the section leader further down the assembly

line. If she fails in the second dimension and rejects intact

pieces she will be detected by the forewoman who periodically

checks on the contents of the rejects basket, at intervals of
12

approximately twenty minutes.§(Footnote: My definition of

"dimension" is more elementary than Jaques's definition of

"task". The above job consists of a single task in that there

is no discretion over priority in time between the two

alternative dimensions, because they coexist, appear and
is

reappear concurrently. What I call a "dimension"/what other

people might prefer to call "degrees of freedom".)



The second example is the job of a managing director of a

shipping company. One among many aspects of his work concerns

the buying and selling of ships on owners' behalf. One dimension

of the job is Buying. Specified components of this dimension are

the available budget, the maximum running costs, the size and

type of vessel within some limits (e.g. tankers of between 35

and 55 thousand tons), some minimum net return on own funds

(and very many others). Unspecified components of this dimension

are all factors which can be subsumed under the umbrella of the

"entrepreneurial" decision. Examples of these are timing of the

purchase with respect to the shipping cycle, the risk of

technological obsolescence, unforeseen increases in cost, the

re-opening of the Suez canal, etc. These items cannot obviously

be specified, otherwise the services of an entrepreneur would

not be required. Finally, the time component of this dimension

is the "normal" economic lifetime of a vessel which is of the

order of 18 years. The three components are the same for the

converse, Selling, dimension. Thus over a period of UJD £O 18

years this decision-taker has discretion to buy or sell a ship

subject to the specified constraints.$(Footnote: These two

examples come from 125 work roles which were empireally

"measured" by J.S. Evans and myself.)



Going back to our formal discussion, a "dimension" is the

"elementary" decision unit which is defined for a specific work

role by management. It is defined by three sets of parameters,

a set of technical measurable specifications, a set of qualitative

non-measurable "specifications" and a time variable. The time

variable gives meaning to the decisional content of the first

two sets. It is the delegated time-horizon of responsibility

for performance in the other two sets. Hence it envelops the

other two sets and, under certain conditions, may stand as a

proxy for the "size" of the dimension as a whole. For example:

you have authority over my work in the firm and you delegate to

me the work of writing this essay, on this subject, up to that

S-LZG, with so many references etc.; you decide I must deliver it

to you by the end of one year's time, and then you and I will

know whether it is "good enough" or not because you will decide

on this and tell me so. For that year I am providing labour

input. At the end of the year at the latest I will provide you

with labour output.

The argument so far aimed to introduce the idea that (a)

the time component of a dimension is a sufficient parameter to

specify the size of the dimension. The approach can be

supplemented if (b) we look at the same component as a necessary

parameter. What is the meaning of open-ended, or "infinite",

delegated horizons for an individual employee of the modern

corporation? If I don't have to deliver "output" by a certain
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calendar date, then I don't have to deliver it j£ all. In the

latter case, the specification of this job dimension is nullified

by the implicit delegation of another dimension, which gives me

the effective option of aq% implementing the original one. At

any one time I don't have to follow the specified constraints

because "I am not on that job vet", while the unspecified con-

straints cannot come into play until I have "delivered" my output

for qualitative appraisal. But I don't have to deliver at anv

one time and I can always postpone "starting" or "delivering"
sense

tomorrow. In other words, I am given a non-job. In this/the

time limit on completion makes a job of the other components of

a dimension. Hence it ought to be a meaningful proxy for the

size of the dimension.

Finally it ought to be possible to show that it is an

accurate proxy for the "size" of decisions. The "size" of a job

is, of course, a dauntingly elusive concept to try to pin down

in formal terms. Yet we do evaluate the size of jobs all the
help to

time. A heuristic example from university teaching might/show

the line of thought. Undergraduates are given frequent, say
fortnightly tutorials, so that they are not abandoned "on their

the
own" for too long. These usually become less frequent from /first
the

to/Last year. Under the old American grade point system there

were weekly "quizzes" for Freshmen and Sophomores, monthly one-

hour "exams" for Sophomores and Juniors, one paper at mid-term



and one three-hour "exam" at the end of term for Seniors. We

now expect Part II students to be able to cope with their last

year's work as one whole, this becomes two years for M.Sc.

exams, and we give three years to the Ph.D student. In planning

these "requirements11, the length of time allotted is not

independent of the "amount" and "complexity" of work that must
But

be integrated, /the amount of prescribed work, on its own, is

not a sufficient guide to the time required. In fact the

prescribed amount of work cannot be strictly quantified because

the units are different = how many theorems to how many novels

per annum? The discretionary components cannot be quantified

at all because, being qualitative^ they have no units. Hence our

evaluation of the "size" of a job inevitably follows from the

time component which is "normally" considered pertinent to that

sort of job. Thus a Ph.D. ig. a three-year job whereas a first

year tutorial paper is. a one-week job.

Is however our view of a "three-year job" an accurate

representation of what we want to mean by the "size" of a job?

What is there, for example, to prevent the university authorities

from defining the Ph.D. as a "four-year" job? The three years is

in fact a minumum requirement. We would be losing the objective of

measuring the true "content" of work if the time-size of jobs

were merely a (random) administrative convenience. But it is

not just that - it cannot be afforded that it should be so. This

is seen most clearly not in cases of people who are paid to learn
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but in the standard employment case where people are paid to

deliver "economic" output. If, in other words, we transfer our

example to the sphere of economic scarcity it is easy to see

that time is a scarce resource which must be economised. In

so far as there exist pressures to economise, whether from

some sort of other of competition or by administrative forces

and processes, there will be pressure to reduce the delegated

time horizon so as to minimise and if possible reduce to nothing

the slack? on the decision-making input of human resources. Since

the pressures in university education cannot be as sharply

defined, because the nature of the desired output is harder to

pin down, it is not surprising that the educational system is

designed to tolerate a considerable amount of slack. This will

be so as long as the pursuit of "originality" or "creativity" is

among the system's objectives. If this is dropped then leisure

type "sleeping cum thinking" will not be "good enough" whereas

under present objectives they are indistinguishable from

"reading", "writing" etc. This "free" component of university

education shows up by contrast the "costly" environment of the

firm. In conclusion, therefore, the pressures to economise

resources, wherever they might come from, indicate that the

time component of a dimension ought to be an accurate measure

of its size.



Let us translate this discussion to a diagram. A "dimension",

the "elementary" unit of delegated decision-making choice, figures

as a set in n-space. Suppose it is = 3~space.

x-, may stand for prescribed

content with quantitatively

definable limits (e.g. a

-x report of no less than ten
\ 2.

t thousand words etc.); x^

may stand for

discretionary content which does not have cardinal but ordinal

miits (e.g. a "good enough" or "better" report); x-. is simply the

maximum time prescribed for completion and delivery of the output

(o.gt 3 months).

Now this set cannot be characterised any further as it is

because its qualitative components can only be ordered. But it

can be transformed into a unique bounded and compact, hence

convex, set which is cardinally measurable. This is because

Xj_ and x 2 have no meaning apart from x^o The implementation

of x-, can only be verified by x. while x^ can only exist by

x,. The n-set thus collapses onto the time axis. As such it

acquires the time unit of measurement. But time is "compact"

while the time limit is an upper bound. The "dimension" of

delegated decision-making responsibility can therefore be
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yepresensed, by a convex set which is cardinally measurable in

time-terms. Our labour input theory building block is thus a

convex set. A useful building block by all accounts.1^

Next define a "task" as the union of "dimensions" such that

there is no possibility of choosing among them through time. The

task, as it were, corresponds to the "natural" aggregation of

"elementary" dimensions. Of course there is nothing more

"natural" about it than there is "elementary" to the dimension.

Both represent a decision of management so to construct a job.

The task represents the "elementary" output from the point of

view of management. The dimension represents the "elementary"

unit of input from the point of view of the decision-taker

(the worker) as defined by management: I am given choices along

dimensions but I deliver tasks. It is therefore at the point of

the task that the input becomes output. The task, viewed as the

union of decision dimensions, is a convex set on the input side,

while viewed from the output side it is also economic value.
is also

I will argue in Chapter h that it/ social value, the place in

society, for the worker.

To sum up so far: the work

assignment, the task, can be

represented as a "production

possibility" space. Every

prescribed element has some — - \ in - i
i

discretion associated with it. o



Hence, within the delegated time horizon (0, H) the' worker can

adjust his possibility curve, apart from the one dimension OT.

Economising by the worker appears in this construct as movement

away from the origin. T is the binding constraint because it

contains the time - speed - qualities of the whole m+1tuple.

Hence oae can measure the set by collapsing it onto the OH axis.

Whether viewed from the point of view of the worker or the
an equilibrium

organisation, the task therefore is / construct implying

maximising-minimising behaviour.

Now a machine can be fully described by the designer.

For a man there is no natural, .'elementary1, physical action:

the neuron? Even with respect to physical actions alone there

cannot be complete specification. With "judgement" entering

the picture (the word is used for lack of a better one) it is

not possible to prescribe 'quality'apart from a managerial system

which defines "good enough". A man yields three kinds of

"effort" (not. necessarily "disutility") when he is employed,

his time, his muscle power and his judgement. He produces what

the organisation decides to consider as output. Which of the

three inputs does he get paid for?

Consider each one of them if the others are absent. If he

just spends time and does nothing else he would not get paid at

all. His time by itself is of no use to the firm. If he uses

muscle power alone he must also of course be using time. But
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these two joint inputs cannot command a demand price either

since the result may not be "output". For "output" to turn up

it is essential that there be judgement, as defined by the

organisation. The other forms of input are therefore necessary

but not sufficient to produce output, they are joint inputs but

they cannot'contribute*to output . There is a qualitative

gulf between "things" delivered and "output" which is "good

enough". Payment is given to that aspect of work which yields

output and to that only. There is no reason to be surprised

that long hours and arduous effort are not predictors of

differential pay. According to the logic of the marginal experiment
labour input is by definition the same as task.

Now jobs may consist of one or many tasks. The latter is

the case if some dimension can be implemented with discretionary

priority against others through time. This additional

"dimension" to exercise (discretionary) freedom of priority

is of course also defined by management. This complication

does not however violate the convex character of a job since

a multi-task role can be represented as the union of the

separate tasks. To see this remember that the time dimension

is a constraintT hence antagonistic to "quality" over the
i.e.

discretionary component of a job (/all discretionary components

of the other dimensions). Where there are many tasks there is

the possibility of "cross-subsidisation", in time terms, between

tasks. When some tasks are longer the "borrowing" is necessarily
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against them. The union of the individual task-sets is the

maximum area over which time-borrowing can be carried out.

But the union is of course the size in time terms of the
(longest)

largest/task. Hence that is by itself sufficient to determine

the size of the job.

This can be put on a diagram. Writing each dimension as

a separate ray from the origin, we ask:

•v, olv Given the firm's organisation,
1 A

what is the interval between

"now" and detection of sub-

standard discretion along each

dimension? This is the upper

bound. We draw a circle from

the origin to mark off that

interval. And so on for every

dimension. The union of these circles is the same as the longest
16

dimension.

Now the advantage of a convex "elementary" building block

is that the union of such constructs remains convex. This means

that the work of the individual decision-takers "adds-up" to the

work of the firm. Conversely the work of the firm is

"disaggregated" into the work of the individual employees. The

"management" job of the firm is to divide up the total work into
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disjoint convex sets, one per decision-taker. If it can do that,

then it can also decentralise the job of objective maximisation.

By building the firm up from its "elementary" building blocks we

get a fresh insight into the problems of communication, control

etc. investigated by such economists as Simon, Marsh and

T. Marsckak.17

To conclude this somewhat formal definition of the work

unit we must stress two important characteristics which make it

drastically different from any other approach toward the measure-

ment of labour input. The first of these is that work is defined

for the individual workerT not for the bits and pieces produced,

ar̂d for tfre, organisation,, not for the costs of production viewed

as technical data. The technological as well as the market

environment of the firm (or, broadly, the 'institutions' of

society) of course enter the determination of the size of the

work unit (we won't get undergraduates u»*>fe«g 3-year dissertations)

but they do not impinge on the logical status of the work unit.

It; is not a technical fl^tfiyfl ]}\\\ q social relation. Regardless

of the institutions of the labour market, such as trades unions

etc., the relation which must objectively precede any production

is an assymetrlc one, between a single individual and a

collective, which we call 'the organisation'.J It may appear

from this that, from the supply end we need 'subjective'

assumptions about cost and payoff, or disutility and pay, whereas

from the demand end we can make do with the 'stylised' but

objective assumptions which relate the shape of the long period
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co^l curve with the- market structure. But it would/ije

mistaken to argue in this way. Work is an individual activity

because, when men are brought into it, it cannot logically be

otherwise. From this, however, it does not follow that, apart

from the obvious assymetry of power, we have a split between
versus basically

basically subjective / objective forces determining the

relation between work and pay. There is no room in this essay

to devise a new theory of the demand for labour to cover all

questions, although some remarks are offered in chapter h.

But there is an entirely new approach to the problem of labour
perhaps

supply which,/ironically in view of the origins of the task

concept, is not 'subjectivist'.

This leads to the second characteristic of the present

definition of work, namely that, by itself, the definition of

the unit of work is such that work does not constitute a

disutility. On the contrary, it will be argued that the

efforts of people to get work is precisely in the quest of

"utility" and all this is logically independent of the question

of pay. It was of course natural when work was understood to

mean muscle power and long hours that it should be considered

as the 'disutility' component of the labour supply function.

That function represented, for each individual worker, "optimal"

tradeoff points from the triplet of work (a disutility),

leisure (a utility that required money for its satisfaction)

and pay (a utility that could only be got by exchange with a



disutility). As is however evident^the present definition of

work can well accommodate the statement that too little, as well

as too much, work can be a disutility whereas within some limits

work itself is a utility. Going back to our academic environ-

ment, it is plausible that an undergraduate who is given a

postgraduate work assignment would consider this too much work

and therefore a disutility. But it is even more plausible that

the 'demotion' of a postgraduate to weekly quizzes, a level of

too little work, would be disutility without qualifactions.

Over-promotion and over-demotion can be seen in industry in a

more glaring light and entirely independently of the question of

pay (see Appendix). What matters for the present context is that

we have not defined a unit of work so as to preclude the forces

of utility from playing an active part within the work

situation.



C11AITER c

METHODOLOGY AND METHOP OF WORK MEASUREMENT

Section 1 - Introduction

The previous chapter was confined to presenting a formal

definition of work which has some desirable logical

characteristics. In this section a different approach to

the same problem, that of defining a unit of social work, is

undertaken. For we are not dealing with logic only but with

social reality. We must have a view of the relation between the

logical construct and the manner in which reality can be inter-

preted through its use. If nothing else, this section ought to

convince the reader that my acceptance of this definition of the

unit of work was not an easy matter„

Essentially the object of a methodological discussion is to

define the 'facts'. In the present case the 'facts' are

expressed by a pair of terms which both refer exactly to the

same phenomenon. The phenomenon we are after is the unit of

social workT and the terms by which we describe it are task and

time-span. If we manage to define the facts then we also,

automatically, have defined the technique of observation. For

the definition of the facts in this case is no other than

a full specification of the conditions under which the

Phenomenon we are after can be observed. And observation is

measurement.
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I take it as accepted methodology that, firstly, a

phenomenon need not be N̂Q̂ ifyfreilY observable. This means that

before we can describe the phenomenon we are after, we must have

a theory which constructs this phenomenon out of directly

observable data. If, second, the theory is successful in so

constructing a phenomenon, it will also furnish a technique which

can in any one specific case isolate relevant observations, which

then constitute an example of the phenomenon in practice. The

theory in operational form must in other words be able to

generate specific cases.

The assertion which may require justification is that

concerning the equivalence of the terms "task" and "time-span".

It would on the contrary appear that the terms are different.

For "task" refers to a thing while "time-span" refers to an

attribute of that thing, however essential that attribute might

be. If one were merely to describe a specific task, by listing

the elements it consists of, there is in fact nothing wrong in

leaving the time element as the last out of a series of others.

This sort of approximation to the concept of task is however

deeply misleading. Firstly, on conceptual grounds, there is a

contradiction between attempting to define the unit of work, that

is to say the ultimate element which can be no further sub-

divided without breaking up the entity of the phenomenon, and

then dividing up that entity into two categories of observable

data, one of which is relevant to the theory and hence measurable
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be
and one which is not measurable and should therefore/ irrelevant

to the theory. Secondly, there is the danger of being misled

when the phenomena which on is trying to construct from

observable data have undefined and therefore unclear logical

status. The crux of the matter is that social work is such by

virtue of the responsibility quantum it contains, hence the

dimension on which it can be observed is time, because time is

the dimension along which responsibility is exercised.

Responsibility is no other than being on one's own. The time-

span "aspect" of work therefore exhausts what there is to

"social work". There is no other 'element' to a task which

makes it more of a task, or more understandable, or more

observable, or more measurable. Hence a "task" i§_ its "time-

span".

A theory of social work has two elements to define, the

agent doing the work and the unit of the work done. As the

first the theory picks on the individual worker. He might be

working on his own or as a member of an organisation. In

either case he is free to choose on the object of his work

within a set of constraints, whether imposed by himself or by

the social setting. The constraints appear sharper if we

restrict the field to employment work in organisations. An

organisation may be defined as a set of roles organised

hierarchically. Any one role may be defined as a set of tasks.
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A task is specified i.e. described, by three sets of constraints,

the prescribed content, the discretionary content and the

target completion time. The main proposition of the theory is

that it is in principle impossible to specify a task fully. A

task needs a worker, it cannot exist as a form of work without

one8 Anything which can be fully programmed or mechanised or

automated 'would not need1 a human agent and would, economic

conditions permitting, be so automated. I£ a task is automated,

then it requires no human agent. But if it isn't, then it does.

So long as it isn't automated, it does require a human agent,

and then it is a task because it is somebody's task, because it

is assigned to him and Jig, is accountable for performing i£. He

is accountable for everything that is specifiable plus for that

which isn't. He must have choice in the performance of his work.

The specifiable part of the task constitutes the constraints on

it, the non-specifiable part constitutes the discretion over it.

In doing the specified part of the work the agent brings his

"knowledge". In doing the unspecified part he brings his

"decision-making" power.

Since knowledge input is equivalent to machine input we

may argue the following. In buying a machine there are two cost

elements to consider, first the purchase price then the operating

price. In hiring a man there is no purchase price and the same

is true of dismissal. In other words hiring and firing men
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seems to have minimal elements of the 'investment' decision

(leaving for the moment more qualified manpower out of the

discussion). This sort of distinction is amply clear in the

classical theory of the firm, which defined costs derived from

the investment decision as 'fixed' whereas cost emanating from

the wage bill are called 'variable'„ Yet you don't hire a man

for what he is but for what he will doa Hence there is an

investment aspect in getting hold of manpower resources. But

it is 'free': first you hire him, then he works, then you pay

him* With a machine you pay for what it will do anyway and

therefore also for what it is. P For the man however there are

two steps: first he must get appointed, then he will work and

get paido If he is not what you want him to be, he will not bo

appointed at all; if he does not have the qualifications for

the job, he will not be considered for the job; if he does not

have the 'capital' to go with the 'role' he will not have the

chance to perform in the role. His reward for having got the

qualifications, or his 'rent' for having got the 'capital1, is

occupancy. Abstracting from all hiring and firing costs, it

would seem that the firm is not paying at all for a man's

"capital" beyond giving occupancy to a role. Anything it pays

for thereafter is for that aspect of the worker's services which

does not derive from the ownership of his 'capital' because it

does not co-respond to specifiable aspects of work. For the

firm is paying for his decision-making power over unspecifiable

aspects of work which is his time value-added to the firm's

production.
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Of all the specified aspects of a task there is one which

has a determining status: target completion time. Why is the

time dimension singled out in this way. There are five reasons:

First, it is the one dimension which contains no element of

previous knowledge. No element of training of the intellect

deals with a form of question which ought to read like 'how

long for what?1 The question itself is non-sensical. What, how,

how long, how short, how big, are sensible questions. T,arget

completion time may be derived from all the things that enter

under the heading of "past experience", but it contains a

volitional element which is 'beyond reason1.

Secondly, it is the one dimension which is common to all

tasks. All tasks take time to complete, some time, whether

they are mental or physical or any combination, thereof.

Thirdly, it is the residual dimension in the specification

of "task" without which the others fall apart. It is the

umbrella under which are picked up all the non-specifiable

elements of the task.

Fourthly, it is also the element which people empirically

accept as a measure of the responsibility, or work load, or

size of work, which they carry.
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Fifthly, it is the element which predicts what is subse-

quently considered as the supply price of labour and can there-

fore be considered as an economic variable, "labour input".

The first three reasons are essentially logical and have
previous

been mainly dealt with in the/chapter. The latter two are

related to the material mainly of Chapter 3° As a bridge

between the two chapters we discuss in this chapter the

problems of measurement in practice. It will be found that the

formalisation, the methodological discussion

and the use of the measuring

technique are highly related between them. This of course makes

for some difficult reading (as well as for some difficult
is the

writing)„ The fact of the matter is that this/kind of theory

this is - which perhaps accounts for the reason why no labour

economist has yet touched it.
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Section 2 ~ Method of Measurement

We . first sum up the lessons derived from the

pilot run of the research project at Brunei. As a result of

the pilot the technique of the project was established in a

way which permits a considerable extention of the area to be

covered. Further, the technique employed is such as to permit

any individual person to apply it, provided that he receives

sanction to do so from the highest pertinent managerial

executive. A fortioriT the technique is usable directly by

management as part of its executive work. Parallel to the

question of technique, the pilot and subsequent work based on

the ammended technique had methodological implications. That

this should be so is not surprising in a field where theory and

measurement techniques are exceptionally close to each other.

The design of the pilot project was aimed to reduce the

possibilities of 'contamination' of the data through the process

of "observation". Observation, in our case in the form of

interview, was aimed toward two distinct types of measurement,

one being time-span of discretionT the other felt-fair pay.
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A primary source of contamination that we felt to be

absolutely inadmissible was from the one type of datum to the

other. Lf, we thought^ there existed a definite relation between

the two types of observation, which is precisely the proposition

the project was designed to "test", then there ought to be every

precaution against prejudging the issue by having even the

slightest insight into one of the two types of data by having

pre-knowledge of the other. Further, if. one is going to make

claims as to having discovered, or confirmed, the existence and

form of a definite relation, then one ought to be full-proof

against the charge or suspicion of having, consciously or

unconsciously, 'forced' the data into producing the desired

relation. The worry was all the greater since we felt insecure

about the degree of 'forcing' implicit in the method of

measurement by interview.

After the pilot we still accepted this possible source of

contamination as valid and of possible mischief, although more

on the grounds of the latter point. The reason for the shift of

emphasis lies in our gradual detachment from the general

plausibility of the time-span - felt-fair pay proposition arid

our gradual emancipation from the feelings of subjectivity in

relation to their measurement, with the consequent result of

insecurity experienced during the pilot stage. In this the most

important cause has been the clarification of the logical

status of time-span measurement and of the task concept which



is behind it. In any event, reasons of external acceptability

of our results by third parties have been considered as

compulsory constraints for keeping the two measurements

entirely distinct. Hence, when the project got properly

underway, the interviewer who did the task analysis and

recorded the time-span was in total ignorance of the felt-fair

pay results, which were collected separately by another

interviewer (using a set questionnaire) whose results were

recorded in standard form and kept separate until the final and

approved write-up of the task analysis. Although this procedure

does not yet dispose of the other conceivable sources of

'contamination1, broadly speaking connected with the so-called

'forcing' technique, it definitely disposes of any possibility

of "helping" the measurements along toward a pattern.

We still have a little more to say about the felt-fair

aspects of the theory and the technique later on. Of much

greater importance is however what the pilot run taught us

about the nature of time-span. In retrospect, the technique

used for the pilot was ideal for obtaining individual perceptions

of tasks, as distinctly and separately seen by the occupant of a

role and his immediate manager, in distinct and separate

communication with two interviewers who did not communicate

results until their descriptions were written up. Being ideal

as an instrument for measuring individual perceptions of tasks

by individual interviewers, the technique was therefore the
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wrongest possible for measuring tasks which did not arise out

of autonomous individual situations, such, for example, as

leisure tasks, whereas, on the contrary, the tasks which it was

aimed to measure were derived specifically from the concrete

executive framework applicable in each concrete case. Apart

from the executive framework they have of course no meaning.

By treating them as we did, we reduced them to tasks which had

effectively the status of being self-assigned and therefore not

logically distinct from leisure taskso

The first point to strike our attention was that the

employment of distinct interviewers for obtaining separate

information from manager and subordinate meant throwing the

burden of doubt arising from any discrepancies on the ability

of ;ho interviewer. For in the measurement of the time-span of

any role there arose four possibilities; first, the perception

by the occupant of a role of his own tasks could be inadequate;

second, the perception by the manager of that role concerning

the tasks given to that role-occupant could be inadequate;

third, the interviewer of the occupant could be

inadequate; fourth, the interviewer of the manager could be

inadequate. If there were any difference in the task analysis

or time-span measurement obtained in the two interviews (which

would only be apparent when the write-ups would come up for

comparison) it would NOT be possible, in principle., to determine
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which of the four causes was at work or how many of them. All

the issues of 'data contamination1 automatically arise and

cannot be resolved unless one can pinpoint the source.

Let us for the moment leave aside the question of inadequate

perception of tasks by occupant and manager, which will occupy us

in detail later* The possible inadequacy of the two interviewers

doing their separate measurements brings into focus the role of

the interviewer in work measurement through task analysis and his

influence or 'forcing' of the observations he records. Unless it

can be shown that the role of the interviewer is either NIL on

the whole of the interview, or otherwise that his influence is

known on the observations he records, it will not be possible to

establish a technique of objective validity either for analytical

or for prescriptive purposes. Unless the interviewer is shown to

be in some sense nothing other than a recording instrument there

is no sense in calling the results obtained by him 'data'.

Discussion of this point must therefore be meticulous even at

the peril of being pedantic. We shall first look at the

matter as it arises in practise and then return to it after

some more theoretical discussion on the nature of work.

Supposing that a research team is admitted into an

organisation and goes about its way under conditions securing

'confidence'. It is stipulated by the team that they wish to

interview people separately, that each interview is to be held
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in private with one member of the team, and that the results of

the interview will not be passed back to any member of the firm.

It is expected that under such conditions the persons interviewed

will feel free to express their real thoughts and feelings,

without fear of loss or expectation of gain as a result of what

they say. This is precisely what we secured for the Pilot-

Project. (If the reader should wonder why a firm should allow

a research team to investigate its executive pattern and have

people use working time to participate in such a project, the

answer is that the firm as such gets no more out of the research

project than might be got as windfall of insight by those

individuals who submit to interview). Just to dot the i's

concerning the conditions of confidence engineered for the

Pilot-Project, we add that at the beginning of each interview

the person was asked in private whether he wished to have

the interview and told that, if his answer were "no", even that

would not be communicated outside. (This ultimate attempt to

secure confidence did not in the event materialise since

invariably all persons who had agreed to be interviewed did not

shirk from it at the end).

Having thus secured the firm's co-operation under these

exceptional conditions, a list of roles for interview was

selected and appointments were made. The roles selected

composed a subset of the pyramid immediately dependent on the

factory manager of the firm concerned. Immediately below him
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we had two production superintendents and one quality control

manager. Immediately below these three we had a number of

foremen and quality control superintendents. On the quality

control side we went another step down to senior quality

controllers, broadly of the same rank as the production foremen.

We thus had in all 15 roles lined up for interview of whom all

but the factory manager at the top were eligible for time-span

measurement.

Next to the pattern of the interviews. For the task analysis

of any one role two and perhaps three interviews were necessary,

one with the occupant of the role, one with his immediate

manager and perhaps, if there was doubt about the immediate

manager's requisite authority about the assignment of certain

tasks, a third interview with the manager once removed. The

burden imposed by this procedure on the research team and

particularly on the firm is apparent. The factory manager had

to be interviewed as many times as he has immediate subordinates

whô .the team wished to time-span. In our case this meant three

interviews which tended to overshoot the two-hour mark in each

case. Each person in intermediate positions also had the burden

of many interviews, at least one on himself and as many more as

he had immediate subordinates whom the team wished to time-span.

For some superintendents this meant up to three interviews,

usually over the two-hour mark. The only persons who had to
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submit to a single interview were those at the "bottom" of a

hierarchical chain. But these people were only a third of the

total and any addition to their number by the inclusion of

collaterals would have automatically added interviews to the

more pressed people standing above them in the executive chain.

Apart from the time-consuming aspect of the burden imposed

on higher management in this way there was also the mental effort

associated. It was found that managers needed a good hour before

falling in with the conceptual framework of the interview and

that this was invariably a considerable mental strain. With but

one exception interviews with the same manager, after the first

one, needed approximately the same preparatory hour before

getting underway. It is hard to say whether it was purely

accidental to the Pilot Firm or largely induced by the technique,

that the time and effort associated with interviews seemed to

produce in management a sort of resentment, sometimes leading

to the open comment that too much time was being used up with-

out apparent purpose or benefit. One specific difficulty

associated with the Pilot Firm was that the time-span exercise

came in the wake of a major exercise carried out by the Firm

which had resulted in all managerial posts being defined 'by

results', in other words expressed in terms of general

responsibilities. Approximation to work-content of roles 'by

function' seemed intellectually satisfying to management and

further investigation was seen as approaching hair-splitting.
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But the most important matter was the effect of the technique

employed. The conditions of confidence were only too successful

in isolating the individual interviewee from the executive context.

The interview was distinctly seen as 'time off from executive

work, very much as if privately owned leisure-time were

sacrificed in order to do some outsider a favour at the behest of

the company, whose goodwill was somewhat at stake.

This should not be interpreted to mean that individuals

interviewed were ungracious or that they were grudging about the

misuse of their time. In fact nearly all of them were quite

interested and sometimes even delighted to explain the working

pattern of a role and, when describing their own role, might

have been happy to go on forever. The interviewer could not

however simply hold an interesting conversation about roles and

personalities: he had to insist, sometimes at great length,

about the rigorous formulation of his subject's experience into

tasks. And here we fell into a number of "traps". If the

interviewee was the occupant of a role he was certainly more

interested in describing his work than was normally the case of

a manager describing the work of his subordinate. But, generally,

the occupant was less able to perceive his own work as distinct

from the work of the executive cluster within which his role

fitted and, particularly, from the work of his manager. The term

'we' rather than the term 'I' before the verb "to do" usually

denoted this type of indeterminacy, which was often difficult to

resolve.
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Now this particular difficulty - let us call it 'non-

identification with own-role responsibilities' - was minimal

when the interview was with the manager rather than the occupant

of the role. It was here usually possible for the manager to

respond with a fair degree of ease as to what he gave his sub-

ordinate to do in distinction to what he himself had to do for

his own manager. But this did not mean that he was in any better

position to define in specific task form what he held his sub-

ordinate accountable for, in the absence of independent knowledge

by the intervier of what the occupant of the role held himself to

be accountable for. Further, the manager of the role was much

less involved in describing his subordinate's tasks in the

necessary detail. Hence distance from the role and objectivity

was here matched by less interest or knowledge for the description.

The possibilities analysed above constitute the reason for

the earlier statement, that the burden of proving the 'truth'

of an interview was inevitably thrown back on the interviewer.

The outcome of the interviews could not in fact be resolved except

by cross-examination of the two interviewers by Professor Jaques

and each other„

When two "observations" are made independently there is

obviously no reason why the measurements should be equal. In

our case however the independence of observation was, so to say,

"two-dimensional". Two independent measurements of the same

Rhgnomenon using the same instrument may naturally yield different
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results, and then the discrepancy may be variously accounted for

by reference to both objective or subjective factors, viz

accidental external factors impinging on the measurement or

mistakes in the use of the measuring instrument. In our case

it was obviously aimed to measure the same phenomenon, viz the

same underlying task and the same time-span. But the two

independent measurements we were taking were also affected by our

using different instruments, viz the independent perceptions of

two people, the manager of the role and the occupant. That the

two distinct perceptions may also be of different status we did

not realise at the time. Hence a discrepancy in our measures

did not necessarily arise either from the process of measurement

or from the ability of the person taking the measurement. It

may have arisen from the direct object of measurement, viz the

independent perceptions of two people connected with the

phenomenon in different, "opposite"T ways. And if these percep-

tions differ then we can no longer hold that it is the same

phenomenon that is being perceived and recorded. This third

source of error makes it impossible to resolve a discrepancy

in terms of distinct sources which could be in principle removed.

One is simply pushed to remove discrepancies on the grounds of

plausibility of common-sense. At this point however the

technique ceases to have objective validity.
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In the facts of the case, we obtained considerable discrep-

ancies both in time-span and felt fair pay for the same role. It

should be noted that the status of such discrepancies falls in

.separate categories,,

A discrepancy between felt fair pay

as given by the occupant and the manager is not of particular

significance. The manager has only indirect personal stake in

evaluating the 'true1 worth of his subordinate's work, hence his

statement of it is somehow 'costless1. On the contrary, the

occupant makes a statement of essential commitment as to his

real personal worth on an objective scale which places him in a

specific position on the social ladder, both inside his place of

work and in society generally. Having obtained answers to the

felt fair pay question from both sides of the coin on several

occasions, there is no doubt as to which of the two answers is

the more painful to commit oneself to.

On discrepancies concerning the time-span, however, the

presumption of greater validity is reversed., Not only is it

more difficult to obtain task information from the occupant.

It is also impossible to dispel the feeling that the interviewer

is being served up with a magnified role. It is here the

occupant of the role who is in a position to offer relatively

'cost-less' information, that is to say tasks which do not

involve him in any work, either because they are not his or



(sometimes) because they don't even exist at all. This is not

to say that people lie about their work, a proposition on which

the evidence is nil. It is to say that two new sources of

"contamination" may be at work. FirstT in cases where the

manager of the occupant's role is successful, perhaps by intro-;

ducing a strong team spirit, the occupant is "carried" by the

atmosphere of the work in being psychologically concerned about

the whole as well as the distinct part for which he is himself

accountable. gecondT perhaps in cases where the manager is not

so successful, or where there is "disequilibrium" (for any cause

whatever) between the person and the role he is currently

filling, wishes, desires, and plans about how the work ought to

be, can be brought up from, so to say, the sub-conscious, even

without the slightest conscious ill-will, as a description of

how the work actually is. Whenever in interview the feeling or

presumption was generated that the tasks described were due to

some such form of f,aQtn,sy t it proved impossible to shake the

description without the danger of accusing a person's honesty

or his ability to perceive his work accurately.

The impression should not be created that in the pilot run

we obtained wildly contradictory evidence. The vast majority

of the individual tasks and a clear majority of the time-spans

of roles presented no discrepancies at all, as between the two

interviewers or the two types of interview, with manager and
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occupant respectively. But a technique is always tested at

the margin, and by that test our technique during the pilot

run proved exceptionally revealing. The following discrepancies

came to the fore:

Type I, where the descriptions of the tasks were not

identical. This discrepancy has no effect on the time-span

measure but should cause worry about the different perceptions

of manager and occupant and/or about the ability of the

interviewers. In general, interviews with the occupant produced

a more detailed and (perhaps) more accurate description.

Type II, where the descriptions of the tasks may or may

not be identical but the time-spans were different. This

discrepancy was much more infrequent than the first type but

was clearly more disturbing. In general, time-spans produced

by interview with the occupant were longer and usually coincided

with more complicated descriptions of the tasks, or were

descriptions of more complicated tasks, presumably for the

reasons under the heading of "fantasy" discussed earlier.

Type IIIT where some tasks, sometimes the longests, were

given by only one side,, usually the occupant, of the executive

context. Added to the elements of inadequate perception and

fantasy we have here the element of incompleteness. It was

particularly frequent in the case of the manager, whose commitment

to the purpose of the interview can be presumed lesser than the

occupant1s.
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The discrepancies of types II and III are obviously the

reason for wishing to examine more carefully the implications

of the technique used on the pilot run. On the one hand such

implications are purely practical: how to organise the interviews,

how much time should be required, whether to go according to a

definite pattern through an executive hierarchy, whether to

first explain the meaning of "task", whether to suggest the

meaning of "time-span" by explaining its postulated relation to

"felt fair pay", last but not least, how to train the interviewer

so that he is in a position to tell whether he is producing

"tasks" or not and whether he has exhausted them or not. A not

unimportant, although different, practical implication concerned

the physical possibility of implementing the research project: a

very time consuming and trying exercise which was requested from

firms which were admittedly offered very little in return. The

possibility that any research project can succeed in such

circumstances is certainly not great.

On the other hand there are methodological implications

which to my mind are of greater importance. Whenever a

discrepancy of Type II or III, occured, there was no difficulty

in finding plausible reasons for it. An acceptable and

convincing source of "disequilibrium" could usually be found

on the side o£ the occupant, such that it could explain away

those of his perceptions which clashed with those of his manager.
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This was made possible by the mass of ancillary information which

vas obtained during the interviews. It was also possible to trace

implausible statements made by the manager to other sources of

"disequilibrium", usually connected with short tenure of the role

of manager and consequent incompleteness of information, or

transition to a new executive structure. Plausible as such

explaining-away of discrepancies may have been, they did not

resolve the two essential points which lead us back to theory:

First, how can the interviewer be certain that he is actually

getting out tasks; in other words, how can the burden of what

actually constitutes a task be not on the interviewer but on

• '^nothing entirely objective and,

secondly, how can it be ascertained that the distinct

perceptions of manager and occupant both refer to the same tasks;

in other words, how can the basic phenomenon under consideration

be knownto be the same when "it" is perceived by two observers

who have different, in fact "opposite11, status with respect to

that phenomenon. These two points lead directly to the corner-

stone of the theory, namely, what is a"task", what is its logical

status, and therefore under what conditions it can be observed.

It is these considerations which led to the formallsation

presented in the previous chapter. The technique is strong

enough not to depend on the person using it, even under the

unfavourable conditions of the 'confidential' relation. Never-

theless, the job of the analysis is to reveal a situation which
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exists, not to adjudicate on what the situation might have been
under

or should be which, / the present system, is the job of

management. Reporting back upwards is essential to obtain a

job specification in task form which is the actual, explicit or

implicit, decision of management. Reporting back downwards is

also essential to ensure that the "extant" situation is both

fully perceived and taken seriously by management. The people

most securely fit to do time-span measurement are therefore the

firms' own managers, for whom some kind of task specification is

in anv case an inevitable part of the .lob of role specification.

(Fn. In one firm where the management was particularly interested

in following up the detailed work on job analysis, the technique

was more or less automatically picked up, to the point where job

specification sheets were compiled in 'task1 form, that is to

say with the time-span of each task made explicit ;. It is

notable that this interest developed exclusively for purposes

of job specification and not in any relation to pay, since the

time-span felt-fair pay relation had only been discussed with

higher management in very general terms while, at the time of

the work analysis, the interviews on felt-fair pay and the rest

of the questionnaire had not yet been administered.)
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in conclusion, the conditions under which task analysis can

be carried out and time-spans of roles recorded are: (a) higher

management must decide to instruct role occupants and managers to

participate in the analysis and (b) higher management must accept

that all analyses will be reported back, upwards and downwards in

the management hierarchy involved, which implies that the results

of the exercise will be public, at least within the firm.
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Section ?, - The Field Work

These "lessons" from the pilot exercise were put to use as

follows: firstly, the results of the 16 pilot interviews were

written off to experience and not utilised in quantitative analysis

because they were obtained under confidential conditions.

Secondly, the new sample was derived through 'consultancy-

type' interviews with 10 different firms. All interviews were

reported back to higher management and therefore have the status

of management decisions, t (One should not put too much emphasis,

on this 'decisional' character of our recorded time-span measure-

ment, since it is quite possible that they were decisions^so to

speak, lightly arrived at. Such 'costless' decisions by a firm

may substitute management bias for interviewer bias. Although

even that shouj)-fl foe enough for present purposes. The managements'

conception of reality in their own fir.m is likely to be both

sharper and more committed than the casual research worker's

who is naturally more concerned about the fate of his project

rather than on how a firm actually behaves.

Nevertheless, a 'costly' decision by the firm on job

specification (which is precisely what a task cum time-span

analysis is), that is to say a decision involving also the

question of pay, will not be taken lightly. The perfect condi-

tions for time-span measurement are therefore those of 'full*
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consultancy, whereby a firm submits to the exercise in order to

determine its management structure and its payments policy. It

is in this sense that the people best fitted to do time-span

measurement are the firm's own managers: in issuing a task

instruction they cannot but see that it is related to what they

are prepared to pay for the implementation of the task).

Thirdly, the firms selected for interview were obtained from

the immense list with which Brunei University has been in contact

through the operation of the sandwich course programme. 6h firms

wore selected from the list (on the not unreasonable, as well as

non-random, basis of familiarity with their names). These were

. :u, a letter explaining the nature of the project and the

demands of time made of them: 60 firms replied. Of these, 10

w.'r-.. ..infinitely not interested, 10 were not uninterested but

eovlci net agree to the exercise (usually because they were involved

in some other time-consuming job evaluation project), 10 were

interested in principle but were not prepared to proceed

immediately, and 30 were interested to discuss with us to obtain

more information and arrange for us to proceed. In the event,

we had time to work in only 10 firms, which happened to be the

first in the sequence of arrangements. Their characteristics

were as follows:
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Firm 1: This is the whole executive structure of the training

department, constituting the bulk of the personnel department,

of a nationalised industry in Scotland. There were 16

interviews ranging fsroin 1 month to 1.5 years in terms of time-

span and from £1..7O to £2,900 in terms of felt-fair pay.

Firm 2: This is the major part of the research department of

another nationalised industry in London. There were 22 interviews

with time-spans ranging from 3.5 days to 1 year and 9 months and

felt-fair pay ranging from £1.150 to £3,750.

Firm ^: This is the basic research department of yet another

nationalised industry located in the area of Oxford. There were

16 interviews with time-spans ranging from 1 day to 3 years and

felt-fair pay ranging from £900 to £^,850.

Firm h: This is the top management of a small firm in the wood

manufacturing sector in the Nottingham area. There were 5

interviews with time-spans ranging from 3 months to 1 year and

felt-fair pay ranging from £1.500 to £2,500.

Firm 5; This is again the top management of another small firm

in the building sector in the London area. There were h interviews

with time-spans ranging from 2 days to 6 months and felt-fair pay

ranging from £1,000 to £1,850.
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Firm 6: This was the whole of one department producing a specific

product from start to finish in a large food manufacturing firm in

the London area. There were ^6 interviews vith time-spans ranging

from 20 minutes to 1 year and 3 months and felt-fair pay ranging

from £780 to £2,500.

Fi.-^ni Z* '-This is the top management of a small firm in the textile

distribution sector in the London area. There were h interviews

with time-spans ranging from 2.5 days to 6 months and felt-fair

pay ranging from £702 to £1,900.

I-rL-l;l_.y.'' This was part of the management structure of a local

auf-i•;•!ty in the London area. There were 5 interviews with time-

r'p':iis ranging from 1.5 months to 1^.5 months and felt-fair pay

:---"'I!*- from £1,200 to £2,600u

L'J.:T'._i* This was a small part of the high management structure of

a large modern electronics firm in the London area. There were 4-

interviows with time-spans ranging from 3»5 months to 3 years and

3 months and felt-fair pay ranging from £2,850 to £^-,000.

Fj_rm 10: This was the single role of the managing director of a

shipping firm in the City of London. Time-span was 18 years and

felt-fair pay was £25>OOO per annum.
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The collection of firms therefore has the following desirable

characteristics:

lo Different sizes of firms and different sizes of sample from

each firm which do not depend on the size of the firm.

2. Different sectors of industry: three manufacturing firms,

three utilities, three firms in the services, onein local

government.

3. Different regions of the country: the South-East area,

Scotland and the Midlands.

k. Different types of employment: jobs range from practically

unskilled manual, both light and heavy, to semi-skilled,

skilled, professional and post-doctoral research.

5. Different underlying technologies: by any criterion the firms

cover the whole range of technology, from the most primitive

to the frontiers of science.

6. Different levels of employment: the jobs range, in terms of

responsibility, from wrapping food parcels to running vast

organisations*
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7. Both men's and women's roles: 22$ (35) of the roles were

designed for and occupied by women.

Some or all of these characteristics have been postulated to

bo strong determinants of pay. Although the questionnaire results

should permit us to analyse the separate effects of all these

factors on felt-fair pay, the analysis of the data ignore all

except the last (women's versus men's pay) in order to examine

the explanatory power of time-span when taken by itself. (Apart

from the fact that time-span is very powerful in explaining the

v-'fi ,tion of felt-fair pay, it was felt that the assumptions

underlying the multivariate regression model which would be

used in the analysis of partial correlation, particularly with

vosp'.jct to random sampling, are not really met in the sample.

Others may however disagree with this and agree with Richardson

(rn.ference) who has used such techniques to analyse American

data).

With respect to the difference between men's and women's

pay, it. was accepted that there is systematic bias against woman's

pay on the grounds usually offered, eog. education, opportunity,

intermittent withdrawal from the labour market, etc. We

proceeded to correct for such bias on the assumption proposed o'j

Jaques that up to £575 per annum, women1s pay should be marked

UP by 33$) between £575 and £1,500 per annum it should be marked
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up by 10$, and between £1,500 and £3,000 it should be marked up

by 9/>. (Partial justification for this procedure was given by

the pay questionnaire, where women were also asked to state a

felt-fair pay figure for the same job, had it been designed for

and occupied by men)•

Time-spans were recorded in their natural units, as used by

management, such as hours, days, weeks, months and years. For

purposes of quantitative analysis they were convertedto hours by

transforming one day into 8 hours, one week into 5 days, one

month into h weeks and one year into 12 months. The analysis

therefore ignores the effect of irregular hours, overtime and

length of holidays, which have also been considered as explanatory

factors determining pay. (See above. One should add that the

present analysis also ignores the effects of employment stability,

length of service and security of tenure). Felt-fair pay

statements were converted into pounds per annum (Spring-Summer

of 1968) on the same basis as above. Thus corrected and converted,

the raw data are presented in the appendix. There are -125

observations in all.

to us
The data on time-span and felt-fair pay made available/by

Professor Jaques are somewhat different to those obtained for the

Brunei project and require a different method of standardisation.

(Appendix A, Firm 11). These data were a by-product of Jaques's
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social-analytic work at Glacier and were obtained through the

method of 'confidential' interview. The data are rather less

systematic than those of the Brunei project in that they do not

refer to any one department of the firm from top to bottom.

The;-e data cannot therefore be considered as a random sample of

the total population in the firm or indeed or anything else.

(The Brunei project data are of course not a random sample

either).

The important difference between the two sets of data

derives from the fact that Jaques's research extended over a

]u::n_̂ r of years. Thus the felt-fair pay figures are not directly

. •...•able in so far as absolute pay me at figures have followed a:i-

-4Ur,ad trend through time. Data extending over such long time

, . -; can only be made comparable by the use of some assumption,

Jjiij.v3 assumes that desired (i.e. felt-to-be-fair) pay relatives

i\.'".iiL.ii invariant with respect to the wage and salary bill for the

f :; :; i:y as a whole. Figures can therefore be adjusted by

an i.ating upwards according to some comprehensive earnings

in.i.o>.. This assumption was adhered to for the purposes of the

comparison. (Other assumptions can of course be used to make

"dated" observations comparable. What should be clear is that

each method of adjusting the data implies a different assumption

about the underlying behaviour of the labour market).
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Felt-fair pay values in Jaques's sample were adjusted upwards

according to the Ministry of Labour Index of Earnings to the

summer of 1968 to which our own data refer.

With respect to the non-randomness of both samples, Jaques's

as well as the one obtained for this study, there is a serious

problem which transcends merely technical difficulties. It is

in fact difficult upon reflection to attach any meaning to

"random sampling" when one has none other than a priori knowledge

of the properties of the time-span distribution with respect to

other variables. Since what is at least partly in question is

the existence of the variate called the "time-span of discretion",

the only way to apply quantitative methods is to obtain a large

rather than a small number of observations, over as large as

possible a range of the space on which the variate is defined,

and use it as a predictor of another variate whose innate

"existence" is not in question and which should, according to

the theory, be related to it. As seen above, in our own sample

we made sure that we covered a very wide range, from the lowest

paid to the highest paid jobs, with reasonable uniformity of

coverage.except for the very top of the range. Jaques's sample

is more restricted in range but equally uniform as to coverage.

It consists of 70 observations ranging from 6 hours to 2.5 years

on time-span and from £920 to £6,500 on felt-fair pay. Both

samples put together therefore provide 195 observations. The

analysis of these data is presented in the next chapter.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS1

So_ction 1 - Regression Analysis on the Total Sample of Observations

The data were analysed by regression methods. Time-span wa::.

treated as the independent and felt-fair pay as the dependent

variable. The range and distribution of time-span dictated the

use of a logarithmic scale to spread the observations out evenly,

Folt-fair pay was also plotted on a logarithmic scale since trm;
o

aid not distort the essential shape of the relationship.^"

The scatter of all 11 firms put together is presented in

..• • ..vre 1, Intuitively, the underlying relation is curvilinear

•;-.:'rv\iL with a kink about the middle of the range.

I.QOV^IU; fox a relationship over the whole scatter implicitly

assumes that the observations come from the same population.

t::U'. resumption a variety of non-linear regressions were fitted

:i;:(i resulted in values of the coefficient of correlation imif G,';:J.̂

ov",r 0.85*

As better and better fits did not appear a good line of

at hack, the data were subsequently analysed by means of linear

regression and split up into various sub-sets on which standard

tests were performed.
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Writing x. for log (base 10) of time-span in hours and y for

log (base 10) of felt-fair pay in pounds per annum, we fitted

the polynominal

y = anx
n + a n _ l X

n 1 + ... + a^ 1 + aQ

for all powers up to fifth degree. These are presented below fo.i

he 195 observations, with the standard errors of the estimates

and the t-values in parentheses under the estimated coefficients:

-I-
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Table 1

Regressions on Total Samnle. N=19t5

(1) y = 2.950 + 0.1257* Residual mean square = 0.0192^
(0.00835) Correlation coefficient R2 = 0.51*

(15.05)

(2) y = 3.081+ _ O.I673X + 0.08239x2 RES MS = O.OO7718

(0.01802) (0.00^8^5) R2 = 0.8165
(9.28) (17.00)

(3) y = 3.067 - 0.00331Ix - O.O3677X2 + 0.02128x3 RES MS=O.OO6615
(0.03306) (0.02122) (O.OO37O3) R2=0.8^35

(0.10) (1.73) i5.75)

00 y = 3.062 - o.O9375x + o.O9729x2 - 0.0351 1X3 + 0.00723l+xl+

(0.0V333) (0.0^753) (0.01835) (0.002308)

(2.16) (2.05) (1.91) (3.13)
RES MS = 0.006323

R2 = 0.8512

(5) y = 3.065 - O.98838X + O.o6659x2 - O.oo8593x3 - 0.000867U1*
(0.0M+76) (0.078^+6) (0.05693) (0.01662)
(1.97) (0.85) (0.15) (0.05)

+ 0.0008197x^ RES MS = 0.0063^8

(0.001665) R2 = 0.851^
(0.^9)
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lt is seen that above the third degree some of the estimated

coefficients are below the level of significance. More to the

point, the gain in explanatory power in terms of r after fitting

a cubic falls off sharply. It was concluded from this that a

cubic relation represents the sample adequately. For purposes of

illustration and calculation of confidence intervals etc. the plot

of relation (3) above is used as the Standard Relation (SR).

The first question to ask is whether Jaques' data are of such

high quality that they are responsible for the good showing of the

relation over the sample as a whole. Carrying out separate

regressions on each of the ten firms and on. Jaques1 data (Firm 11)

'wo find that the latter is by no means the 'best1 firm overall.



Table 2

Coefficients of Determination bv Firm (R )

Firms N Linear Quadratic Cubic Quartic Quintic

Firm 1

Firm 2

Firm 3

Firm h

Firm 5

Firm 6

Firm 7

Firm 8

Firm 9

Firm 10

Firm 11 (Jaques)

Sub-total 1-10

Total 1-11

16

22

16

5

k

1+6

l+

5

k

1

70

125

195

38.53

70.12

86.27

2*+. 7 0

72.05

2^.81

22. ̂ 7

87.10

92.23

-

78.17

50.82

*

39.29

83.37

91.81+

31.86

95.95

3^.35

99.99

88.7*+

99.87

-

87.1+7

79.25

81.65

81+

92

32

3**

93

82

8 .

.07

.00

.39

-

.35

-

-

-

-

.17

.22

.35

85.05

93.12

-

-

3^.36

-

-

-

-

95.21+

82.93

85.12

85.05

93.19

-

-

3*+. 7^

-

-

-

-

95.21+

83.10

85.11+
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Five i'irms (3j5>7}8, anii 9) have higher r 's than firm 11 wlien

fitting a quadratic and three of them (firms 3,8, and 9) are also

higher when fitting a linear relation. Firm 11 takes the lead when

fitting a cubic relation and remains there subsequently, although

by a very small margin over firm 3 and not far from firm 2, whose

performance consistently improves for higher degrees of polynomial.

Trie results for the firms which are represented by a small number

of observations are obviously not significant beyond the quadratic,

so that their good effect on the total is not seen when fitting

higher degree curves.

it can further be seen from Table 2 that Jaques1 sample dees

not significantly affect the total. The last three rows show

Jnoues1 sample (firm 11), then the new sample (firms 1 to 10) and

finally the total. The gain over the new sample attributable to

adding Jaques1 is then seen to be approximately two percentage

points on the r . Accordingly Jaques1 data can well be used

together with thu new sample for purposes of analysing variation

over the total range of data as well as by firm.

Thf; saine point can be made by looking at figure 2, which shows

the Standard Relation fitted over the whole range of data (N-l95)

as before. The curve denoted B represents a similar cubic fitted

over the new sample alone (N=125). B is virtually indistinguish-

able from SR. The curve denoted A represents a similar cubic

fitted over Jaques1 sample and it is drawn over the narrower range

of that sample.
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A strict comparison of Jaques1 with the new sample cannot be

made without using the F-test, to determine whether the two samples

come from the same population. The same procedure must also be

applied to indicate whether any two of the firms in the new sample

come from the same population, in particular, whether specific

attributes of the sample from each firm - such as size of sample,

range of x and/or y, position of each sample in the overall range,

as well as region and type of technology, etc. - can be said to

differentiate the overall population of firms and roles into

separate significant entities. Use of the F-test does not however

seem appropriate for answering these questions. With respect to

comparing Jaques1 sample (N=70) with the new sample (N=125)j it is

clear that the large number of observations renders the test

spuriously oversensitive. With respect to comparing any two other

fii i;i3.. or particular characteristics of them, the number of

observations dwindles too rapidly.

Further, it is not merely a question of size. Underlying ail

difficulties in the use of rigorous techniques is the lack of

randomness in xhe process of obtaining observations. It may be

possible for other studies to be so designed as to obtain obser-

vations in numbers which permit analysis of variance by strict

methods. The methods in this paper are both more elementary and

selective: they reflect the view that confidence in thp existence

of the postulated relationship depends on a sequence of exploratory

steps - rather than on one-shot pass or fail tests whose validity

depends on statistical properties it is hard to believe obtain in

this field of study.**
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2. Variation Among Firms

From this point of view, it is useful to examine the reasons

for variation among all the firms. Jaques1 data stand out by

their uniformly high tightness around all relations fitted. But

some other firms display the same or even more regularity. Firms

2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 (See Table 2) give high r2|s from linear fit

onwards. This has nothing to do with the number of observations

obtained in each firm: 'good' firms are to be found among those

frotn which we obtained many and few observations: thus for Firm 2

N=22, for Firm 3, N=16, whereas Firms 5, 8 and 9 have only four to

five observations each; and the same is true of 'bad' firms: thus

for Firm 1, N=16, for Firm 6, N=lt6, whereas Firms k and 7 have

only five and four observations respectively. Nor is it true that

'good' firms have drastically different pay and consultation

systems, with the result, presumably, of a well-perceived scale of

norms concerning the relative pay structure.^ While good

consultative machinery may perhaps account for the high showing of

Jaques1 data, in this respect at least Glacier is a special case.

As intra-firm variation cannot be explained by the number of

observations from each firm, there are two further directions which

can be investigated. The first concerns the range over which we

have time-span and felt-fair pay observations for each firm. The

second concerns the part of the overall time-span ranee which is

covered by observations from any single firm. What matters

particularly for the sequel is whether most observations from a
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given firm fall onto the steep or the flat part of the Standard

Relation, to the right or to the left of the kink in the middle

of the time-span range.

The range of observations on time-span and felt-fair pay is

2
pi',, I Led against, r for each firm. But it is immediately clear

from .yjgisî s 3a and b that the range of observations for each

firii: is not a major determinant of variation among them.

Turning now to the position of firmsin the overall range,

the question is more complicated. Figure h shows the range of

each firm over the total and (in brackets) the associated values

of N and r"".

tv'nere W is small and/or the range in x is small the linear
o

• :. i; :• 'V '.•f-ions were used for the relevant r . Looking at overall

iaQivji; by 1'irai does not however give a correct picture of the

-̂ Jiiiilik °-£' usch firm over a particular range, since each firm doe;;,

not occupy its own range with any pattern. The picture of most

firms overlapping about the middle of the range is sufficiently

misleading to require looking at the scatter of each individual

firm separately. hThese scatters are plotted in Figures 5 (1-9)

over the Standard Relation. From these figures it is possible to

characterise each firm as lying "predominantly" to the left of the

kink, on it, or to the right of it. Firms, 3, 8 and 9 quite unam-

biguously belong to the right of the kink whereas Firm 6 is unam-

biguously to the left. The rest of the firms (1,2,M-,5> and 7)

seem to fall mostly in the middle but with considerably more

ambiguity.
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If we now put "values" 1,2, and 3 to represent left of, on,

and to the right of the kink, we can obtain an idea of how
2

position is related to the value of r .

There is clarity at the two extremes: the three firms that

are towards the top of the range are uniformly high performers

whereas the single firm that is at the bottom is among the worst

performers. But there is no pattern at all in the middle. It

should however be noted that while the bottom-left of the figure

contains approximately one-third of the observations, all of them

come from a single firm, whereas the top-right and the middle,
again
/with about a third of the observations each, are represented by

numerous firms. It is therefore not justified to conclude that

the lower half of the ranee yields a weaker relationship between

time-span and felt-fair pay - in as much as the lower part

effectively coincides with a single firm.

In summary, then: there is nothing accidental in the new

sample, in terms of the peculiarities of sample derived from

individual firms, to make the overall relation appear good.

Variation among firms is not related to anything systematic -

except, perhaps, to "position" in the overall sample. Since this

last point is confused with one firm only it is worth investigating

more generally.
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The problem can be put in terms of the kink on the overall

curve. The data seem to suggest two observations, which may be

related. Firstly, there appears to be a kink in this cross-

sectional relationship between two variables which must have some

relation to the labour market, in which case we can say that the

labour market is, in some sense, divided in two parts. Secondly

(and discounting from the fact that the lower part of the range is

dominated by a single firm) analysis of the data shows that to the

left of the kink, there is greater variation of y given x. But

from inspection of the scatter (as well as from plotting confidence

intervals, see *10 below) it is seen that the absolute variation

of y remains the same for all levels of x. This of course implies

that if there is a kink in the middle of the x-range, then the

strength of the relationship between x and y will be greater for

the steeper than for the flatter part of the curve. But the real

question is why it should be absolute rather than relative varia-

tion of y which should be the same for all levels of x. In the

latter case there could still be a kink in the relation, but the

relation itself would be uniformly strong. One wonders whether,

if. the relationship is. in fact weaker over the flatter part of

the range, that is a cause for the existence of a kink and/or.

the other way around.
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These problems appear significant; they were outside the scope
original

of the /report as they cannot be discussed with reference to the

facts but rather as subjects for economic analysis. The above

disgression however suggests that it would be meaningful to

truncate the sample at the middle of the range to investigate

variation from an explicit "level-of-work" point of view.
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Section ^ - Variation Between High and Low Levels of Work

The total sample of 195 observations was split at x=1920 hours

which is equivalent to a one-year time-span of discretion and

corresponds to Jaques1 Rank *+. This mid-range value was considered

to belong to both subsets, partly to increase the number of

observation by firm and partly in conformity with Jaques• theory

of ranks, which are defined from their end points. Even with this

device, there are only 2k observations above the one-year mark for

all the firms in the new sample put together and only 13 for JaquesU

Table 3 gives a summary of the results.

Table

Firms 1-10

Firm 11

TOTAL

Below

N

109

61

170

1 Year

R2

>+9.95

87.5

M-9.02

Above

N

2k

13

37

1 Year

R2

90.58

87.59

86.75

Above the one-year mark the new sample gives better performance

than Jaques1 but below the one-year mark the new sample is

significantly inferior to Jaques1. Thus the total relation looks

singificantly weaker for lower than for higher levels of work.
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same
The/ impression can also be obtained from Figure 6. "wo

straight lines are fitted for the two samples with X = 1920.

While the confidence intervals about the mean of the fitted

relation are equally tight for the two subsets, the confidence

intervals about a random element are much wider about the flatter

than about the steeper line, reflecting the approximate invari-

ance with respect to x of the absolute variation in y. The

analytical forms of these relations are:

Table k

For the left-hand subset (x = 1920 hours = 1 year)

Log y = 3.003 + 08239 log x - t 0.0025

0.009178(2)

- O.OOO16O2 log x + 0.0000^203 (log x ) 2

the
For/right hand subset, x = 1920 hours = 1 year

Log y = 0.7955 + O.78O7 Log x - t 0 3

O.O37996C2)

- 0.018539 log x + 0.002661 (Log x ) 2

(1) Constant term of confidence intervals about the mean

(2) Constant term of confidence intervals about a random element.

The plotted curves were calculated with values of t for the %

confidence interval.
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The new sample is not howevur in the slightest degre homo-

geneous. Regressions were run for each firm separately, see

Table 5 below.

While no large firm attains an E = .875) like Glacier, a

sizeable number give good results. Discounting Firm 8 where R = 1

as a freak, it is interesting that only two firms (1 and, as usual,

6) with a large number of observations are mainly responsible for
2

the low value of the total R , whereas Firm 2 with 20 observations

and Firm 3 with 7 give high values. With respect to inter-firm

variation the picture is then mixed, the largest firm (No. 6) being
Q

again the worse performer.

Having discussed variability among firms as far as the data

will allow, it is also useful to look at another aspect of the

relation. It may be that the high closeness of fit at the upper

half of the range imposes a non-existent relation on the lower

half where there is none, in other words that time-span does not

predict felt-fair pay for the range of time-span between twenty

minutes (the lowest value in the sample) and some higher value

such as six months or one year. In this case the "true" relation

at the lower end of the range would be flat, i.e. have zero slope.

It is therefore useful to ask whether the estimated slope for each

firm is significantly different from zero.
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Table

Results of Double-Logarithmic Straight Line Regression

= Low Levels of Work

Firms

1

2

3

k

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1-8

1-11

3

Estimated
Slope

0.1 529

0.1866

0.213*+

0.2521

0.1261

0.0^83

0.1108

0.3578

-

-

o.H+55

0.07^9

0.082*+

k
T-value

of
Estimate

2.05

5.96

5M

0.99

2.27

2.75

O.76

5.^9
-

-

20.33

9.16

12.71

5
Levels

(10f0)

(1.78)

(2.35)

(2.92)

(2.92)

-

of

5

2.

2.

2 .

3 .

*+.

2.

*+.

3.

2.

1.

1,

6
Si{

%

18

09

*+5

18

30

02

30

18

00

99

.97

7
nifican

Mo

3.05

2.85

3.71

5.81+

9.92

2.70

9.92

5.8*+

-

-

2.66

2.62

2.60

ce

( 0 .

(3.

(5.

(3.

(3.

(3.

(3.

8

Mo)

85)

96)

5)

1+6)

.37)

.29)

2

R2

2»t.

65.

83.

2h.

72.

1 ^ .

22.

100.

-

-

87.

1+9.

5

11+

22

7

05

98

h7

0

5)

95

02

1

N

16

22

16

5

k

k

5

k

1

70

120

195
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Table 5 supplies the necessary ..'.̂ formation. The t-\< iue of

the estimated slope can be compared with the value at different

levels of significance. It is noteworthy that Firm 6 with R =

o1
l+98 has significantly non-zero slope at the 10$ level. Firms

5 and 7 do not yield significant estimates even at the 10$ level

but they yield a total of only 7 observations. Firm 2 as well as

11 (Glacier) yield significant estimates at the 0.1$ level. As

for the totals, both with and without Glacier, the slopes are

significantly non-zero at the 0.1$ level. It can therefore be

concluded that, although from this sample it appears to be weaker

at lower levels of time-span than higher up, the relationship is

not spurious anywhere in the range. It is unfortunately not

possible to analyse the difference between high and low levels

of ivork within each firm because there are not enough observations.

a weak (i.e. general)
We can conclude that/version of Jaques1 hypothesis is not

contradicted by the facts: there is. a significant relationship

at all levels of work and it has the postulated shape. The

analysis of the data also suggests that the labour market is

divided in two parts with respect to the time-span variable.

This need not however imply that the two parts behave independently

in all respects* It could well be that with respect to payment

norms (relatives) over the longer period the labour market

operates as one whole.

We next turn to a stronger version of Jaques' hypothesis.
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Section k - Jaques' Equitable Payment Scale

Figures 7 and 8 show confidence intervals for a random

element and about the mean of the Standard Relation at the %

level of significance.

Table 6

The estimated relations are:

log y = 3.O67 - 0.00331 log x - O.O3677 (log x ) 2 +

+ 0.02128 (Log x ) 3 -

- t 0.000202l+(1)

0.006817 (2) - 0.000^911 log x +

+ 0.001219 (log x ) 2 - 0.001273 (log x>

+ O.OOO6235 (log x)1* - 0.0001^9 (log

+ 0.00001296 (log x ) 6 *

(1) Constant term for confidence interval about the mean

(2) Constant term for confidence interval about a random

element.
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Figure 8 confirms the visual impression that absolute

variation of y unaffected by x so that, from this particular

sample, it appears as if the relation is systematically weaker

for lower levels of work. Even allowing for the idiosyncrasies

of the sample it is instructive to note that

confidence intervals about the mean display the same property to

a minor degree. This was also seen when the range was split into

two halves (Figure 6 above). It is this property which suggests

that y is systematically distributed with respect to x f or all

levels of x, hence that it is reasonable to treat the sample as a
The first

unity, /version of Jaques1 hypothesis, that time-span is a good

predictor of felt-fair pay, is therefore confirmed by the facts.

It is perhaps instructive to look at the problem the other way

round. For with correlations of this order of magnitude
o

(R = 0889) one is tempted to find reasons why they should not be
Q

perfect. One reason which I have not seen elsewhere and which is

pertinent over the whole range but more so with respect to the

bottom half, is that while pay is for practical purposes a

continuous variable, time-span is not. "Tasks" are assigned target

completion times of one week, or one year, or one decade, not of

2,000 hours or 1.35 months. In view of this it is remarkable

that the correlations are as good as perfect - and it is fortunate

that at least the bottom half of the range behaves 'badly1.
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The natural discontinuities which are found in practice when

measuring time-spans led Jaques to devise a scale for frequently

occurring values. The "Equitable Work-Payment Scale" is the

strongest version of his hypothesis about the relation between

the two variables we are examining. Figure 9 shows the Scale in

relation to the confidence intervals about the mean of the Standard

Relation. It is clear that this version of the hypothesis cannot

be accepted as it stands. Whereas 20 out of the 27 points of the

Scale fall within the confidence intervals of the Standard Relation,

it is clear that the slope of the Scale is different both to the

left and to the right of the kink. The scale thus tends to

"underpay" the lower-paid and "overpay" the higher paid, according

to their own valuation of what constitutes fair pay for their

work, at least as represented in this particular sample (including

Jaques1 own data).

It may of course be that the slopes of the average relation

have shifted with time. There is evidence of flatter slope at the

mid and upper ranges in a study by R. Richardson in one firm in

the United States. But in that instance it appears that the kink

has also moved upwards, and become "flatter" in the process, as if

a higher absolute standard of incomes goes with greater "homogen-

eity" between the two 'sectors' of the labour market. Be that

as it may, the strongest version Of the hypothesis requires

amendment according to the presently available sample.
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Section *? - Conclusion,

The quantitative work presented here is a severe test of

Jaques1 hypothesis in that it covers a broader range of observa-

tions than his own, particularly at the bottom end, over a

rather extreme variety of firms, locations and types of job.

Such testing is necessary to get away from the possible

peculiarities of the "special case". The method of public in

contrast to confidential analysis also brings the technique

nearer to the hands of its natural users, the firms' management.

This research confirms that time-spans exist in the simple sense

that they can be measured with objectivity and rigour. The

three versions of Jaques' hypothesis are all confirmed with some

amendment for the stricter one among them.

We can summarize the quantitative basis of Jaques' propo-

sition as follows:

(a) The total of 11 firms, giving 195 observations, fit a cubic

relationship with r 2 = 0.89.

(b) Jaques1 original data (firm 11 in the Appendix and

represented with crosses in Fig. 1) fit a cubic relation

with r = 0.9^ for 70 observations.
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(c) The new sample (firms 1 to 10 in the Appendix and

represented with x's in Fig. 1) fit a cubic relation

with r = 0.8*+ for 125 observations.

(d) Individual firms vary, in terms of closeness of fit,

2 2
between r =0.25 and r =0.98, according to range
of observations and position within the overall scatter.

(e) The relation can be presumed to fall into two natural parts,

divided by the kink in the middle of the (logarithmic) range.

The association between time-span and felt-fair pay appears

generally weaker to the left of the kink, but it is not

possible to attribute the cause as between the value of time

span as such and/or characteristics of specific firms, as it

is a single firm which dominates the lower range with *+6

observations.

(f) Jaques' 'Equitable Payment Scale1 falls mostly within the

95% confidence limit of the best overall cubic relation but

has slightly different slope from it.

(g) Both halves of the relationship are statistically singificant

for all firms and all levels of work.

(h) Hence the time-span of discretion is a good predictor of

felt-fair pay even if all other factors which may be con-

sidered to affect felt-fair pay are ignored.
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JAOUES1 "EQUITABLE PAYMENT SCALE"*

RANK I

1

2

3
k

5
6

7
8
9
10
11

RANK I I

12

13

RANK I I I

15
16

17
18

TIME SPAA

NATURAL UNITS

15 minutes
1 hour
2 hours
£ day
1 day
2 days
3 days

5 days = 1 week
2 weeks

h weeks = 1 month
2 months

3 months
6 months
9 months

12 months = 1 year
15 months
18 months
21 months

I

HOURS

0.25
1

2
k
8
16
2h
ko
80
160
320

^80
960
1M+0

1920

2*+00

2880
3360

FELT-FAIR PAY

JANUARY 196U-

588
619
635
650

697
728

765
853
87^
967

102^

1090
12^0
1M+0

1650

20*+0

2^10

2860

MID-1960

755
800

825
8k$
900
9^0

995
1100
1130
1250
1330

i*no
1600

1&%0

2100

2680

3150
3675

•The pay figures were originally stated in weekly pounds and
shillings for rank I, hence the strange yearly figures.
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28800
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5 -̂50
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13500
19000

27000

MID-1960

Mtoo

5000

6350

7000

6750
12600

17600
2^250

35000
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FOOTNOIES TO CHAPTER ^

(1) I am grateful to Tom Wizniewski who was selflessly willing to

act as my intermittent tutor in stô vsbvce and to Margaret Hawkins

who helped with the dialogue with the computer.

(2) Lest the double-logarithmic plotting resulted in artificial

smoothing of the data, all regressions were also run in semi-

logarithmic form. This made no difference whatsoever.

(3) It should also be noted that the cubic polynomials fitted over

the range of the data are not monotonically increasing whereas

fourth and fifth degree polynomials are. Since, however, these

relations are used merely to represent the samples for analytical

purposes this is of no importance.

(,k) I am indebted to Tom Wizniewski for instructing me on the merits

of the above argument.

(5) In that case, incidentally, Jaques1 hypotheses would receive

support, since one could then say that well-managed firms are

well-managed because their pay structure responds to the felt

desires of their work force.
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(6) Jaques has suggested that time-span measured in hours, days,

weeks, etc. while natural as a way of conveying managerial

decisions which are carried out in calendar time, is not

necessarily natural as 'experienced1 level of work. From the

latter point of view he suggested a different unit of work

measurement which corresponds to the concept of 'executive

rank 1. The distinction between the "flat" and the "steep"

parts of the Standard Relation corresponds to low and high

ranks of the latter theory, the inflection point being between

ranks 3 *

(7) "A Theory of Ranks" in Glacier Project Papers.

(8) The reasons for the uniqueness of this firm in the sample must

be indicated despite the general policy of avoiding detailed

characterisation of establishments, which is a usual

method of special pleading. Firm 6 was selected because it

was the only firm which allowed investigation at the workshop

level. A contributory cause of this was that the firm was not

unionised, hence did not require anybody's consent for the task-

analysis exercise. A possible contributory cause for that

state of affairs may have been the fact that the male labour

employed in that firm was to a large extent unskilled immigrant

labour. It may also have been of significance that one half of

the processes studied were being modernised while the other half were

due for modernisation. Finally, the incidence of women was

highest in this firm, 23 out of h6. It may be the case that



takea all
these factors/together account for relatively unclear "reference

groups" and thus an inadequate basis for comparisons for arriv-

ing at felt-fair pay. This does not however mean that either

the time-span measurements on the felt-fair pay statements

were in any degree less "correct" or credible than those

obtained elsewhere.

(9) Criticisms of this part of Jaques' work have been curiously

extreme. There are some who simply refuse to believe in the

"existence" of time-spans and hence cannot contemplate any

relation in which time-span figures as a variable. It is not

difficult to sympathise with such critics since I for one

retained my scepticism until I tried to carry out "analyses"

myself. There are others who do not dispute that time-spans

as such "exist" but consider that any relation with felt-fair

pay is an irrelevancy since (in some sense) 'we know1 that the

time for which responsibility is carried has to do vwith the

capacity to take decisions, that most decisions have to do with

administration of property, and (somehow) therefore it is not

surprising that there should be correlation with what is thought

as fair earnings. The courts , for example, have developed

penalties and rules of compensation on the basis of 'reasonable

foresight1, i.e. the time-span that should go with persons in

the exercise of their social responsibilities. For people who

think of this sort of relationship as some sort of a tautology

there is no reason why the fit between time-span and felt-fair

pay should not be perfect.
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This chapter presents an attempt to

construct an economic process of a labour market which can

produce results compatible with Jaques1 empirical relationship.

It is possible to approach this objective with a standard supply

and demand diagram, modified to contain as units those which have

been defined in Chapter 1 and measured in Chapters 2 and 3 above.

Our first job is therefore to show that the units defined so far

can be employed on the standard supply and demand diagram.

After the extended discussion of the time-span of discretion

concept it might seem superfluous to see whether this concept can

actually serve as a supply and demand type of labour input unit.

Such a discussion is however required because the unit defined

and measured still lacks an important economic characteristic,

that of being definable under disequilibrium behaviour. In other

words, the definition of the time horizon of responsibility in

Chapter 1 is only valid as an equilibrium construct. Under

conditions of minimization-maximisation, both from the supply

and from the demand side, it is possible to reduce the n-dimen-

sional delegated decision set for the individual worker onto the

time axis which defines the task and its time-span. But such

conditions are purely logical, they can exist only in a static
In reality,

logical framework. / no role can be expected to be perfectly

fitted to the man and no man can be expected to be perfectly



fitted to the role. Further, no role as currently specified can

be expected to be in equilibrium within and for the organisation.

To construct a schedule of the supply and the demand for labour

we must therefore reconsider the concept of the time-span of

discretion in a context of time, which is to say in a context of

forces at work which will tend, if an equilibrium exists, to the

concept as defined and measured so far. To do this properly we

have to start from an analysis of the supply price and the demand

price of labour in the short period, an analysis which, contrary

to the usual practice, depends on short period interdependence

between the supply and demand forces.

In a given short period the individual worker has a certain

"capital" of skills and knowledge. He also has specific expect-

ations of the type of work and the range of pay he is likely to

get, expectations which are necessarily related to his past and

particularly his recent experience. Regardless of the type and

degree of organisation of the labour market, the individual

worker is unlikely to know very much else. Let us assume, for

convenience, that the worker is already employed. His work,

therefore, as defined by the organisation, has a task and time-

span specification. Regardless of whether, either the organisa-

tion, or the worker, are in equilibrium, there is an extantT

measurable, time-span. The worker is also paid a certain wage.

What room is there for a concept of "disequilibrium" in any given

short period situation?



Dissatisfaction on the part of the worker may arise concerning

either or both two classes of phenomena. Firstly, he may be

dissatisfied with the prescribed content of his work. For example,

the work may simply be too much. It may be too arduous, or the

environmental conditions may be unpleasant. Alternatively, he may

be dissatisfied with the level of responsibility he is allowed to

carry. The content of the role, so far as he is concerned, may

be fully integrated so far as the physical arduousness and

environmental conditions are concerned. Nevertheless it may be

that the role is so defined as to carry a level of responsibility

other than that which the worker considers "right" for the job as

performed or is perhaps performable by himself. We make a sharp

distinction between dissatisfaction which may be due to the

knowledge component of the worker's ability to perform assigned

tasks and the responsibility component of the same role. These

two types of disequilibria are in turn entirely independent of any

additional disequilibrium which may arise on the subject of pay.

The pay may be right while the job isn't. Or, the job may be

right, but the pay isn't. To construct a schedule of the supply

of labour we must therefore be able to show that there is a trade-

off among the prescribed, the discretionary, and the pay components

of a job.



The sources of disequilibrium that were intemized above in
mechanisms

turn require . / that will make them perceivable by the

individual worker. We must, in other words, pose an "information

problem" of the form, "how does the individual worker know that

his role is not integrated with respect to prescribed, discretion-

ary and pay components"? We suppose that the information mechanism

which is available to the individual worker is that of making

comparisons which his "peers". Each individual has a certain

experience from working over a period of time next to other

individuals. He comes to rate individuals as such as well as the

prescribed content of jobs around him, the discretionary content

of these jobs and the associated pay. For the given short period

the individual worker has already made these comparisons. He

knows whether, in his opinion, he is getting the right share, for

himself, of the three components of the jobs situation. We do

not imply that there is anything "objective", or "rational", or

anything else, about these opinions. They are simply held and are

valid for the individual worker for the given short period.

We postulate a trade-off between prescribed and discretionary

components of work such that the more prescribed delegation is

assigned to the job the greater is the responsibility that will be

demanded to cope with the additional load of prescribed content.

This positive trade-off is of course the opposite of that

usually found to associate utilities with disutilities. In the

present approach, however, work, is not; considered as a disutility.



It is assumed that work for the individual is part of his natural

social condition in the given cultural set up. Disutility arises

from the wrong share of work, or some component of work, vis a vis

the individual's working "peers".

When comparing load of work as between the prescribed and

discretionary components, the individual can therefore only

proceed by comparing himself, component by component, with those

other individuals with whom he considers it fair to rate himself.

If, from a given position, he is given more prescribed content

without any change in his discretionary component, then of

necessity the borrowing of time he can do as between shorter and

longer tasks is reduced. He has less "slack" than in the previous
which rates him as equal to other individuals.

situation ana so cannot achieve the fair standard of quality/ To
preserve his position at
/the level of the given quality with which he associates himself

he has one recourse, to demand greater discretionary authority

so that he can borrow to the requisite extent. The supply of one

kind of work, the prescribed component, therefore goes with

greater supply of the other kind of work, the discretionary

component.

The same is true for the trade-off between the discretionary

component and pay. For now the discretionary component must be

associated with a public fact of industrial life, namely pay. If

the individual worker only has comparisons with other workers as

the means of information concerning his position, then the

comparisons must have a publicly known component. There must be
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something that stands, as it were, objectively in the view of

others concerning this particular individual's social position.

There would be no point in the individual worker being able to

compare himself favourably to himself if others, in turn, cannot

be made aware of whether this individual compared as before or

not. But the prescribed content is highly multi-dimensional so

that the information flows concerning that component are necess-

arily incomplete. The time-span of discretion, if measured, is

perfectly communicable, but generally it is highly implicit and

can only figure in the individual's comparisons with others as an

experienced, or felt, variable which cannot therefore be easily

communicated to others. Pay, on the other hand, is extremely

clear cut. Regardless of how it is arrived at, as a flat rate,

or as overtime, or as danger money, or what not, it remains that

there is a specific pay packet at the end of the short period

which is public knowledge. The discretionary content of work

and the pay component have therefore also "positive" trade-offs,

more of one means more of the other.

From the complementary relationship of the prescribed and

discretionary components of work it follows that, regardless of

whether the role is in equilibrium as between these two components,

it suffices to use the measurable one, the time-span of discretion,

as the unit of labour input. In so far as the time-span of

discretion and pay, or the supply price of work are concerned, the

positive relationship means that we postulate an upward sloping
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supply curve of labour for the elementary, nuclear level of the

labour market. So far, then, the argument is that there is a range

in which time-span and supply price vary together so that there is

rising supply price of labour, as in the orthodox treatment of

labour input supplied.

We may note in passing that strictly rising supply price may

be an unduly restrictive construction. If the short-period were

one of tranquility, if in other words it was expected to be roughly

as it turned out to be, then there is nothing wrong with postula-

ting rising supply price for labour. If on the other hand the

short period is planned as a transition from one state of affairs

to another there is nothing contradictory in supposing that there

is also a range of falling supply price of labour. The meaning

of this would be, for example, that for the given short period

the individual worker is opting for a better job in spite of lower

pay, because he expects that this better job will sooner or later

put him where he is truly fitted to be in relation to his peers,

and that sooner or later the pay component will also come to

justify this new position. It is however convenient for the

analysis to assume a state of tranquility so that the addition

(aggregation) of individual workers supply curves does not pose

any problem of weighting of the two possible directions of supply

price.
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The next step is to consider the factors which affect the

elasticity of the supply curve for the individual worker. We can

bring here another given for the short period, a variable which

can be thought of as a stock and refers to the level of respon-

sibility which an individual has been prepared to undertake by

his past expedience. Thistis, for short, the individual's

capacity. It is an upper bound beyond which the responsibility

content of work becomes a disutility. We then say that the

elasticity of the short period individual supply curve depends on

how close the given short period time-span is to its capacity

value. The closer it is to this capacity value the greater the

supply price that will be required to induce an individual to

proceed from a level of responsibility which is utility to a

level of responsibility which eventually becomes disutility.

Regardless therefore of the comparisons the individual is making

with his peers, there are also so to say subjective "internal"

constraints which prevent him from carrying the comparison

unrealistically too far. The individual has the measure of his

own capacity which defines the range of his comparisons. He only

compares himself with other individuals who, in his view, are of

equivalent capacity. He responds elastically with more work the

farther he is from his perceived capacity level. He wishes his

pay to increase pari passu, but so long as more responsibility

is on the utility side supply price must simply rise with

it. As responsibility is increased and appraoches disutility

supply price must rise even faster in order to compensate for
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the emerging disutility component. Supply price is therefore

rising at an increasing rate.

Next we consider for a specific individual the possible range

of the two variables of work and pay. The range of variation of

the work variable must be contained within a qualitatively

homogeneous quantum of responsibility. In one of his most original
2

papers ("Notes towards a Theory of Managerial Ranks") Jaques has

suggested the concept of an experienced as distinguished from a

measured level of responsibility, defined on the managerial

hierarchy, which is not measurable cardinally in time units. The

units for this experienced level of responsibility, the "ranks",

correspond to the level of abstraction which corresponds to the

exercise of responsibility at a certain level and therefore also

to the extant substantive managerial ranks in the organisational

hierarchy. The argument of that paper is too rich to be

summarised here. Suffice it to say that on the strength of that

argument Jaques is enabled to suggest an entirely psychological

hypothesis of social-managerial stratification. This is because

there is a linear association of the ranks with the logarith of

felt-fair pay, a phenomenon analogous to the psychological law

concerning experienced sensations and their valuation proposed

by Weber and Fechner.
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For our purposes, what the theory of "ranks" suggests is a

sequence of discontinubies of the experienced level of respon-

sibility superimposed upon the continuous range of cardinal

responsibility. In the short period the capacity level of the

individual is given. Under tranquility the individual expects

to be approximately where he is. It follows that his capacity

in the short period is within a homogeneous experienced segment,

marked off by discontinuities of quality rather than merely size

of level of responsibility carried.

This superimposition of non-homogeneous "ranks" on the

diagrams in Chapter 3 has an interesting implication for the

elasticity of the supply relation as measured from those diagrams.

Jaques1 ranks become bunched on those diagrams towards the higher

end so that the segments of homogeneous qualitative level of

responsibility that appear when timo-span is plotted on the

horizontal axis start by being longest at the origin and become

progressively shorter for the higher ranks towards the top end

of the curve. It follows from the additional, in this context

innocuous, assumption that individuals are psychologically the

same in treating work as utility and in disliking the disutility

of too much responsibility, that the elasticity of labour supply

is greater the lower the rank as well as the lower the time-span.

We shall make use of this phenomenon from another, more aggregate

point of view when we consider situations of more profound

disequilibrium.
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To. characterise the limits of supply price we have to bring

in additional considerations. In the given short period the

individual has a reservation price derived from his past

experience. In the case of an individual who is already employed,

as in our present argument, this reservation price is of little

importanceo Under conditions of tranquility we can therefore say

very little about it. We must nevertheless ask what the individ-

ual considers to be the principles whereby he would arrive at

his, so to say, long period reservation price. Regardless, in

other words, of his state of employment and expected prospects

the individual worker will have a view of the rock bottom price

he will be prepared to accept if things turned out to be entirely

wrong»£ To discuss this sort of situation we have to consider the

alternatives open to the individual. In so far as his alterna-

tives are in any sense close to his present condition we would

expect that the reservation price would be quite close to the

wage he is earning. This is because, under conditions of

tranquility, the individual envisages some normal labour turnover

and therefore has an expectation of normal jobs at normal pay

more or less ready to hand. If the situation turns out to be

progressively worse than expected the alternatives which

effectively present themselves are bound to be progressively less

close to the present situation.



How quickly an individual would readjust his reservation

price depends, of course, on his ability to finance his search,

his expectation about duration of untoward conditions and the

institutions of the labour market. Regardless however of the

speed of response to signs of adversity, there is one price which

for the worker must surely be subsistence. This is the price

that he could obtain by opting out of the industrial system

altogether. Under conditions of general macro-economic collapse

this price could well be zero and subsistence could simply mean

starvation. Under conditions of tranquility, however, there is

an alternative open to every category of worker in an industrial

society, and that is self-employment. This characteristic of

subsistence alternative employment is modern in that it presupposes

a substantial tertiary sector, parallel to the industrial sector

of the economy, where self-employment with little capital and

almost regardless of skill can yield a living wage to virtually

every category of worker. What is more significant is that we

can make the same statement for every level of responsibility.

In the two examples presented in Chapter 1, the chocolate bar lady

could become a cleaner whereas the shipping managing director

could become a consultant. The size, complexity, and vigour of

the tertiary sector means that there is some parallel in that

sector to every industrial job for virtually every individual

participant in the labour market. We shall make use of this

two-sector labour market in the analysis of relative wage
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movements below. For the moment we just take it that the

existence of a service sector provides each worker, under

conditions of tranquility, with a reservation price not much

below the price he is actually getting for his labour.

The argument on the individual labourer's labour supply

relation in the short period can then be summarised in the

following diagram (see figure 1). The vertical axis measures the

money wage, the horizontal axis measures the time-span of

discretion in time units. The horizontal dimension is marked

off by two lines R.. and Rp, denoting discontinuities in the

quality of responsibility carried, or managerial "ranks". Within

the R. Rp effective short period segment we mark off by C the

actual perceived level of capacity of the individual. On the

vertical axis we mark W as the subsistence wage, as defined above.

The supply curve then starts at the inter-section of W and R̂  and

climbs progressively more steeply until it reaches the capacity

level where it becomes perfectly inelastic. The supply curve

embodies the current expectations of this individual about both

the given state of the short period and also the fair position

in his social comparisons through time.

We turn next to the consideration of the factors determining

demand price. The first point to note is that whereas supply

refers to a specific person demand is concerned with an impersonal

role holder. Supply refers to a totality of commitment and a

totality of social relations. Demand refers to the specification
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of the job which is satisfactory for the organisational and other

objectives of the firm, whose pay is also satisfactory from the

viewpoint of the firm, but which can be filled by any odd

individual provided he accepts the job and can do it satisfactorily.

The social relations that enter the demand side are of course also

important, since in defining jobs and filling them with particular

individuals the firm cannot ignore the implications on the existing

job structure and on the other individuals working within it.

Nevertheless, the firm is specifying requirements, it is filling

in a slot in a pattern, it is not interested directly in the

satisfaction that people will receive from this, it is not really

fitting round pegs into square holes, it is willing to leave at

least half of the "adjustment" to the pegs.

In a given short period the requirements, or the required

content, for a job are of course given. The job exists from the

past and is performed at some level of responsibility within a

more or less integrated job structure. But the firm has con-

siderable flexibility in adjusting the job, within the given short

period, either for demand or for supply reasons. It may marginally

vary the prescribed content, it may marginally redefine the

qualitative component, and it may marginally shift the time-span

of discretion. It may do any or all of these things, within the

short period, either in order to adjust the given role to the

cluster of the hierarchy around it, or perhaps in response to
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disequilibrium stimuli, viz. feelings of dissatisfaction,

communicated to the firm by the job holder. We thus see that

the firm, as well as the individual job holder, may, within limits,

vary the requirements and the offer of the overall job. Demand

and supply at the micro-micro level are interdependent.

Whereas, however, the individual is only adjusting himself

through his social comparisons, the firm must also take account

of the impact of change in any individual job on the rest of the

hierarchy. Of necessity therefore the firm must have a longer

horizon, must commit itself to more specific expectations about

the evolution of the equilibrium structure of jobs, it must have

a strategy concerning its organisation and part of this strategy

must be its so-called development of manpower. The firm may

therefore be in more than marginal disequilibrium with respect

to any one particular job in any one short period. For the firm

disequilibrium in one job may be marginal in relation to the total

policy, meaning by the latter that "rational" level of abstraction

that the firm must operate in. If for the job holder there is

marginal short period disequilibrium between his own supply price

for the job as defined and performed and the firm's demand price,

for the firm such a discrepancy may be very much larger. The firm

may both over-pay and under-pay a particular individual to a

greater extent than a particular individual may feel under-paid

or over-paid. Put another way, the individual's social

comparisons have only indirect implications for his behaviour in
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the short period, while the firm's "comparisons", its administration

of the whole structure of internal wages, are direct and have

immediate impact on the pay-off the firm expects to get.

We assume, for convenience, that the job concerned is already

filled and that the firm is generally satisfied with the job

holder's performance. Independently of this, the firm has already

"designed" the job within a range of homogeneous quality of levels

of responsibility. In figure 2 we present this range by the two

extreme points R1 and Rp. The firm is also "tooled up" for the

job, not only in relation to the specific type of capital equip-

ment required as a complement to human effort but also for the

other complementary functions, including the informational and

control set up, around this particular job. Under conditions of

tranquility the firm considers that its tooling up corresponds

to a level of responsibility marked in our diagram by K.

Now the line K does not mean that the firm must at any cost

employ complementary labour input at level K in order to minimise

the costs of its tooling up. The manner of defining K simply

means that the firm thinks it is tooled up roughly right for

roughly that level of responsibility. Since the job is already

filled, in the firm's view "satisfactorily", we can give meaning

with the same degree of precision to the firm's views of its

capital Investment in relation to this particular job. The demand

for labour for the firm is therefore expressed within the range

from R.. to Rp with special reference to the range close to the

capital component K. For purposes of illustration we also assume

that the individual's capacity is below K and mark C accordingly.
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We can think of the movement of demand price over the broader

as well as the narrower range. The firm knows, in the same manner

that the housewife knows, that cut-price workers are not worth the

having. There is therefore a minimum level of pay, W . , which

corresponds to the minimum level of work the firm would consider

worth having for this type of job, in the broadest homogeneous

range that the firm considers as relevant. Similarly, there is

a maximum demand price, marked W , which corresponds to the

maximum wage the firm would consider for any job holder within

this range of responsibility for this particular job taken by

itself, i.e. ceterls paribus.

The range from A to B is however too large to be considered

operational from the viewpoint of the short period under tranqui-

lity conditions. To the extent that the firm has concrete views

about its capital investment K there is a maximum demand price

the firm is prepared to pay for judgement exercised at this

capacity level. Mark this point X on the K vertical line.

Suppose that the individual is actually paid Y at his own full

capacity level. Y may be another point on the schedule of demand

price. But it also may not.

In what sense can a firm be paying more than its own demand

price? Simply in the sense that strategic considerations, beyond

the immediate environment of the job defining the maximum demand

price, lead the firm to accept to pay a wage higher than that

price. In due course, that is to say beyond a given short period,
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this may lead the firm to redesign the pay structure or change

other objectives. Similarly, if a firm is prepared to pay more

for more work there may be, beyond a given short period, changes

in manpower policy, in tooling up, or in other modifications of

the organisational structure to enable the firm to approach its

objectives more closely.

So demand price need not be equal to market price. The only

thing we can say is that demand price must be rising throughout

the range, not that the observed price is on an "equilibrium"

demand schedule. Similarly, the minimum demand price for the

levels K and C may be much below or a little below the maximum.

The line W . , the cut-price pay for a given level of work, does

not of course play any part in the determination of wages and

employment. Its inclusion in the diagram is meant simply to

stress that in the present theoretical analysis the firm is not,

in the short period, an active cost minimiser in the sense of

wishing to pay as little as it can for any given level of work.

Thus the firm may be in "disequilibrium" with regard to the

wages it pays out in the short period. Nonetheless, the firm

has a list of maximum demand prices depending on the level of

work it can extract or appropriate from particular job holders.

In deciding on this maximum demand price ex ante the firm has to

consider the implications of this particular wage on everything
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that might go wrong in case it over-pays or under-pays in

relation to the complex of the hierarchy around the job.

Disequilibrium simply means that some of the firm's expectations

turned out to be wrong. (Product prices are given in the

analysis so far. Period to period variation of wages and prices

will be considered in the "market" analysis of the next section).

We may now consider whether there are general criteria for

saying something definite about the elasticity of demand. For

the short period, the more general assumption to make is that the

elasticity of the demand curve reaches a maximum around the point

X for which the firm is "tooled up". The firm, in other words,

is prepared to pay at a rising rate as the job holder performs

not merely satisfactorily but also at the level for which the job

was designed. In the diagram it is assumed that the individual

job holder cannot perform at that level. While the individual

job holder may be in equilibrium, the firm is not. It has a

greater elasticity of demand for someone else who could fill the

job as it was designed.

We can then see two types of possible disequilibrium for

the firm, even considering the level of work as the unique

component in the firm's plans. Firstly, the firm's demand price

may be greater, or smaller, or equal to the pay actually given

to the present job holder. Secondly, the firm may be getting

maximum work for given pay but would nevertheless have prefered

to get more work at higher pay.
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Thus the analysis of supply and demand, by the individual

worker and for the individual job, does not need to be built up

around a concept of "equilibrium". Both supply and demand curves

are transitory positions of rest. Even if the individual or the

firm happen to work and pay on their respective curves there is

no guarantee that this will be more than a temporary position of

rest. For within the given short period the information on which

the various comparisons of the two participants are made is bound

to change. Experience of equilibrium, i.e. being on one's curve,

within a short period need not lead to the expectation or indeed

the desire that the experience should be repeated in the next short

period. It follows from this characteristic of the two separate

functions that there is little to be gained by exposing the two

on the same supply and demand diagram.

Formally of course we can do so. In figure 3 we plot two

such curves (where, to change the previous illustration the

capacity level of the individual is greater than the tooling up

of the firm). As drawn the curves intersect twice. Suppose that

the job is currently operated at the level A. There is (some)

disequilibrium here for both sides of the market. The worker

would be willing to carry a heavier load at that level of pay.

The firm would also be willing to pay more for that level of

work. On the other hand the firm would be happier if either the

design of the job at K were closer to A or if the individual were

such as to perform closer to K. The individual is dissatisfied

that although he gets more pay than he asks for the work he is
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much below his capacity C. Yet when all has been said and done

there is no reason that there should not be a margin, such as

indicated in the diagram, whereby point A is quite acceptable ^n

the given short period to both sides of the market. It is in this

approximate sense that the firm and the worker can consider the

position satisfactory. More specifically, the position is

satisfactory if it does not lead either side of the market to

modify its behaviour in the next short period because of these

departures from equilibrium. (This is a notion of

"equilibrium" closer to Hahn's recent suggestion than to the

traditional GE concept).
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Putting the matter in another way, in this market which

exists in historical, not logical time, people simply don't take

equilibrium too seriously. The presence of disequilibrium does

not by itself lead to any modifications of behaviour. Like with

the concept of "tranquility", we mean a state of affairs where

there is generally no implication of action by the participants

in the market to change the situation as soon as possible. Within

the range of tranquility there is however considerable room for

variation of individual components of behaviour on both sides of

the market. We cannot infer from figure 3 that, because at A

demand price is greater than supply price, we shall witness in

the next period a change towards more work and pay i.e. a change

where A moves to the right and upwards. For apart from this sort

of (Marshallian) change there are many others, which are also

perhaps equally costly or costless to either side of the market.

The chief characteristic of this, so to say, micro-micro

market is that supply and demand decisions are highly inter-

dependent. The informational institutions of the labour market

make it possible for flexibility to be exercised from the supply

or the demand side which does not involve mechanisms analogous

to the Marshallian stability conditions. We must suppose that

even within the short period the firm has the ability to "redeploy"

its labour force within some limits. Now redeployment means

changing people around jobs or changing jobs around people.
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Considering how complex the specification of any one job can be,

the flexibility available to the firm within some limits is quite

considerable. It would also appear that, in practice, the

flexibility that can be exercised by individual workers within

the institutions of any establishment is also quite considerable,

Going slow or fast or medium is one expression of such flexibility.

Sharing with other people via informal arrangements is common

practice. The modern factory or organisation is a sub-culture

where information flows about items other than price are direct,

continuous, and evolving.

Of course, this does not mean that pay doesn't enter the

information circuits of the given sub-culture. But it does mean

that pay is one of the infinite ingredients that make up for the

comparisons which we discussed on the supply side and for the

continuous plans of re-organisation which go on the side of the

firm. For it may well be, on the one hand, that the macro-

economic information flows concerning alternative job opportunities

and pay are extremely inadequate, an assumption which has been

made much use of in the discussion of "The Reappraisal of

Keynesian Economics". It is not however contradictory to this

assumption, which refers to the world in the large, that the

very opposite assumption should be appropriate for the world in

the very small. The worker who is unemployed and is looking for

a job may indeed be highly deficient in reliable information so

that he can base his plans accordingly. The "search" for him

is a blind mans bluff.
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But the worker is normally not unemployed. Yet he normally

is in a process of search. This is not because he is primarily

active in finding another, "better", job. It is simply because

he is alive and working in an evolving environment. He

cannot help knowing what is going on around him; and the firm

similarly cannot help knowing that whatever arrangements that it

may arrive at are temporary. Given, then, that the "search" goes

on all the time from both sides of the market, it is not

surprising that gross turnover is infinitely greater than net

turnover. General tranquility, in other words, is perfectly

compatible with infitely many disequilibria in the very small.

The notions of supply price and demand price are acceptable in

this interpretation of the real world at this level of

disaggregation. Both sides of the market have views of what is

the right sort of pay for a given level of work.

But the approach here takes nothing as given for good. Even

the tooling up, the capital component offered by the firm, and

capacity, the capital component offered by the individual worker,

must be thought of as approximate and changing constraints. They

are, in the last analysis, social data, data of. social experience,

not of engineering. The tolerance limits around these constraints

are therefore a matter of expectations. In a world of technical

change it is inconceivable that any organisation should not

experience continuous disturbances, mainly in the small, which
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enter its plans for re-organisation. But for the supply side,

also, there are endless disturbances, if only because historical

conditions of relatively full employment have been realised

long enough to permit extensive mobility of a particular kind,

mobility which may be called "sideways" more than "upwards". It

is simply that the culture of modern industrial society permits

an immense amount of information to flow quasi-freely and a great

amount of movement to occur relatively costlessly, together with

and partly in response to continuous disturbance from the side of

technology and the product market.

In such a world equilibrium can only have the meaning of &

state of rest. Disequilibrium will therefore be used in the

sequel to mean exclusively the situation where expectations have

been so drastically disturbed that they lead to a change in

behaviour pattern. Such situations are, for example, when men

leave their jobs because there is no hope of achieving equili-

brium within the organisational set up, or when men are dismissed

from their jobs because they cannot be accommodated within the

tolerable changes of the system. Such disequilibrium in the

small is of course quite possible within overall tranquility.

The break-up of tranquility in the large however reinforces

disequilibria in the small which, in turn, have bearing on the

overall situation.
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To sum up so far, we have constructed the supply curve for

the short period for any one individual participant of the labour'

market and a demand curve for any one of all possible holders of

a specific job. The interaction of these two curves has no more

nor less than taxanomic significance. It permits us to draw up

a list of the factors which qualify a state of rest and indicates

the limits to that state. We must next consider an aggregation

of individuals from the supply and demand side so that we can

say something further about policies of recruitment and promotion

which will lead to our discussion of the determination of

relative pay. Since we wish to keep everything to the time-span

of discretion part of the analysis the argument will be

conducted on the basis of a "rank" in the level of work,

independently of any associated skills. The presence of the

other components of work is implicitly taken as given.
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Section II

Given the distribution of skills and the tooling up of firms

there is, in the short period, a level of demand and supply,

measured in man hours, for each individual qualitatively homo-

geneous component of work (measured as TSD) by firms individually

and in the aggregate. Figure k refers to one such managerial

rank or a sub-set of it. The number of man hours demanded varies

inversely with the money wage, given the price of the product.

This is so because, for the firm, the price of labour is only

relevant in relation to theprice of the product. This demand

function may refer to an individual firm, to "the" industry, to

the local labour market, region, or to the economy as a whole.

The operation of the labour market as described in this chapter

Figure k

-\
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so far enables us to be entirely general on the range of validity,

of such an aggregate demand curve. Similarly, the supply of man

hours is an increasing function of price by individuals in a

given trade, or in many trades, working in one firm or in many,

in one local labour market or in the economy as a whole. The

result of the previous analysis therefore is to present an entirely

conventional supply and demand diagram for the traditional

variables of the labour market.

There is nothing conventional, however, about the operation

of this market. Supposing for example that in the given short

period this market is in equilibrium. This does not mean that any

of the individual participants are in equilibrium as well. It

simply means that, with the expectations and prospects that they

hold, individuals and firms settle for the time being in that

position of rest. There is therefore also no presumption that

where demand price is greater than supply price there will follow

a movement "towards" equilibrium at greater levels of man hours

and pay nor, conversely, where supply price is greater than demand

price that there will be "movement" toward less man hours and pay.

What tendency there will be for this aggregate market will entirely

depend on the distribution of disequilibria at the micro-micro

level. Where demand price is greater than supply price firms,

disappointed that they cannot obtain the manpower they have planned

for at a given price, may well "dilute" jobs downwards in order

to make use of thereby acceptable entrants. This need not involve
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physical investment. Similarly whe:.-e firms find that they can
all

obtain/the labour they want at wages lower than expected for any

given level of work, it does not follow that they will increase

employment. On the contrary, they may well "upgrade" jobs in

order to make use of more acceptable entrants.

The operation of the "aggregate" market therefore gives firms

and individuals information concerning the quality of jobs as well

as the availability of jobs to match the supply at particular

levels of pay. The operation of the aggregate market tells firms

what to do about their manpower development policies as much as

how they "should" develop their technical basis. With prospects

of rising money and real wages, which in our context are taken

as given exogenously, firms may have a long period view of capital

investment through which the relationship of the money wage to the

price of the product can guarantee adequate profits and growth.

Additionally to this overall consideration, firms secure from

the labour market information concerning the availability of

particular levels of capacity to wield responsibility, regardless

of the type of technology employed. These two types of information

one of an aggregate nature, the other much more related

to industrial structure, have to be considered together by the

firm making its short period plans and these in turn will

influence long period developments.
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Tho type of information conveyed by the aggregate labour

market to the supply side is however quite different. Basically

it is information on whether people who have a given level of

capacity are employable at that level of capacity and its

associated pay or not. We take up this point again at a later

stage of the argument.

Now there are as many such labour markets (as indicated in

figure h) as there are homogeneous "ranks" of responsibility in

the industrial structure. In an attempt to rigorously define the

concept of rank and to measure it Jaques arrived at the figure 7

for managerial hierachies, as they have developed in the United

Kingdom and the United States. But tnere is no reason to stick

to any specific figure for purposes of the analysis. The only

use we make of the concept of rank is in defining the limits

around which firms and workers consider job specification. As

time-span is continuous in cardinal units, such "ranks" are

also continuous, regardless of the skill component of work.

There is no loss of generality in following Jaques to further

state that the ranks are the same for all skills and do not over-

lap among them.

We now use these assumptions to argue, first, that, over

time, supply is simply what demand decides to make it, and,

secondly, that supply price adjusts through time to demand, price

for each rank. Contrary therefore to the human capital theory

approach, which gives primacy to the notion of individual utility
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industry which decides on the ghape of supply which is compatible

with it and makes that supply acceptable to the suppliers.

We take up first the matter of relative pay. We have seen

that for the individual worker and the individual job price and

work go together for most of the relevant range. It follows that

for any individual rank "market" work and pay also go together.

Two adjacent ranks must have the same relation. This would be

true if we were to combine two ranks and form one. It is even

more true when we consider the division between two consecutive

ranks to be one of qualitative difference.

To see labour input, as defined in this study, as the primary

explanatory factor for pay differentials it is necessary now to

relate the distribution of decision capacity as it is found on

the supply side in the short period to the firm's decisions

concerning the structure of technology, that is to say investment.

The investment decision, like all others, is of course taken in

the short period. But its implications extend over some time and

it is with this in mind that the firm must make an estimate not

only of future labour costs in general but also of the structure

of these costs as a complement to the type of investment that is

to be undertaken.
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The firm has, broadly speaking, some choice concerning the

relation of labour costs to capital costs which are to be embodied,

in a particular piece of capital equipment. There is in other

words an ex ante isoquant giving the points representing the

input mix of labour cost and capital cost which will produce one

physical unit of output. This is a standard neo-classical

construct (c.f. Salter) with which we shall present the heuristic

basis of our discussion. Labour costs in our treatment are not

simply man hours. They are essentially like alternative types of

capital equipment. The investment decision by the firm therefore

represents alternative structures of physical capital and labour

"capital" components, all of which together give a point in cost

spaceo For simplicity, we assume that manpower is of two types

which are distinguished by capacity levels falling into adjacent

ranks. Machinery comes designed for a specific type of manpower

to operate it. In an ex. ante sense, however, we can think of

alternative designs of machinery producing the same physical

output, these designs differing precisely in the type of manpower

they are designed to be operated by. It follows from our
of

definition/work as responsibility that there is a negative

trade-off between manpower costs and capital costs. Since this

is the only static proposition in this essay we must investigate

it with some care.
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We suggest the existence of an ex. ante isoquant, ex. ante no;

only to the investment decision but also prior to the existence of

capital equipment as such. It is an ex ante isoquant in the design

sense. Design engineers are told that machinery to produce a

certain physical product must be specified in alternative ways so

as to give choice to entrepreneurs who want to fit this machinery,

not only with a technological structure of production but also

within a social sub-culture, a local labour market. The demand

price of firms for alternative types of machinery will therefore

depend on their overall calculus of profitability of each type of

machine depending on the operating, or labour cost, component

attached to each. The supply price of machinery is given. What

can we deduce about the demand price by firms of alternative

types of labour for alternative types of machine?

The reduction of the machine unit to the isoquant concept

permits us to say one thing and one thing only. Labour input,

measured in units of responsibility, complements machinery which

has precisely that level of responsibility left oirfr of its design.

Any level of human responsibility can be removed from the human

operator by being designed into the machine. This embodiment of

responsibility must be costly. We can presume that the greater

such embodiment the greater the cost. It follows that machinery

which is designed to be operated at a low level of responsibility

must contain a higher embodied level of responsibility itself.
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The higher therefore the supply price of machinery the lower the

responsibility of manpower which need be attached to it and hence

the lower the demand price for this type of labour. In so far

therefore as there is any choice whatsoever in the design of

machinery, and if we can reduce the size of machinery to the

isoquant basis, we can establish a negative trade-off between

capital cost and the demand price for labour. Accordingly, the

schedule by firms of the demand price for labour input is a

rising function of the quantity of labour, measured in units of

responsibility, that is required.

We have so far established a schedule of rising demand price

regardless of rank and range of the level of responsibility. The

next point to consider is whether demand price is particularly

significant for the determination of market price. We argued in

the previous section that neither supply nor demand price can be

presumed, in the short period, to determine the market price for

each individual job. The present argument is however conducted

from a different angle. We are not faced with a given

short period situation, where capacity in terms of tooling up is

fixed, but rather with the design of this tooling up from the

point of view of the firm. The firm in other words contemplates

a situation which will gradually emerge as its investment expen-

diture takes physical shape and which requires it to plan the

structure of manpower intake as well as the development of its

existing manpower to match.
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The jobs in such a situation are likely to be somewhat "new".

There is, strictly, no given supply price for these jobs. No job

is, of course, "absolutely" new. Some existing skills and some

capacity levels given from the past necessarily enter the picture.

The conditions of supply, as in the previous section, are not here

also independent of demand. Plans of demand are necessarily con-

strained by the firm's expectations of the elasticity of supply.

There are two reasons, however, why we may presume that, in

the investment decision we are discussing now, the demand side is

a stronger determinant of market price in the short period. The

first reason is that the firm is necessarily the prime mover.

"Effective" supply presupposes a certain design of jobs and a

certain demand price for them. The second reason is that there

is of necessity greater slack, more flexibility, on the supply

than on the demand side. There is an asymmetry between the

organisation of the firm which is subject to powerful technological

forces, and the organisation of the social sub-culture from which

the supply of labour is drawn. For each short period there is a

structure of market prices according to capacity levels. The labour

market is to some degree tranquil. The short period behaviour of

the firm does not reconstruct the labour market from scratch. To

the extent, however, that the firm is a prime mover, invests in

new technology, its behaviour reinforces, reproduces, the structure

of differential pay. Supply in the short period must be what

demand decides to make it because the firm is the prime mover.
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Tho schedule or demand price of firms makes differentials in any

short period. Because of the jharacteristics of tranquility in

the short period these capacity levels of individuals fall close

to the design capacity levels of firms. To the extent that

capacity levels for each local labour market are in elastic

supply, it is demand price which fixes and reinforces the pattern

of relativities. The argument that started as statics has now

again joined the quasi-dynamic analysis of the short period.

The introduction of the notion of technical progress as a
the

powerful determinant of the variables in/labour market take: vr-

to the next step of the analysis. Having established the short

period schedule of rising demand price we may now drop the r.ti~:.-<.

characterisation, in terms of the iso^uant, ^ ';he investment

decision. We can view technical progress as a combination of

autonomous scientific factors and induced responses by firms to

their expectations of markets, sales, prices, and wage costs.

The firm, in other words, does not take part, at its level of

aggregation, in the shape and pace of technical progress. It has

no power to exercise a demand price as between alternative designs

of machinery. Investment, for the firm, means largely shopping

from a list of already constructed machinery. Yet this diminution

of choice for the investment carried out by the firm reinforces

the power of the rising demand price schedule in the choice of

labcir. Faced with given machinery and with a given structure of

market wages, the firm can only exercise effective cost mirijmisin;:,
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choices by designing jobs according to the preferred capacity

levels. It may not be able to obtain, say, engineers at a price

other than that dictated by the market. But it can design jobs

for engineers which fit its own machinery and can therefore

exercise effective choice by demanding engineers of the requisite

capacity to fill them. In the short period, and more so as jobs

turn up in a technologically envolving environment, supply price

is ignorant of the level of responsibility demanded. The greater

the technological dynamism of the economy the less the tranquility

conditions for each local labour market. Suppliers of labour are

necessarily ignorant in one and every short period of, not the

prescribed component of jobs, but the level of responsibility

required. They have no option but to wish to respond elastically

to the level of capacity performance required. But not all

individuals can actually respond to the demand. There is of

necessity turnover of labour. There is also simultaneously

"learning by doing". Supply price rises to meet the level of

capacity demanded. Taking one short period with another, supply

price responds to demand price.

Yet the converse need not be true. Firms simply don't have

to, they are not obliged to employ individuals at the capacity

already attained. If the pay they offer does not produce

disequilibria for the firm, the firm need not worry that the

responsibility n££ offered to specific individuals is for them

a source of disequilibrium. The firm may simply have no use

for the capacity available in the market. If this is true of
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all firms in a local labour market because of the nature of

general technical progress there is simply nothing that the

suppliers of labour can do about it. Or, rather, there is

something: they can reduce their own level of capacity, they

can accept to be demoted.

It is at this point of the argument that the explanation of

the distribution of decision-making capacity in the population

differs from that offered by Jaques. His hypothesis is that

capacity is fundamentally a psychological phenomenon. The non-

homogeneity of capacity ranks suggests that, if measured, capacity

is multi-modally distributed in the population. With this

hypothesis about the facts of the case there is no disagreement.

The point of issue is, rather, how come that the distribution of

capacity levels in society matches so nicely the distribution of

capacity levels demanded by the industrial structure? Is the

structure of industry primarily determined by the availability

of the given distribution of capacity levels, or is it rather

the evolution of industry which creates, through time, a distri-

bution of capacity levels to match?

To prevent any misunderstanding, the above does not suggest

that, in Jaques's view, there are 10% of potential, say,

virtuosos in the violin, who will simply push themselves on to

the world's concert halls, and that their psychological

characteristics explain the musicality of present society. Nor
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is it said that the demand for violinists to fill the concert halls

already constructed will produce the supply thereof. The argument

is not conducted according to the level of skills or the type of

skills. Both Jaques's and the present argument assume that the

supply of the skill component of work is elastic over time. If

there is sustained demand for any one skill, industrial society

will find it advantageous to invest in the education of people in

that skill. Both Jaques's and the present argument are concerned

entirely with the level of responsibility which, as we have argued,

is sufficient to explain differential pay. The demand side

explanation offered above, that supply price adjusts through time

to demand price for each rank and level of work, leads naturally

to the suggestion that supply price in turn induces capacity to

adjust as well.

So we take up the point mentioned earlier, what happens if

a local labour market is in disequilibrium? If demand price is

above supply price for a sustained period of time we expect that

the supply price will respond elastically in terms of the capacity

level required. It is, generally, in the interests of industry to

help such a process. We may have witnessed this phenomenon

recently with the industrial training boards which increased the

supply of skill for each type of work and, thereby, increased the

pool from which higher capacity response could also be expected.

This type of phenomenon does not contradict commonsense, at least

of the optimistic variety.
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The other side of the coin may be less palatable. We argue

that where supply price exceeds demand price for a sustained period

of time, it is equally plausible to assume that supply price will

fall. To consider this phenomenon we have however to enlarge our

view of the operative "local" labour market. The depression of

the thirties, for instance, witnessed vast movements of labour in

search of jobs that would prevent them from lowering their supply

price. The "local" labour market in such condition tends to become

enlarged. Perhaps we should not any longer speak of overall

tranquility. Yet is is precisely a shift towards another type of

tranquility, in the expectations of labourers whose supply price

is persistently above demand price, which induces them to, so to

say, "devalue" their own labour.

There are two ways in which labour may devalue itself. The

first, and simpler, is to drop its supply price. But generally

this would mean accepting a lower differential. We may consider

that this will be the normal short period response. Let us however

shift our attention to developments over a considerable period of

time. Let us suppose that technical change continuously displaces

people of a certain skill, employed at a certain level of capacity,

and replaces them with people of different skill, employed at a

lower level of capacity. This may have happened in coal-mining

since the war. The older workers may still be capable of learning

the technical component of the new skills. But there is only one

way in which they can find an equilibrium in the new technological

situation and that is by lowering their own experienced level of
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precisely such a phenomenon. In a general way all we are arguing

is that the industrial system has had power over men of no inde-

pendent income such that they have been fitted, over a period of

time, into the positions that the industrial system has been able

to evolve. (This, I understand, is the central thesis of the

novel approach to the notion of the division of labour proposed

by Professor Stephen Marglin).

The argument that the supply of capacity gradually and under

conditions of tranquility adjusts to demand price is not meant,

therefore, to apply only to partial phenomena, such as older worker^

obsolete skills, declining regions of industries, etc. It is

meant to be understood as a general law of the operation of the

labour market. Demand calls the tune because the firms, and

through them technical progress, call the tune. The prime mover

of the economic system is investment demand, not only at the

aggregate level but right down to our micro-micro level of

disaggregation.

We may note now that this interpretation of the labour market

is compatible with three empirical phenomena on which there seems

to be fundamental agreement. The first of these is the

distribution of pay which has remained relatively invariance since

the 1880's. The discussion of this regularity by Dr. Routh led

him, in the conclusion of his book, to consider Jaques1 hypothesis

for the determination of pay. The present analysis, which uses
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Jaques1 concept of work, suggests that the invariance of the

distribution of relative pay through time is a natural phenomenon

because it does not depend on the occupational structure considered

by skill but on the occupational structure measured by the level of

responsibility carried. The invariance of the pay structure may

be considered, in this light, as another consequent of a broadly

neutral technical progress path through long period historical

time.

The second phenomenon which is compatible with the above

analysis is the response of labour to economic incentives, as seen

in the movements of labour through time towards higher paying

occupations. Higher paying occupations as well as regions can-

only be such on the basis of greater technical dynamism which

yields to such industries and regions a different structure of

manpower whose average capacity and pay are higher.

The third phenomenon which is compatible with our analysis

is the persistent differentials of pay by firms according to size.

Size and technical dynamism are intimately related and the above

explanation would account for these disparities of pay within the

logic of the theoretical analysis offered.
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Section III

The analysis of this chapter is based on the empirical

properties of Jaques1 curve. So far we have established the reason

for the existence of a "subsistence" level of wages for the whole

range of the curve as well as for its minimum and the existence of

relatively invariant differential pay according to the level of

responsibility. We now come to the peculiarity of Jaques1 curve

which appears as a kink at approximately the middle of the range

measured as a logarithm of the time-span unit. Why is there a

kink, and does it matter for the movements of the level of wages

in the average through time?

It is, firstly, important to remember that the halfway mark

on the curve divides two very unequal sizes of population. Below

the halfway mark there lie probably 90-95$ of people in industrial
the

employment. We are thus involved here with / mass of workers in

the commonsense usage of the term. Above the halfway mark lies

what may be broadly called management. A large number of these

people, in total perhaps % of the industrial population, are

virtually self-employed in that their relationship to the

industrial structure is one of consultancy. The argument of this

section will be conducted from the viewpoint of explaining the

period to period upward movements of the whole curve and the

agents behind such movements.
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The argument of the previous section was that people are

basically moulded into their social position, into their selection

of terms of reference defining their peers, by the evolution of the

industrial system. In this section we will distinguish between two

categories of people, the bulky one of the two being moulded

rather more effectively that the others. We suggest that the

presence of the kink denotes a dual labour market which is

distinguished by two principle characteristics. The first of

these is derived from the nature of the industrial system ,or from

the nature of technical progress. The second, however, has more to

do with the social structure surrounding the modern market economy.

Since the second is simpler to describe we start from that.

The level of subsistence was defined as that which any

individual in the industrial sector of the labour market could

obtain by opting out of the industrial sector and entering the

service sector where self-employment is technologically and

financially possible. The question then is: what cut in pay would

an individual suffer as a result of joining the tertiary sector?

The duality of the labour market suggested by the kink suggests

in turn that for those individuals below the kink the cut in pay

would be large, whereas for those above the kink the cut would be

small if not insignificant. The reason for this asymmetry derives

from two causes. The first is that the financial ability to enter

self-employment is very much higher for those who are employed in

the industrial sector above the kink. The range of job opportun-

ities for these people in the tertiary sector is therefore
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correspondingly larger. Secondly, however, people above the kink

in the industrial sector are skilled in a different way from those

below the kink. Their skill, or "capital", is not only to take

different types of decisions but also to take them with different

types of people. Their demand price demands on the type of market

they address themselves to. When opting out of the industrial

sector they don't opt out of the social condition of their life

in it. The product which they offer outside the industrial sector

is quite similar to that which they offer within it. This is

drastically different for below the kink in the industrial labour

market. The social sub-culture in which they live has no demand

for their services outside the industrial sector. Their skill,

or "capital", component is virtually useless outside the industrial

sector. The product that they can offer in the service sector i

cannot command a demand price above that of the entirely unskilled,

truly subsistence, labourer.

These characteristics of the two labour markets are vastly

reinforced because of the specific complementarity-substitutability

relations that different types of labour have with the technolo-

gical apparatus of industry. There is a curious reversal of these

relationships when we proceed from the analysis of the short period

to events taking place across periods. In the short period, the

lower the rank of manpower we consider, the greater its complemen-

tary with the technology installed. At low ranks of the labour

hierarchy manpower is a strict complement to the capital capacity
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installed as well as to the informational and control structure

of the organisation. At higher levels of responsibility this

relationship is less strict. This is because higher management

operates at a higher level of abstraction and is, thereby,

necessarily less closely "coupled" with the technological set up

of the firm. The informational and control processes at the top

are necessarily more supple and therefore permit swift changes

in the decision structure to accommodate any unforeseen changes

in supply. Putting the matter another way, in the short period

the firm can only accommodate limited disequilibrium at its lower

ranks. Not only will electricians be replaced by electricians.

They will also be replaced by craftsmen of approximately the same

rank. It is the design of machinery which is primarily

responsible for imposing a requisite structure of manpower to man

it. But machinery becomes less of a constraint as the processes

involve decisions rather than operations. The decisional component,

as it were, takes over from the more mechanical or technical aspects

of the firm's work.

Looking at the matter through longer periods of time reverses

this relationship. Manpower at lower ranks is seen

essentially as a substitute for machinery. Abstracting from the

decisional component of work altogether, this proposition is

simply that the investment decision., inter alia, embodies a

choice of technique. To the extent that technical progress is

autonomous of the existing distribution of individual capacities

we have argued that it is these capacities which will be induced
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to be supplied in due course. The addition of the decisional

component in defining work, which has been the pivot of our

analysis, does not in other words alter the "long period" propo-

sition that in a world where investment, technology, and the

structure of industry are the prime movers, labour is a substitute

not a complement in the process of accumulation. (This view is in

conflict with the proposition known as Verdoorn's law. We take it

that the Verdoorn law was simply an empirically valid tendency

over a period of time which does not appear to be any longer true).

In the process of accumulation the demand for higher level

manpower is not, however, a substitute but a complement. This is

because the process of accumulation requires managerial manpower

to occur at all. In the last analysis, the dimension of managerial

judgement becomes fused with the characteristic of entrepreneurship,

as the decision level of responsibility is increased towards the

top of the range. It is precisely these people at the top of the

hierarchy who are responsible for the pace, the character, and

even the institutionalisation of the accumulation process. It is

their decision, in the last analysis, that labour other than their

own is a substitute for accumulation. They are themselves the

agents of it, therefore complementary to it. It is not, then,

in this view surprising, that the cut-off point between the two

ranges of Jaques' curve should be the one year mark, the mark

dividing line managers from people virtually uninvolved with the

operation of machinery.
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We now argue that the complemfcnVarteJ -substitutability relation-

ship of the two types of manpower to the process of accumulation has

implications for the market price of their work. Specifically, we

argue that the lower levels of work cannot dictate their supply

price but must, on the contrary, generally accommodate their supply

price to the given demand price. By contrast, the higher levels of

work have, in a sense, monopoly power vis a vis the process of

accumulation and can therefore dictate their market price from the

supply side. Supply price is, again, in this instance dictated by

the reservation price that these people can obtain if they opt out

of the industrial structure. The demand price of the firms must of

necessity approach their supply price. It must be remembered, a

point also stressed by Marshall, that the cost of production

attributable to high managerial salaries is very small. This

category of manpower being small, it can be presumed that it is

demanded elastically. The question then arises as to why this

category of manpower can maintain through time such a high supply

price differential as is represented by the kink in Jaques1 curve.

We can aduce two reasons for such a discontinuous differential.

Ihe first, in our view more important, comes from the development of

the firm as a historical institution. The firm emerged as an

organisational entity under the control of an owner-entrepreneur-

manager. It was natural that, in the origins of the firm, profits,

rent and salary should be confused. The pattern of salaries and

wages which evolved historically can therefore be thought of as
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"filling in" the continunm through Jaques1 curve from the two

extreme ends. Unskilled and, at that time, low decision level

manpower gradually evolved and through the progress of educational

institutions developed a distribution filling in the various

managerial ranks up to the one year level. Simultaneously the

growth of the joint stock corporation together with the progress

of science and technology and its relation to production devolved
and

the powers/responsibilities of the owner-manager-entrepreneur

downwards to professional managerial strata. There thus came

to be, so to say, constructed a continuous spectrum of levels of

responsibility.

Where the pay levels "joined"there was, however, a discontin-

uity because of the qualitative difference of the manpower so

evolved with respect to the c+w\M***\aJn>** -substitutability

characteristic in relation to the accumulation process. In high

levels of responsibility as in low it is demand which makes the

supply, both in terms of the man hours made available by skill

and managerial rank. But the supply of skills levels of

responsibility and man hours is one thing. The influence of the

conditions of demand on supply price is another. It is a condi-

tion of accumulation that supply of the bulk of the work force

should be elastic, hence that its substitutability characteristic

should be made use of.
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, when we consider the top end of the "dual" laboour market,
But/it is neither a condition for the process of accumulation

nor indeed possible within its institutional context that the

demand should have this overwhelming influence over supply as in

the lower ranks of work. There may indeed be a range around the

one-year mark, composed of middle-aged, middle-rank managers,

where supply price continuously adjusts to demand price. The

forces of complementarity however, soon, take over. At the top

of the firm there remains a confusion between profits, rent and

salaries. Nowadays this confusion has to do with side payments

in kind. In the rapid progress of industry the complementary

component of accumulation is necessarily in short supply. The

firms can simply not afford to attempt to adjust differentials

above the one year mark to those below the one year mark. The

upper managerial hierarchy is a tight sub-culture, information

within it is plentiful. Social comparisons would make for

excessive disequilibrium. Competition amongst firms dictates

for keeping of differentials from the top to the one year mark

undisturbed, in the same sense that differentials below the one
(for macro-economic reasons)

year mark are .related/to the subsistence minimum wage.

Thus our first reason concerns the historical growth of the

corporate industrial sector itself. The second reason has to do

with the historical evolution of the distribution of income and

the formation of the social classes that receive this income. The

tertiary sector, at the level of responsibility corresponding to

the higher managerial ranks, is broadly speaking the professional

classes. The product of these classes is of course consumed by
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ranks. The other customers of this product are the corporate sector

itself and the state. Such services have therefore an inbuilt

tendency to higher relative price. Once this price is accepted

intake into these professions assures that the costs of acquiring

the requisite skills cannot be accommodated if this relative price

were to fall. Thinking of this class of manpower in general and

not in relation to specific skills, we can then say that the prices

for the products of these services are matched through time through

the cost of reproduction of the manpower producing them. Human

capital theory is, as it were, turned the other way round.

Our discussion of the two labour markets thus characterises

a division of the social processes for reproducing labour power.

At the lower side of the division labour power is reproduced to

suit the process of accumulation. At the higher end of the

division the reproduction of labour power is itself the cause for

the process of accumulation. Through its relation to the process

of accumulation this higher level manpower is able to appropriate

some of the characteristics of the corporate sector itself. It

has a degree of relative autonomy and can dictate its share of

income in real terms. Management can hardly be distinguished

from shareholders who can command a value of dividends in real

terms as a condition for the survival of the corporate system.
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Section IV

In this last section we examine the mechanism of wage

increases through the interplay of wage differentials. The

analysis is conducted for a sequence of short periods, where the

strategy of corporations with respect to growth and profits is

given in relation to a state of expectations concerning effective

demand from which follow the decisions of firms concerning prices,

product differentiation, selling, etc. Having discussed the

operation of a "local" labour market for each rank we confine the

present discussion to the work concept defined in time units.

Disturbances of pay relatives in a given short period can

come from two sources. The first, and preponderant one, is the

progress of technology. Additionally, however, there is the over-

all process of social and demographic change. Continuous new

entrants into the labour market are bound to disturb the equilibria

concerning differentials of those already employed. Under

conditions of general tranquility it is expected that the major

mechanism for adjusting for short period disequilibria will be

"sideways" mobility, accounting for the permanent presence of high

gross turnover through the industrial structure. This specific

pattern of differentials may be disturbed for any one of an

immense number of reasons. The short period shortage of a given

skill may press firms, competing against each other, to offer
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abnormal increases of the wage. Strong union organisation may

lead to exceptional increases in pay for one group in relation

to others. We can presume a general tendency towards wages push

on account of a historical ethos of rising real wages. It is,

however, preferable not to build the tendency of wages to rise

into the analysis from the start but to deduce it exclusively

from the pattern of the movement of differentials.

Short period excess demands for various types of skill and

capacity can, under conditions of general tranquility, be con-

sidered as random disturbances. The ability of industry to pay,

in real terms, will dictate at least partly whether such temporary

disequilibria can be allowed to produce a rising level of real pay

throughout the structure. Our discussion concerning the flatter

part of Jaques1 curve suggests that these random disturbances can

be accommodated by industry without fundamentally affecting the

elasticity of labour supply to the process of accumulation.

The same cannot however be said about the higher managerial

ranks. The maintenance of relatives for that range of Jaques1

curve requires that salaries should be adjusted to the growth of

profits. Since profits in real terms are a function of accumula-

tion it follows that the steeper part of Jaques1 curve will rise

in proportion to the growth of real product in the economy as a

whole. It follows from this that, to the extent that differential

comparison by lower income groups are made not locally but in

relation to the whole range of Jaques1 curve, that the rest of

the wages structure will also rise with the growth of real product.
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In deriving the micro schedule of supply price we made use

of x set of social comparisons involving a specific individual

and his peers. It would seem at first sight far fetched to say

that the peer group of any one individual extends over the whole

of society. But it is not necessary to think of the problem this

way. The comparisons we are now talking about do not involve

a given short period but a sequence of "spot" comparisons through

time. To begin with, individuals in the lower ranks on the labour

market are highly organised. The information available to the

individual concerning pay does not therefore depend merely on his

own range of perception. It is possible for agents of groups of

workers to be considerably better informed about the range of pay

in the economy at large. In the second place, comparisons about

relative pay need not derive from knowledge of pay but can be

directly inferred from knowledge of consumption patterns. It is

in many ways more visible to compare housing with housing,

entertainment with entertainment, holidays with holidays, transport

with transport, durables with durables etc. than pay packets with

pay packets. It is harder for individuals to compare tends of

pounds to thousands of guineas than it is to compare bicycles

with private motor cars, or council flats with private mansions.
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Now it is the precisely the growth of the tertiary sector of

the economy which has, inter alia, contributed immensely to the

diffusion of knowledge of consumption standards throughout society.

In this view wages push because of consumption push, not the other

way around.

In the third place, individuals spend a period of time

together under considerably more equal surroundings before they

enter the labour market. In a society with considerable social

mobility individuals know, after they have joined the labour market,

about the progress of other individuals whom they knew more or less

as equals before. It is a direct implication of the kink in

Jaques1 curve that while individuals may start at approximately

equal levels of pay, differentials increase through their life

times. It is as if pay progression and job promotion are them-

selves human capital which grows as a function of time.

Human capital increases with time, it depreciates the wrong

way around. But it increases at highly differential rates.

Entrants at the lower ranks of the overall labour market cannot

expect to reach beyond its elastic segment. Entrants into the

higher ranks will expect the climb according to the much steeper

slope of that part of the curve. It is therefore also interpersonal

pay comparisons through time which constitute information about

the inequity of any given set of dlfferents.
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The concept of fairness employed in this study, which we have

renamed the supply price of labour, is logically somewhat analogous

to the Marshallian notion of normal profit. It is logically a clear

notion but it cannot have a sharp empirical counterpart in all

circumstances. It may appear to some as social integration, a

Good Thing, that dockers raise questions about the salaries of

managers of private banks. It suffices for our purposes that some

key groups of workers, or their unions, should be aware of the

movement of pay in the higher managerial ranks. The point of the

argument is that lower levels of work can simply not be aware of

company balance sheets, profit shares and, therefore, what the

firm can afford to pay to them. These phenomena are consequent,

they are not prior to the overall mechanism whereby wages rise

with productivity and output. It is profits that rise because

of productivity, therefore top salaries and therefore, eventually,

all wages and salaries as well. In this view the inflationary

component, or wage push, is due to the top, not to the mass of

wage claims. The inflationary process, i.e. excessive claims on

output in real terms, are an indication of the power of a social

group to exploit its peculiar complementary relationship with

the process of accumulation. In the higher managerial ranks we

have effectively an equivalent of the Ricardian landlords, who

had a "prior" claim on output and whose decisions to exercise it

in turn constrain the process of accumulation itself.
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But it is difficult to maintain generally that the growth of

managerial salaries is a necessary or a sufficient condition for

successful accumulation. In so far as accumulation is subject to

the laws of technology, the remuneration of'managers has little

to do with it. In so far as accumulation is governed by powerful

historical conditions, its pace and character is in any case

dictated by these traditions and so are the salaries of the top

managers. But there is nothing inconceivable that there exist in

society other social groups who may perform the function of

accumulation rather better and require less of the product for

their own use. Development of the modern corporation has permitted

the creation of coalitions of interest which are effectively

representative of the rentier classes rather than the scientific

and technological establishment of the community or, indeed, the

mass of people. As Veblen pointed out long ago, there is a world

of difference between "business" and "industry". As more recent
as well as earlier

/writers have pointed out, who needs the capitalists but themselves?

This essay has attempted to show that it is social rather

than pscyhological mechanisms, related to the process of accumula-
determine

tion in a capitalist economy,which / the social value of

labour power. This is of course no more than a

hypothesis. The strength of the hypothesis is however not only

dependent on the strength of £ priori reasoning, as was employed

in this chapter. The analytical discussion itself derives from

the real world, in so far as the present method of work measurement

permits us to see reality. The appendix should give some evidence

in this regard.
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APPfiNDIX TO CHAPTER k

MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AS A RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

- OR -

HOW TO CHOOSE WHO TO EDUCATE AND WHAT TO DO WITH HIM AFTERWARDS...

(This appendix was originally written separately at a stage when

I was trying to clarify my ovn. ideas. It is reproduced with

minor changes as i t relates to the material of Chapter h).

Summary

In the process of economic growth firms have to "progress"

their manpower and make it fit for new tasks. But while people

may "grow" on the job, it may also be necessary to expand resources

in order to provide manpower with additional qualifications and

thus develop potential which would otherwise be wasted. Management

education can be defined as the activity which enables people to

"grow" faster than they would otherwise do on job experience alone.

This appendix presents a model scheme which attempts to embody the

essentials of the practice followed by business firms in manpower

development and pay. The scheme is then used to formulate the

choices pertinent to expenditure on management education and

defines the costs implied and the benefits to be derived from those

decisions. The formulation is then applied to some hypothetical

cases so that the logic of the scheme can be seen to be simple
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and convenient, although of course not ia substitute for management

decision-taking ability. Finally, some theoretical implications

of the formulation are presented in connection with what has been

called "the economics of human capital".
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1. Introduction

The field of management education has expanded rapidly in

recent years, perhaps proving that the "demonstration effect"

operates powerfully in advanced as well as in underdeveloped

countries - on the production as well as on the consumption side

of the economy. Whatever the micro-forces in this expansion,

there is little doubt that the intellectual climate which justified

it derived from the discovery and quantification of the "residual"

factor in economic progress. This climate may now be

(2)changing. But there is need for some framework to analyse the

costs and benefits of management education at the micro-level

where many if not most of the pertinent decisions are made. For

while firms are bound by current legislation to contribute to the

Funds of the Industrial Training Boards, they must still decide

which managers to send to training, what type of training to demand,

and what to do with their managers once trained.

The present paper takes it for granted that, as witnessed by

the pioneer work of Professor H. RoseJs report, ^ there will be

more systematic scrutiny of the effects of legislation, on the

volume of resources that is to be allocated to management education

nationally and by sector and on the types of management education

that should be offered by various academic and other institutions. y

The scheme is however independent from progress in other areas as

it is concerned with what the individual firm must do to attain its

own objectives, given the environment in which it operates.
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From the firm's point of view, expenditure on management

education must, like all other expenditure, be justified by the

firm's overall "optimising", "satisficing", or whatever decision-

making criteria operate. The allocation problem for the firm

consists of two interdependent choices - (a) what budget to fix

for management education in relation to other fields of "investment1

expenditure and (b) how to allocate this budget by persons and

courses. To simplify, we assume that (a) is substantially given

for firms (by legislation, etc.) and confine attention to (b).

This has the advantage of concentrating on the relatively under-

developed field of resource allocation within the firm.

The model-scheme can be thought of in two ways: FirstT as a

convenient diagrammatic short-cut, which permits simple graphic

treatment of problems that become unmanageable if treated in

plain English. SecondT as deriving from an (at least) partly

tested dynamic theory of work organisation which underpins the

particular diagrammatic short-cut. ̂  The first alternative

is made use of in the text for reasons of brevity. For those

who like their "plausible" abstractions rather more worked out

there is a short appendix at the end of the paper.
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2. Differential Earnings Histories: A Hypothetical Example

We proceed to construct a diagram. Plot the age of a manager

in years on the horizontal x-axis and his gross pay in pounds per

annum on the vertical y-axis. Take a real individual manager you

can think of who has reached maturity in his career and although

not near retirement age is yet not expected to advance any further.

Record his earnings (total gross emoluments received before tax

plus the monetary value of any perquisites that went with the job) -

year by year from the beginning of his career to the present.

The first preliminary step in the exercise is to construct an

earnings history which consists of comparable money values in some

relevant sense. To see the meaning of this assume that your

selected manager earned, say, £3,000 p.a. five years ago. But

these £3,000 p.a. are not "equivalent" to £3,000 had he earned it

ten years ago, or to £3,000 now, were he earning it now. This is

because all manner of relevant facts change through time: e.g. his

"experience" has grown, his "responsibility" in the affairs of the

firm is now greater, his "peers" in the firm and outside are

earning more, his family has grown in terms of expenditure demands

upon him, his outside social commitments have risen, etc., etc.;

but, also, the cost of living index, manpower productivity (in his

firm, in the whole sector of industry he knows and in the economy

as a whole) all earnings etc. all have risen, as well.
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It follows that, if one wants to plot his earnings "history",

one must decide which of these or other factors must be used to

deflate the actual figures so as to make them "equivalent". For

purposes of the diagram we use the index of total earnings in

money terms (which is published in the Department of Employment

Review). If this index rose by 1O/o over 2 years and his salary

rose from £3,000 to £3,300, we would say that he is now obtaining

"equivalent" earnings to what he obtained 2 years ago. While he

is 10$ better off (in money terms) with respect to himself 2 years

ago, he has remained relatively at the same point in relation to

the national average. His age, experience, responsibility etc.

have not advanced him relatively to the social average. He has

coasted along with everyone else and is not better off but as

well off.

It is obvious that there is a vital distinction between own

advancement and following the general average. The formula

suggested is a clear-cut way of separating (and ignoring) general

social advancement in crder to concentrate on differential

relative, faster-than-average, personal advancement.

Other formulae can of course be used to make figures that

extend over time comparable among themselves in some sense or

other. But each such formula implies assumptions about social

behaviour. Some formula however there must be and we proceed

on the basis of the one proposed.
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This manager's (assumed) career history, in terms of his gross

earnings, gives the following plot. (See Fig. 1). His actual

earnings in current gross figures as he received them at the time

are the points graphed ABODE. Assume a story which goes like this:

His first employment was at the age of 23 (A) after discharge from

National Service. He then followed a part-time course at

University during which he received no promotion in the firm (AB).

Upon graduation he became a highflier (BC) but then got stuck as

head of Accounts (CD) until it was almost too late for him to

advance the the Group's Headquarters. The Clapham Bus created a

vacancy for his rescue and he has been Group Accountant since (DE).

He expects to remain there until retirement.

Meanwhile however total earnings in the economy have also been

growing. ' The average nationwide rate of change is 6-7%.

This manager's "real" earnings are plotted as the line

AB'C'D'E'Z1. During two periods of his life he fell below the

average improvement experienced for the economy as a whole. During

his university course (AB1) he took a current cost as an "inves-

ment" in the future (B'C). But then he got stuck (CD 1) and did

not resume his personal advantage until rather late (D'E1). From

now to retirement he is high enough to be satisfied to coast

alone.
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For present purposes the reason for converting current into

"real" earnings is two-fold: (a) the firm should relate its own

payments policy to national movements, even if only to decide to

depart from them; (b) in making plans for the future, the firm must

also distinguish between the "inflationary" - or general - and the

"real" - or differential - component in the growth of its wage

bill and the individual salaries it pays out.
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3« Future Earnings Profiles

The above example sums up the method of constructing the

diagram from real life histories. The method can however also be

used to pro.iect future earnings "histories". Obviously such a

projection will be subject to error with respect to any number

of factors: there may be no vacancies for promotion, the individual

may leave the firm, early promise of mental and moral development

may be disappointed, other individuals may develop differently, or

there may be newcomers, the firm's growth plans may change and the

demand for the potential of this (type of) individual may shift

etc., etc. Such uncertainty is however in the nature of all

projections. What matters is that firms actually do decide about

manpower development and pay in the face of such and other uncer-

tainty. They decide if only by default. We proceed to use the

diagram for the subset of these policies which concern management

education. For this we shall transform our diagram into a formulaT

or generalised plot of all past and future earnings histories,

a,s if all such histories are subject to a pattern.

Figure II presents such a "plausible" pattern. The rationale

for this pattern could start by saying that, as everyone knows,

there are "high fliers" and "low fliers". There are also middle-

fliers and all sorts of intermediates in between. Of course every

individual may be one thing at one stage of his life and a different

one at another. Nobody believes that neo-capitalism, neo-communism
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or anything else provides the fantastically flexible operation of

the labour market required to produce smooth and continuous

historical career patterns (which look so suspiciously like a

(9)system of parabolae produced by a computer's plotter package), 7J

for this would mean that all round pegs and all square holes are

continuously and perfectly adjusted. Nobody knows a person who

has followed any one "normal" career path and most likely there

is no such person. But all this is irrelevant. We are presenting

a pattern, that is to say an abstraction, not a fact. We argue

its plausibility as follows:

(a) there is no pattern before some age, say 25, because

people are searching and making mistakes about their careers.

(b) there is coasting after some age, say 55i because there

is objectively and subjectively little mobility after this

age, at any rate at this time and in our culture as we know

it.

(c) the rate of growth in relative terms is continuously

decreasing between the ages of 25 and 55 because mobility

is restricted by the objective and subjective properties

of the "groove" each individual has entered at around 25*

The "groove" comprises at least two dimensions: one is the

techn^ca^. expertise that goes with the job; the other is

the much more elusive one of the total weight of a personality

at the time of selecting - or being selected for - a partic-

ular "groove".
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In other words: either because society makes us so or

because we are innately so, there is a crucial point beyond

which we stop experimenting and settle into a pattern whose

future evolution is reasonably predictable and reasonably

satisfactory to us and to our mutually selected group of

"peers"/10'1

(d) it follows that high initial growth rates of "real",

i.e. relative, earnings dominate the future even more than

the present. Absolute differentials increase with age and

life histories increasingly differ in total quality as well

as quantity of earnings profiles.

Supposing now that this extremely simple pattern exists, we

turn to its use for manpower planning. A firm's management

hierarchy must be plotted on top of this pattern. An example is

shown in Figure III(a). This is kept simple to illustrate just

two points. In usual organisation chart form, as in Figure lll(b),

there is no. systematic portrayal of "distance" between levels of

the hierarchy nor is information directly incorporated about the

dynamics (i.e. the evolution through time) of the chages in

personnel of the various roles. If the same persons are plotted

on the age-pay diagram the neatness of the organisation chart

obviously disappears. It looks as if hierarchical and communica-

tions wires become crossed. But this of course is not so. What

is gained is a clear pictorial representation of the dynamics.
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Assume that the facts of our example are as follows: A is

the managing director aged 50, B and C run different departments,

say development and accounts. B)Nwho is on the same "groove" as

Aj can be expected to succeed him. But D who is on the same

groove as B is an accountant, not a development engineer, while

F who is of quite the right age to succeed B is on a different

groove. H will of course succeed F while D may succeed C (if C's

job is up-valued in terms of responsibilities as well as pay in

order to fit D's "groove"). Problems in the growth of the firm

are to provide for the succession of B and E, a replacement for

D, and so on. And this presumably is the sort of manpower planning

all managers do, without (or perhaps with?) the diagram.
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l+. The Changing Rate of Pav

Suppose now we draw a tangent at point D (Figure IV). This

represents the instantaneous growth rate of pay y at age x.

Point D is the current value the firm puts upon the services of

this individual. For the firm the tangent represents the rate at

which these services increase. Thus the groove, curve T,

represents the value of the services that the firm can appropriate

from the individual as well as the pay that the individual can

obtain from the firm.

Suppose now that we look at the situation from before it

happens. Five years earlier, today's individual D was at D1,

by assumption in the same groove? paid (absolutely) less but at

a higher instantaneous rate (of climb) than now. The firm's

interest is to keep D on the groove, not to allow him to drop to

a lower groove. This is because a drop to a lower groove not

only diminishes his pay at any given age (which is his concern,

not the firm's) but also correspondingly diminishes his value to

the firm. Given the groove, and D' five years ago, the firm's

interest is therefore to keep the tangent from sloping less than

at D by the time D gets there. If the firm did not know the

groove it would seek to maximise the rate of climb from D, or to

minimise the rate of fall from D1. If the firm knows the groove,

it has a solution for the allowable "normal" rate of fall from



'11 its tangtsnt ul D1 which kuepu 1) on the groove throughout his

career. Given two points such as D1 and D, the difference

between the two tangents represents the cost to the firm of

obtaining the tangent at D. If the firm has to incur that cost

and no more for keeping D on the groove from which he would

otherwise have dropped, then the firm is getting a maximal

return on its expenditure.

This in a nutshell is the simple logic for allocating

expenditure for manpower progression and hence also for management

education. We are now in a position to discuss the three problems

posed in para. 1 above: who to train, how to train, what to do

with him afterwards.
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5. Manpower Progression

One problem for the firm in real life is to push individuals

up from their (apparent) present path; another is to prevent

individuals from leaving (or going downhill) because there is no

room at the top. The model-scheme can be usefully restricted to

cope with some important cases of "disequilibrium" which the firm

may encounter in the ordinary conduct of its affairs.

Firstly, the firm plans about the future in some relation to

past experience. Let us restrict the time-dimension by cutting

off some time in the past beyond which experience is "irrelevant"

and stopping to look ahead beyond some time in the future where

uncertainty becomes "forbidding". Call these 0 and I respectively

and assume for the purposes of this discussion that they are five

years either way from the present, denoted t in Figure V. For

each one of its managers the firm can now think in terms of a

simplified situation: we know how much he was worth to us at 0,

we think we know that he is worth to us now as much as we pay him,

let us try and figure what he might be worth to us at five years

from now.

Secondly, the coverage of the exercise can be restricted to

those management strata (or individuals) where mistakes in or lack

of proper planning might be costly. The costs of "induction" can

be measured by asking: what is the value of the resources the firm

has to spend before the new employee is fully "in" the job?
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This definition has a counterpart in the cost of losing a man's

services to somebody else. Some of these manpower-

turnover costs may be high, others may be negligible. We are

only concerned with those strata and individuals where the costs

of turnover are substantial.

The implication of these two assumptions is that we are

restricting ourselves to the north, and primarily on the north-

west of our diagram, as in Figure V. The exercise of management

education in other words is practically relevant to the rather
(1 2)younger and rather high-flying personnel in the firm.

We assume that the firm has a plan for its management structure

as a whole from now to I, In other words it is in a position to

define the jobs that it would like to see done at T in the future.

The firm can now proceed in two ways. From the "supply" side it

can project the evolution in maturity, judgement, skills, etc.,

of its present employees, and see whether any one individual hits

upon any of the jobs outlined (projected) for year T. From the

"demand" side it can scan "backwards" to see what type of

evolution is presupposed for graduation into any given job which

will become available at T. In reality firms are likely to do

both. It can nevertheless be expected that in a world where the

labour market is fairly accessible to expanding and progressive

firms, it is the firms' expansion plans which have priority and

so the "demand" at T can be considered as given. Let us take one

individual's projected "history" to see the problems that may

occur.
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He was hired five years ago and given salary A. Actually he

was worth to the firm less, say A1, but mistakes are always

possible. It would have been inconvenient at the time to replace

him so he was kept on. In fact he surprised the firm because he

turned out to grow with the job and was soon promoted, so that -

it must be confessed - he is worth more to the firm now than they

actually pay him. Of course he knows this and is rather restive.

The job seems to fit him well, but he would have left were it not

for his expectation that there is big promotion ahead according

to the firm's expansion plans. The firm's top management are,

however, worriedo They have no objection to raising his actual

pay to match his worth to them and to keep the two more in line in

the future. But they are not sure that his evolution will take him

as high as C five years hence. They think that his "normal"

growth curve is N, but aren't sure because it is only since last

year that he has been worth as the curve indicates. Specifically

it is not knownwhether he can make the qualitative move one step

up the executive ladder, which is concealed in the difference

between C and C . At C he would be in charge of iwg_ departments

whereas in C he would be the deputy in charge of one of them.

Now the problems of co-ordination of two different departments

are vastly different from just running one, etc.
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One should perhaps stop and ask the firm whether the

difference between pay C and C1 is sufficiently great to account

for the qualitative difference of the executive strata they have

just described and, if not, whether they are indeed different

qualitative strata. But leave that on one side. We have the

case of a firm which (a) would like to use some simple rule,

such as provided by the model scheme, (b) operates under uncertainty

on how to fit the specific case to the general rule, (c) is

not all that clear about its objectives (to redefine the job,

to risk losing the man, etc). Perhaps a typical firm.
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6. Management Education

But the firm has a further option: to spend resources on

developing its personnel. The firm is in fact committed on the

total amount it must spend on education, so that it cannot forgo

the costs which are already given by legislation. The two

decisions it faces, assuming it can choose among different types

of education and different persons to educate, may be to some

extent interdependent: a given individual may benefit from very

specific types of education so that the two in practice go

together. Additionally, some types of education may impose

opportunity costs to the firm.

For our purposes choices about management education can be

characterised by two factors only: (a) the value of services

forgone due to a person's attendance of a scheme plus any other

opportunity costs, (b) the increment in his worth to the firm

(and presumably, or possibly, also his pay) which would result

from the scheme.

It would be misleading to say that if a manager is, say,

absent for a month on a course, the additional cost to the firm

is one month of his salary. The true cost is the total cose of

"making do" without his services for a month. In all firms there

is some degree of slack. The cost may vary from nothing, to a

month's salary, to the loss of important orders, to anything

whatever. This cost is of course additional to any out-of-pocket

costs that the firm may also have to incur in the process. But
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the firm should not add its out-of-pocket expenses which result

from legislation since these are "by-gone" costs, which would

have to be incurred whether it decides to educate its managers

or not.

The return from a specific type of education scheme is best

looked at in relation to the specific person selected. The firm

must have a view as to whether it wants to keep a person and if

so whether it will be able to offer that person work consonant

with his ability, experience, etc. in the future. If yes, it must

then have a view whether this person will be able to cope in the

natural course of his development with the further avenues of

promotion which the firm will make available to him. The question

now is of the type: will the person be able to cope with the

(assumed) discontinuous advancement from B to C in the future

without something extra to normal work experience, or will the

firm have to fit job C down to him at C for some time, as it

(perhaps) had to do when he reached stage B? Remembering now that

the curve N is only a general rule and hence only a tentative fore-

cast for the specific individual, may it not be that something

extra can push this individual U£ from his too-normal possibili-

ties of growing on the job by themselves? The firm must take a

decision about what the answer should be, as for example: (a) the

worth to the firm of this man without management education shall

be C1, (b) with education it shall be C. The difference is of

course the returns to education.
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Having got a way to estimate costs and a way to estimate

returns it is of course simple to compute any measure of the

rate of return or whatever else one may like.
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7. Limitations of the scheme

The firm maximises returns if it selects those management

courses and persons which yield higher returns than any alterna-
(10)

tive package of courses and persons. ->/ The existence of a

simple rule, such as presented in this paper, doesn't however

mean that reality will be that simply strait-jacketed into it.

There are two good reasons why the scheme is more useful than the

rule. The first is that when there is the degree of uncertainty

involved in imputing costs and returns it is unlikely that any

sensible firm will just compute via a rule and accept the verdict.

Firms should obviously compute as much as possible, particularly

when there are many variables involved, in order to educate their

minds to the problem. But there is no way in which they can

delegate their judgement of the total situation to a formula.

The second reason has to do precisely with the "total"

situation. It is sufficiently well known that various patterns

of (de)-centralisation, various ways of "marrying" an executive

tree-like hierarchy with the circularity of the communications and

information process, various ways of communicating and being

affected by the environment, etc., all have external effects on

one another. The dynamic rapidly growing firm is precisely

breaking the "norms" of average behaviour, in the field of manpower

progression like everywhere else. Such a firm could still benefit
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from using the "normal" parabolic version of the scheme which

represents average behaviour. But surely, what makes a firm

dynamic is the total model of operation rather than the

individual bits, which on the contrary can hardly be comprehended

apart from their relation to the whole.
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8. "Human Capital"

Let us finally look briefly at some of the economics of

"human capital" which is related to the model scheme. The return

on management education not only appears as an increment of the

individual's marginal value product to the firm, but also as an

increment in his own ability to earn in the future. Two things

are happening at the same time: there is an increase in the scarcity

-worth of this man, and there is also a change in his asset-value.

Asset value has increased in the sense that the individual can

expect higher earnings in the future. The twin increase of income
belong

and "capital" does not however/to the firm alone, for a man,

unlike a machine, carries his growth with him. It is "society"

which receives an "external" payoff, by virtue of the curious fact

that human capital depreciates "the wrong way around", i.e.

appreciates with time, independently of the specific firm which

employs it. Imputation of marginal products then vanishes

by virtue of "technical change" and the consequent

increase in asset valuation of (very) embodied human "capital".

not only
But the increased asset value of the firm's employees/is a

non-appropriable externality. The more a manager is trained by a

firm, the more "specific" a factor of production he becomes for

the firm. But the more they need him the less he needs them: his

position in the firm is part of his asset value which is enhanced

in the market (provided of course he is still young enough to have
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more climb ahead of him). As his transfer price increases within

the firm, so do his quasi-rents because of alternative employment

outside the firm. As he ceases to be substitutable within the

firm his value to the firm is defined by his asset value in the

market and not the other way round. The more rapid the expansion

of management strata the greater the effect of asset values on

supply price and the more powerful the profits-linked cost push

from the top of Jaques1 curve. Managerial capitalism indeed.
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NOTE

The "normal" progression scheme used to present this

particular resource allocation problem stems from the work of
(1 5)Elliott Jaques. y The reader who is not content with the

"plausibility" argument offered in the text may want to know

the following summary of his theory:

Labour input is defined in terms of a decision-set which is

bound by a "delegated" time horizon. Job satisfaction is defined

according to (a) the harmony which exists, at a point of time and

through time, between labour input required by the firm, i.e. job

specification, and a generalised measure of decisional ability,

and (b) the harmony between own pay and the pay of referent

groups. In so far as society runs tolerably well one would expect,

as the theory predicts, that pay and labour input will be closely

associated. This hypothesis has been successfully tested.

One may also expect that general ability and work roles go well

together. But this is a much more difficult relationship to test.
may be

There is indirect evidence that this / so, which was collected

for the same study. ^ As for direct evidence of the nature of

generalised ability, there are preliminary results from psycholo-
(17)gists1 tests that such ability is multimodally distributed.
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I would for my part guess that this is so but that the external

manifestations, particularly concerning the growth of such

ability, have as much to do with the overall political and

cultural levels of social reality as with individual psychology.

For a given society I would conjecture that generalised ability

is strongly associated with labour input hence also with (relative)

pay. Accordingly any one or all three of these variables can

figure on the y-axis and all of them can be expressed in cardinal

terms as pounds per annum. In the argument of the paper I used all

three at various points to give more heuristic value to the

examples.

The x-axis simply measures age in years. The x-y diagram

can therefore be interpreted in three different ways. From the

point of view of the underlying theory the ability-age relation

is the fundamental one. From the point of view of economic theory

the own-demanded pay (the supply price of labour) work-level

relation is the more important. Finally, from the point of view

of empirical work the pay-age version is more important. Jaques

started off with 600 earnings profiles on which he attempted to

fit a pattern. J.S. Evans worked on more than 100,000 such
(1 Pi

profiles and has devised methods for observing average behaviour.

I would further expect that the rate of growth of firms and

perhaps their size may be significant in producing variation of

the kinds I have indicated in the text. Further, the more it is

true that the micro-dynamics exhibit variation the greater is the

practical need for a model scheme such as the one presented above,

provided we know that a simple "average behaviour" pattern exists.
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Taking the multimodal distribution of ability (which is the

psychological leg for a "rank" theory of managerial hierarchies)

on the one hand and the pay-progression pattern on the other, we

can obtain a system of "normal" dynamic change which can be

adequately represented by a system of "nested" parabolae. A

parameter taking the units from 1 to 7 gives the 7 management

"ranks". Each "rank" can be subdivided into 3 to give 21 pay-

scales by age: and it is a very convenient visual aid to one's

thinking if a firm's hierarchy is plotted on a chart of this kind.

This is the method Jaques and his associates have employed.

What I have done is to take this material over and fit a

specific resource allocation problem to it. A simple mathematical

treatment of the rules discussed is of course possible. Of more

interest is, I think, the theoretical identification of costs and

payoffs to management education. This may please the soul of the

marginalist, perhaps infuse new inspiration to the neo-classicist

searching for the market in which "human capital" is traded} but
(as I have tried to argue in Chapter k)

eventually/turns to the gratification of (as usual) Cambridge.
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APPENDIX

THE EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENT OF THE TIME-SPAN OF DISCRETION

REPORT ON PILOT PROJECT. TASK ANALYSIS AT

H. LIMITED, MARCH/APRIL 1968

This report covers interviews which took place at the

P. factory of H. Ltd. during March/April 1968. Fifteen

roles were interviewed in total. Of these, I did nine. The

attached diagram illustrates the hierarchy of this organisation

(end of this report). Interviews took place in two production

departments and in quality control. Each role in the diagram is

numbered and the interviews are suffixed with A if done with the

manager and B if done with the occupant of the role. The order

of presentation here is the same as the order of the interviews.

1• Interview 8A. Discussion with Mr. M. on the role of Mr. K.

The occupant of the role is a foreman and has been in the role

for three years. According to his manager he is fully doing the

job. As things now stand, the occupant does not get all the

supporting services which he needs and for this reason is perhaps

over-loaded and under some strain. The manager considers the

responsibility he is given as "approximately right" despite the

failure of supporting services. The manager considers that felt

fair pay should be of the order of £2,300-£2,500 per annum.



In his view, the occupant has higher capacity than required for

his present job and, at least potentially, his felt fair pay

ought to rise to £2,750 per annum. The manager did not wish to

discuss the question of the meaning of a "long job" for his

subordinates. He did not quite understand the question in the

abstract. He did however spend considerable time discussing the

meanings to be given to terms such as "immediately" etc. This

meant one hour or less. "As soon as possible" meant during the

day, "soon" meant a couple of days, "in the fairly near future"

meant within the week, "when you have time" meant nothing since

the manager never used this expression, "no hurry, give it plenty

of time" would mean approximately one week, although this is not

an expression the manager would often use, "we don't need this

for quite some time" the manager would never use because it is

too indefinite, "this will be a long job" would mean in the

manager's mind about one month. The manager would select his

expression to give time dimension to an instruction according

to his own assessment of the possibilities. In his words: "I,

myself, project myself into other people's jobs".

Considerable confusion had been caused in this organisation

by a major exercise of setting "objectives" for each job in the

firm. Everything was expressed in terms of general responsibilities

and it was much more difficult for people to find the concrete

expression In terms of tasks. The tasks I finally extracted are

as follows:-



a
Task 1 - The foreman is responsible for meeting/production

target given by a quarterly plan. Production in this department

is quite complicated as it involves approximately 700 operations.

The quarterly programme which is given to the foreman is broken

down into weekly schedules„ This is, however, only to facilitate

the foreman who is not bound to any one week's target. There is

a "danger level" of prescribed character: in order to maintain

the quantity schedule, he must be up to two weeks ahead of demand.

This is considered the safe inventory level. But this is only a

lower bound. The foreman is not constrained to two weeks on

components generally. On certain components he can be up to

seven, eight or ten weeks ahead of demand, if he has got the

storage space, which is left to his own judgement. But since

storage space is probably the scarcest factor in this factory

such extention ahead of time is rather exceptional. 5 The manager

digressed to say that, under exceptional circumstances, the

foreman would be allowed to plan for up to 20 weeks ahead. This

would however come under the manager's own veto. Besides, the

question is rather academic since the schedules remain very much

alike. In conclusion, the role as defined by this task is of

the order of three months. Note that this is not accidental:

the reorganisation carried out in this factory • was particularly

aimed to raise the level of the foremen so that they could deal

with a quarterly production programme.



Task 2 - This arises from the general responsibility of

dealing with safety and tidiness in the shop. The task is short,

perhaps of the order of one day. It involves applying the

recommendations of the six-monthly Ministry of Labour review

into safety procedures. The manager confused his own role with

that of the subordinate concerning this task since he thought

that the responsibility lay only between Ministry reviews.

Task \ - This task concerns applying a monthly budget. The

purpose of this budget is to check on what is called indirect

efficiency. The foreman has certain freedom of operation as to

how he will employ his labour and particularly service labour.

There is no check on direct efficiency of the use of resources

apart from meeting the quarterly schedule and keeping to the

prescribed standard of using labour and the standards of machine

utilisation.

Task, h - This concerns the training of subordinates. The

foreman is given up to one month for training qualified personnel

and much less for unskilled people.

t The major difficulties of this first interview

originated from the fact that it was the first. Further, the

manager was insistent on giving general responsibility headings

instead of tasks in reply to questions. For example: he said

that the foreman was encouraged to propose methods for improve-

ments; that he was expected to propose innovations within the



year; and many such others, which seemed rather forced in his

own mindo

The interview made the manager think of the role much more

deeply. Towards the end of our discussion he proposed all sorts

of amendments, none of which, however, affected the three month

measurement. Examples of these are: at the weekly production

meeting of foremen, the manager would expect foremen to originate

new tasks over specific problems, particularly concerning machine

utilisation. The manager said he was also concerned about
by

"important" jobs,/which he meant jobs which were most urgent.

Even though in terms of value-loaded language the manager con-
b e

sidered the quarterly schedule to/the "raison d'etre11, as he

called it, of the foreman's role, it was difficult to get him to

accept that the length of tasks was of a different status to the

urgency of specific problems. I also found it difficult to keep

the manager to the same level of abstraction during the length

of the interview. He often confused his own responsibilities

with those of his subordinate. He also stressed that he was

judging performance "continuously".

I distinctly felt that part of the confusion was due to the

management-by-objectives exercise the firm had carried before.

Beyond this, the technological characteristics of this firm

seemed to play a part. The very short period of through-put and

limited storage facilities got the managers to thinking in terms



of "spinning the money around" and therefore they judged the

contribution to the firm's objectives by the speed of this

"spinning" to which "everyone" contributed., I did not feel then

that this particular characteristic should be in any way related

to the time-structure of the organisation. One could however,

in due course, consider this statement as a testable hypothesis

of the form: "should the time-structure have anything to do with

the technology of the organisation".

Towards the end of the interview, the manager was quite

content to think of the time-dimensions of roles. A certain

thought struck him as interesting: that this particular occupant

could do this particular job; whereas five years before, the

foremen used to work to a weekly schedule. In the manager's

view, they were very "different people". Finally (and crucially

in the light of the changes in method introduced after the

pilot exercise) difficulties arose from isolating one role from

those of the supporting engineering service roles with which he

had most to do. The task specification would, I feel, be a lot

more complete if we had analysed those engineering services.

The characteristic "frantic" running-about of the foreman's

role would then be substantially explained.



2. Interview 10B. Discussion with Mr. G. concerning his own

r_oleu

Mr. G. is another foreman. This second interview is in

some ways the most interesting in showing up the difficulties

of the method used for the pilot run of the project.

The occupant is aged ^7? his father was a wet miller in a

cement factory. He went to elementary school, then to the Royal

Navy from 19*+1 -^6 and stopped all formal education at the age of

1̂ -. He has had 23 years of experience in the H. factory and has

always L>een in the London region. An event which prevented

father education was illness in the family; in particular this

prevented him from taking an evening technical course at the

Acton College of Technology.

The occupant has been in his present role for 2 years and

he thinks he is doing the work fully. Concerning the quantity

of work he nas got to do he felt that he had rather "too much".

Concerning the responsibility content of his work, he felt that

he has "not been getting quite enough" responsibility. From that

question onwards I felt there might be a discrepancy between his

own view of his job and his manager's "decision" about it. My

doubts strenghthened over the next question concerning felt fair

pay. The occupant thought that his actual pay was fair for his

work but that others who in his view were doing "equivalent"



jobs to his (in terms of rank etc.), were being over-paid. He

justified this by saying that he was in fact doing "more work"

than normally goes with the role8 He explained that he was in

charge of a "very large" department, in fact about twice as large

as the other comparable ones. The complexities of dealing with

such a large number of people on the shop floor made the role

considerably larger. Because of this he has to work longer hours

than other people, he has to be there very often during weekends,

he has to take work "in his mind" at home and often doesn't sleep

nights. Further he expressed concern about faults which arose

away and beyond where his own responsibilities ended. This in

turn made him unhappy that he "did not have enough authority" to

deal with people in other parts of the factory, particularly

engineers, at those levels where his problems could be solved.

The feeling that his job should be bigger found expression

in his view of felt fair pay. He named his capacity felt fair

pay as between £2,500 - £3,000 per annum. One year from the

interview he felt he ought to be getting between £2,000 - £2,250,

in three years £2,500, in five years £3,000 and at the age of

55 over £3,000 per annum. These figures seemed all to be

beyond the likely prospects of career development in that

particular factory.



At the pilot stage there was an experimental "short-cut"

question to the measurement of time-span. The question was:

"Which of the problems or tasks you are presently concerned with

do you expect to be with you longest? What would the total

length of time be?" The answer to this single question dispelled

hope that there was such a short-cut. This occupant's answer was

in terms of a general responsibility. The thing he expected to

stay with him the longest was "communicating with people"*, this

particular "problem" would stay with him forevero If that

particular problem did not exist, the one that would come up as

the longest would be the break-down factor of equipment used in

his shop. He could keep worrying about this problem for a whole

year, although he expected that some parts of it would be

resolved within the year. When I said that something which would

stay with him forever was not really a problem as such but rather

an area within which problems would occur, he understood the

point and replied "You didn't want me to say that, you are

interested in other things". These other things he would be

prepared to offer if the guidance were more precise: one question

was too general a stimulus and it drove him off beam - a battery

of questions might do the trick.

Questions as to the meaning of language, such as the terms

"quickly", "immediately", "soon" and so forth, interested this

occupant considerably. He said that such terms would never be

used out of context. The manager giving the instruction would



know the context and this would automatically give different

meaning to the instruction. Having said this, however, he

interpreted "immediately" to mean "start on the job at once".

All intermediate terms in the scale would never be used because

they were too indefinite. "This will be a long job" may be

used from time to time and then it would mean a couple of months.

His actual pay, which he also considers as fair, is £1,750.

He receives no extras of any kind and has the normal four-week

holiday. He had a very good memory concerning his earning history.

He is married, has one daughter of 22 soon getting married and no

other dependants. The task specification of his job is as follows:

Task 1 - This concerns the quarterly production programme.

All targets are expressed in terms of general responsibility,

such as "being responsible for supervising the performance of

men and machines over his shop so as to meet the programme

schedule of requirements". Now this is a man who has been on

his present job longer than my previous subject and it is

interesting that he started his description of the quarterly

programme by saying it was a weekly programme. To this he gave

the title of a "master". He then went on to say that this

mater forms part of a schedule which is now given to him in

quarterly intervals. He was not at all clear as to how long

his responsibilities lay since the quarterly schedules changed

very little, a characteristic to which he put great insistence.



Shorter tasks originating from the quarterly schedule involve

keeping the records every day and consolidating them before

returning them every week. Others are: to plan his quarterly

target of labour requirements and to report accordingly; to plan

his day and night workings of the machines according to the given

formula of machine utilisation; to start requisitions for labour

if he needs more and initiate proposals concerning further machine

requirements; if necessary, to increase the load on his machinery

so as to ensure that supplies are forthcoming to the other

departments.

Task 2 - This concerns cleanliness and safety of the shop.

I got this task more clearly from this interview because the

occupant offered the information that there is a factory safety

inspector who comes through every department about once every

week, as a supplement to the Ministry of Labour review which

takes place every six months. The foreman specified that the

Ministry Inspector did not deal with him but with his Manager,

so the foreman's safety task is one week long.

Task ^ - This concerns managing labour. The foreman is

clearly the full manager of his men because he has a veto over

hiring and firing. In managing labour he has to co-operate

with the work-study people in the wages department concerning

bonus and rates. At this point of the analysis the occupant

went into a straightforward "illusion" about his role. The sub-
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task concerns man-power review. He said that he keeps labour

under "continuous" review and thought that this was connected

with the yearly review of performance in the factory. With

respect to this review, the foreman's job is to fill a merit

card for the year. He felt that his view about a man's

performance would be normally accepted by his Manager but

complained that he did not possess sufficient authority. He

felt that the yearly review was his own task and was not open

to the suggestion that it was really his Manager's and not his.

Task k - This concerns training of labour and is of one

month like in the previous case.

Task 5 - This concerns a monthly budget, again similar to

the previous foreman's.

Task $ - Unlike the previous foreman, this occupant suggested

that he also had a number of projects. The first of these has to

do with changing the system of records. He had started "thinking

about it" five months before the interview took place and had just

got it finished. Nevertheless, the project would continue for

about six more months. When I dug into this, it appeared that

for the previous twelve months he had been claiming that the

system of records ought to be changed. On his insistence, the

Manager had given him the task to change the system and had given

him six months in which to do it. But the manager was not

interviewed by me so that it was impossible to check on the

accuracy of this.



Task 7 - This project had to do with co-operating with the

work-study people for the review of bonus and rates. My impression

again was that the occupant confused his own role with that of his

manager, but I could not check on this. His explanation did not

seem convincing because the task, as he described it, was too

similar to those he had already described under his everyday

short-term routine. His own strong feeling, however, was that

this was a one-year job.

Task 8 - A jumble of projects came out all together and I

could not disentangle them beyond a certain point. There was,

first, a production problem which involved ordering new

machinery. This would take about one yoar to complete. A related

production project involved changing the layout of part of the

shop and his job in this was to put over-time production right.

Finally in relation to the above two, he had to submit expenditure

estimates for one year ahead. (Smilingly he said that one had to

"cheat" and over-demand necessary labour and components in order

to get what one actually needed: sociologists, please notel).

Comment; I most certainly got the very honest perceptions

of what the occupant of the role considered to be his

responsibilities. Interestingly enough, it was not difficult

for him after the first hour of the interview to express his

job in task form, give the beginning and end and identify the

results precisely. What however continuously appeared was a



form of worry that even though he was responsible for producing

such and such, his "authority" to proceed was not commensurate

with his "responsibility". It was very difficult to pinpoint

him as to what were the real limits of hiw own role and where

his descriptions overspilled into the role of his manager. My

initial reaction to this interview (before we held a seminar on

our first results) was to consider that considerable fantasy had

crept into the description by the occupant of the limits of his

responsibility. This was particularly so far since after

2£ hours of discussion the occupant was getting tired and speaking

of whole areas of problems, jumping from any one of them. Several

of the tasks he half-described seemed distinct and real,

particularly some having to do with co-operation with work-study

people and labour performance review (which he described as a

yearly task). A number of others had to do with projects, such

as changing the layout, changing a particular design, thinking

how overtime would work out so that certain buffer stocks could

be achieved, even a capital expenditure project which was related

to the layout problem. All of these stretched over six months,

did not appear at all unrealistic and, at the face of it, there

was no reason to believe that six months tasks could not exist

in this role. Inconsistencies which appeared in the felt-fair

pay questions were also probably due to language rather than

fantasy creeping in.



Since then my view is that we have from this interview not

a problematic job but rather a test of the method then used,

which considered time-span to' be measurable as a separate per-

ception by the manager or. by the occupant, of the tasks assigned,

and this method can clearly give two different perceptions. I

ought therefore to say now that what we got in the pilot project

was the descriptions of role specification in task form, as

perceived subjectively by the manager or. by the subordinate.

Whether the descriptions are themselves the time-span or whether

this method contaminates the data we are trying to get, was of

course the main methodological problem which arose from the

pilot project.



3« Interview 5B. Discussion with Mr. W. on his ovrn role.

Mr* W. is a quality controller. He is 52 years old and his

father was a painter. He is a Londoner and went to the Highway

Central School in Limehouse. He received some technical education

up to scholarship level and finished his formal education at the

age of 1 5» He then went to the Institute of Foremanship and his

present technical title is A.M.I.E.I. He thinks that there have

been factors holding him back in his career and in particular that

some individual in the firm withheld promotion which was due to

him. His present title in the firm is V. Quality Controller.

He gave Mr. Pa. as his manager. From the diagram, however, it is

seen that Mr. P. is his manager, whereas Mr. Pa. is Mr. P.'s

manager. This minor point proved indicative of general feelings

of "disequilibrium" expressed throughout the interview.

Mr. W. has been in the role for two years and he is certainly

"in" the job. He considers that, in terms of quantity of work, he

is getting a little too much. His level of responsibility, on the

other hand, he rates as about right. With respect to felt fair

pay he gave £1,800 to £2,000 as his present felt fair pay and his

capacity felt fair pay was the same figure. He added that he

should get over £2,000 if promoted. Clearly the felt fair pay

statement here is contingent on his view of his prospects of

promotion, which he considers to be nil. Questioned as to which

jobs are long, he said that labour problems are the longest.
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he realised that this was a general responsibility and he

went on to "urgent" matters or things which he considered to be

"important". Thus there could be a "bad patch"; it took perhaps

one week to sort out this major problem. In the same manner,

for faulty machines it would take up to two weeks at the most for

some of his longest jobs. All these "important" tasks are very

much smaller than the tasks that came up later.

On the significance of his manager asking him to do something

"quickly" he said that this meant he would be doing it right now.

The term "immediately" meant right away, the term "as soon as

possible" meant the same day, and the same held for "soon". The

term "in the fairly near future" meant about a week. "When you

have time" meant about a month, but this was an unlikely statement.

"No hurry, give it plenty of time" would be over a month, but he

had never heard his manager say this,, "We don't need this for

quite some time", was not used. As for "this will be a long job"

he now came up with the answer three months, but not six, as

emerges later. His present gross earnings are £1,900. The

length of his annual holiday is four weeks. His first job was

at the age of 15 when he was engaged in a sliding door gear firm

in the City. He worked there for five years. At the age of 21,

in 1936, he was engaged at H. starting at £2. 10s. per week. He

has always worked at the P. Factory. He is married, has

no children, his wife works part-time as a shop assistant earning

from £2 to £3 per week. He has no other income.



In describing his job he outlined five general responsi-

bilities which were a summary from his statement by objectives.

They are as follows:

Ca) To ensure that good quality articles reach the assembly

floor from outside suppliers.

(b) To control the labour force in his department.

Cc) To liaise with outside suppliers and to travel over the

country to do so.

(d) To maintain quality records of suppliers.

(e) To train subordinates.

The majority of his routine recurring tasks are generated

by the first general responsibility. Examples are as follows:

1. To check subordinates' work of the previous day, every day

in the morning. This is a very short task of approximately

one hour.

2. To check rejects from the floor and to arrange for the

return of these rejects to the suppliers. This sort of

task can last up to one week.

3. To query whether progress-chasers are dealing with urgent

matters. This is approximately one day.



if. To report on his own rejections, again within the day.

5. To answer suppliers' queries within the day.

60 To test materials or components that have been rejected

or are under query. This would be a longer task, taking

from one month to six weeks.

7. To prepare a weekly report on components, which would be

a one week task.

All these tasks would involve taking the material into the

laboratory and writing reports either to Mr. Pa.or to Mr. P. or

someone else involved« They are rather short and are always

"urgent" because the through-put in the factory is short. There

are a great number of them and undoubtedly this is the source of

his feeling rather strained in his work.

He then gave me a planning task which is of a project

nature. He said that obtaining a piece of testing equipment

would take him from six months to one year. In describing this

task he made it appear rather unlikely. He didn't quite believe

it and let it drop.



He then got on to the main part of his job, which is

operating the V. quality control system. This is a new

system according to which the firm does not inspect materials

bought outside on arrival but enforces a system of quality

control on their suppliers. Mr. W.'s job in relation to this

is to classify the supplying firms into three classes, the A,

B and C streams. Since there are fifty types of materials and

approximately 5>000 component parts and 33Q suppliers, it is

impossible to check all the suppliers all the time. The object

of the classification into streams is to ensure that the majority

of the firms operate the V. quality control system and

therefore can be put into the A and B classes which absolves

the firm from testing their supplies themselves. Mr. W.'s job

is to ensure that most firms continuously qualify for inclusion

in the A and B streams. In order to do this he keeps record

cards of each supplier and these are checked each quarter. He

visits firms to inspect the quality control system on the spot.

His aim, which is the prescribed limit to this task, is to keep

over 7% of suppliers in stream A and over \% in stream B.

The precise tasks that are generated in doing this work are:

1. A monthly report on the programme, which is a month's task.

2. A quarterly report on suppliers' grading, which is a three

months' task.

3. A six monthly report on inspection.



This was done only once so far but he hopes it will be done

again. It involved him into some changes of the system of keeping

records and took six months. The task appeared very plausible

the way he described it. He then, however, jumped on to say that

another report had just been assigned to him and he was given a

year in which to complete it0 The yearly task did not ring at

all true and he quickly dropped it.

We returned to the six months1 task which he now viewed as

a sequence - he thought about it in the previous January and he

took a month to write it. He was then authorised to repeat this

in six months. If he doesn't do it in six months he thinks that

Mr, Pa, (this time) would notice that he has not repeated it and

would expect it and ask for it. It is a rather short document

.: 2 or 3 pages.

The V. system has been operating three years. Simplifying

the records system and changing every six months was the kind of

major improvement very much expected by his managers. Mr. W.

expects that six monthly improvements are quite possible and he

would like to think a year ahead, but he "hasn't the time".

Here he changed his expressions. If he had the time he would

like to make some improvements, but he needn't really think one

year ahead to do so.



The disequilibrium feelings mentioned at the beginning of

this report of the interview concerned his relations with his

immediate manager, Mr. P. From time to time Mr. W. appeared to

think that he was responsible to Mr. Pa. directly and therefore

the tasks he was given to do were confused in his perception

with the tasks given by Mr. Pa. to Mr. P. This did not, however,

appear to be the case with his six months report on the V.

system. PNote that Mr. W. is a fairly senior foreman and would

very likely have got Mr. P.'s job. In fact Mr. P. was brought

in from another department and the whole situation is in

disequilibrium because Mr. W. has been in the department much

longer than his immediate manager. To make matters worse the

manager of the department, Mr. Pa., has been in the role even less

that Mr. P. Jin spite of all his strong feelings of personal

"disequilibrium" in the role, as presently fitted in the

hierarchy, the Interview went well and was conducted throughout

in a friendly tone. Mr. W. was very colourful in his description

of the way in which he ensures that firms comply to the quality

control system and procedures favoured by H. In several cases

he used the expression "using my loaf in spotting things that

were wrongly designed in other firms' quality control systems.

He thought of himself as a very experienced man who need not

receive "any instructions" about how to conduct his work.



k. Interview 7A. Discussion with Mr. I.? Manager of the

B site on the role of Mr. M., (one of the two super-

intendents of production).

Mr. M. is the manager of Mr. K. and a description of Mr. M.'s

role provides some interesting parallels with what he had himself

previously said on Mr. K's role.

The manager described the occupant's quantity of work as

rather too much. He thought that the level of responsibility

given to the occupant was also rather too much. He considered

the worth of the occupant, in felt fair pay terms, as between

£2,500 - £3,000 per annum. The actual salary was £2,015 per

annum. Mr. Mo was a fairly senior person who could very well

have got Mr. T.'s, the Manager's, own job, but Mr. T. thought

that while Mr. Mo had the experience and ability, on the whole

his career had been narrower than his own. The felt fair pay

for Mr. T.'s job would be in the region of £3,^+00 - £̂ -,000 per

y 0 ar.

On the question of what kind of job would be considered a

"long" job for Mr. M., tht manager replied that this would be

of the order of two years., He gave an example of one such task

which will be discussed belowo The manager was not particularly

happy about questions concerning the time dimension of instructions

but nevertheless replied to my questions. The instructions
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"quickly" would be "by tonight" (i), "immediately" would be riov,

"as soon as possible" would be in two or three days, "soon" would

never be used, "in the fairly near future" would be three to six

months, "when you have time" would never be used, similarly with

"no hurry", "we don't need this for quite some time" would never

be used, whereas "this Would be a long job" would be one year.

At this point, interestingly enough, the manager gave me the same

example which he had previously considered as a two year job.

This fourth interview was the second with the manager rather

than with the occupant of a role. There was already little doubt

by then that interviews with managers were much more clear cut.

Once some initial difficulties of terminology were overcome, the

description of tasks was concise, precise as well as extremely

plausible. The task analysis of this role was given as follows:

Task 1 - The routine recurring production task came under

the general responsibility of "supplying components to the

assembly floors, at the right time, at the right cost, at the

right quality, according to the requisites of stores".

Production was organised according to the quarterly master plan

which was however issued to superintendents one month ahead of

the quarter. This required the occupant to plan the deployment

of labour and utilisation of machinery four months ahead. This

then was a four months' task.



Task 2 - The efficiency of operation was computed by a

"standard cost" system,, Bonus was calculated in terms of output

and the records of bonus would describe Mr, M.'s achievement on

direct cost standards. From this there was also computed an

efficiency ratio. Indirect cost was controlled by a budget on

machine repairs and setting and another budget on supplies, tools,

materials, etc. Each department operated on a monthly budget but

Mr. M. was not held down to this. He was expected to operate his

indirect costs on a yearly budget. He could shift from month to

month according to how he felt maintenance should be carried out.

The responsibility of keeping indirect costs down thus produced a

yearly task, keeping to a budget expressed in monthly terms but

extending over one year. Through these indicative monthly budgets

the occupant would in turn control the indirect cost performance

of his foremen. (This then was a check that the tasks of a

superintendent and foreman did link up and that the manager once

removed could exercise overall control).

Task ^ - This task concerned the capital budget which came

up in August of each year. There was then a review of capital

expenditure requirements for one year ahead, the yearly capital

budget being then a constraint on the occupant's future action.

We thus have two tasks of one year.
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Other shorter routine recurring tasks were as follows:

One concerned the efficiency of new jobs. The manager had a task

of approximately one to six weeks in which to "standardise" new

jobs. Standards were also reviewed at the end of every year and

this responsibility generated a short task of approximately one

month. There was also a responsibility related to the Ministry

review of safety measures which took place every six months. In

between these reviews the occupant was responsible for safety.

Task h - We went on to examine the occupant's projects.

There was one project in operation at the time of the interview.

This concerned the area of machine supplies and maintenance for

which there had been very high expenses in the past. In August

1966 Mr. M. had asked for various new items of machinery and for

changes in layout. He had also asked for similar changes three

years before but then his proposals had been rejected. At the

present instance the Manager approved of a two year plan which is

to go ahead. The two year plan had however to be split into two
not

phases. The reason for this was that even the manager could / by

himself approve anything extending for over a year. Even the

yearly capital budget is not approved by the manager of this

role but elsewhere in the organisation.



I tried to probe' into this in order to distinguish formalities

from real decision-taking. Mr. T. was quite clear that Mr. M. was

not responsible for simply completing the first phase. Each phase

had no more than accounting significance. Formally one had to

comply with regulations and construct proposals falling within one

budget. According to Mr. T., Mr. M. was held accountable for

completing the whole change of layout by the end of the two year

period. My conclusion was that this project was in fact a two-

year task. Nevertheless, I did not feel very happy about it. It

felt as if the two-year task was the manager's own to a very large

extent. It is this situation which cannot be resolved unless one

confronts this evidence with that from the occupant and perhaps

then again with a manager once removed.

Task 5 - We then came to the category of training manpower.

W'hon it came to new appointments, the manager said that for three

years there would be vague thoughts, for two years there would be

grooming of people for promotion and for about one year persons

would be short-listed. At this point he would give Mr. M. one

year in which to train the new occupant. Upon questioning the

meaning of the various terms used, such as vague thoughts,

grooming etc., Mr. T. said that he would expect Mr. M. to take

"action" two years before he needed a person fully in the job.

He would be expected to groom, select, short-list, appoint, train;

and all this would have to be completed within two years. There



was, however, again some disquiet as to whether the two years

were continuously under Mr. M.'s own responsibility. For

example, would Mr. T. not have any say in the appointment, thus

splitting the two years in half? Mr. T. was however getting a

little impatient and we had to conclude that on his evidence this

was a two year role. An attempt to get him back on the two year

project failed to produce further response. I just managed to

slip in that the gap between the two-year role held by Mr. T. and

the three months of his foremen should be noticed. The manager

was not, however, involved any more and the interviewed finished

at this point.



5. Interview ^B. Discussion with Mr. P. concerning his own role.

Mr. P. is one of the two quality control superintendents.

(He is the Manager of Mr. W. whose interview is recorded above).

The occupant is -̂8 years old, his father was a tram-driver, he

went to elementary school and finished all formal full-time

education at the age of 15« He later went on to various training

part-time courses and presently his qualification is I.E.D.

graduate. His direct manager is Mr. Pa. whose title is Quality

Control Managero Mr. P.'s title is Quality Control Superintendent.

He only entered the role on the 1st August 1967 but considers that

he is fully doing it0 He had a little too much work due to a new

r".oc':l which was being introduced and presented a lot of snags.

He considers the job still new in some respects, in some

:;•<} <:•• i stency with his previous answer. He feels that his

responsibility is rather too much, but when he gets more familiar

with the job he expects to be delegating moreo The distinction

between quantity of work and amount of responsibility involved

did not strike him as important.

His present felt fair pay is £2,600 - £3,00 per annum. His

capacity felt fair pay at the present time is the same figure.

in one year's time, however, he expects to get £250 more per year.

Thus, after one year, he should be getting £2,800 - £3,000, in two

year's time he expected to get another £250 increase and in five

year's time he thought he should be over £3,000 per year. At

55 he should be getting about £3,500.



He came up to the meaning of a long job very quickly. This

would be about one year. Every other verbal instruction produced

very confused answers: "quickly", could be anything from one week

to six months, similarly for everything else. Then he returned

to a "long" job. His answers this time were very blurred. It

could be two days, it could be three months, two weeks, five days,

anything at all, at which point the discussion got very confused.

His present salary is £2,250 and he gets four weeks' holiday

a year. He joined H. in May 19*+7. He has always worked at the

Perivale factory. Before joining H. he went to school in the

London area and worked for a tool manufacturing firm in London.

He is married and has a boy of 21 and a girl of 16. He has no

other income and his wd>fe does occasional agency work.

The interview with Mr, P. further showed how difficult it

is to obtain satisfactory time-span measurements by the "split-

type" of interview adopted on the pilot run. The discussion had

in fact to be continued for a further session because after three

hours of argument Mr. P. got far too tired and was not further

interested in elucidating the nature of his work. A second

interview was arranged for the day after, where he explained most

points satisfactorily, partly because he was considerably more

relaxed. This write-up combines both discussion. The tasks he

described were the following.



Task 1 - He had to produce a monthly report concerning the

operation of the V. system, part of which had by now evolved

into an Insurance System to suppliers,, His report concerns the

percentage of increase of suppliers operating the Insurance

System,, This was a clear-cut monthly task.

Task 2 - This and the following task explains the tie-up

between this role and that of his subordinate I described above.

The second task has to do with salvaging equipment for machines

producing faulty parts. The faulty parts are rejected and the

machines must be repaired. It is sometimes worthwhile for the

factory to salvage the rejected parts. These are given to Mr. P.

who operates a small salvage department. The task originates

with a "form" which tells him that he must salvage a certain

quantity of faulty products and is given a maximum of five weeks

to deliver these products back to the production departments.

Task ^ - The other task concerns the repair of the machines

that produce the faulty parts. In this case he has to get in

touch with the engineers and tell them what is expected of the

machine„ His job is through when the engineers put the machine

right and he re-tests the product. Such tasks are usually over

in about three weeks.



Task k - Mr. P. is also responsible for the operation of the

inspection system inside the prime manufacturing sector. His job

involves producing a monthly report. The Quality Controllers

inside the production departments, particularly in the prime

manufacturing sector, are responsible directly to him. His monthly

report describes the way in which they operate. In some cases he

is involved in action across two monthly reports. Such action,

on which he may have to report separately, may take up to six

weeks„ This task is therefore up to one and half months long.

Task 5 - The occupant is responsible for operating within

a yearly capital budget. He has to submit estimates for this

budget and once this is approved he is responsible for operating

within it. He turns in monthly reports on capital expenditure

but is not held to any monthly totals. At the end of the year

he submits a yearly report on the use of funds. When he described

the details of the operation it was, however, less clear that he

was involved with a one-year budget.

Task 6 - This originated from his responsibility over manpower

in his department. He started by stating that he was responsible

for planning manpower requirements one year ahead. By this time

he had fully understood the point of my questions. Pressed further

he said that he had to take action six months ahead of trouble.

Next he said that this sort of trouble could be forecast with

virtual certainty in this factory. This then is a six month task.



The operation of the V. quality system is worth analysing

in more detail. He gets triggered off by a monthly report he

receives on the record of supplies and the assessment of suppliers,

including the number of rejections and complaints. He then puts

these records in the form of a graph, issues a monthly report on

the progress of quality control operations outside of H. and

explains the reason for any hold-up due to supplies being

inadequate. From his graphs he forms a view as to how the main-

tenance of an efficient control system can be achieved. He

ensures that the suppliers maintain their own quality control

system by sending his own man, Mr. W,, to visit them. He also

operates the insurance system to the suppliers,, Somewhere around

this part of the discussion I felt that there was a longer task

which he could not describe and which had probably to do with

this six months' change and improvement of the V. quality

control system which had been previously described to me by

Mr. W. Mr. Po was, however, reluctant to say anything directly

on this matter.

Task 7 - Immediately after this hesitant discussion, Mr. P.

gave me an excellent description of the operation of Form 11+3 with

respect to the standards room. This form concerns the vetting of

a new part which has not been produced before. Whenever a new

part originates Mr. P. gets hold of a sample or of the model and

does dimensional tests. He does not do any live testing. He then



passes out his tests to his collateral for assembly control and

does the same for product testing in final form. All reports

from assembly and production come back to him. His decision then

involves accepting, approving, or rejecting the part.

We spent one hour charting this procedure in detail. On

further discussion he is not triggered off by the sample..

Sometimes he didn't get the sample(, through normal processes and
it "

had to find them. Asked on how he knew of the existence of such

an item, he replied that he received Minutes, These Minutes were

a greenform communicated to him from the Development engineers.

On getting hold of the Minutes he would then try to find the

samples, sometimes with some difficulty, and then put the item

on the standards room for the various dimensional tests. On being

satisfied with these tests, he filled his Form 1̂ 3 and sent this

to the buyer for ordering. Copies of the form were sent to the

other quality control people concerned. Another copy went to the

goods inward inspection, guiding them on the item and the

particular supplier.

He then gave me an example of the procedure on Form

This concerned a large mould which was produced by a tool of

Italian manufacture which had been purchased outside. Note here

that the tests Mr. P. is responsible for do not involve the

machinery which produces components but rather the components

themselves. According to changes on the components, changes are



demanded of the machinery one way or the other. The particular

sample component was in this instance sent directly from Italy.

Mr» P. checked the component, approved of it partly and

recommended some changes in the tool. After the machine tool was

bought and installed, a production sample came back to him. He

then did further tests and produced another Form 1V3, authorising

provisional acceptance of the product but again recommending

further changes. The first Form 1 *+3 was issued on the October

before the interview. A new sample was produced at H. and then

came to him in December (before the interview) and three days

later he produced another Form 1^3. Two weeks after that he

got another sample, did further tests and again provisionally

accepted with another Form. He also did some salvage and

complementary parts related to the job. This was repeated for

some further batches of initial production. He finally approved

the product with a 1*+3 Form on the week of the interview.

We thus have a whole series of small projects generated under

the general responsibility of vetting new parts and components.

In this example, between the first minutes which triggered him

off and the relevant, that is to say, the first, Form 1̂ 3 which

he signed, there lapsed a span of seven months. The overall

length between the first Minutes and the final form is obviously

much longer but these were different projects and each one of them

originated outside Mr. P,'s role. The task then, properly, is



each project on its own, the longest of these being seven months.

This was the nicest example (which I got) of a task sequence

arising from a general responsibility.

of
A confusing area in this department was that/manpower,

training, promotion, etc. All members of this department were

concerned about the manpower situation, which was natural in that

the majority of the employees were getting very old and near

retirement age, whereas most of the managers were very new

appointments. There was thus a discrepancy between what the

managers consider their own normal career prospects and their

lack of experience which, in turn, would be difficult to get in

view of the manpower situation inherited. This to some extent

explains Mr. W.'s view, that it would take him six months to

train a subordinate, whereas Mr. P. who was his manager thought

it would also take him six months at the very most before he

would take any action in respect of subordinates. The problem

of ageing manpower was met by instituting a yearly prospective

of talent, a development started by the new Manager of quality

control. This was not however Mr. P.'s own task.



6. Interview 6B. Discussion with Mr. 33. on his own role_.

The occupant is responsible for the quality of outgoing

c. products. He comes into operation after production

checking of the various products and before they get despatched.

His authority is to stop them. His recurring tasks occur in this

area and they take up most of his timeo

Task 1 - He is triggered off by the arrival of the finished

products from production checking at a particular place in the

factory where he has access. I asked how much time the various

products would be in his hands and he replied "from Thursday

afternoon to Tuesday morning". He has a number of fairly elderly

workers to do the checking for him. If he is in some way

unsatisifed with quality he will issue a work order to bond the

batch and will then report to the works Manager, Mr. T.,via the

quality control Manager Mr. Pa. Once again I met a role occupant

who does not refer to his own immediate Manager, Mr. H.

Task 2 - Another small routine recurring task is checking

on the weekly report from his subordinates and judging their

performance by it. This report, plus his comments, he then

passes on to Mr. H. After some thinking and re-thinking, he

qualified his weekly report to Mr. H. as his "prime" function.
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As/recorded here, at this interview I tried to get some

tasks out before I went through the lengthy process of biographical

comments, etc. This certainly seemed to pay. But now I turned

to the side questions. Mr. B. was born in 1912; his father was

a Post Office sorter. He went to elementary school and stopped

all formal full-time education at the age of \\» He felt that

his ability would qualify him for higher posts but his lack of

formal qualifications has prevented this. His present title is

Senior Quality Controller and he has been in the job for two

years. His quantity of work and amount of responsibility he

considers as not quite enough to not enough at all. He felt a

job of this nature or an "office" of this kind is actually worth

£2,700 a year. His capacity felt fair pay he gave me as £3,000

a year. The question concerning a "long job" he considered a

very clear one and his answer was directly six months up to one

year. He was thinking of a specific example concerning a

changeover of the quality control system. His present gross

earnings are £1,950 a year. He has been at H. since 1931+- H e

is married, has a daughter of 32 and a son of 21. His wife is

employed and earns approximately £16 a week.

Either because the sequence of the interview (covering the

then form of the questionnaire later in the interview) is a

better method, or because this occupant was not in a particular

rush to go back to work, this interview went a lot better than



the others. Very leisurely he described to me his routine

recurring tasks and gave me more examples than I really needed.

Gradually a certain feeling of bitterness came out as he was

describing the very limited prospects of promotion. The

vagaries of fate which had prevented him from getting formal

qualifications and the fact that even when he was doing some job

which he liked and considered important it was snatched away from

him just at the time when it was sufficiently ready to be

presented to his managers (once removed) made him unhappy. Such

jobs originated from two projects which were as follows:-

Project 1 - This concerns the introduction of a new quality

control system for outgoing products which is called the d.

system on points. The idea of this system originated with Mr. B

alter some visits he had paid to other factories. The problem was

to eliminate the need for detailed checking by his own men on each

production batch. The object of the new system was to introduce

some sample testing which would then be so tabulated as to be a

guide to the production superintendents for the avoidance of these

particular kinds of sub-standard result. It was the beginning of

October when he was allowed to proceed with this new system and

he was given to the beginning of February to complete it. (This

was a few days before the interview took place). Having completed

this four-months task he expected that his manager would let him

do a two-months follow-up, to introduce the method to the

production superintendents. He described to me how this would



work, how errors would be classified as critical, major or minor.

However, since his paper had been finished, his manager, Mr. Pa.

(this is again the manager once removed) "snatched it away from

him". On top of this, the manager had simply sat on the report

and done nothing about it. Mr. B. had therefore decided to give

the write-up himself to the superintendents and thus trigger

Mr. Pa. into action. (1 was later able to check on these facts

with Mr. Pa., who gave me a rather different description of how

the project had been planned, but, interestingly enough, agreed

to the false proposition (as it turned out) that there had been

assigned a four-month freak of a task. In such a situation, it

became extremely difficult not to be a participant in the debate).

Pro.iect 2 - This concerns devising a new control system. The

procedure sheet for his own employees, according to which his

subordinates did the sampling before the goods reached despatch,

required revision. This project originated whenever there was a

new product or a new model for which the tests performed by his

quality controllers must be different to whatever existed before.

One year before a new model is due for despatch he is triggered

off by his manager and asked to produce a prototype of the new

procedure sheet for testing on this model. He is given six months

to do this. The prototype is then checked by his manager who in

turn gives him another three months to produce a finalised

procedure sheet. At this point he is finished and there are three

more months of grace before the new model is due in and the

procedure sheets will be utilised.



Project "\ - This concerns the compieation of a rejection form.

This form is not unlike the procedure sheet described above and it

can often be derived from an existing procedure sheet, hence the

time-spans are rather shorter. Usually, after the compieation of

a procedure sheet and approximately one month before production,

he will start producing his rejection form. He can start even

later, so the maximum for this task is one month.

Task 6 - The occupant's final task falls in the area of

training of subordinates. In this department as well as in

others the manpower was getting near retirement age, so the

specific example was the replacing of a foreman. The task came

out very easily, the instruction being to find, appoint and train

a new foreman within six months.

There are no other tasks. There is no separate budget for

the department and the occupant operates to a part of the

department budget.

Comment: The atmosphere of this interview seemed to me

entirely realistic. All tasks given by the occupant were clear

cut and all appeared plausible. The time-span of the role was

six months.



7. Interview 9B. Discussion with Mr. T. on his own role.

The occupant's title is Assembly Superintendent. The

occupant is *+7 years old. His father was a tram driver. After

elementary school he went to technical school for 1-g- years and

then for six years to evening classes, weekend studies, a

management course and then to three resident courses, the latter

during his career and H., which were six weeks', four weeks',

and two weeks' apiece. His formal education stopped at the age

of 15i. He also spent six years in the R.A.F. between 1939 and

19^53 where he was employed as a fitter. Factors which have held

him back in his career included leaving the technological school

for family reasons. His present area of authority is to super-

intend the assembly of the first and the second floor. His

current manager is Mr. To The occupant has been in the job for

almost nine years.

In terms of quantity of work he is getting rather too much,

because of the size of his department, which is approximately

twice as large as the production departments. He would not

answer the question on the level of responsibility directly.

He wished to make a distinction between responsibility and

authority. Whereas there was responsibility to deal with "every"

problem under his province, he did not have sufficient authority

to deal with other collateral managers, particularly in the

service departments, and this made it all the harder to discharge
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his own responsibilities. He felt that the authority of the

superintendent had historically diminished whereas his

responsibilities had not. I questioned whether this was a

matter of language. He countered that he was obliged to deal

with his manager on more matters,but manager's approval did not

absolve him of any responsibility. I could not resolve the

matter at that time, although it was obvious that there was

some inadequacy of task specification for his own work. (I also

felt that abstracting from the system of communications in the

department probably diminished the value of the interviews, a

subject upon which I will comment later).

On the matter of felt fair pay he gave a range for the job.

Starting fair pay would be £2,600 or £2,700 per annum, going up

IO £3,100 up to £3,250. His present salary was £2,00'.1per annum.

In answer to his capacity felt fair pay he replied that it would

take over £3,000 per annum to induce him to leave his present

job. There was a problem of (the absence of) vacancies at the

top in his own firm. He had in fact been offered a job elsewhere

but did not take it up even though a car was thrown in. But he

did not rate the prospective job at any more than his present

job. In order to leave he would really want a production or

works manager job. With respect to the evolution of his capacity

and pay over the next three years, he expected to be worth £300

more per annum. His projection would willingly go over the next



five years but, in his view, such a projection would not be

ralistic in that the question was not about growing capacity

and pay. It rather mattered whether the vacancies were there

and whether promotion prospects were realistic.

The occupant then speculated about the pleasure on gets

from one's job. Might it not be worth taking a "lower" job

where one would shine a lot better rather than at the present

one? Present reviewing methods were narrow. They attempted to

consider the man versus the job rather than all men versus all

jobs. He felt he would have done a much better job in a modern

building employing half the people that he now had. Under such

conditions he would have been happy to look at the "minutest

detail"0 I asked whether this chaterisation pointed toward the

appointment of one or two deputies. But he was sceptical about

the possibility of delegating what he termed "minute detail"

since he felt that the deputies should requisitely be of the same

calibre as the manager. He felt that in practice he would be

passing over his own deputy. The man he would select ought to

be "almost" like himself. This did not imply that a deputy

need necessarily approach the problem in the same way. (It was

the first time, with this interview, that I felt "rank" distances

coming into the discussion).
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We then came to the short-cut questions about long jobs and

the like. In this case the short question produced the requisite

answer. He referred to a problem of immediate interest which

concerned the quality of armatures. That was a recurring problem.

Nevertheless he had started tackling it twelve months before the

date of our discussion and expected it to go on for another six

months. Although the problem had occurred before, this time he

wanted to solve it for good. He had found all the factors

involved and wanted to remove them. As I confirmed in detail

later on this was clearly a 1-g- year job (and the roles longest

task).

His present salary is £2,650 per annum. He gets four weeks'

holiday although he has no freedom to take them all together. He

has been at H. since early 19l+9. He is married and has a son of

22. There is no other income in the family.

Comment: It was extremely interesting to notice in this

interview that the language and the gestures used all referred

to concrete detail, (but see comment below). Even when

generalising^the occupant was illustrating the problem by

reference to specific examples. The descriptions became more

concrete and more vivid as he was involved in describing his

tasks.



Task 1 - This concerned the application of the quarterly

master schedule of production. The whole factory is run on a

quarterly production schedule and he was assembling at the same

rate as the production departments gave him the parts. He gave

weekly progress reports at meetings with his manager and his

colleagues from the other departments. From the quarterly schedule

there also originated other routine tasks, such as meetings with

his foremen, dealing with problems of labour, etc. There was no

quarterly report because everything was covered in the weekly

reports. Like the other superintendents he received the quarterly

schedule one month ahead of application. Hence his routine

recurring production task was four months.

Task 2 - This was a project concerning the introduction of a

new model. As with all new models there were meetings of a

special project team to carry development through until the new

model was in routine production. The specific new model had the

Code No. 112*+ and the meetings went by the same name. He had

started attending these meetings at the beginning of December

1967 and this was the beginning of his task in relation to the

new model. The task instruction can be formulated as: "plan

the assembly of Model 112U- until it is running in full routine

order". The time limit set for this task was 8-9 months. His

involvement developed as follows:-



From the first meeting a number of sub-tasks were generated

by himself. The first of these was to deal with the Trades Unions

on the problems presented by a new production line. He had to

consult the Factory Acts and negotiate with the Unions so that

they would agree on certain seating arrangements. To reduce cost

he wished to introduce women into the job and this involved

creating a layout which could accommodate seating workers.

Another sub-task concerned the selection of a foreman for the new

assembly line. A third sub-task involved ensuring that labour

would be available to operate the new line at the right time.

This further implied the need for building buffers of some other

items currently produced so that labour could be released in

adequate time for training. A fourth sub-task concerned the

development of the layout in co-operation with the engineers,

reporting back on the layout and getting approval for it. A

fifth sub-task concerned the removal of a variety of sub-standard

operations and arriving at new standards. Having completed these

preliminaries he will be ready to start assembly and expects the

department to be running at average efficiency (according to the

accepted indicators) approximately six months from the starting

of assembly, certainly not any longer and if possible sooner.



It is from this overall description that I got the total

length of 8-9 months. Interestingly enough the overall length

of the task had not been specified by his manager when he was

assigned the task in the first place. It was a case where the

total length of the task was entirely implicit. Note also that

he could not be triggered off entirely from his own volition,

since he depends on the production departments producing the

goods for him to assemble. Nevertheless he did not depend on

any instructions from his manager to start anything. From the

moment when he started attending the 112^ progress meetings he

has been "on his own". He reports his own progress at those

meetings and gets to know how the other departments are progressing,

but he is on his own until the model is in full production.

Task ^ - There had previously been a similar project.

Another new model was introduced in much the same way, only the

time-span was slightly longer. It had taken approximately two

months to pre-plan the various requirements and almost nine months

to get into full production. (It could not be ascertained whether

these were target completion times so that the discussion was

limited to the total length of the operation as it historically

occurred).
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Yet another example the occupant gave me concerned, a model

which had taken approximately h% months pre-planning and a 6-9

months interval, according to differing indicators, between take-

off and routine production. From the description of the previous

task, however, I got a clear impression that the sub-tasks were

generated by himself, therefore the task instruction concerned

the totality from beginning of attendance to full routine

production, making it a task of slightly over one year.

Task k - A different sort of project concerned the intro-

duction not of a new model but of a new process. This required

the installation of new machinery. He had to clear up the space

for the new machinery, regroup the other machines (space was a

consistent limiting factor in this factory), get the engineers

to install the new machinery for him in the manner he thought

would facilitate assembly, himself devise the standards of output

figures, compare them with the schedules produced by the designers

and, while all this pre-planning was going on, build buffers of

all the goods which would not be produced during the re-

installation. As I aked how long each operation would take,, he

used the expression "let me try to visualise this" and used his

hands extensively, almost drawing a model of the production line.

How long would the efficiency standard take to be fully obtained?

His answer was "approximately twelve months from the start". He

would expect it to be getting quite good within six months, but
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it was "realistically" planned to be achieved in twelve months.

The project had a further complication: whereas four months would

be sufficient to attain the output target, it would take up to a

whole year to reduce the reject factor to standard. At the time

of the interview he had found a solution to some problems and

introduced it on one machine, then found some more errors until

he finally "cracked" this particular problem and the reject

factor had started going down. While saying all this he had

produced the appropriate graphs to show to me.

It was in the context of a quality problem superimposed on

the production problem that it started becoming unclear whether

the task was his own or his manager's. There were several cases

where quality and production considerations became intertwined.

In one such case the problem had been going on for almost two

years. A lot of discussions had then taken place between himself

and his manager. His own feeling was that the quality aspect was

not entirely his own responsibility but he was not clear at which

point his task stopped. In general, production problems finished

within a year but the quality problems lasted somewhat longer.

I was surprised to find this sort of ambiguity in the case of

this Production Superintendent whose other tasks were extremely

clear cut. (The lack of clarity reached at this point of the

interview was similar to the discussion I subsequently had with

the Quality Control Superintendent, paragraph 8 and paragraph 9)»
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Task 5 - This involved the whole area of manpower development.

The occupant was engaged in a five year manpower exercise together

with his manager. In the framework of this exercise it had been

decided at the end of 1966 to review the position of all the

foremen. This review occurred simultaneously with more fundamental

re-organisation "at the bottom" in which he got involved from

August 1967* He then reduced his indirect costs and engaged some

new people whom he put through a six-months' basic training course.

But the overall re-organisation of Rank 1 manpower was a much

longer task. The forecasting of retirements and vacancies and

the designation of new role specifications was by way of a pre-

selection task, which he had done in conjunction with his manager,

in the context of the overall five year manpower planning exercise.

This particular pre-planning phase did not exceed six months.

Following this, and twelve months before a vacancy would become

operative, the manager instructed the occupant to start the

process of developing a new foreman for that job. The attempt

was to find the prospective foreman in other departments, put

candidates through a rather extensive training programme covering

various departments of the factory until they were finally

groomed, short-listed and then appointed. He would then need

a further six months to make the new appointments fully

operational in their new roles.



Comment: My impression was that this was not a sequence of

distinct tasks but rather one task, taking in this case one year

and a half. In a proper consultancy relationship one would have

been able to resolve any doubts arising from the fact that any

new appointment was vetted by the manager at the end of the

twelve-month period. From indirect evidence obtained from the

manager my impression is that the trust placed upon this

particular occupant extended over the whole period. Note also

that the occupant was very clear in his mind that after

appointment six months was the maximum time in which he should

have got his foreman into full position.

The occupant was uneasy about "the" manpower situation

because he had not yet got a "nucleus" of section leaders from

whom to select his new foremen. It was for this reason that he

had to undertake such a long job in trying to find his foreman

in other departments. In his view this kind of exercise should

have been done a long time before. The natural time for finding

a foreman who would be able to operate at a higher level of work

would have been when the one-week schedule for production

operations had been dropped - approximately five years before.

It was because manpower development had been neglected in relation

to the re-organisation of production that such a "long job" had to

be undertaken later. Still, they were not getting the kind of

foreman whom they ought to have. Almost in his words, the "gap
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between his own rcsponsibilitlos and those oi" his foreman was

no longer excessive". He seemed definitely to have in his

mind a foreman who would potentially be able to carry six-month

tasks. In fact the new foreman he was presently grooming would

be by way of a deputy or section leader and the superintendent's

plans were to have one such person for each of his two assembly

floors.

Task 6 - This concerned capital expenditure. There was a

monthly departmental budget but the manager was constrained to

these budgets multiplied by twelve to get a yearly total. He

had discretion over the use of his budget month by month, the

monthly budget being merely an indicator of the desirable rate

of expenditure.

Comment: This was by far the most interesting of all

interviews during the pilot stage, particularly from the point

of view of Jaques1 theory of ranks and levels of abstraction.

The occupant had a very concrete view of his command but never

a pedantic one. He used his hands quite extensively to point to

the direction where various things were located,. He seemed to

have a "model" view of the position of each operation. Men did

not figure in the processes he was describing. The units in

which he was thinking were "operations".
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made
Approximately three hours of discussion / the occupant

fairly tired and ultimately somewhat philosophical, which is

where the comments I made above originated. As he was getting

gradually tired he also ceased to generalise on the "model" view

of his command and went instead to a different "rank"T as it were }

looking at problem areas one by one, not so much from the

operational side, as from the side of human relations, particularly

relating to negotiations with the Trades Unions and other personnel

issues„ It was as if his brain operated on processes and model

sections, whereas his emotions were with individual people or

clusters of people. He drew on a very vivid memory of past

situations and always seemed to operate in the context of the

total work performed by the factory. He had almost as complete

a view of the factory as of his own department, although he was

less at home outside his immediate command and said that in

particular cases he would have to enquire as to who precisely

was doing what. He seemed to feel the need to visualise the

rest of the factory in equally concrete terms.

Midway through the interview an incident arose from a strike

which developed in part of his department. The emergency left

him completely cool. He switched his concentration to this lower

rank problem, but simultaneously carried on with higher level

generalisations practically without interruption. As our

discussion proceeded ho would simply interrupt and deal with the



foreman who was coming in and out of his office. He took hold

of the emergency with extreme ease without straining himself at

all.. It was as if there was a yearning in his attitude as to

which rank he would be happiest to operate on. He was very much

at home in the rank of supervisor but delighted in facing almost

"manual" detail. He firmly stated his belief, that one should

come up through the ranks, with further education added on later,

rather than with formal education which would lead one right ti.o

the top from the beginning: "Dealing with men cannot be taught".

He often evoked the kind of happiness one had when dealing with

more straightforward and concrete problems which would arise at

the rank of the high level foreman he was engaged in building up.

In particular, he would like to visualise the whole of his

command in terms which would be possible if the whole were confined

to one floor.

On the other hand he was also getting slightly bored from

dealing with assembly alone. From time to time he spoke as if

he was operating from the rank of his own manager. He was quite

happy to operate at his present rank, although the rank itself

was not sufficiently well defined to be of his liking. The

linkup with production and development was of a kind which

necessitated co-ordination by his own manager and he indicated

from time to time that he would rather run the whole show alone.



I did not feel that these, so to say, upwards and downwards

"extensions" of his personality were in any way artificial.

Clearly the bulk of his experience had come from dealing with

what he called "minute problems" and he did keep a kind of

emotional interest in the way such problems were tackled. On

the other hand, a kind of pessimism which developed in his later

comments had a lot to do with his view of prospects for promotion

in the factory. At the very end of the interview he came back to

the earlier theme that he would very much like now to have the

job of Production Manager and was on the market looking for such

a job elsewhere.



80 Interview M-A. Discussion with Mr. Pa. concerning the role

of his subordinate Mr. H.

Mr» Pa. is the manager of Quality Control and there are two

immediate subordinates, the one of whom is Mr. P. whom I

interviewed myself, and the other Mr. Ho who was interviewed by

John Evans. Mr. P.'s side is the bought-out supplies and prime

manufacturing components while Mr. H.' s is the assembly. Mr. H.

has in turn three immediate subordinates; the first are problem

chasers with the staff function, the second is the chemical

laboratory, and the third is Mr. B., the senior Quality Controller

whom I interviewed myself. Mr. H.s1 title is Quality Control

Superintendent, Assembly,

Mr. H. was very senior in his post and nearing retirement

age whereas his manager was a new appointment. This perhaps

resulted in the manager relying extensively on the occupant and

leaving the latter's tasks as long as possible and perhaps longer

than they were likely to be in a more standard relationship.

Comment: I mention this because in other occasions (viz. P.

and W.) such a situation resulted in the opposite result: the

manager was so new to the post that he interfered in minor matters

which would teach him the operation of his extended command, and

thereby reduced the time-span of his immediate subordinates.
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Another problem which arose in this interview was that the

manager already knew a little about time-span and, further, was

an intelligent and imaginative person. Not surprisingly in view

of the "research relationship" we had with this firm, the manager

used his imagination fairly freely, jumping around several

formalisations and tending to confuse the tasks I was trying to

formulate. This led to some confusion of identification. Mr. Pa.

used the expression "we" interchangeably with respect to tasks he

was allocating to his subordinate, to his own tasks and to tasks

which were (reasonably) those of his own manager. My presentation

perforce contains some of this confusion.

Task 1 - The routine recurring tasks originated in the

following manner. The occupant was triggered off by a complaint

from somewhere on the assembly side of the factory. He was then

expected to give advice immediately, within an hour or two during

the same morning. Perhaps due to his seniority, the occupant

then directly negotiated on the implications of his advice with

the superintendent of assembly or even with the works' manager

himself. Having obtained the agreement of the line manager

directly responsible for the problem, the occupant then hangs

around to see whether his advice is implemented and whether it

is successful.
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I tried to get an example of this procedure and instead

got a dozen. There are all sorts of norms for rejects or toler-

ances or "anything" which has some numerically defined tolerance

limit. Records are kept of deviations from such limits. All of a

sudden some such norm begins to show a consistent and large

deviation from standard. At this point a complain is registered,

the occupant takes over, he recommends a solution, but has no

direct power to implement it. He must negotiate and get it

accepted by the line manager concerned. He can then stick around

on his own initiative until the error begins to be rectified and

the measurements fall within the accepted tolerance limits. Such

a task could arise very often, perhaps every day8 Some such tasks

would be corrected very soon and the occupant would simply keep

an eye for a week or so to see that the problem has been properly

solved. Some would take a little longer but none would take much

over a month. The routine recurring tasks thus seem to fall

within the one month interval.

Task 2 - Having obtained a modicum of communication with the

manager, he proceeded to give me an example of what he thought was

a complete freak. Although the task extended over four months, it

had practically no work-time spent on it. The task relates to the

d. system, about which Mr. B. talked in some detail in my

interview with him. The task instruction had two parts, firstly,

to devise drafts for the d. system, secondly, to train a sub-

ordinate and estimate the work load involved in operating the new

system.



The freakishness of the task occurred because the four months1

target completion time was a function of the manager's decision to

present the operation of the d. system to his colleagues on

the basis of three months' observations. But these observations

occurred only once every month and dealing with each one of them

was a job of, at most, one afternoon. We therefore get a four

months' target completion time on which the subordinate had to

work for one afternoon per month. The manager was adamant that

no new instructions were required during the four months. He

insisted that he had given a four month instruction. I found it

impossible to convice him that the formulation of the task was

such that it contained four specific instructions, for four

three-hour tasks in a prescribed sequence, which was obviously

the case.

The associated training task for which a three month target

time was assigned was again somewhat freakish, in that the

selected subordinate was not chosen but imposed from redundancy

elsewhere and the three months' time was given because the person

was essentially unsuitable. To estimate the work load involved

would be one day's work. The final outcome would be a draft for

the operation of the new d. system. Withall the manager

seemed not to care at all whether this task was performed or not.



Starting from this example the manager queried whether the

task form was appropriate to describe all kinds of work. How could

one call something a task if the amount of work involved was grossly

disproportionate to the time dimension within which it was

targeted? Having refused to accept my explanation of the

particular task, i.e., as a task sequence, he ended up by having

his confidence shaken in the type of analysis we were doing. He

proceeded to describe to me a project which had a form similar

to the routine task described above but which could not be put

into task form at an.

Task ^ - The project concerned what was called the "rocking

problem"o A particular model developed a rocking motion whose

causes could not be identified. The rocking could be eliminated

cuu the cause could not be removed. The remedy took the form of

a hard kick, when the machine was ready to despatch, and this

effectively cured the illness. It had been two years since the

rocking problem first originated at the time when the model was

first introduced. Since then the occupant had been "continuously"

busy in attempting to discover and eliminate the causes. He had

carried out "innumerable" tests and was still proceeding with

more tests, his instruction being to solve the rocking problem

"as soon as possible".
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Approximately one hour's discussion then followed in which

we tried to put this particular problem into task form. We

built graphs. On one axis we put the cost which was a function

of the time for which the problem was not resolved. On the other

axis we put various figures corresponding to the expression

"as soon as possible". We filled the blackboard in the manager's

office with various expressions and symbols, trying to formulate

what was meant. To my query as to how many sub-tasks had

originated during the past two years, the answer was "an indefinable

number". We went over the history of the rocking problem in

detail. The problem originated when the model had just been

produced and before it was due for sale. It had not been

solved during the initial target completion time, which had been

four months initially. I queried whether he would let some time

elapse before he took over the job himself. He replied that it

does not work like this, "because he is already involved in the

job himself all the time". I then queried at what point his own

manager would take the job over, to which he replied that the

manager once removed is also already involved in the job "all

the time" from the beginning. I asked whether one year was too

much to let the occupant get on with the job, to which he replied

that "a day is too much".



At some point I felt that the conversation was getting

flippant and offered to drop it entirely, to which he seemed

to agree and invoked a certain appointment he was already late

for. But when I got up to go he stopped me and standing beside

the door he kept me for another hour, sketching numerous other

examples which, in his view, could be put in task form. The

reason for this was that people, by which he meant managers,

could visualise what kind of solution could be obtained, or at

least what kind of experiments might be conducive to a solution.

In the case of the rocking problem, however, they had tried

absolutely everything, and found that nothing worked, and they

just did not know what to try next. It simply could not be said

that the occupant or himself or his own manager were to blame.

I queried as to whether the problem might go on "for ever", to

which he replied "maybe". On the other hand "maybe" it would be

solved that very afternoon.

He then got suddenly optimistic and said that they were now

concentrating on a number of variables which had been previously

looked at independently, that the solution might be there, that

he was hoping that over the next two or three months the solution

might be found, that he did not agree that he had given any

instructions to his subordinate. "If you want me to put it

into task form, I will", he said, "but I don't believe that I

ever did it that way". I asked whether the subordinate could go



wrong in any way. No, he said, he could not go wrong, nobody

could go wrong, nobody could go right. This manager's curiosity

on time-span measurement was much more provoked than his

practical interest on the cost of being left with an unsolved

problem in his department.

After one hour of this standing up and discussing by the

door, he offered that we should again sit down and look at some

other tasks. Two further routine recurring tasks then emerged,

one in the form of a monthly report and then another in the form

of a weekly report by the subordinate to the manager. His

confidence in task analysis thus partly restored the manager

suggested another task which was a small project.

Task h - This project concerned checking armature production.

The task involved ensuring that operators were fully trained in

the hope that thereby many small problems of functioning in-line

would disappear. The instruction was to advise so that in-line

problems would be solved, then train operators fully and observe

that everything is functioning, "as soon as possible". Having

got the beginning of this task located in the previous January,

I then asked about target completion. After some thought the

manager replied that if the job is at all urgent he does not give

an instruction in terms of a target completion time, but in

effect assigns a different "preliminary" task. The instruction

for this is to get a team together, who will get the manager
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acquainted with the "basic facts". Without the facts he cannot

assign a target completion time because he has no appreciation

of the "size" of the problem. He then digressed and said that

many small tasks were continuously occurring but since he was in

touch with his subordinate "every day and all the time" he would

be interfering himself "all the time". Returning to the project

concerning armature production he said that his subordinate had

nearly completed his assignment, which made it a three month job

after the event,, I spent some more time trying to get the manager

to express the instruction in target terms before the event and he

finally did agree that when he assigned the task in January he did

have in view a period of three months and had let his subordinate

understand that such a period was the time required.

At this point we stopped our discussion and resumed again

after three days, by which time I had also interviewed Mr. P.'s

own manager, Mr. T,,on the Director of Quality Control's own role.

The break as well as the "overview" helped to clarify the minds

of us both.

Task 5 - The next task which emerged for the role of Mr. H.

concerned the in-guarantee failure system which Quality Control

was responsible for operating. Failures would occur in production

and would not be picked up by quality control on the out-going

side. Complaints would then come back from the public with
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approximately three months lag, sometimes a bit more, not very

much less. The in-guarantee system ensured that the customer

would obtain a good product in return. The objective was to

reduce the in-guarantee failure rate by a certain percentage per

annum. This seemed to point out to a yearly task which soon got

us into the problem of role identification again. Did the manager

give his subordinate a yearly instruction or did he spread it out

into months or quarters or half-year intervals? After some

probing the manager committed himself that he did depend

exclusively on the occupant to get the task done and merely relied

on a yearly report on progress which he would then sign and pass on

to the manager once removed. This was entirely exceptional for a
my „

role of this sort and in/view was caused by the accident that the

occupant was so very experienced whereas the manager was very new.

As extant there was however no doubt that it was a one-year task.

Task 6 - The final task which Mr. Pa. gave me for Mr. H.

concerned the apprenticing of the occupant's successor. The

occupant was given six months for this job and the target had

been met.

The manager then offered to comment on the occupant's felt

fair pay, which he put at £2,500 per annum. He considered his

subordinate to be of that capacity which at the age of 62 was

obviously the limit.



9. Interview with Mr. Ra. on his own role.

Mr. Pa. then offered to talk about himself on his own role.

He was ^3 and considered fair pay for the job as he was doing it

and for the role as it was constructed to be £3,000 per annum.

His capacity felt fair pay he gave as currently £5,000 per annum,

going up from £7,000 up to £8,000 at the age of 55. He justified

those higher figures by revealing that he had already got higher

pay than £3,000 in other jobs, having been a Management Consultant

before joining H. He considered that a short spell in industry

would be good for his career in the future, but before not very

long he would go back to consultancy, in which career he expected

a much steeper gross earnings curve for himself.

His planned temporary stay in the H. job as well as his

highly academic and detached attitude helped to explain his view

of the whole operation when describing roles and men. It could

not be said that at any point he was seriously involved in

deciding on his executive responsibilities (in assigning tasks)

or that there was any degree of committment in his "decisions".

In the discussion with Mr, Pa. one therefore got a purely

"research" relationship and all the loose descriptions of work

removed from the executive setup which were found as the main

problem confronting the analysis during the pilot run.



Coming to his own tasks, Mr.Pa. described a yearly report

concerning progress in the objectives of his department and a

yearly budget controlling his expenditure. He was further

operating on a two year plan, from January 1968 to January 197°»

the object being to bring "new blood" into the Quality Control

Department. He had been given this task on appointment to the

job. The picture I got of these tasks from his own manager was

rather different.



10. Interview 2A. Discussion with, the Works Manager Mr. 1. T

the role of the Quality Control Superintendent Mr. Pj..

This discussion started off easily because the manager was

using instruction language, such as "I give to him", "he ensures

for me", etc. The occupant's overall general responsibility is

to ensure quality of inputs into the factor and of final

manufactured products. To do this the occupant employs in all

about 80 people. About a half of these people are seconded to

the various production departments and the other half he directly

employs on his own staff. Routine recurring tasks take the form

mainly of weekly and monthly reports from Mr. Pa. to Mr. T., with

copies to the other superintendents. Further reports ensure that

each department is kept informed on special problems of its

.'•oncem. We then turned to projects which extended for one year

and longer. One aspect which somewhat bedevilled the discussion

from this point on was the manager's faith in "management by

objectives", which he translated to mean that everything should

be "finished" and be judged on "results" by the end of a year.

The projects concerned the employment and re-deployment of

staff, the development of new people for higher level jobs, the

upgrading of the D. and V. quality control systems, the

reduction of the in-guarantee costs, the introduction of sampling

techniques and the solution of the so-called "rocking" problem.



With respect to the manpower part of the work, the contra-

diction was that the manager claimed that he had given one year

whereas the occupant claimed two years. Of these I believe the

occupant, in that the manager was thinking that since results

would be judged at the end of the year the instruction must have

pertained to the same period as well. But most of the tasks, as

outlined by both manager and occupant, could not be broken up

into yearly phases and would not be completed until at least two

years. By contrast, the two major control systems' objectives

were given in quantitative yearly terms without any doubt. Some

light was also thrown on the so called "rocking" problem

discussed at length with the occupant. The instruction for this

had now been rephrased in terms of monthly intervals, the

objective being not to allow the proportion of machines that

vibrated to increase above "normal" in any particular month.

The longests tasks fell in the manpower field. There was a

whole batch of new foremen and supervisors to be trained. One of

the supervisors was Mr. P., the task being that he should be

fully trained to be fitted into the role, while the other was

replacing Mr. H. The target completion time for this was given

as 18 months, 2 months to find a candidate, 6 months to train

him, and a final 6 months for grooming him into different parts

of the factory. This was not a sequence of tasks but a budgeting

of the time requirements. A peculiar task here was that the



manager also thought that Mr. Pa. would soon either be promoted

or would leave the firm, hence he would be himself expected to

prepare for his own succession as well as for the succession of

his two immediate subordinates.

The manager gave fair pay for the job from £2,000 to £3,000

per annum. The range was so wide probably because the manager

thought of the occupant as a new appointment,, (Note also, however,

the difference in fair pay statements one obtains from older

relative to younger people). The manager considered capacity

felt fair pay for Mr. Pa. to be over £3,000 but did not give any

figure for present felt fair pay and was explicit that he did

not consider the occupant to be "in the saddle" in the present

job. In passing he mentioned the yearly budget task which was

concurrent with the yearly overall objectives. The manager was

verily convinced that the yearly objectives exhaused his sub-

ordinate's task and was very unwilling to look beyond. But

perhaps the real difficulty was that the manager had been

interviewed rather a lot concerning all his subordinates, both

by John Evans and myself, and was beginning to feel that the

exercise was going too far. He, who was the chief person

involved in our relation with the organisation, was also the

most sceptical as to the value of what we were doing and tolerated

us as spectators who had fairly begun to interfere with what the

people concerned thought of as their real work.



REPORT ON TASK ANALYSIS AT N. LIMITED

Section 1

The work at N. took me the longest part of the Spring and

Summer of 1968. I obtained access through correspondence with

the Personnel Manager, Mr. B., who introduced me to the Works

Manager of the H. site, Mr. C. My understanding with Mr. C.

approximated "consultancy" conditions, in that my access to the

members of the organisation had the status of instruction. On

the other hand, there was no commitment whatever by Mr. C. to

get involved in task analysis for any purpose, so that the help

I was to be given in getting managerial decisions about tasks

dependent strictly on the goodwill and therefore on the personal

involvement of the people concerned. I was exceptionally lucky

in this respect to have the whole-hearted co-operation of

Mr. A. P., in charge of the major department of c.

production, whose full organisation I analysed. It is because

of his direct personal involvement that I was able to analyse

near-enough 100 roles during the several months which I spent at

the H. factory. In spite of this, it is fair warning that no

matter how sympathetic and even enthusiastic an organisation is

with a research project, the situation is not equivalent to a

proper consultancy relationship, where the organisation commits

resources for the purpose of work specification in task form.



Our introductory discussion with Mr. C. was about the purpose

and scope of the research project. Mr. C. agreed that the work

should go ahead, with an open mind as to any beneficial result

that might accrue to the firm - other than the presumed benefit

to members of the organisation whom I would interview. The

department which Mr. C. wished to have researched was c-

production. The department of n. production was at the time

under major re-organisation and Mr. C. declared it completely out

of bounds for me. The c, department would afford me the

opportunity of investigating tasks at shop floor level. N.

was in fact the only case where shop floor work was investigated

during the project, and this was possible, at least partly,

because there was no trade union (Imention this fact because it

may have bearing on the distribution of earnings as well as the

feeling of fair pay). Not knowing at the time what load of wopk

would be involved in analysing a complete production department,

Mr. C. and I tentatively time-tabled two months of work, with

the prospect of proceeding to the engineering services and the

accountancy section thereafter (after completion of the c.

department, I did in fact hold a one-hour introductory interview

with the head of the engineering services but did not proceed

any further.)



The analysis proper started with three one-hour interviews

with Mr. C. in which he outlined the functioning of chocolate

production in relation to the firm's finances, the firm's

programming and supporting services. I found that communication

with Mr. C. was exceptionally easy in that he was consistently

using instruction language. Having thus obtained a feel of the

size and purposes of the operation as a whole, I then interviewed

Mr. C. on the role of Mr. P. who is in command.

From the interviews with Mr. C. it emerged very clearly that

the role of Production Manager is fully integrated at the one year

level with respect to routine recurring work. Mr. P.'s role

however extended beyond the 1£ year level (to approximately 2 years

because of a major re-organisation project. Manpower development

tasks similarly extend beyond the year.

For purposes of this report I find it more convenient to

describe the work from the shop floor upwards,department by

department, and then analyse the top manager's role and the

supporting services involved. What should be clear from this

introduction is that here we have a major department in which

the top job is "functionally" defined (viz. with respect to

routine recurring work) at the one year mark. We shall note,

that, regardless of the "expanded" role, as filled by Mr. P.,

there is an "above-normal" gap between the one year routine of

the top manager and the next rank in the hierarchy.



Chocolate production is divided into four departments. The

first of these has to do with the production of chocolate mass,

or liquor. Most of this product is "exported" from the factory

to other parts of N. in the United Kingdom. This department is

run by a foreman, Mr. F., and a senior charge-hand who acts as

his deputy, Mr. B. There are three sections in the department,

the major one under Mr. B., and another two under Mrs. M. and

Mr. Co. The second department is divided into two sections

connected "in line", the first having to do with the refining

of chocolate powder and the second with the conching of the

powder into mass. There are two full shifts under the two fore-

men and there are also two charge-hands per shift, each

directing parts of the operation. The third department has to

do with the moulding of the chocolate mass into chocolate bars.

There are again two shifts here under two foremen. The

department is sub-divided into sections consisting of five teams

of men, each working on one machine. Other than the main work

of these two departments, there are a number of supporting

sections that fall under the respective foremen. There is also

a charge-hand in moulding as well as a night foreman (who

supervises night work on a reduced shift for some of the

machinery which operates non-stop). The fourth department has

to do with the wrapping of chocolate bars into finished packets

ready for despatch. There is one shift here under a forewoman.



Bar-wrapping consists again of a number of sections, some

operating "in-line" with the sections of the moulding department

where the bars are produced, some others operating according to

need for various batches.

I shall deal with the various departments and sections in

the order indicated above.



Section II

Prior to the interviews with Mro C. and Mr. P., the latter's

assistant Mr. G. took me one first time around the shops of

chocolate production. Mr. F., the chocolate mass foreman, then

took me around his own department in much greater detail. I went

a third time around with each charge-hand and then repeatedly on

my own to watch each individual operator.

The foreman in chocolate mass is on a very clear one month

role, the longest task5being the production programme which is

monthly and a manpower training task of the same length. Mr. F.

is a very senior foreman with well-nigh immense experience and

very distinct talent for supervising his men. Chocolate mass is

a much shrunken department and the manpower is mostly of advanced

age. Cocoa production, which used to account for more than half

of total output, has been transferred to another factory in the

United Kingdom Group, while output and labour for chocolate mass

have been gradually run down. There is thus a good deal of

machinery standing idle and, apart from the noise emanating from

the large roaster, mostly peace and silence. The department

operates on all four floors of the factory and there are wide

areas which are very sparsely populated.



Mr. F.'s senior charge-hand is Mr. B. His experience almost

rivals Mr. F.'s. He is operating on a one-week production

schedule, even though he has knowledge of the month's programme

operated by the foreman.

I spent innumerable hours with Mr. F. and Mr. B. trying to

crack the technique of measuring single-task roles. After many

hits and misses, and after imbibing to the full the very novel

(to me) atmosphere of the shop floor, I finally got the feel of

how to go about this type of measurement. It is hard to convey

the feeling of being "blooded" in task analysis. Like many other

things there is no substitute for actually doing it. It seems to

me that it is at the single-task level that the analyst obtains

the conviction that he is actually measuring things which exist.

There was no shadow of a doubt that this was no conjuring trick.

The mode of analysis (and presentation) of single-task roles

are different from that of multi-task roles. Instead of obtaining

an exhaustive list of the tasks, characterised by starting and

target completion times, we instead describe the physical

operations involved in the job. Then we list the "dimensions"

along which discretion can be exercised., For each such dimension

we define the units in which sub-standard discretion will show up.

Having identified such units, we then enquire after the type of

review process, whether formal or informal, which would pick

these up. Only then can we got the time dimension, which is



pertinent to each review process. Each such time dimension on

a review process is a cut-off point. The longest of these cut-

off points or checks is of course the time-span of the role as

currently consistuted.

Note; the process of measurement and its presentation can

be shown on a diagram. Plot a circle and use its centre to draw

arrows which extend along a radius towards the periphery. Each

arrow stands for an individual "dimension" along which some type

of discretion can be exercised. The review process can be

presented as a cut-off point for the arrow. Each review process

can be presented as a concentric circle. The outermost of these

circles is the dimension of the role as a whole. There are at

least two arrows depicting dimensions, one for quality, and one

for pace. Quality, however, need not always be undimensional

(examples below show as many as six dimensions). The idea of

the diagram comes from geometry, where each dimension figures

as an independent axis. The "trick" of the concentric circles,

however, permits to use the economist's usual method of

presentation, viz. collapsing all other dimensions onto two or

one!



Bean Cleaner Operator (Mr. D.)

The department's starting point is where the cocoa beans,

which is the raw material, are received from stores and fed into

a hopper. This hopper, which is the entry point of the

department, feeds a machine which is called a bean cleaner.

The heavy gang (who form no part of this department) deposit

sacks of cocoa beans on a platform standing at the height of the

hopper. The job of the bean cleaner operator, expressed in terms

of general responsibilities, is (a) to feed the hopper at the

requisite pace, (b) to keep his platform clearn, (c) to check

that his machines's waste material does not overflow from the

container provided, (d) to clean his machine at the end of the

work day and, (e) to place his empty sacks on the wheelbarrow

and deliver these to stores. It is not the operator's but the

charge-hand's job to see to it that sufficient raw material has

been delivered by the heavy gang on each day, to sign for this

material and to check stocks.

There are a number of prescribed routines for this operator.

Some of these are: to remove the waste material twice daily and

to clean the floor around the machine at the end of his shift.

Pace and quality of operation are not, however, fully prescribed

and thus constitute the "degrees of freedom", or the dimensions,

along which discretion can be exercised. With respect to pace,

the instruction is to feed the hopper in accordance with the



speed of intake of the machine. This is in turn governed by the

capacity of the pipes through which the cleaned cocoa beans are

funnelled upwards to the silos on the top floor. The throughput

of the machine is thus a continuous process, whereas feeding the

machine is a discrete process (per sack). There is no explicit
the

instruction as to / number of sacks to be fed per hour or per

day. The instruction takes the negative form, to feed not too

slowly (too infrequently), so that the machine will run dry, nor

to feed too frequently, so that the beans will spill around the

hopper, on the platform and down on the floor. The first half

of this negative instruction thus concerns a pace standard, in

so far as the operator can affect the pace of production. While

he cannot go faster than the machine performs, he can go slower.

If he happens to go slower than is requisite, then either the

charge-hand or the foreman will know. As to how they will know

there are two answers, the formal and the extant. Formally, the

foreman or the charge-hand will watch a number of luminous dials

which record the operation of the machine and the state of the

silos« But they don't really believe these lights, which often

either do not work or do not reflect the situation accurately

enough,, There are, however, pipes that go through from the

ground floor, where the machine is, to the fourth floor which

houses the silos. These pipes pass near the place where the

charge-hand has his desk and his paperwork, about fifteen yards

from the winnowing machine on the second floor. The charge-hand



said that if sub-standard discretion should be exercised he would

notice the unusual sound from the pipe within a quarter of an

hour. This then is the time-span of discretion along that

particular dimension of the role. (I usually found that discre-

tion on pace has very short time-spans. It was in exceptional

cases that pace was the longest component of the role).

The second half of the negative instruction concerns

quality - in so far as the operator can affect quality at all.

The quality standard has in this case very restricted meaning.

If the machine works well the operator cannot affect the quality

of bean cleaning in any way. If the machine does not work well

his instruction is to call in the charge-hand. The charge-hand

may in any case know of the machine's trouble before the operator

does, as the luminous dials usually work in such cases. The

operator does not set the machine, nor is he responsible for its

maintenance. By process of elimination, I found that his

remaining "quality" standard concerns cleanliness. The next

thing was to find the units measuring degrees of non-cleanliness.

This turned out to be one-third of a bean sackfull spilled on

the platform per hour.



Note that this unit, which I got after a good deal of

searching, happens to contain the instruction for the task and

the time-span. What could non-cleanliness mean in this case?

"A few" beans on the platform was all right. "A sack-full" of

beans was not all right. And thus we converged inwardly. The

charge-hand said that about one-third of a sack-full would be

at the margin between all right and not all right. And by what

review process would somebody identify this type of sub-standard

discretion? The charge-hand replied that he would see it himself,

during his rounds of the department, which happen to take him to

this machine approximately every hour on the average. So the

foreman's hourly visit around the department is the hourly review

of performance. Passing the foreman's check on the hour means

carrying on as before. Not passing the check means "be careful",

plus the instruction to clean up the platform "right now".

The role could, of course, have been defined differently.

For example, the instruction could have been to keep feeding at

the requisite pace, as defined above, and not to spill more than

a third of a bean sack-full during the day. But then the charge-

hand should not give additional instructions about cleanliness

during the day. The charge-hand would have had the right of

reprimand only at the end of the day, while the operator would

have the right to spill as many beans as he likes during the

day, provided that he limits his uncleanliness to standard for



the review at the end of the day. But matters are not like

that. The charge-hand's hourly visit has the character of

proper review rather than just "communication". It is this

distinction that makes the difference between the one hour and

the one day task. My lengthly description is by way of spelling

out that extremely simple things often require lengthy investi-

gation before a decision can be made between two grossly

different explanations.

There is no other dimension for discretion in this role.

Hence the task instruction is: "to feed your hopper at the

requisite pace, the pace standard being that of machine operation

and your sub-standard discretion will become manifest in fifteen

minutes, and to keep your platform clean, the quality standard

being at most one-third of a sack-full of beans being spilled

by the time the hourly review occurs to rate your performance".

At first sight it would have been possible to consider the

role as multi-task. The twice-daily disposal routine and the

once-daily cleaning routine could have been considered independent
review

tasks. Performance/of these tasks, in the sense of target

completion time for them, would then occur either at the hourly

review points or, sooner, when the charge-hand comes around to

switch plant off at the end of the day. A multi-task interpre-

tation would however be spurious, in that there is no discretion



in the only case when this arises, and this is the mid-day point,

as to when to dispose of the wasteo The supplementary "tasks"

are in other words fully prescribed, hence not tasks at all. It

is strictly correct to concoct a perhaps seemingly artificial,

lengthy single instruction, which includes inter-task priorities

and specifies both units of sub-standard discretion and review

points, as exemplified above.

Routine Recurring Tasks for the Charge-Hand

From the ground floor the clean beans are siphoned out to

the top floor and into a number of silos. The operation of these

silos is fully mechanised and there is no personnel on the top

floor. Mr. B. is directly responsible for the operations of

these silos; he visits the top floor approximately every hour.

The intake and out-flow from the silos can be set for the day.

Mr. B. can watch machine performance either from the system of

luminous dials, which he does not trust very much, or by the

sound produced by the silo containers on tapping. The charge-

hand visits the silos at the beginning of the day to check the

panels and markj the weights on the feeding scale which he then

records. This gives him a measure of stocks in the morning. He

takes a second reading of stocks at the end of the day and this

gives him a measure of the raw material in-flow. This record

is checked against final output, thus permitting a check on the

machine's efficiency and the rate of wastage.



From the silos, the beans flow downwards to the second

floor and into the department's main machine which is a roaster

and winnower. The beans are fed automatically into the roaster,

where they are cooked and, after cooling, are again fed auto-

matically into the winnower. The setting and operation of these

two machines rests with Mr. B. The operation of the winnower

requires long experience since the quality standard cannot be

checked mechanically. The mechanics of the operation is to

regulate the flow of the beans through the machine, which

removes the shells and breaks them up so that the broken bean is

of the right size and consistency. Mr. B. will absent himself

from the machine only for "short periods of time", when he tours

his department. In those times he instructs the senior of the

two operators in this section to "keep an eye" on the machine.

But, so far as I could tell, the charge-hand does not expect this

operator to do anything other than call him back, or call the

foreman, should the noise or anything else in the machine's

performance disturb him. The involvement of this operator with

the winnower led us to considerable complications, as will be

seen below.



Shell Removing Operator

The winnower's output is beans and shells, which are the

wastage. Each is delivered by a spout, at an angle, about ten

yards away from the machine. Removal of the shells is mainly a

sack-filling operation. Mr. B. thought that the senior operator

had a two-task role, since sack-filling did not take his time up

fully. His other task concerned the occasional responsibility

for the operation of the winnower.

With respect to sack-filling, the operator is responsible

for attaching the sacks onto the mouth of the spout. He leaves

the sack there until full, then weighs it on his scale, finally

stacks it in the appropriate space. The operation is not very

frequent, each sack filling up in approximately half an hour.

The weight of the full sack provides a record of the winnower

machine's wastage, which is kept by Mr. B. The pace standard

of this task is very narrowly set by the machine and any sub-

standard discretion along this dimension would be revealed

within a few minutes, either through the sack over-flowing or,

even more quickly, if the mouth of the spout were left free.



The quality dimension is however not single: (a) there is

a cleanliness standard and this means "absolute" cleanliness.

Sub-standard discretion will be picked up at the most every half-

hour, when there is a change of sack; (b) there is also a weight

standard which presents some difficulties. According to Mr. B.,

the operator is a very experienced and responsible person who

simply would not be using "any" sub-standard discretion on the

weight standard. I£> however, there should be sub-standard

discretion, it was not at all obvious as to how soon or even how

it would be picked up. One troublesome point was that Mr. B.

found it difficult to entertain the question seriously. When

pressed to do so, he referred me to the control procedure

implicit in the system of records. The average shell winnowed

from a given quantity of cocoa beans is known from past records:

hence departures from the average would become apparent when

the record of flow was compiled at the end of the day. I

countered that exceptional wastage could be due not to sub-

standard weighing by the operator but to bad operation of the

winnower machine. The charge-hand replied that although this

might be possible, he would expect the same fault to "work" on

the winnowed beans as well. He did not see that sub-standard

weighing need be revealed at all, since he did not really

believe it could actually happen in practice. His arguments

were therefore essentially for my sake.



The question as to how he would organise the job, if?instead

of the present experienced occupant, he had a less experienced

or trustworthy person, through which I tried to force him into

a commitment about the review of mechanism, also left him cold.

It so happened that in the context of this particular department,

whose work force was ageing and running down, the problem was

simply meaningless.

It was not obvious whether neglect of the weight standard

could be a matter of importance or not. So far as I could tell,

on the shell collecting task there is a review mechanism which

might indicate sub-standard performance at the end of the day.

It is of course not implausible, given the experience of the

occupant, that the role should be organised to have a one day

time-span. What makes the matter inconclusive is that Mr. B.

is so near this particular post most of the time that it is hard

to say how often an effective review mechanism actually operates.

I cannot help feeling that Mr. B's eye hovers around the needle

of that weighing scale a good deal more often than he is perhaps

consciously aware of. On a number of occasions I saw Mr. B.

catch irregularities of performance almost without seeing them.

The matter is of such tiny importance that it was not possible

to clarify the construction of the role by appeal to the fore-

man or to higher management. For lack of better evidence I

decided to leave the task at the half-hour mark, thus considering

the weight standard to be a "non-instruction".



Whether there existed a second task for this role in any

meaningful sense presented further problems. This second task

has to do with the operation of the winnower machine« The machine

is operated by manipulating a number of knobs which control the

flow of cocoa beans through a number of stages. I asked Mr. B.,

who normally operates the machine, as to how soon and in what form

sub-standard discretion would show up in operating this machine.

He replied that it would show up "immediately", and then

immediately stuck his hand into the machine, said "look", and

invited me to do the same, which I politely refused to do. It

turned out that, if the knobs were sub-standardly regulated, a man

of experience would know that the results were inadequate in about

a quarter of an hour. The hand-dipping test would be made at

least that often. Although it was not possible verbally to

define sub-standard output, the experienced man would have no

doubt as to whether the operation was all right or not.

This discussion was meant to elucidate the role of the

senior operator. But then Mr.. B. threw the matter open once

again. He was "usually" concerned with the winnower himself.

I suggested that the senior operator was perhaps "on" the

winnower by way of being a'deputy to Mr, B. The charge-hand

replied that he had a lot of confidence in this operator, since

he had him on the job for forty years and therefore considered

him to be very experienced. Nevertheless, he was still very



much around himself and would "never" be away from the winnower

for more than a couple of hours. I thought that this was leading

us somewhere and tried to "get" him away from that winnower for

as much as half a day. But he said no, even two hours would be

•coo much. Even two hours would not arise, because he had his

base at the side of the machine, where his records lay on top of

the desk. He would not be using his office very much. Neverthe-

less, and under pressure, if_ it became necessary, he would stay

away from the winnower for a couple of hours at the most.

Since I was not overruled by the foreman and higher

management, I conclude that the senior operator deputises for

Mr. B. on the winnower machine's operation, intermitently, for

up to two hours.

There are a number of subsidiary "tasks" (which I do not

consider independent) which the senior operator carries out on

the specific instruction of Mr. B. These include: cleaning the

floor from an overflow of beans at the roaster's feeding point,

looking at the panel of lights showing what is happening with

the silos and calling the engineers if these lights behave

peculiarly, and suchlike. Since these tasks do not involve any

choice as to priorities, I consider the role to be properly

defined as single-task. Having therefore ignored the one day

review of the non-task of weighing the sacks of shells, the role

as now constituted is defined by the two hourly spells of

responsibility on the winnower.



Nib Removing Operator

The junior operator in this section is responsible for

receiving the winnowed nib, putting it into sacks, weighing

the sacks to a standard, stacking them, and feeding a hopper

with nib from his stock of sacks. There are thus two physical

operations involved and, strictly speaking, there is a question

of priority as to which of these two should be performed at any

one time. The distinction of two independent tasks would however

be pedantic - and could not be fitted into the instruction, which

certainly did not contain a target completion time. I therefore

proceeded to interpret the role as single task.

With respect to sack filling, the pace is again governed by

the machine. Discretion over pace would show up very quickly,

around the quarter of an hour mark, since nib output is much

greater than shell output. Prescribed actions include the

stacking of empty sacks onto a palate, the fitting of the empty

sack onto the mouth of the machine and tying with the (provided

for) belt, the estimating of the weight of the sack from the

bulge in its shape, the removal of the sack and replacing it

with an empty one, lifting of the full sack onto the scales,

the adjustment of the weight with a spoon from a buffer sack

lying on the side and the removal of the sack from the scale

for stacking at the storage space prescribed. The operator



suggested to me that if the scales were directly under the spout

he wouldn't need to do all this carrying and lifting about.

The quality aspects of discretion divide up into two dimensions,

(a) the accuracy of weighting according to standard and (b)

cleanliness. Cleanliness is here again prescribed as "absolute"

and, given the proximity of the charge-hand, this means very short

spans, perhaps of a quarter of an hour.

The longest review occurs on the dimension of the weight

standard. (The comments, above, concerning review mechanism of

the weight standard for the case of the senior operator apply to

some extent here also). My suggestion, that Mr. B. keeps a

sharper eye on weight measurement by the junior operator, was

not accepted by Mr. B. I am not satisfied by this and continue

to believe that Mr. B. actually reviews weighting performance by

both section operators at most around the two hour mark. In the

case of a very simple technology, such as was the case here, it

is however quite impossible to attach any meaning to "costs"

incurred by persistent sub-standard discretion. I could not

find that sub-standard discretion of weighting of nibs would

have had any other effects than to indicate the winnower machine's

performance for the day. This would be filed. Besides, inaccurate

weighing is not all on one side. There is under-estimate and

over-estimate. It could be that every single sack is not filled



according to standard and yet the daily averages tally beautifully

with the machine's historical performance., What is therefore the

meaning of "sub-standard" discretion? (Let it also be said that

what the junior operator did not possess in experience he

possessed in talent. For example we had fun in demonstrating to

me his accurate guessing of the weight of the filled sack before

putting it on the scales and he was invariably right within a

margin of less than one pound of error).

The hopper-feeding operation is strictly subsidiary. Here

the pace standard involves discretion which Mr. B. will spot

within half an hour. The quality (cleanliness) standard is

defined as letting the hopper from half full to at most one-third

of a sack over-spilling, both of which would be spotted within

half an hour.

Let me now try to sum up from this rather involved discussion.

With respect to the senior operator, the longest discretionary

periods would be marked by Mr. B.'s absence, which at a maximum

reaches the two hour mark. Thus it would be not only his

discretion with respect to the operation of the winnower but also

his discretion with respect to pace and cleanliness on his routine

task of shell receiving, which would be reviewed after these two-

hour absences. I can therefore conclude that this is a two-hour

role,,



With respect to the junior operator, the absences of Mr. B.

up to two hours may not however have precisely the same effect.

I found no evidence that the senior operator also deputised for

Mr. B. with respect to overseeing the junior operator's performance.

But then, in this very traditional and intuitive managerial

structure, the buck is perhaps passed according to some pattern

of "seniority". With Mr. B. usually present the pace and cleanli-

ness standard for the nib receiver will not be over the half-hour

mark. With Mr. B. absent his spans will tend to be as long as

those for the senior operator. In the view of higher management

this is in fact so and they are quite content that it should be

so. I, however, decided arbitrarily for a slightly lower mark

for the junior operator, which I define as one hour and a half,

because his sub-standard discretion could be picked up, so to

say, from a "distance" by Mr. B. In nay. experience he was never

more than one hour away from any part of the department.

(Note: it may appear in such cases that the notion of "task11

becomes wooly. In reality it is the managerial system which

becomes wooly: the management doesn't care whether review is at

the half-hour, the one hour, or the two hour mark. If this is

the case measurement is not possible because the decision which

is the object of measurement simply isn't there. This does not

however necessarily imply that the management is negligent or

inadequate. The decision not-to-careis a decision by default:



it may simply reflect, (as in the present instance I believe it

does), that the technology, in the broad sense of the term,

operates at a slack. The eight-hour day of work is not fully

worked in that the slow rate of physical output (which is part

of the technology) permits to rectify sub-standard discretion

immediately (i.e. costlessly). Hgnce the time-spans are just

what they happen to be from the habits of the foreman and charge-

hand. But these habits necessarily vary: hence one must simply

compromise between what the charge-hand says that he does (two-

hourly maximum departures) and one's intuitive view of how often

his eye hits the needle of the weighting scale (1 hour to 1̂- at

the most).).

Senior Milling Operator (Mr. Br.)

The nib which is fed into a hopper on the third floor falls

between two sets of paired millstones in the second floor, from

where it emerges in the form of chocolate mass or liquor. This

milling section is operated by two men of whom the senior is

Mr. Br.

His job is to switch the mills on and off, to check the

temperature of the machine which feeds the liquor into either

sacks or tubs, to ensure the supply of these sacks and tubs, to

stack the filled sacks in the store room for despatch, to
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transport the tubs to the conching department, and to oversee

the junior milling operator. The milling section has less work

than would keep two men fully employed so that from time to time

one of the two is released toy the foreman for other short jobs,

such as transporting something or bringing supplies or helping

with the fruit and nut cleaning section. The junior operator

in the milling section is sometimes replaced by the junior

operator from the winnowing section described above, which is

one factor that originally made me suspicious of the one-day

time-span I had originally fallen for on the latter.

All of the roles are again single-task. There is here an

even greater variety of physical operations of a subsidiary

character which are very difficult to describe other than under

general headings, such as "supervising the performance of the

mills".

(Note: All these operations are in one way or another "fully

prescribed" in that there is no room for marginally substandard

discretion: and this seems to me the distinction between an

independent task (in the case of a multi-tak role) and what I

refer to here as a "subsidiary" task, which is an additional

prescribed routine in a single-task role).



There is continuous activity with respect to stacking, re-

stacking, cleaning, etc. There is however one specific operation

involving the loading of chocolate liquor into sacks which it is

worth describing in detail.

If the mills are not interfered with (on which there is more

to say later) the liquor output flows at a steady pace, first

through a pump, then through a pipe, into a hopper; it is kept

in liquid form by being moved with a screw inside a jacket filled

with hot water; it is then pumped upwards through a pipe and down

through one out of two spouts which can be manually selected by a

lever0 The sack-filling job involves putting a tray which holds

a sack under one of the two spouts, selecting the appropriate

"open" position, letting the sack fill up until the scale indicator

which supports the tray reads fifty pounds of weight, then

switching the level to operate the other spout, under which there

is another sack which will be filled in its turn. The loaded tray

is then pulled along a rail, so that the top of the sack is

enveloped by a ribbon which is sewn up to the top with a sewing

machine. After sewing, the sack is lifted and placed into a

palate. And so it goes, sack after sack.



The pace for the operation is fairly strictly governed by

the pumps of the machine which are running at a rate of

approximately twenty bags per hour. There is obviously no

discretion in going faster than machine output, while going slower

than requisite would result in spilling the liquor on the floor

around the hopper, something which is very conspicuous, or having

to stop the mills altogether} which is forbidden. If the

supervisor should be around this part of the shop he would pick

either of these units of sub-standard discretion "immediately11.

But the review process depends on which man is on the job.

Supervision will be by the charge-hand if Mr. Br. is on the job.

Should the junior operator be on the job instead it is Mr. Br.'s

job to supervise him. Accordingly we have two possibilities for

the time-span of this operation.

Junior Milling Operator (Mr. Pa.)

If Mr. Pa. should be on the job, the time-span for this

dimension is no longer than five minutes. If Mr. Br. is on the

job, he will not be found out until Mr. B. or Mr. F. comes to

the milling section, on their average hourly rounds.



(Note: This provides a very clear-cut example of the

distinction between the physical completion of any one round of

the operation and the "responsibility content" which is solely

defined by the review point. The same physical operation here

has, along this dimension of discretion, either a five minute span

or a one hour span).

Since this operation provides the longest span for Mr. Pa.,

let us complete his job analysis here. Discretion is further

responsible along the dimension of requisite sewing up. Sub-

standard sewing up would allow leaks to develop, but these would

not emerge until the guilty sack is covered by and bears the

weight of at least another and perhaps two further layers. By

this time, however, it is fairly difficult to observe the leak

without positively looking for it. Mr. Bra. however supervises

Mr. Pa. rather closely, and is in a position to discover sub-

standard discretion within the half-hour mark if not sooner.

Should however Mr. Br. be doing the job instead, this type

of mistake will not be found out until considerably later, when

the palate is taken to stores, where the sacks would be unloaded,

to be re-stacked for delivery outside the factory. The time

dimension here thus depends on the number of sacks contained in

a palate. Since sack-filling is a continuous operation, the

length of time for filling a palate can be estimated at rather

over three hours of output. This then becomes the magnitude of

the task when it is performed by Mr. Br.



The above operation has been described on the basis of the

rate of liquor output being constant. There is however a

possibility for slight variation, which is not strictly out of

bounds for Mr. Br., but is nevertheless discouraged. Speeding

up the mills would eventually damage the quality of the product,

but does enable the operator to get over the job faster. The

possibility of increasing throughput in the mills is not treated

as grossly sub-standard in practice, since it is not taken as a

serious danger and there is no review point other than quality

control at the delivering end, which is easily two weeks .away and

anyway not considered relevant by anybody in the department.

We thus get a half-hour span for Mr. Pa. and a three-hour

span for Mr. Br., both along the dimension of adequate sewing up

which occurs in the sack filling job. Other dimensions concern

tidiness and cleanliness, but the spans are shorter for both men.

One could in this instance list at least another two or three

dimensions for discretion, by distinguishing particular cases

of tidiness, orderliness, adequate stores of empty sacks, etc.,

but this would not add anything to the analysis as the review

cut-off points are all shorter.



Comment: I have already mentioned two cases where the weight

standard gave me some trouble. In the operation of collecting

shells, that of collecting the nib, and in the present one of

collecting the chocolate liquor, there is apparently an exacting

weight standard. In the case of chocolate liquor the standard is

marked by a red line drawn on the dial of the scale. However, in

all three cases there is no direct review intended to catch error

in weighing. For shells this does not seem necessary at all. For

nibs it may be necessary to record keeping but not, apparently,

otherwise. For sacks of chocolate liquor, however, the weight

standard is important, because the liquor is sent to other

factories and will be weighed at the receiving end. Discrepancies

between the weight reported to have been sent and weight known to

have been received will then produce complaints which will come

back to H. Who is then responsible?

My attempt to discuss this point brought Bill F. to the

conclusion that he is responsible for "everything" in his

department, which is fair enough, but there still seemed to be

no mechanism whereby he could ensure that these mistakes could

not arise. What he relied upon was the responsibility of the

men, who were well trained and good at their jobs. Hypothetically,

one way of ensuring against sub-standard discretion is to employ

people of higher capacity, so as to reduce supervision and review

mechanisms and increase the time-spans. This did not look like



being the case. Capacity seemed to be fully employed at lower

levels of work and hence lower time-spans. After getting used

to the mechanics of the various operations the thing that struck

out consistently was the highly intensive review mechanisms.

These were however so informal as to be almost sub-conscious to

the foreman and the charge-hand. There is of course nothing

wrong in all this, particularly in the case of a department

which is now smaller than in the past and very mature from the

personnel point of view. The highly informal pattern of review

makes it however very difficult to obtain time-spans without

guidance by higher management as to the relevance or irrelevance

of some factors, such as the weighting standard mentioned. This

was done through the play-back of the analysis reported here,

from which the weight standard was classed as a non-issue.

It is perhaps human nature to consider the hypothetical

before the concrete: the weight standard,.particularly for export

of chocolate liquor from H..5 was stressed to me from the start

as the "prime responsibility" of the job, and the possibility of

a complaint from the receiving end was viewed with horror. But

after two weeks of living around the place I found that such

complaints never occur. The issue is therefore not live and this

explains the befogged reaction one gets when one continues to

probe for a non-existent review mechanism, whose necessity is

not seen by the supervisors. Note that a similar non-issue also



arises in the fruit and nut cleaning section, where "foreign

bodies" in the cleaned contents are not the responsibility of

the people employed in the section, who are also not held

accountable for customers' complaints arising from such causes.

This completes the analysis of the section producing

chocolate liquor. In summary, the charge-hand Mr. B. has a one

week role, the bean cleaner operator has a one hour role, the

senior winnower operator goes up to two hours, the junior winnower

operator is between one hour and a half and two hours, the senior

milling operator goes up to two or three hours, and the junior

milling operator up to a half-hour.

Charge-Hand in Contents (Mrs. M.)

The next department that comes under Mr. F. is the cleaning

of fruits and nuts. There are two physical operations here,

located at different parts of the same floor. First, there is

semi-automated mechanical cleaning for high quality products.

The sacks are loaded by a man loaned to this section by Mr. B.

intermittently for a few times a day. The output end is two

belts which require receiving and checking of the cleaned output

by two women operators. Second, there is cleaning by hand done

by up to six women operators, seated around a number of tables.

The product here is raisins and lower quality types of nuts.



The work load for this section is fairly variable and depends

on the demand for contents in the moulding department as well as

on the availability of labour. The section's output is programmed

for one week ahead. Output for each day of the week is however

fully specified and this therefore consistutes the routine

recurring production task for the charge-hand. It is not always

possible for her to produce the amount required by the schedule

because her labour has been run down over a period of time. When

under strain she may ask for more labour. This would be on loan

to her on a part-time basis from the bar-wrapping department,

which also employs women. Here requests would go through Mr. F.

Given her daily programme and the labour she can get, there is no

pace standard other than her own judgement and the experience of

throughput in her section. Note that there is no quality control

and no check other than the charge-hand's discretion. There used

to be quality control inspector but the function has now been

abolished.

The charge-hand's is a multi-task role. The majority of

short tasks arise from her responsibility in charge of the section.

Examples of these are (a) to keep a daily record of production,

(b) to fill-in the time sheets for her women wcrkers, (c) to

keep a daily sheet of deliveries to the moulding department, Cd)

to compute the stock figure of raw materials per week and, (e) to

compute the finished stock at the end of the week. None of these



is longer than the half-hour mark. On receiving her weekly

programme she has to calculate how many women she will need to

borrow for each day. She will also ask Mr. F. or Mr. B. for the

services of a man for transporting raw material from stock or for

loading the cleaning machine. Mr. B. will sometimes do this job

for her himself, otherwise he will release one of the two men in

the milling section.

Senior Contents Operator

As things stand there are two full-time women operators in

the section, including Mrs. M. There are normally four other

part-time women plus the occasional services of the man lent by

Mr. B.

According to the charge-hand, the full-time lady operator was

a "different kind of person" from her part-time girls. The

charge-hand would leave this senior operator alone for the "whole

day", once she had told her what and how much was required for

the day. Leaving her alone is not however a precise expression

describing the extant situation. It was hypothetical that Mrs. M.

would leave anybody alone for a day, since she would be working

herself on the cleaning of contents and would be normally sitting

next to the other women on whom, in her expression, "she keeps a

constant eye". Hence I queried her statement about the senior

operator. The charge-hand however insisted that she could and
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does leave the senior operator quite alone for a whole day. The

most she would come down from that was that she may have a check

on the senior operator sometime about half way through the day,

but not necessarily.

It was also not easy to pin down the units of sub-standard

discretion. Since there was no quality check of any kind the

quality-of-work dimension nearly vanished. To invoke a quality

dimension concerning cleanliness would be almost pedantic since

the physical conditions precluded any form of uncleanliness which

would not be noticed in less than five minutes. This is very

nearly prescribed so we are left with the dimension of pace.

Since the proximity of work-place between manager and subordinate

is so close it is obviously quite arbitrary to rely on the

explicit statement of the manager, so that either one day, or

half a day, or much less than that, are equally plausible. Again,

I do not believe that it is the low level of work which blunts the

tool of analysis. It is rather the fact that in a very primitive

technology, where "error" is hard to define, it is also freakish

to pin down a job specification in task form because there is no

way of defining a "standard" practice verbally. Most of the time

the charge-hand is so near all her operators that sub-standard

discretion of any kind would be picked up in a matter of minutes.

Very occasionally the charge-hand would disappear for as long as

half a day, and it is unreasonable to define the task by these

exceptional circumstances. I marked the task as half a day (for



the quantitative work) but see no reason why it should not be

reduced to one hour just as plausibly.

Part-Time Operators in Contents

The same physical operation yielded very different tasks for

the part-time girls. These girls come and go at various times

during the morning and the afternoon, as they can be spared from

the intensively working bar-wrapping department. Mrs. M. drew a

sharp distinction between her senior operator and these younger

girls. While, she felt, they were quite responsible "as persons",

they were not "really setting their minds on the work". There

might be"chattering" amongst them, which would affect the pace of

the work, hence she would be on to them every hour at least to

ensure that the pace remained adequate. I again tried to pursue

the question of quality and what kind of sub-standard behaviour

would show up. But beyond the pace standard I didn't get anywhere.

The objective was that the nuts and fruits should be cleaned, and

if the job was done "properly" they would be clean enough. The

question of the charge-hand being able to check on "inadequate"

cleaning simply did not arise. Similarly there was no question

of the charge-hand assigning responsibility to any of the operators

for sub-standard output. Complaints from customers never went to

her.



To sum up: in this section, we have a one day multi-task

role for the charge-hand, a half-day (with reservations) for the

senior operator, and one hour for the four part-time girls.

Tin Filling Charge-Hand (Mr. Co.)

The final section that comes under Mr. F. is the filling of

tins with cocoa powder. This section is located in a single

large room which houses one line of machinery and several tables

for manual work. The section normally employs six people,

together with the charge-hand, three of whom are part-time. The

charge-hand's role is multi-task. The technology of this

department is again very primitive.

There are various types of tins to be filled and each type

is called a "line". In the past the section used to operate

according to a monthly programme, given to Mr. Co. by the deputy

chocolate manager Mr. G. This programme was expressed in terms

of batches of requirements by line, and some instructions were

appended as to priority of one line versus another. But these

priority comments were found insufficient to guide production and

fulfil the requirements of despatch and sales. Mr. G. therefore

dropped it and produces instead a weekly programme which fully

specifies the size of each batch by line number and the sequence

in which the batches must be produced inside the week. The

programme is designed with a view to delivery requirements and



ensures that the section's technical capacity, which is

historically known as approximately two hundred cases of tins

per day, will be fully utilised.

At the time of the interview the weekly programme in operation

was as follows: the first batch was of two hundred and fifty cases,

the second batch of two hundred and seventy-five cases, the third

batch of four hundred cases, and the fourth batch of two hundred

and thirty-five cases. The weekly target was nine hundred and

sixty cases of four different lines.

The next thing to note is that although the programme is

given every week, it does not define a weekly time-span, just

like the monthly programme which it replaced did not define a

one-monthly span. Although not so rigid as to define a target

for each individual day, the weekly programme constrains

discretion by prescribing a sequential order of targets by line.

Hence, in order to find the time-span, it is necessary simply to

look at the longest batch. In the week of the interview this

happened to be four hundred cases and this is equivalent to a

time-span of approximately two to two and a half days.

Let us clarify why this, rather than the week, is the

effective time-span. At first sight it would appear that the

target completion time of the sequence of batches is the week.

Before the week is over it is possible to follow the right order

and to be behind schedule. Pace can, in principle, be adjusted



in the last day to take up the deficiencies of the previous days.

In practice this is however not so. The foreman is about and he

knows whether production is falling behind schedule, at the

latest by the time any particular batch should have been completed.

The target completion time thus, in practice, concerns each

individual batch. This target is not however explicit. The

formal characterisation of the job is along the weekly programme

and, if the foreman and the charge-hand were different people,

this is perhaps how the role would be functioning. In the actual

case, however, partly because of the traditional attitude towards

frequent reviewing and instructions and partly because of the

frequent breakdowns of the machinery, it is the foreman rather

than the charge-hand who takes up responsibility for the achieve-

ment of the weekly target„ Thus the longest time in which the

charge-hand is free to vary pace without endangering the ful-

filment of the weekly programme, given the average daily capacity

of his department, is the length of time for delivering his

longest batch. (It should be clear from the clumsiness of

analysing this multi-task role how much more clumsy it is to

analyse single-task roles in a very primitive technology. There

is almost a mystique about managerial functions, in that while

there is an immense amount of detailed instruction reviewing,

reporting, etc., it is very hard to "tease out" the pertinent

instructions which constitute the tasks).



In terms of quantity of work the charge-hand's job is

absolutely enormous and takes exceptionally long hours. Since

being transferred to his present job from elsewhere in the

factory, Mr. Co. has only been relieved from the job of checking

on the stock of liquid butter in the morning and at night, a

responsibility which has now been taken over by the refining

department. Mr. Co. keeps the figures for the stock of ready

cases and daily output which he delivers to general office. He

starts his day at six o'clock in the morning. By 7.h5, when the

women come in, he will have filled the hopper of his machine with

cocoa powder, he will have set the machine and will have prepared

the time-sheets for his operators. After instructing everybody to

start their work he will take samples of cocoa with butter liquid

and solid to the laboratory. On return to his section he will

pick up and do some operation which lacks labour, which is usual,

since his department is normally under-staffed. Ths work will

then proceed through the day with the various breaks for lunch

and tea. All this time Mr. Co. will be in the team working

full-time. By about 3«15 in the afternoon the part-time girls

will begin to go off. At about 3.30 he will shut the machine

down, sweep up and then clean the machine. This will take him

approximately two hours, so that he will go home at about 5»25 p.m.,

making it an eleven-hour day.



I was shocked to find that Mr. Go. did not consider his

eleven-hour day as in anyway unnatural. His only critical comment

about his work concerned a drop in pay, which had resulted from

his transfer to become charge-hand of this section, even though

formally the transfer involved a promotion. He was not clear as

to whether he had got more or less responsibility as a result of

the transfer.

Two Full-Time Operators

Beside Mr. Co. there are two full-time people in the

department, one man and one woman. Both these occupants have

single task roles in spite of the variety of physical activities

and the occasional appearance of a target completion time.

The man's job involves actions such as keeping the hopper

full, controlling the weights of the machine and despatching

finished cases. The woman's role involves lighter activities,

such as sticking of labels, stocking of cases, and putting filled

cases on the delivery van. The occasional target completion times

concerned a number of cases which needed labelling "by the end of

the day" or the distance, in time terms>between fillings up of the

hopper,, These were however illusory in that (a) none of them would

be long enough for Mr. Co. to give the instruction at the beginning

of the day and obtain the result at the end of the day and (b)

intermittent pace variation would be obvious to Mr. Co. who worked

in close proximity, often concerning himself about pace and other

arrangements.



At the start, however, the charge-hand considered that his

full-timers were on their own for the whole day, once he had

given his instructions to them. I pursued the possibility that

these might be multi-task roles by trying to obtain the form of

the instruction. But upon investigation it all collapsed. Thus

the instruction "by the end of the day" was changed to "get on

with it faster". I therefore dealt with sub-standard discretion

as if the variety of physical actions constituted supplementary

prescriptions for a single task.

What then, I asked, were the units in which sub-standard

discretion would be manifested: could there be a wrong setting

of the weights, less than a full hopper, the sticking of wrong

labels, making a mess, or what? But the charge-hand refused to

contemplate any of this. It just did not happen. He seemed to

feel that I didn't really understand how his section operated,

which to him was quite simple and it should have sufficed for

me to keep my eyes open. After considerable discussion he

suggested that he did review his two fall-timers twice a day,

once before they went off to lunch, and"once before they went

away at the end of the day. All other relations with them

during the day he considered to be communications rather than

instructions or reviews. His review at the end of the day would

be simultaneous to the filling of their time sheets and checking

his daily output for report to the general office.



Three Part-Time Operators. Three Women

Unlike in contents, the three part-time girls are permanent

to the tin filling section. Mr. Co. will instruct and review

them more often than his full-timers, every two hours on the

first approximation, almost every hour on a second. The question

of quality of operation again did not strike the charge-hand as

realistic„ In case of his absence review would be subsumed under

the "partial" oversight exercised by the two full-timers on the

three part-timers.

Comment: I have indicated why Mr. Co. was not entirely in

"equilibrium" in this role. He was generally uneasy, felt that

he had lost financially from being moved to this job, and was

definitely exhaused by the long hours he was putting in. The

section itself feels more like a survivor from another

technological and managerial age. The old piece of machinery

needs continuous adjustment while a lot of the smaller batches

require purely manual work to be performed economically. My

conclusion about the tasks in this section, after discussing

them with the foreman and Mr. P., is that all roles other than

Mr. Co.'s are single-task. All these discretionary dimensions

are extremely short, ranging from about twenty minutes on

cleanliness, neatness of labelling and packing, to at most one

hour on pace. Since the machine breaks down fairly often there



is no mechanically set standard for pace. This, however, if

anything, has the effect of shortening the time-spans, in.the

following manner: most of the time it is Mr. Co. himself who

is working and setting the pace, thus exercising wellnigh

"continuous" implicit review in some activity or other. Even

if not working directly, he is continuously about and simply

cannot help noticing and influencing pace and quality. Given

his own direct involvement in the work, it is not surprising that

Mr. Co. did not see things in my way. But this implicit form of

review is not strange in a department consisting of so few

people doing very simple things in close physical proximity with

one another. As a result of my discussions with higher management

I would conclude that the time-spans are at the most two hours for

the two full-time people and at the most one hour for the three

part-timers.

Note: It was at this time during my work in N. that I

realised the difference between the simple verbal instruction

and the task instruction. In single-task roles the verbal

instruction is in fact usually not the same thing as the task.

(I commented when I first found this in Contents and in Tin

Filling, subsequently also in Conching. All these are very

primitive operations). The verbal instruction usually concerns

what to do for the day. In a multi-task role this could have

been tantamount to the task. In the single task role, however,



the verbal instruction is not complete unless there is included

a pace standard and the relevant quality standards with a

specification of the review mechanisms. In all cases I found

that the actual task instruction which was implicit in the

review process was shorter than the verbal instruction.
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Section III

Refining and Conchine Department

The department of refining and conching is different from

chocolate mass in important respects. There is more manpower to

be managed. The output produced is of much greater value. And,

most important, there is underway a process of modernisation

which affects the specification of practically all roles and

which further seems to affect peoples feelings of felt-fair com-

parisons. Part of the technology of refining and of conching has

been entirely replaced with modern automated machinery. The

refining section has been shifted from a time to a staff basis.

This had made it possible to operate on a regular shift system.

In conching the technology is still predominantly of the old

type but a shift system already operates in a few sub-sections.

An interesting characteristic of the managerial process,

which stems directly from the technological system in operation,

is the linkages obtaining amongst role specifications and review

points. There is here almost an assembly line along a single

belt, where each operator performs a function so defined as to

permit the managerial process to pick up sub-standard discretion

for each individual component even though the technology results

in a synthesis of a new product at the end. The raw material



input into the department is sugar, milk powder, and chocolate

crumb, all of which come from outside the H« factory.

Intermittently small quantities of high quality chocolate liquor

come from the department previously examined.

The sequence of operations is as follows: the raw material

is received by stores; then there is, first, mixing according

to a number of formulae; then refining, that is to say smashing

and pulverising the sugar in the mixture; the refined powder is

then stored (the sequence of operations so far is continuous).

From stores the refined powder is transported by batches to the

conch room where a mechanical operation transforms the material

into chocolate mass. This ready mass is then stored in large

containers from where it will be taken to the next department,

which is moulding. There are thus three storage points and two

operations. The intermediate storage point provides a space

constraint in that storage is only possible in a room of adequate

heat to preserve the powder from acquiring any moisture. The

final storage point is a very binding constraint in that the

mass can only be stored in a number of vats always working at

very near full capacity. The operation of the department is

governed by two parallel programmes, a weekly programme for

refining and a monthly programme for conching. The overall

bottle-neck of the operation is at the final storage point where

the containers hold three days output. Since the moulding



operation which is subsequent to the work of this department is

technologically much more erratic, the absorption of the chocolate

mass into moulding is fairly variable (and different) for each

type of chocolate, so that it is necessary to continuously adjust

the level of production in refining and conching. The conching

process is more labour-intensive (less mechanised) than refining,

partly because of the predominantly older technology involved and

partly because of the batch character of the process. There is

no deterioration problem in going slow overall in this department

but there is a problem of quickening pace which can adversely

affect quality in the conching department.

The Roles of the Two Foremen, Mr. Po. and Mr. W.

The two foremen carry identical roles and interchange

periodically in the two day-shifts. A night foreman is engaged

to oversee the operation of the conch room, which does not stop

at nights or weekends.

The production and manpower management responsibilities of

the two foremen are defined on the monthly cycle. There are two

production tasks, consisting of the weekly programme for refining,

and the monthly programme for conching. There was currently a

plan by higher management to shift into a monthly programme for

refining in due course. There are a number of supplementary

shorter tasks related to production and management, such as



(a) daily reports on inputs and outputs, (b) daily reports on

stocks, and (c) a weekly report dealing with the direct costs

incurred. With respect to manpower management, there is a monthly

report on labour absenteeism and a monthly task for training of

labour whenever the situation arises. The foreman's role is

thus well defined around the one-month task limit.

As was to be expected from the process of modernisation there

also arose in the case of these two foremen a project. This was

however less well definable than the routine recurring tasks.

During the time of the installation of the automated refining

line where there arose the task of selecting the requisite labour.

Two months before the installation was due to be completed Mr. Pa.

asked the two foremen to select their men. The task instruction

was to submit a list of names together with proposals for pay

standards for approval by Mr. Pa. The target completion time was

five weeks. No particular significance must however be attached

to the precise figure of five weeks. It may well have been

three, or four, or five, or six. The content of the task is

extremely limited. I conclude from this that this task on its

own should not affect the one month definition of the role as a

whole.



Supporting evidence for this view is that the labour training

task for the automated line was given not to the foremen but to an

outside specialist. In connection with the automated line, the

foremen were also given the responsibility of learning the job

from the outside specialist within three months. I could not

satisfactorily determine whether this responsibility could be

put in the form of a task or not. Teaching somebody within a

specified time is of course a task for the teacher. It may also

be a task for the manager of the students, that is to say Mr. Pa.

It is not obvious from this that it is also a task for the

student. Subsequent to my work at N. I had however the

opportunity of seeing the operation of a Training Centre at

C. and from that experience hold the view that there

is meaning to students' "learning tasks". Mr. Pa.'s explicit

view is that the foremen would be accountable if they had not

picked up the requisite knowledge within three months. I would

therefore conclude that the project consisted of a once and for

all learning task of three months.

The phenomenon of a well defined one month role with a

three month project (which had occured only once) I would call

a non-integrated role. A similar non-integrated role subsequently

turned up with the two foremen in charge of the moulding

department.



The Automated Line (Brovn Chocolate)

In describing the string of single task roles it is best

to start from the output end of refining.

The refined powder is fed from a belt into a funnel which

discharges into tubs placed on scales recording weight. The

operator is responsible for the filling of the tubs to the

appropriate weight, for placing of tags with the appropriate line

number on each tub when full and for storing the tubs in the

hot room. There is no discretion on the pace of the work which

is machine governed. It is possible to spill powder on the floor

whenever tubs are interchanged. It is possible to make mistakes

in weighing and it is possible to put the wrong line-number tag.

The operator's role is supervised by the charge-hand on the

ground floor. Hourly review points checked up on accuracy on all

dimensions of the operator's discretion. The concept of sub-

standard discretion could not here be applied in the marginal

sense. The job was so essentially simple that discretion was

either O.K. or grossly sub-standard. I could just not discover

any implications of sub-standard discretion on weighing or in

anything else. The hourly review point is accurate and substan-

tive. The operator is reponsible for "adequately" performing

the routine of filling his four tubs, two from the automated

brown line and two from the white line, to the (hourly) satis-

faction of the charge-hand.



The refining machine is controlled by an operator on the

floor above. His responsibility is to keep the machine fed from

the automated belt through manual control, ensuring that the

magic eye mechanism is on, controlling the refining process

by manually adjusting a number of dials and keeping the machine

and the floor around it clean. The dials regulate the distance

apart of the rollers: tightening of the rollers means refining

more closely and widening them means refining more coarsely.

Fineness and coarseness are also related to pace in that the

farther the rollers are the faster the mixture goes through.

Quality in this context is defined as "adequate" crushing of the

sugar particles. The operator can himself judge on his quality

by taking periodic readings to the lab. Quality control conduct

an hourly review by taking samples to the lab themselves. This

turns out to be the longest review point. The magic eye

mechanism is reviewed by the shift leader and so is cleanliness.

These other dimensions are considerably shorter, around the

quarter hour mark.

The mixture which is refined in the automated line comes

from a machine which is called the Beetz Mixer. The machine

operation is controlled by the shift leader whose role is multi-

task and will be left for the end. The automated line is manned

at any one time by one person. There are two shifts, which

management considers absolutely equivalent in every respect. So

far, therefore, we have four one-hour roles, two for the refining

operators and two for the powder collectors.



The White Line

The white line is more labour intensive. Starting again

from the end, the powder is collected at the ground floor. On

the floor above there is a set of refining machines which are

independently fed and whose regulation is entirely manual.

There is one fully qualified operator for each shift. He is

responsible for operating two and sometimes three machines

simultaneously. He collects a tub of mixture and loads it on

to the machine by using a pulley. Since this job is heavy he

is sometimes helped by one of the assistants. He will need to

reload the machine approximately every forty minutes. The speed

of the machine is his own responsibility and the two dimensions

of discretion are adequate refining, which is a function of the

speed, and adequate cleanliness. The cleanliness standard is

very strict and the review point is no more than ten minutes

away. Pace can be varied within fairly narrow limits and the

unit of sub-standard discretion is again the degree to which

the sugar crystals conform to standard. This is picked up at

the hourly review by quality control but can also be checked

independently by the operator who can take his samples and

check them in the laboratory.



The white mixture is prepared by a machine called a Malanger.

The operator of this machine has a surprisingly complex role which

presents considerable interest. In sequence, the actions involved

are the following: the operator calls for more crumb by tapping on

a silo through which the crumb is fed from the floor above. Through

a manual lever he discharges about two-thirds of the crumb into

his Malanger. Next to him there stands a bucket containing

melted butter. He has already poured the butter into his bucket

to the appropriate weight from a spout nearby. He will pour this

butter into the Malanger and then operate a manual switch which

starts off the action of the millstones. After a minute or two

he will let the remaining crumb from the silo into the Malanger.

While the machine is mixing he will add an odour compound which

is a white powder measured in a plastic cup which is next to

him. He will then let the machine operate, mixing up his butter

with the crumb. When in his judgement the mixture has attained

the requisite standard he will stop the millstones. He will then

switch-on a screw-operated pumping machine which will transfer

the mixture into a tub. He will scrape his Malanger clean from

the remnants of the mixture and transfer them into the tub

manually. He will then bump the tub halfway between his machine

and the refining machine which will use it next. At this point

he will tape the silo again and the cycle will be repeated.

Each cycle takes between fifteen and twenty minutes.



There is obviously multi-dimensional discretion in this

role as there is so much that can go wrong. The pace dimension

carries a lot of discretion. The instruction is that there should

be an "adequate" buffer between malanging and refining so that

faults in the former will not suspend the operation of the latter.

The "adequate" buffer is defined by a range from one to three

tubs. The two sides of the range do not however have the same

meaning. More than three tubs would mean that the operator has

been malanging excessively quickly. But whether this is so, in

the sense of providing sub-standard quality, would not be

discovered readily. Accordingly the "too quickly" sub-standard

discretion does not concern the dimension of pace. The dimension

"too slowly" is therefore the operative one. Since it takes up

to twenty minutes for the preparation of each tub of mixture

(on the average) and since the review on pace is directly exercised

by the shift leader who is a few yards away, it follows that the

review on pace is approximately half an hour away from thepoint

of sub-standard discretion.

Dealing with the subject of quality presents some difficulties,

The adequacy of the mixture is measured by (a) the proportion of

butter in the mixture, (b) the addition of the odour compound,

and (c) the length of mixing time. Should the mixture be

inadequate there mav be difficulties at the refining stage. But

this is not always so. The mixing operation is made easier and

faster when there is proportionately more butter. Adding extra



butter therefore enables the operator to keep his buffer stock

adequate. Overabundance of butter may however cause the refining

rollers to stick. But this would only become manifest if

discretion is not marginally but grossly sub-standard - and such

a situation is extremely rare. In so far as marginally sub-

standard discretion on butter contents affect the quality of

refining in a marginal way, the results may show at the stage

where the refined powder is checked by quality control. Since

there is about one hour's buffer between malanging and refining,

while quality control is about one hour removed from refining,

it follows that, if there is such a control, it is about two hours1

removed from malanging. This may not, however, be a positive

control. It appears that marginally sub-standard discretion with

respect to butter content may simply not be picked up anywhere,

as it may not have any even marginal sub-standard effects on the

result of refining. The same comments apply to the addition of

the odour compound.

At the time of the interview there was no independent quality

control check on!.the malanged produced. The range of adequacy of

the mixture was wide, in the sense that it was judged by hand.

The operator himself continuously picked up some mixture and

rubbed it in his hands and so did the shift leader or the foreman

if he happened to be around. (Be it noted that checking by hand

is considered more accurate than simply a mechanised formula.



It is also used on the results of the automatic mixing machine in

the brown line). The span of the role would therefore depend on

the frequency of reviews by the shift-leader. But here there was

no regularity. I was able to observe that up to three hours went

by (on one occasion) without anybody other than the operator

checking on the adequacy of his mixture. The conclusion is that

either the inadequacy of the mixture has no meaning in marginal

terms, or that there is a regular review which is too implicit to

be discovered, even though I took the matter up with higher

management. For lack of a better alternative I decided to

settle on the one hour time-span for the role, on the assumption

that there is such an average for the review process, even though

it might be exercised with considerable variance. All other

"dimensions" of quality are thus "collapsed" into prescriptions

(where there is only grossly sub-standard discretion) simply
in

because,/the absence of a requisite review process, there is no

way of observing marginal discretion.

The Feeding Team

The Malanger and the automatic mixer are both fed from the

second floor. There are two operators working there as one team,

with one predominantly as Beetz, the other as Pan Mixer. The

physical actions involve, on the one hand, mixing crumb which is

then fed through the silo to the Malanger and, on the other,



feeding three hoppers which lead to the Beetz machine. Pace in

both operations presents no problem of measurement in that it is

governed by the machine and review is possible at the quarter hour

intervale Cleanliness is one of the quality dimensions and it is

reviewed at the hour interval by a visit of the shift-leader. On

feeding the hoppers there is no other dimension, so the role is

defined at the one hour interval.

The Pan Mixer role presents complications. One of the actions

there is to unload a sack of sugar into the pan and then supplement

this with seven pounds of sugar fished With a pail from an open

bago The "seven" pounds" weight is in fact left to the judgement

of the operator. It is impossible to pin the implications and

possible review points for marginally sub-standard discretion in

this action. It is perhaps not even possible to check on whether

any sugar has been added at all. Discussions with higher

management produced the reaction that there perhaps should be a

review point for this operation. At the time of the interview,

however, since there was no review mechanism, the "true" task

instruction simply does not contain this requirement at all.



The Shift-Leader

When staff operation was introduced in this department the

title of charge-hand was changed to shift-leader. This is a

multi-task role. The longest task concerns production and is

approximately of one day's length. The occupant is shown the

weekly production programme operated by the foreman. The purpose

of this is to "keep him in the picture". The programme consists

of a sequence of batches of different lines, that is to say

different formulae of mixes„ The batches are approximately of

one day's length. At the beginning of the day the foreman

instructs the shift-leader as to the day's production and this,

in contrast to the weekly programme, is a "binding" instruction.

In case where the line requirements have not been met in one day

the same line is continued on the day after. Thus "no instruction"

implies carrying on with the obtaining formula for a second day.

The foreman need not instruct the shift-leader more than once in

the day. More frequent instructions have in fact nothing to do

with the role's specification but are contingent on the idiosyn-

crasy of the foremen who are used to the previously obtaining

technology.

Shorter production tasks for the shift-leader comprise (a)

the printing of computer cards which govern the operations of the

Beetz Mixer, (b) the control of the machine with the dials and

knobs, (c) contacting the engineers whenever necessary, and (d)

testing the quality of the machine's output by hand.



In the white line we then have two operators, plus two in

the feeding team, plus the shift leader. For the two shifts,

which are otherwise identical, we therefore have ten roles.

Note: The interviews with Mr. C. on Mr. Pa.'s role gave me

the idea to approach roles in terms of time cycles, at least with

respect to routine recurring work. The cycles could be distin-

guished as going "downwards" or "upwards". The downward cycles

are those through which tasks are delegated downwards. But, as

one proceeds into shorter and short sub-divisions, the manager

of the role gradually loses touch with the detail at the

pertinent level of "concreteness". The upward cycles consist

mostly of the various communications and command meetings held

by the manager of the role in which the occupant plays a

substantial part.

It is also interesting to investigate the interlockings of

two senior management roles: daily routine recurring meetings

touch upon small problems which affect a limited area of the

shop floor. Upwards from there, weekly, monthly, quarterly, six-

monthly and yearly meetings touch on every type of problem,

whether related to production, or to stocks, or to technology,

or to programming, or to finances or, finally, to major project

work. Pursuing the analysis of cycles one can also see at which

point collaterals in the organisation enter the picture, at what

level (by no means always the same) collaterals problems are



tackled, as well as the frequency, which I found at the time

somewhat unconfortable, with which problems required referring

out of the factory site to U.K. headquarters or even abroad (N.

is an international firm whose British headquarters have to refer

to international headquarters in Sv for all major

financial decisions.

Conchine Department Charge-Hand (Jim M.)

There are three charge-hands in this department, M. Wa.,

and D. The latter two normally operate at night and I had no

opportunity to see them. The day time version of the role is

defined by a one day time-span. The task is to fulfil the day's

production programme as communicated by the foreman. We are again

here dealing with an excessively long working day.

The day's routine is as follows: the charge-hand sees to it

that the chocolate is taken out of the hot room early in the

morning. He checks that the tubs1 tickets are correct. He then

distributes work cards to his men. He himself adds flavour to

the mixture and takes viscosities and temperatures of the chocolate

mass in the vats. For the next three hours he supervises that the

pots in the conch rooms are filled according to the prescribed

procedure. This is that the pots should be one-half filled,

allowed to turn into mass for approximately two to three hours



and then filled to capacity. The pots are laid out in rows of two.

One half of one side is filled first, then the other half of the

other side. The remainder is then added after the mass has "run

down". The charge-hand will check that all the pots have been

filled by 1 p.m. He will then supervise that the ready chocolate

mass is emptied and stored. The pots will then be cleaned*

There is a variety of technical processes in this department.

The oldest technology goes by the name of Swiss, and requires much

more labour time for emptying and cleaning. A newer technology

goes by the name of Tandems, and is emptied automatically although

the cleaning has again to be done by hand. Finally there are some

modern machines of much greater capacity which are filled and

emptied automatically. The department's labour force is gradually

run down as these new machines replace the older ones.

The Operators in the Conch Room

There are about twelve men operating on the normal day shift

and a smaller number in the evening and night shifts. A typical

day's programme for the department (17 June 1968) looks like this:

Two men, Gr. and D., have to fill and operate modern machine

B-2 and number one Swiss which consists of twenty-four pots.



Another two men, I. and R., have to fill and operate modern

machine number B-1 and Tandems number 3,*+, 11 and 23, making 32 pots,

Another two men, Bro. and Bo., have to take the mixture from

the Swiss baker, add the requisite butter mix, bump the product

into the tank of the roto machine.

The typical night shift, consisting here of H. and Mo., have

a lighter task, to fill and operate number 5 Tandem and to bag

the chocolate of line 3170.

The work card for the above people is pertinent to the team

of two. Other word cards specify work for one individual person.

Thus, D. has the task of filling and operating B-1 machine and

Tandems 6,21 and 22, and to empty number 1. Another man has to

scrape down and turn over the chocolate in B-1 and also in Tandem*

number 3,1+,9,10,11 ,1 5,16,19,20 and 22.

The charge-hand made a distinction between people to whom he

could entrust a job to do on their own and people who could only

work well as a team of two. There were distinctions of seniority

and also in terms of points rating so that the salaries were

different. (I participated in a discussion where a newcomer to

the department was asked to do a new job, subsequently finding

that this entailed more operations than a "comparable" job in

terms of pay, and on raising the issue succeeded in getting a

salary increase). There are also simpler jobs here, such as for



A. whose task for that day was to bump the chocolate to tanks for

moulding and to bring the butter. This job got a lower points

rating and a lower pay salary.

The work card containing the day's tasks is thus pertinent

either to a single man or a team of two. But these are single

task roles and the "instruction" on the work care is not the task.

Discretion on pace does not seem to be an operational concept in

this section. Review of cleanliness is reasonably frequent around

the foreman's office but, since the section is rather large in

terms of floor space, review of all parts is no more frequent than

the one hour mark. Quality is a more difficult thing to define.

The important qualitative elements, such as adding of flavour and

taking the temperature and the viscosity of the mass, are in the

hands of the charge-hand. After copious discussions with the

foreman and the charge-hand it seemed that the only thing the men

could do wrong was not to allow the mass to settle before adding

the second half to the pots. The charge-hand would thus be going

around making sure that the mass had properly settled before his

men went around filling the pots with the rest of the powder,

which on several occasions meant they would have no work for

several hours afterwards. It was however hard to pin anybody

down on the adequate length of time for this settling down.

After a good deal of to-ing and fro-ing I settled on the two-

hour mark as a reasonable average.
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The type of technology in this department makes it so that

the frequency of requisite review depends largely on the attitude

of the foreman to delegation and on the mode of operation of the

charge-hand. At least one of the foremen is very much against

delegation and insists on filling the daily cards for the men

himself. When the other foreman is on the job it is the charge-

hand who fills the day cards. But both foremen keep the daily

absentee record themselves. It is also they who compile the

weekly time sheets for the man's work and summarise the absentees1

record per month. Even though the charge-hand is effectively in

charge of quality control it is the foremen who receive the

weekly quality control report. In short, the charge-hand

operates largely as a skilled worker and not as a supervisor.

Depite all this, both of the foremen and the charge-hand considered

that leaving the men alone for up to two hours would not produce

harm that could not be undone. In the view of these three men

two hours is the maximum time permissable between reviews. The

two hour span for all the operators is however highly indiscrim-

inate. It was not possible for the charge-hand to specify any

differential time-span for the men even though, when it came to

specific jobs to be given to one or another of the men, he

distinguished between people who were "responsible" or not quite

and other such qualifications. The tool for measuring discretion

clearly requires that discretion shouldn't be so bluntly

conceived.



Section IV

Moulding Department

The two final departments, moulding and bar-wrapping, are

in-line and operate on a single monthly programme. This is given

to the foremen by Mr. Pa. The monthly programme is sub-divided

by weeks, by machine number (numbers 1 to 6), by days (day 1 to

27), and by line (lines 1 to 32). The guiding target for the

foremen is the tonnage per line per week. The sum of this is also

specified for all lines. The variation of total tonnage per week

was from 12*+ to 168 tons during July 1968, the total being

568.5 tons. There are basically two shifts in moulding, with some

exceptions for the milky bar and for holiday periods. The

programme is essentially designed as a function of manpower

availability in wrapping. More shifts in moulding depend on the

possibility of a night shift in wrapping. The foremen produced

a daily record for each machine in terms of output, wastage,

usage of contents, break-down factor, and any other difficulties.

There are weekly programme reviews with the chocolate manager,

looking at the performance of the past week and (normally)

confirming the programme for the next week. The main adjustment

is with the plans for the changes in wrapping machines. These do

not change with the line number but with the shape of the mould.



Depending on weather conditions, such as temperature and humidity,

there is also a variation in the reject factor which requires

further adjustments in wrapping. Even though the monthly programme

is a binding instruction for the foremen, the erratic nature of the

moulding process and the tight linkage with wrapping require

frequent (in prescribed terms, weekly) reference of necessary

changes to the departmental head. This is In the form of sanction

for necessary changes in the monthly programme which otherwise

remains binding. The programme therefore constitutes a monthly

recurring task.

The two foremen in moulding are responsible for a variety of

trouble-shooting tasks which may last up to one week. There is

also a one week recurring task of keeping the reject stock low.

There is finally a three monthly training task for the induction

of senior operators in the moulding machines. Such training tasks

were sufficiently frequent to consider the foremen's roles as

"integrated" at the three month limit.

There is one charge-hand in the department, Tom K. This is,

again, a multi-task role. The charge-hand is responsible for

getting the department started early in the morning on each day.

This is a two-hour task consisting of a large number of prescribed

actions. The charge-hand will see to it that materials are

transported, that the machines are all warmed up, that each machine

is properly set up by the operator and that all are functioning by



eight o'clock in the morning. Other than this direct task, the

charge-hand is responsible for a great variety of supervisory

work in which he effectively deputises for the morning foreman.

The foreman utilised the terms trouble-shooting and "roving

commission". Although it wasn't possible for me to pin down

specific longer tasks, say from one day to two weeks, it was

obvious that the role was defined in a fairly senior capacity.

The matter was clinched when the foremen told me that the charge-

hand would deputise for them during their annual holiday period

which lasts two weeks. This therefore is the maximum task for

the role.

Note: the charge-hand's role presented an illustration of a

typical difficulty one may get in task analysis. Even though I

could not get longer tasks for some time, I was somehow convinced

that the charge-hand was beyond the two hour limit. I therefore

discussed his role with the foreman again and again. This however

led them to the view that I thought Mr. K. was not doing enough

work and should perhaps be made redundant. Although their fears

were allayed by higher management on this point, it took quite

some time for them to be convinced that I was trying to measure

a job that was as big in my view as in theirs. When we finally

came up to the fact that the charge-hand deputises for them and

I explained the meaning of a two weeks' span there was relief

and much more hearty co-operation thereafter.



The Machine Operators

There are six moulding machines in the department and six

corresponding senior operators. The prescribed content of these

roles is as follows:

The operator must first check the tempering machine which

brings the chocolate from forty degrees, which is the temperature

in the tank, to approximately twenty-eight degrees centigrade.

He will then check the cleanliness of the hopper in his machine

and adjust the temperature of the pipes leading to the moulds.

He will reassemble those parts of his machine which have been

taken out and cleaned the night before. At this point the foreman

will come and check that everything is in order. The operator

will then start the main drive of the machine. He will check

the cold air in the cooling tunnel. He will test the temperature

of the moulds. He will select the appropriate gear for the type

of line and moulds. He will insert the tapping and demoulding

unit. He will again look at the barrels of the tempering machine

and adjust them. And thereafter he will check the "spit" (the

weight) flowing to the moulds every ten minutes, plotting them

on a chart. He will keep looking at his various panels for the

rest of the working day, plotting his charts, and making sure that

the "spits" are coming in regularly. Whenever the demoulding

process is not working appropriately, he will clean these



moulds by hand, sometimes taking the trays out and replacing them

with clean ones. The speed of the machine is such that the

operator will be fairly rapid in his movements, coming up and

down from the machine in order to look into the hopper, checking

the dials, cleaning the trays, and so on.

It can be appreciated that moulding is a fairly complicated

technological process. There is great variety of things that can

go wrong because of some type of sub-standard discretion by the

operator. This requires a complicated review process which

operates in three places, inside the department, at the output end

which is bar-wrapping, and in quality control.

I managed to distinguish seven types of discretion and

corresponding review processes.

1) The moulding machine operates at a speed of twenty minute

cycles. Thus any tray is filled by one spit, revolves through to

the cooling tunnel, is discharged at the bar-wrapping end, returns
receiving

through the cooling tunnel, is warmed just before / the "spit"

and is refilled by a new "spit" after twenty minutes. Some types

of deficiency can thus be picked up on a cycle basis. Such

deficiency usually is that chocolate bars are not properly whole.

Alternatively that there is too much spit in a mould and when

discharged the bars come out broken. This in turn implies that the

temperature at the spit end of the machine input is too high or

too low.



2) If the cooling tunnel temperature is inadequate, not all

chocolate bars will be discharged and this will result in smaller

output at the bar receiving end. This again has the same twenty

minute interval.

3) Excessive humidity takes somewhat longer to build up. It

may take up to two cycles, making forty minutes, before deficiency

becomes manifest.

h) A combination of too high temperatures at the depositing

end and too little humidity in the cooling tunnel would again

take two cycles to become manifest.

5) The operator may stop his machine if too many trays cannot

demould. In principle he has no discretion without an instruction

about stopping. In fact he may stop for a little while, and the

delay is picked up in the bar-wrapping end within ten minutes.

6) If too many of the trays cannot demould, or if he has

continuously to demould by hand and they become dirty, he must

change them altogether. Changing a dirty mould would become

necessary within three cycles. On the other hand he has a small

amount of spares, so that if the whole operation goes beyond

control, he has to call in the foreman who will then authorise

stopping the machine for a longer period so that the various

temperature and humidity conditions can be restored.



The above exhausts the discretion for one machine, that

employed on the white line. The other machines produce brown

chocolate with a variety of contents. The inclusion of contents

requires a further review point to check that the amount of

contents in each bar is adequate. There was some confusion as

to how and by whom this would be done. During my analysis of

this department there were several re-organisations of the control

process, particularly those operated by the quality control

department. After discussion with Mr. Pa. we settled on the two

hour mark for all the brown line operators. This was however

tentative in that the department has not yet settled to the new

routine.

Each brown line operator was assisted most of the time by

another person responsible for adding the contents. The maximum

for these roles was thirty to forty-five minutes.

Let us now take the machines one by one.

Number one machine is the white line and is operated

continuously on a twenty-four hour basis. The operators are

A. H. and S. P., the time-span is one hour.

Number four is a brown line, operated by B. S. and who is

assisted by D. Si. for contents.



Number five brown line has three shifts, from 7,kO in the

morning to 2 o'clock in the afternoon, from2 o'clock to 10 o'clock

at night, and from 10 o'clock to five o'clock in the morning. This

last shift has the job of cleaning up. The operators involved are,

for the first shift D. Si. assisted by J. T. For the second shift

the operated is R. Cl. assisted by C. G. The third shift operator

is H. N. assisted by a third Si.

There are two jobs for the assistant in number four. Normally

he operates the vibroflow machine which feeds the contents into a

hopper. He has to set the pace in terms of pounds per minutes.

There is practically no discretion on pace as the senior operator

would spot deficiency within two minutes. In terms of cleanliness,

one handful of dirt was qualified as "a lot" and such sub-standard

discretion would be picked up within minutes. Secondly, the

assistant will replace the operator during the lunch hour for up

to one hour. During the time however he will be checked by the

foreman more often than is the case for the regular operator,

the time being thirty to forty-five minutes.

In addition to the other task prescriptions ennumerated above,

the number four brown line operator exercises some form of super-

vision over a team of men located on the floor above, whose job

is to melt down reject chocolate and feed it back into the hopper.

He governs the pace of the team in the penthouse by operating a

bell and occasionally shouting. He also checks that their pace

and temperature control are correct. From time to time he goes



upstairs to check on the other aspects. For the men upstairs he

goes by the name of "skipper". Since up to 10$ of total chocolate

output can be reject the operation of the melting down process is

considerable. Efficiency and cleanliness for the three men

upstairs is checked between half-hourly and hourly intervals,by

the skipper and/or the foreman. Low pace of work and efficiency

of melting is also checked by the same process. The skipper will

go upstairs with the thermometer occasionally to see that

temperature in the vat is correct. He will also check on dirt.

The team would come down from time to time to collect reject

barrels which are then transported upstairs on a lift. There is

also one other junior operator whose job is to collect tubs from

the banks and push rejects about. Review is around the half-hour

mark.

Bar-Wrapping Department

This department is the largest in terms of manpower. There

can be up to fifty or sixty women working at any one time. There

is a forewoman in charge with a one month time-span deriving from

the monthly production programme. She has no training tasks

greater than one or two weeks. The women are distinguished into

three classes, grade one which is also called top operator, grade

two, who are employed on the slow machines, and grade three who

are employed on hand finishing. The allocation of women to



machines is not fixed. Top operators are sometimes taken off lines

which are operating more slowly and put in charge of a team of

women for filling by hand. The grade three personnel could be

found anywhere depending on needs. Grade two seemed to be the

most static around their own machines.

The time structure of this department has a lot to do with

the style of leadership provided by the forewoman, Miss H. She

clearly believes in a lot of supervision and is very active in

demanding higher speed and greater accuracy of her work force.

On each line or batch one woman is put in charge. Supervision

is also exercised by a number of quality control people who are

housed in this department.

It was obviously out of the question to fully specify all

jobs in this department, particularly as most of them were

different day by day. I instead spent sufficient time on what

were the key points, according to the forewoman and higher

management, so that I got an adequate sample of cases. The spread

of time-span was from 1i hours for the top operators to twenty

minutes for the less skilled jobs. I did fifteen proper

measurements in all. I describe a few cases in more detail and

skip over the others.



To start with the white line wrapping. There are two women

receiving the bars that are demoulded. Their job is to straighten

the bars and to reject the bad ones. The bad ones are qualified

as black, tapered, or warm. It takes one minute for the bars to

reach the charge-hand, .so discretion on whether they are "straight

enough" is about one minute. It takes about five minutes for sub-

standard bad ones to come through and be picked up by the charge-

hand. And it takes up to fifteen or even twenty minutes for

rejects of good ones to be picked up either by the charge-hand,

or the forewoman, or by quality control. It is interesting here

that the time-span is longest for the dimension of sub-standard

discretion which harms the company least. Thus allowing a bad

product to go through is one type of mistake which would harm the

company but is also the type of mistake which the charge-hand is

in a better position to pick up. Rejecting good chocolate is

clearly inefficient but the mistake can be remedied (at some cost)

by remoulding. The charge-hand is not in fact in a very good

position to check that good bars are rejected since she cannot

see from her position into the container where the operators

throw their rejects. But this is the job of quality control and

of the forewoman who very often dips her hand and picks up pieces

at random.

To give an idea of the level of the operation, the two women

employed for demoulding are grade two.



The bars then go through the first machine which is a fast one

and is operated by two grade one women and one of grade three as

assistant. It is for these top operators that we find the 1-g- hour

time-span, the longest dimension for discretion being the review

point (by quality contro]) ensuring that the packed b.?-s are

adequate. This check is also operated by the forewoman.

Cleanliness essentially comes in the same dimension here. Pace

has a very short review point, perhaps one to two minutes, while

cost in terms of the number of rejects is picked up within the

half hour.

There is a similar second and third machine, again operated

by grade one and grade three women. The fourth and fifth machines

are slower and are operated by two pairs of grade two's. The sixth

machine is older still and is operated by two grade two's. I

couldn't really pin down any difference in terms of time-span

between the grade one and grade two operators whenever they were

on the same line (but see below).

The auxiliary- and assistant workers put the bars into little

boxes and stick labels on them. Other operators stack them and

move them about. At this point men take over and stack them in

larger units. The women who do the labelling etc. are called

finishers. There are about five corresponding to each line during

production. The charge-hand's job is essentially single task, her



"supervision" being by way of setting the pace. Charge-hards also

prepare the time sheets for the women and are supposed to inspect

their work. Given the way the forewoman operated it is hard to
that

see/the charge-hands have time left to inspect anything.

Even though I couldn't distinguish differences of overall

time-spans between grade one and grade two operators, there were

differences in other dimensiOxis, particularly on rejects. I found

that the faster machines would be checked less often even though

the number of rejects and hence the cost could pile up more

rapidly. Thus review and rejects for the top operators was one

hour and for the grade two's a half hour. For finishers and
a

demoulders review was no more than/quarter of an hour to twenty

minutes away.

Next to another machine which is called Flow-pack Wrapping 1.

There are a few women feeding a line from trays which have been

delivered by men workers. The charge-hand operates a cellophane

wrapping machine, next to her there are two women packing and after

that two women labelling. This charge-hand would be on about one

hour's review and she would be exercising full review over her

work team. The time-spans for the women on such jobs were below

the half-hour mark, the longest dimension of discretion again

being the number of rejects.



Another line was Flow-pack number two. Here there are, first,

two women feeding novelty cards, next to them three women feeding

milky bars, another two women completing and checking if the

alignment is in order, then the charge-hand operating the wrapping

machine, after whom there are two more women packing nd one

labelling. This is the typical work team which is selected by the

forewoman and operates for perhaps one day or half a day. The

charge-hand is basically the pace setter and the forewoman checks

from time to time that there are not too many rejects. Time-spans

are as above.

There is then the selection box line. Here we have up to

seven women making boxes. They work in groups of three. There is

the threesome opening up the boxes, another threesome filling up

the trays and then another one filling the boxes with trays.

These are normally young girls doing first one job then, after

finishing, doing the next one. By contrast the top operator who

was in charge of this team was doing all three things as well as

setting the pace for the others. Whenever there was slack in what

they were doing the top operator would direct two of the girls to

put boxes next to the wrapping machine and stack those that had

been wrapped with cellophane.

On line number five there were two women normally demoulding,

and one scooping the bars with the tray from the belt onto the

machine platform. There were three fast machines operated by two

operators apiece and at the end of the line there were three

women sealing the boxes and labelling them.



On line number six a more complicated machine was wrapping

bars for export which required a double type of reel, one for

foil and one for paper.

On line number four one woman was demoulding and putting the

bars on a straight line. There was then automatic transfer to

the belt of the machine. There were three wrapping machines with

two women on each. There was a different packer for each machine

and one woman labelling the lot.

Finally there was the triple bar line number three, with one

woman demoulding and scooping the trays onto the belt, one machine

operated by two operators and one more for labelling and sticking.

When looking at each process in detail one could find some

particularities which were often reflected in differences of the

review process. Those lines which were farther away from where

the forewoman was normally operating seemed to be freer from the

very frequent review process exercised elsewhere. (I have no

doubt that peoples' points rating, according to which labour is

paid, would be very closely correlated with time-spans, if only

the analyst and the forewoman could speak the same language).

Leaving people on their own for any length of time was interpreted

as dereliction of duty on the part of the forewoman or of the

charge-hands. It followed that the best-organised work was that

which was most closely supervised and the word "continuously" was

employed with great pride. But since I had no other method than

the forewoman's answers to determine where review poinos occured,



except in a number of occasions where I could pin review down to

a technical process, I was left with her reluctant acceptance of

the one and a half hour mark for women who she thought were

absolutely excellent, on the criterion that no matter how often

she were to review them she still could not catch them doing any-

thing wrong. But the inference was not drawn that these people

could be left on their own longer. It was just judged unfortunate

that they could not be reviewed continuously in the same way as

everybody else. It follows from this that I do not attach

particular importance to the precise figures given me on each

occasion. That is why I gave the 1-g- hour mark for all the top

operators I could distinguish and then the 20 minutes to % hour

mark for the rest. As a result of this exercise however Mr. Pa.

took interest in designing job specifications in time form. If

this is applied it would of course be automatic to read off the

time-spans for the various jobs.
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Section V

Staff Services to Mr. Pa.

managerial
The/dLstance between Mr. Pa. and the foremen was considered

to be too great. During the time of the analysis a new role was

in the process of being constructed for a senior foreman, Mr. J.

The training of this new assistant was a six month training task

for Mr. Pa. and the role was to be operated at the six month level.

At the same time Mr. Pa. was to lose the services of his deputy

who was due for promotion in charge of production at a smaller

factory in the U.K.

There are three roles which stand on a staff relationship to

Mr. Pa. The first is his secretary whom he runs at the one week

level. The second is the programmer, Miss N. L., who is one a

one month span, and the third is the materials' controller, Mr. K.,

who is on a three months span.

The secretary's role is run on a majority of one day tasks,

mainly related with correspondence. Preparation for meetings may

take up to two days. The longest tasks have to do with filing.

Perhaps typically, it is the least important things which can be

left over for a whole week and in the marginal cases it does not

really matter whether they are filed even later. In terms of load

of work it is also a very small minority of tasks that fall into

the weekly category.



(Note; Thus, if I may coin yet another term, this role is of

one week's length "on the low side". In other words, marginal

managerial modifications could cut it down to one or two days

whereas it would take ma.ior managerial changes to shift the role

upwards, say to two weeks It seems to me that a useful extention

of the time-span concept may well lie in this direction, namely to

introduce the notion of "sensitivity disturbance", depending not

only on the role occupant but also on other organisation factors,

so that the decisional element should not appear to be endowed

with a rigidity which we know it does not possess).

The programmer's role is in full equilibrium. In terms of

quantity of work the role is on the high side. Programming is

basically on a monthly cycle. In a majority of cases the last

two weeks of each month are used for the preparation of the next

month's programme. Most of the routine recurring work falls in

these two weekly spans. There are also a number of weekly

recurring tasks, usually as a check on the operation of the previous

month's programme. Shorter cycles, of one day or one week, are

mainly for the purpose of communication. Communications as

distinct from tasks are very tightly controlled by Mr. Pa. This

is because adjustments of programmes have to be made at a fairly

high level if there is to be consistency between the erratic

production of the moulding department and the continuously

changing requirements of the marketing section, which is located

at the C, headquarters of the firm.



The monthly time-span for the role occurs in the form of

projects, of which there have been several. Invariably all these

projects have had to do with modifications and improvement of the

programming method. There was thus a sequence of monthly projects,

tailing one another, when the new programming procedure was

adopted. The first month was taken up by proposals, typically

non-assigned but stemming from the general responsibility of the

occupant. The next month was taken up with a pilot run of the

new procedure. On approval of this the next month was:taken up

with finalisation. I found three occurences of such sequences.

The time taken up for these projects was of course intertwined

with the ordinary two weekly routine recurring work but neverthe-

less involved considerable additional time. One could therefore

say that the role as currently was "integrated" at the

one month level. Given the programmer's ability and experience,

in the view of the manager, such project work is bound to recurr

at fairly regular intervals in the future, although in the nature

of the case it is not possible to forecast them with accurancy.

At the time of the interview it looked as if the next project

would have to do with the integration of the traditional

programming method with the use of a computer which was gradually

entering the work of the department as a whole.



The role of the materials' procurer was considerably more

complicated. Unlike the case of the programmer, where I got all

my information from the occupant and did not require other than

checking by the manager, my interview with Mr. K. had to be fully

re-worked with Mr. Pa. before I could find the pattern. The basic

routine of the role is along the monthly cycle. Packing materials

requirements must be inferred from the production programme and a

requisition must be placed at headquarters. For chocolate packing

materials the programme of production is fed into the computer

and the print-out is checked by Mr. K. against past experience.

Perhaps with some amendments he will file his requisition form

to H.Q. Mr. K. will order tins directly from the Metal

Box Co. on every week, whereas he will put a requisition form

for jars and labelling materials to HQ. From time to time he

will put in further requisitions for chocolate materials on an

emergency basis, an emergency being defined on a weekly scale.

3 Mr. K. will be attending two sorts of meetings, one with

collaterals on the vending department and one with the manager

of the H. site, Mr. C., where it will simply be checked that

things are not going wrong. The latter meeting will be of the

kind called "management by exception". In terms of the content of

the various requisitions, they refer to material requirements for

three months ahead. This is a rolling programme which is reviewed

every month. The cycle is repeated each third week of the month.
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But since the programmes are not ready before the second week of

the month, when they are sent in from Croydon to Hayes, the

majority of the tasks involved are of one week's length. There

is an enormous number of packing materials required for chocolate,

and cocoa. Procedures were slightly different for

most of these materials. It was thus extremely difficult to

disentangle one type of task from another. There was a great load

of work involved and Mr. K. seemed to be continuously switching

his attention from one task to another. Some few tasks would

fall on the monthly level while the bulk of the work was concerned

with weekly spans. Intermittently through the year longer tasks

would emerge, going up to three weeks, such as for example the

ordering of Christmas packages. Most of the routine recurring

work was integrated in a reporting task which was recurring every

month. This was properly a monthly task since it concerned all

requisitions and checkings which had taken place during the

previous month.

There were also an enormous number of projects in the role

which could not easily be distinguished from the routine recurring

work. One such project, which stood the test of Mr. Pa's scrutiny,

had to do with the use of the computer as an adequate system for

ordering the bulk of the packing materials. Although I was not

absolutely satisfied with the instruction related to this project,

probably because it was experimental and the time dimension was
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not considered by the manager as explicit and binding, this project

seemed to fall on a three phase sequence, starting with experiment-

ation, continuing with amendments, then finalising. The sequence

was dictated by the cyclical nature of programming. The manager

was explicit that during the three months he would not interfere

in any major way to give new instructions to Mr. K., trusting that

Mr. K. knew the job intimately and could therefore be expected to

produce whatever amendments were feasible and necessary. This is

a three month projects

The three months span was repeated with another project,

arising from a field which was quite independent from the normal

content of the role. The H. . establishment was given the job

of dealing with the rejects of the firm C. & B. after N. had

taken it over. This was a new job for the organisation and it

was simply fitted wherever there was physical room to spare and

where there was thought to be spare managerial capacity. Mr. K.

himself thought of the task as being of two months, since it was

an emergency which had to be tackled in the minimum time and two

months in his view was the time it had actually taken him to

master the problem. According to Mr. Pa. however the implicit

instruction was of three months and it was simply Mr. K.'s speed

which reduced the actual task from the instruction.
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Accordingly we have here a role whose work is divided between

a great number of tasks under the month level and a small number

around the three month level. The three months' project are very

time demanding so that the role is "integrated" at the three month

level.

At this point I mention another interview which I had with

Mr. L., the site's chief engineer, on the role of the chocolate

engineer, Mr. D. This is a one year role. During the length of

the calendar year the occupant has to gather the relevant

information concerning all operations to be carried out on the

following year. That he has done so can be checked by the manager

in the June to September period every year, when next year's

budget is prepared. The proposed budget contains a chapter on

maintenance and a chapter on improvements„ The period from

January to June each year is particularly important for the sub-

mission of proposals to be included in the budget. The approved

budget refers to the calendar year ahead and the instruction for

the yearly task is to implement this budget. It is unfortunate

that the longest task is a budget task (budget tasks are prone

to be "empty"), but the manager here was absolutely certain that

the year of implementation was a true instruction in that it not

only involved the implementation of the approved proposals but

required the planning of further modifications which became

apparent in the light of new programmes and machine performance.



I include this tentative measurement for the engineer's role

because it throws light on the level at which this type of

service is supplied to a production department.

Finally on Mr. Pa.'s role, I make a distinction between the

time-span of the role as it might normally be and the time-span

extantly. In usual circumstances the role may well have been

limited to the year's budget cycle with the projects originating

within that. As actually constituted the role is considerably

larger, going perhaps to a two year limit. The description of

all the department is of course sufficient to show the operation

of the top manager's role in relation to all the various cycles.

An excessive amount of time is taken up with shorter cycles which

will in due course be taken over by the new assistant. The longer

projects, involving a two year period, have to do with a major

re-organisation of production methods following sales and cost

estimates for a quinquennial period ahead. The re-organisation

is taking place section by section, its major characteristic being

the running down of labour as a result of renewal of capital

equipment and the introduction of new production processes. It

is somewhat hard to pin down the precise length of such a complex

project, in particular since it is in its nature somewhat

experimental concerning later phases. Thus no capital expenditure

is authorised for more than one year ahead and it is natural that

ideas about the period beyond are bound to be tentative until

approval for expenditure is authorised. This is further complicated



by the fact that approval of capital expenditure is at the

international group level. Having probed the matter considerably

with Mr. Pa. and Mr. C. I am quite satisfied that there is a two

year project whose precise contents unfolds gradually in

consultation with both United Kingdom H.Q. and at the international

level.



Conclusion

The investigation of a complete department was of immense

benefit to the project and certainly enabled me to learn the

business of task analysis infinitely better than when investi-

gating roles in isolation from the total executive framework.

I must again express my thanks to the organisation and in

particular to Mr. C. and Mr. Pa. who gave freely of their time

and directed their subordinates to co-operate. I hope that their

expenditure of time and sympathy, not to mention the cordial

hospitality, were compensated by the information and analysis

which was fed back as the various sections of this report were

submitted to them.
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TIME-SPAM ANALYSIS AT C. LIMITED - SEPTEMBER 1968

The following time-span analysis was conducted in September

1968 at C. Limited, which is part of the nationalised steel

industry, in G. The analysis wâ 5 conducted in one part of

the personnel department, that dealing with training and man-power

development. The chief executive of this department is Mr. J.R.J.

After correspondence I went to visit Mr. J. and explained the nature

of the project. He fully appreciated the conditions under which

time-span analysis could be conducted and arranged that it should

take place in a department directly under his command. He further

issued an instruction so that I was not merely authorised to carry

out the analysis but his own subordinates were directed to co-

operate, so that in effect the analysis was in the nature of a

task for them.

Interview No. 1? with Mr. J.

By way of an introduction to the department I was to

investigate, I first attempted to analyse Mr. J.'s own role, even

though I would not be able from the nature of the case to .measure

his own time-span. (The measurements from this job were not

included in the sample analysed - chapter 3 above). In fact his

role is under full development, part of the overall instruction

being to develop the role according to the requirements of the

business. Mr. J. is aged k6 years, and his current salary was



£3j7OO per annum. His felt-fair pay was £+,000, and his present

capacity felt-fair pay level was the same. His capacity felt-fair

pay at full equilibrium at the top of his career he estimated

between £6,000 - £7,000. He described his overall responsibility

as producing a corpus of information that wou\d enable the top

management of the firm to decide on the appropriate development

policy and priorities for training, recruitment etc. Having been

in role for less than 1 year, a number of projects were at their

starting stages while some others were only ideas. He described

to me the role in terms of the following 8 projects.

Pro.iect 1 - this project had just originated in August 1968

and concerned a review of performance appraisal, the target

completion time being December 19695 that is 1-g- years. The

contents of the project were devising a new system for appraisal

review of all managerial staff in the corporation receiving up to

£3,000 a year, something like -̂,000 persons.

Pro.iect 2 - the above project had been preceded by a more

specific and smaller project of 3 months, concerning the revision

of the salary structure upwards but within the limits of incomes

policy, in time for the salary review which was to be administered

in the summer of 1968. Beginning time was March 1968 and target

completion time was June. The results of this project indicated

that there should be a rolling 2-year cycle of salary review in

the future for which the first project was a beginning.



Pro.iect ^ - concerned the yearly performance review of sub-

ordinates and had 1 year's span.

Pro.iect h - concerned the devising of a new organisation

chart for his own department upon taking office, a task which was

1-j months long.

Project 5 - concerned initiating the new personnel policy by

getting his own department properly organised, for which the first

job was to clarify the task requirements for each role. As a

start to this he got all his subordinates to complete a job

description form which he devised and then reviewed with them.

This was a task of 2 months duration.

Pro.iect 6 - in the process of doing the above, he ensured

that everybody in the firm for whom he was responsible (the *+,000

people mentioned above) had an up-to-date personal record, a task

for which he took 1 month.

Pro.iect 7 - since he however found that most of the personal

records were out of date and not properly constructed, he

initiated a project whereby all personal records in the firm

would be collected under a new system which would enable the

records to make use of a computer. Changing the record system

was a major operation which was targeted to be completed by June

1969, the beginning time being January 1968, therefore making up

a project of another 1£ year duration.



Project 8 - under this he described a multitude of ideas

which are in the offing, all stemming from his general responsi-

bility to develop manpower policy in the firm. In terms of his

appointment, he is responsible for all staff matters other than

negotiations with the Unions. More specifically, he is responsible

for staff recruitment for all personnel with salaries up to £3,000

per annum and for their promotion. He is responsible for the

education and training of all personnel in that category. He is

responsible for teaching about the importance of safety and the

consciousness thereof, which implies organising a number of

conferences. These take place yearly and each one involves a

task of approximately 2 months1 duration. He is responsible for

manpower development which will first of all engage him in

devising a new company scheme and then find the best way to

administer it.

Although the maximal tasks as things stood in September 1968

were 18 months' long, there is no doubt that a number of projects

that would naturally originate under the general responsibilities

ennumerated above will be considerably longer. The role was in

full development and depending on success there was no reason why

it should not become larger as the firm accepted the necessity

for various new procedures. Mr. J.'s view was that projects could

be of up to 3 or even h years duration when the role was fully

developed. He was authorised to develop the role in that

direction.



In connection with a number of projects on which he was

currently engaged, particularly the system whereby salaries would

be reviewed more regularly, Mr. J. asked me to analyse a specific

department, that concerned with education and training. I spent

the next 2 weeks analysing approximately 20 roles in that

department and upon completion of the job I reported fully back

to Mro J. and obtained his agreement on the results. One notable

result of the analysis, which is the nearest I have come to a
t

proper consultancy relationship, is that the original organigramme

of the department I investigated was found not to reflect the

realities of authority. The discussion of accountability was

thereby conducted on a different basis.



Interview No. 2. Discussion with Mr. J. K.} Training Supervisor?

Head of the Training Centre. Time-span of the role 1-̂  years.

I first outline Mr. K.'s work in terms of general

responsibilities. He is responsible for the administration of

the Group Training Centre. He is responsible for the selection

of apprentices to the group, the requirements for whom he gets

from each of the words every 2 years. In this context he is

responsible for finding the appropriate craft apprentices, inter-

viewing and testing all the applicants, then short-listing those

who are best fitted for the firm. His short-list is circulated

to the works who do the actual selection. Mr. K. then engages

the apprentices, all of whom are earmarked for the works who

select them, and processes them through the Training Centre.

After the description of general responsibilities and after

some discussion which familiarised me with the nature of the work,

we decided to search for the tasks by looking into the various

cycles which were inherent in the nature of an educational

institution such as the Training Centre. A good natural cycle

was of 6 months. At the end of each October Mr. K. commences

recruitment, the target being to complete recruitment by the

middle of February. This gives us a 3i month task. Before this

task is completed another one is superimposed. From January

Mr. K. must prepare what is called the Managers' Report for boys

who are completing the course as well as those who are completing



the first year probationary period. This report must be ready

by mid-February, which gives us a !•§• month task. Note for the

sequel that the boys stay in the Training Centre for 2 years.

One rank below Mr. K., his deputy is planning the shifting of

the boys through the course at 6 monthly intervals. These are

from mid-January to mid-August and then from mid-August to mid-

January. Within this six-monthly cycle there emerge two tasks,

one having to do with placing the boys for the first month of

the 6 monthly interval and then, within the monthly cycle, the

task is of 1 week per month, to induce the boy into the month's

course. This latter task occurs 2 ranks below Mr. K.

My report follows the actual course of this discussion,

which was remarkable in that within less than a half-hour Mr. K.

and I were speaking task-language without any difficulty. This

ease was to follow through most of the interviews I carried out

at the Training Centre and therefore indicates that the nature

of the organisation of the Centre, being explicit and as it were

naturally cycled, gave people exceptional consciousness of their

work.

From the 6 monthly cycles we came to monthly cycles, where

we found a whole variety of routine recurring tasks, generally

dealing with supervision, meeting outside people, often parents,

as well as meeting students and looking into the details of

courses. Some other tasks were slightly longer, for example new



recruitment started in May of each year and had to be completed

by mid-August. This gives us k months. Concurrent with the 6

monthly cycle came the task of course revision which was of the

same length. Soon enough we had exhausted this cycle, Touching

on the yearly cycle we immediately met a yearly budget. Another

yearly task came up in the form of the assessment of all sub-

ordinates, through written confidential reports every June. To

this was appended the very short task of 1 week, concerning

salary recommendations and adjustments of the 60 people in

Mr. K.'s payroll. (To the short routine tasks add short

discipline tasks and administration).

In tune with the vigorous expansion of the Training Centre

Mr. K. had a number of training tasks with respect to his own

manpower. The shorter ones dealing with junior and senior

lectures will be dealt with more appropriately at those places.

It was not possible at that time to find the longest of the

training tasks, in that the training of a direct subordinate or

of replacing himself was too hypothetical to merit attention.

Mr. K. offered that he would have 1 year ahead to take action

if the market came up with appropriate applications. As the

"market" was not good one would have to plan rather longer,

perhaps up to 2 years, in order to get the appropriate manpower

at the top of the Training Centre. But in effect he was



concentrating on progress from within and in that respect he

was satisifed that he would not be faced with any emergency.

Mr. K.'s longest task came in the form of a project which

concerned the expansion of the Training Centre. For this he

had been given 1-g- years, as I confirmed with Mr. J.



Interview No. 3 with Mr. J.P. M., Divisional Education and

Training Officer. Time-Span of the role 1-g- years.

Mr. M. is in charge of the department responsible for the

recruitment and placing of a) the junior operatives (non-craft),

b) trade apprentices (craft), c) the technicians up to the level

of shift foremen, d) university graduates and e) commercial.

All training takes place at the Centre which is under Mr. K.

More general acquaintance with the work and induction proper are

co-ordinated by Mr. M. with the various divisional words.

A useful manner in which to approach task analysis was to

chart out one years' cycle of events for the occupant of the role,

Starting the year in March, Mr. M. commences his advertising

compaign for technicians and craft apprentices to be candidates

for selection. This campaign he conducts through his subordinate

Mr. B. One category of candidates, those that are university

graduates, Mr. M. deals with directly himself. Before starting

the campaign, Mr. M. will write to the various works managers who

will give him their forecast vacancies for the coming summer.

This forecast is only of indicative value. The firm's manpower

exercise follows a four-year rolling cycle, two years of which

are forecast and selection and training of candidates, the next

two years being training on the job or induction.
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Having got the advertising campaign underway, Mr M. will

keep a weekly tab of the recruitment process. He compares the

weekly progress with his overall target and thereby regulates

the advertising campaign. The whole process should be finished

by the middle of August when Mr. M. will administer the N.I.I.P.

tests. This process makes a five month routine recurring task.

A similar procedure is repeated at the end of each year for

craft apprentices only. The process starts in early December

with a target completion time of early February, at the end of

which he will again administer the various tests. The task is

of 2 months.

Meanwhile, from August to the middle of September, Mr. M.

will plan and administer the various induction courses. This

gives us another task of 2 months.

The longest task is of 18 months and occurs in the following

manner. Mr. M. is responsible for the induction of university

graduates into the firm. Having himself found candidates in the

universities, he will present them to the various works who will

appoint. Mr. M. then plans induction courses for them. Three

months after appointment Mr. M. will receive two reports, one

from the graduate and one from the works, concerning the graduate's

progress. If everything is not going according to plan Mr. M.

will visit the works and talk with both sides. He is very



involved in this process. Progress reports and consequent progress

chasing by Mr. M. continue throughout the year-and-a-half of

induction. The objective of his progress chasing is to leave the

graduate "in equilibrium" at the appropriate point in the firm.

Appointments of graduates occur every June and the process of

induction continues until the December of the following year.

During this 18 months' period Mr. M. is not responsible for

reporting to anyone above him in the hierarchy in the manpower

department. He has directly no power to decide concerning the

placing or dismissal of a graduate, but he must continuously see

that a graduate is properly fitted and that the works are satisfied.

Whenever this is not so it is Mr. M.'s responsibility to have an

overall view of the firm's requirements for graduates in order

to be able to place the trainee graduate in another post. It was

confirmed by Mr. J. that the graduates' induction programme is

an uninterrupted 18 months' process for which Mr. M. is responsible.

Mr. M.'s involvement in the selection of appropriate graduate;

candidates is another sizeable task. Every year from January to

the end of June he will be visiting universities and short-listing

candidates on the basis of standard numbers plus comments which

he will be getting from the various works. His short-list of

candidates will be given to the sub-committee of works managers

and his own superiors and the personnel department who will do

the appointing. The task is of 6 months and is then followed

by another one. The sub-committee will entrust Mr. M. with



writing to the people selected. When these people arrive at the

works it will be Mr. M. who will receive them and start them off

on their induction programme. The target for the sequence of the

two tasks is to have all acceptances in by the end of June. The

two tasks however slightly overlap, so that the first task is of

6 months and the second approximately one month.

Comment: This interview did not go very easily. Although

I had discussed it with the manager of the role before this

interview I did not have a very clear idea of the role. Mr. M.

was a very senior person who, although he liked to be of use,

considered this to be a matter of politeness rather than executive

work being done. The discussion was interrupted repeatedly by

telephone calls and interviews. Under the department's present

organisation, the role was undoubtedly over burdened with detail.

Mr. M. indicated that he was pleased to have to deal with all

small matters so that his mind could be at peace and irritating

errors could be prevented. The load of work seemed in any case

excessive in relation to the size of the department and the rank

of the job. The interview did not reach the point where Mr. M.

was thinking in task terms, although at the end he was rather

satisfied to be able to demonstrate that 18 months of the time

of the lives of graduates came directly through his hands with

no accountability to anybody else. Although he formally insisted

that the Training Centre came directly under his command and he

had in fact a few minor tasks in relation to the Training Centre



(such as representing it on various government committee) he

spent very little time discussing his responsibilities with

respect to the direction of the Training Centre. The interview

with Mr. K. and Mr. Mo were quite adequate by themselves to show

that the formal organisation chart of the personnel department,

whereby the Training Centre came under Mr. M., was inadequate

to explain the extant situation.



Interview No. h with Bill Ki., Assistant Training Supervisor.

Time-span of the role 1 year.

Mr. Ki. is the direct subordinate of Mr. K. and his de facto

deputy in the running of the Training Centre. I found it again

useful in this task to try and follow the yearly cycle as closely

as possible. The six-monthly cycle was however much more dominant

in the Training Centre and it is within that that the tasks came

up directly. By the time I had talked to Mr. Ki. I had a

reasonable idea of the work content and the hierarchical structure

of the Training Centre, so that from then on I decided to first

interview the occupants of the various roles and then continuously

refer back upwards through the managers to J. K. Mr. Ki. had

worked out a fairly complete job description form, in terms of

general responsibilities, which was also of considerable use in

getting to the tasks.

There is first the problem of placing the apprentices.

Candidates, who are referred in the Training Centre as "boys",

get accepted and arrive. There is then a crash task to place

them in the various courses. Mr. Ki. need five weeks to place

everybody. There is new placing in every "period", that is to

say month, and every "stage", which is six months.



Then there is the content of the various courses. Coarse

revision takes place on the fifth month of every "stage". Every

two stages Mr. Ki. has to incorporate the recommendations of the

government training board, which are made yearly.

Mr. Ki.'s direct command contains a number of senior

instructors who are in turn in charge of junior instructors.

Mr. Ki. checks the reports of his senior instructors every month.

He is also responsible for disciplinary tasks, which are usually

short and involve simple reprimands or getting in touch with the

parents. At the end of the year Mr. Ki. reviews all his staff and

reports thereon to Mr. K. This yearly task, which is the longest

for this role, occupied us for some time with Mr. K. and I shall

have more to say on it later.

Other recurring tasks for Mr. Ki. are the reports he has to

send to his superiors. For the first six months of training each

trainee is on probation. At the end of the first stage Mr. Ki.
to

writes a report which is then passed on/the works' managers who

will ultimately receive the trainees and is for this reason called

the Managers' report. There is another similar report before the

end of the course. Both of these are six months1 tasks. A short

task on a yearly cycle is a meeting with the parents of the

apprentices.

There is no separate budget, the bulk of the Training Centre

falling under the unified budget administered by Mr. K.
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The full task analysis of Mr. Ki.'s role would, have to list

dozens of further routine recurring tasks. The role is exception-

ally heavily loaded with detail plus a good deal of frantic energy.

In spite of this it is well designed and appeared to be functioning

smoothly. It was, further, a role in complete evolution. This was

a function of the rapid expansion of the Training Centre as a

whole, most of which came directly under Mr. Ki's responsibilities.

It will become obvious below, when we describe the various projects,

how this development fitted in with Mr. Ki.'s role.

Project 1 - This concerns the area of the senior instructors.

The senior instructors are presently managed at a relatively low

level. This is manifested by the monthly cycle of their reporting

concerning the operations of their junior instructors, etc. This

reporting is reviewed at monthly meetings in the presence of Mr. K.

Mr. Ki. wishes eventually that the senior instructors should take

over from him the allocation of boys to courses at the six-monthly

intervals. He further wishes them in the future to take over from

him the drafting of the Managers' reports.

The project is therefore a development task, in which Mr. Ki.

is trying to round off the six-monthly cycle around the job

specification of the senior instructors. The senior instructors

do, at the moment, have some six-monthly tasks. Thus they have the

task of training junior instructors within a six months' target,

which is the probation period for new junior instructors. There

is also an assessment at six-monthly intervals. But this task is



in its beginnings, as the responsibility is "jointly" carried and

substantially directed by Mr. Ki. On the other hand, there is in

operation at the moment a two-monthly report, assessing the per-

formance of junior instructors, which is fully the responsibility

of the senior instructors. In full development Mr. Ki. wishes that

the content of the various courses should be the senior instructors'

"pigeon". "They" he said, "would be advised by the Training Board",

which he referred to as "us". "Eventually'1 the syllabus of courses

would be assessed per period, and stage, that is to say per month

and six months, by the senior instructors alone. After considerable?

probing "eventually" settled down to one year. SWe thus have here

a one year project, sanctioned by the manager Mr. K., in which

Mr. Ki. will raise the level of senior instructors from the

present two to four months, depending on the person, to a uniform

six months. Within this project there are a whole number of

smaller ones ranging from one week to four months. Until the

senior instructors are properly developed on the three monthly

cycle, Mr. Ki. is responsible for preparing the training

programme in the form of syllabuses. These are of various kinds,

such as lecture notes, training manuals and time schedules. The

six-monthly cycle, which is very natural for this role in relation

to the training programme of the centre, was "the position" until

a few months before the interview and before another major

expansion of the Training Centre. At the time of the interview,

there was a clear development of the role towards the one year

mark, with simultaneous upgrading of the senior foremen to take

up the six-monthly cycle. Thus while Mr. Ki.'s yearly tasks were



not all fully his own, one could see that they were naturally

developing in that direction. The manager of Mr. Ki. , Mr. K.,

confirmed that such a development was his intention.

Pro.iect 2 - This concerns the production of a training manual.

This manual is to be different for every craft, the pilot run being

done on a manual for the electrical apprentices. The manual is to

be produced by monthly batches, the target for the total revision

of notes and the production of a draft manual being six months.

Mr. Ki. then described to me the operation of his junior

instructors, with whose supervision he is still very much concerned.

Their job is to supervise the "lads" per day and deliver the

lectures following the manual and notes supplied. The junior

instructors used to write a monthly report which has now been dis-

continued. Instead they do a daily assessment of students in a

log and they produce a monthly verbal assessment. The daily log

insertions are compiled as short weekly assessments by the junior

instructors. They also give a short examination at the end of the•

month. A slightly freakish task, which Mr. Ki. later withdrew,

was the assessment of course content by the junior instructors on

every month. In reality the course content is very rigidly

prescribed, the job of the instructors being essentially to

deliver this material. No particular proposals were expected at

any point higher up in the hierarchy. The junior instructors were

also assigned a number of short disciplinary tasks, according to
the

which they had the right of reprimand but not/right of suspension

or sacking of their apprentices.



At this point Mr. Ki. reverted to his own tasks. The next

one to be described concerned safety. There is a monthly meeting

on safety, at which Mr. K. may sometimes be present, where Mr. Ki.

will address his extended command concerning the safety position.

From time to time there will also be emergency three day accident

exercises on specific problems, whenever there is a new machine

or some other particular instance. From the monthly meeting there

emerged a number of sub-tasks which Mr. Ki. will delegate to his

senior instructors for each section of the Training Centre.

There is finally the aspect of discipline. Mr. Ki. produces

a monthly report on the apprentices1 behaviour. In case of mis-

demeanours Mr. Ki. will keep a watch and act upon a third such

misdemeanour, calling an emergency meeting with the apprentice,

the junior instructor and the senior instructor of the department.



Interview No. 5 with Mr. H. B.. Senior Instructor. Electrical

Training, and with Mr. G. C , S.I. Foundry. Time-span of roles:

k months.

Mr. B. will do monthly reports on the first year students and

bi-monthly reports for the second year students. At the end of the

first and final session he will also draft the Managers1 report,

which will however be "checked" by Mr. Ki. His reports on his

junior instructors are given every six months but are not yet

"finalised", the old bi-monthly reports being still to some extent

operative. The same bi-monthly reporting is done on the junior

instructors who are still on probation. Within the six-monthly

cycle there will be considerable work o course revision.

The two interviews I had with the senior instructors, one with

Mr. B. and another one with Mr. C , simply confirmed everything

told me by Mr. K. and Mr. Ki., so there is no point in repreating

it here.

I also had two interviews with two junior instructors, one

with.ME. Adam M., another one with Mr. Ronald S., of Electrical

Engineering-Foundry training respectively, who also confirmed

Mr. Ki.'s analysis.



The senior instructors were quickly getting on to the six-

monthly full role, the junior instructors were getting on to the

two months, but with considerable variations as between individuals.

The comments one got from the junior instructors were anything from

criticism of the lack of discipline to annoyance at the amount of

rigidity in the content of the course. The people I interviewed

must have been amongst the best, since they were selected by Mr. Ki,

and it is not surprising that all of them gave the impression that

they were yearning for more responsibility. (I do not mean by

this that there was any form of artificial bias. Simply one must

face the fact that a semi-research relationship is gradually

pervaded by a feeling of friendship and the major motive displayed

by the people I talked with was joy and pride in their work).

I settled on four months as a "current" but highly unstable

reading for the Senior Instructors' time-span related to the tasks

of course revision, staff reporting and student reporting. Six

months would be anticipatory at the time of the analysis. Mr. Ki.

and Mr. K. agreed with my four-months1 estimate.

Similarly, I settled for one month for the Junior Instructors

because the only bi-monthly task which was then "evolving" concerned

reporting on students. The occurence of bi-monthly courses was

not systematic and could not influence the result. After some

time, however, I would expect these two ranks to have settled at

the six month and two month levels.



Interview No. 6 with Mr. B. H., Assistant Training SuperintendentT

Training Centre. Time-span of the role: 8 months.

Mr. H. is responsible for the training of technicians on the

"composite" programme designed by the Industrial Training Board.

These technicians will become metallurgists, chemists and engineers.

Applicants for recruitment must have higher school degrees. The

recruitment is done by Mr. M. The candidates are 18-19 years of

age and are recruited 36 at a time, in three "sections" of 12.

Recruitment takes place in February and August of each year. They

are selected by the works according to speciality at the end of

their first or second term at the Centre. The metallurgists'

training programme is the direct responsibility of the works, the

chemists are under the H# Foundry, whilst the engineers are

all trained in the Training Centre at M. under B. Ki.

Mr. H. receives 3 reports in each semester concerning the

progress of his trainees. He writes the Managers1 report himself

at the end of the six months. He suggested that when local

training at the centre expanded according to plan he would be

writing a yearly report covering the whole of the years'

activities. This was however contradicted by his direct manager

Mr. K. He also suggested that he has to plan a sequence of

courses for each student looking one year ahead through the

given curriculum. But this too was qualified as a non-task by

his manager.



For this part of his responsibilities he has two subordinates

at the level of instructors, one for chemists, and one for

metallurgists. The engineers are under Mr. Ki. All are at the

one-month level.

A second general responsibility for Mr. H. is the training of

senior operatives (crane driving and slinging). This responsibility

is discharged through a senior instructor, Mr. D. Ma. There are

facilities for training 8 students at a time. Mr. H. will organise

short courses of 1-2 weeks in answer to requests received from the

works. There is a 2 months' task of planning the programme ahead.

Mr. Ma. is on this 2 months1 schedule and the task for Mr. H. is

equivalent. A number of shorter tasks emanating from this are

checking Jobs at the various works, writing of memos and giving

recommendations•

A third general responsibility for Mr. H. is the training of

approximately 200 junior operatives. He has two subordinate

instructors in this area, Mr. B. Ha. and Mr. T. A. The routine of

this training is very similar to the others encountered above,

involving a tight curriculum and the standard organisation of day

release. The load of work for Mr. H. is however very slight, in

that most of the organisation is done by the works concerned. The

instructors report to him "every week" and there are some longer

tasks up to 2& months for booking of rooms and films, which from

previous experience in Mr. Ki.s1 department appeared fairly vacuous.

The schedule of instructors is however at the usual one month level.

I had no evidence in this sub-department of the roles expanding

towards the two or four months1 limit.



Mr. H. then described a project of eight months duration,

which was confirmed by his manager. This involved the setting-up

of the current programme for training of junior operatives.

(Comment: There was a general feeling of insecurity in this

interview. The occupant was quite eager to expand his role, both

in terms of coverage and in terms of length of responsibilities.

There was no evidence that he understood the meaning of the length

of tasks with any concreteness, nevertheless everything he suggested

tended to round off about a year and I had to cut downwards from

there. Other than the two non-tasks dismissed by his manager,

the occupant gave me three months instead of two for the department

under Mr. Ma., and three months instead of roughly one for the

department under Mr. Ha.

The three general responsibilities he had were fairly disparate

and none of them was entirely satisfactory to his sense of

creativity. The eight months for the role was certainly not full

in terms of content and it is doubtful that the eight months1

by
project was serious/meant to last eight months; it is likely that

the target completion times were merely confirmed after the event.

The role itself is certainly not expanding and the department is

static, whilst the rest of the Training Centre is expanding

vigorously.



It was again revealing in this case that an interview with ths

occupant before full analysis of the tasks with the manager can

lead one astray. To the outsider like myself all tasks looked

initially plausible because they were clothed in the appropriate

terminology. Having however reached a full specification and time-

span which appeared unrealistic, one felt slightly embarrassed with

respect to the subject: it is difficult to pretend you don't

understand something that is dead simple and it is still more

difficult to indicate that you don't believe it).

Mr. H. has two other subordinates, Mr. T. S. for the chemists

and Mr. S. I. for the metallurgists. They seem to be on a fairly

regular two months' programme expressed in terms of reports.

Mr. H. himself sits on the committee for technicians chaired by

Mr. M. which also involves people from the works. This committee

meets between every 1£ and 2 months.

Finally Mr. H. described what he considered the "greatest

load of work" involved in his job as the Committee aiming to

establish a training programme for foundry workers. There was one

meeting per month and the total work was planned to take from

March 1968 to the end of 1969. He did not give me any specific

responsibilities for himself on this Committee, which is chaired

by a representative from the Industrial Training Board. There

seemed to be some secretarial duties as well as a good deal of

liasing with the works. Mr. H. planned short visits of the

Training Board people to the works at two weeks' notice. These

general administrative tasks all seemed to entail short periods



cf between one week and one month.

Mr. H.'s role was in general "filled in" with all sorts of

loose ends which could not be accommodated elsewhere, not unlike

Mr. M.'s at a different level, and with similar results of apparent

haste, switchovers and overall dissatisfaction in both cases.

Needless to say dissatisfaction of the occupant with his work led

to dissatisfaction of the interviewer with his.



In'.<3rvj,a-w NoP 7 with Mr. Tf I.T Personnel OfficerT Training

Centre. Time-Span of the role: 6 months.

This was a role bursting at the seams with energy and good

plans for an extension of responsibility.

Mr. T. has the following subordinates: his assistant personnel

officer is Mr. W. D. j there are two janitors, the senior being

Mr. J.R., the junior being Mr. J. Sc.j there is the bus driver,

Mr. J. M e ; and there is his personal secretary, Miss J. Mo.

Mr. T. has two broad areas of responsibility one having to do

with the students in the Training Centre, the other with time-

keeping.

Tasks having to do with students fall into the six-monthly

pattern which give us the longest time-spans in this function.

Mr. I. has to deal with all the personnel problems of technicians,

students and staff and all problems coming up in relation to

training, education, etc. He also has to organise all further

education for the craft apprentices and to deal with discipline.

He helps in the assessment of students and organises their bonus

awards. Every six months he writes the Managers1 report section

dealing with discipline and awards, referring to time-keeping

records and general behaviour.



The time-keeping task Mr. T. delegates to Mr. D. This

involves the collection of records of lateness and absence and of

over-time for staff. The delegated tasks have a maximum span of

two months. There is a monthly cycle of routine collection of

data for all misdemeanours and the assignment of penalties. The

fifth penalty is referred up to Mr. T. Every two months all cards

are checked and this yields three collections of two monthly cycles

for the reports to the managers and the parents. The bi-monthly

task Itself appears as very short, approximately three days. The

one-monthly cycle is however quite full, involving considerable

interviews with all persons concerned with disciplinary matters

while the assessment at two monthly periods depends on knowledge

over a period of time. So it was fair, thought Mr. T., to

consider his assistant's role as of two months.

Another recurring six-monthly task has to do with new intakes.

Mr. T.'s busy periods are from mid-October to mid-February and from

mid-May to the end of August in each year. His own project is

specifically concerned with the induction of the new intakes. I

shall number the steps he has to take for his project. Step 1,

Mr. T. will write letters to the works requesting them to state

their requirements for new trainees. Step 2, Mr. T. will telephone

the school headmasters. He will be visiting the school leavers of

11+ schools and he wishes to be through this part of the project

over the following three weeks. Step 3, Mr. T. will contact the

Youth Employment Officers. There are five of these in the five

areas around the factory. Step k} Mr. T. will get Mr. B. to



adv.>rti.-e for him in the local press. Step 5, Mr. T. will receive

between 300 and 350 applications. He will get a letter of

application and will send off a form to be filled in. Having

received the form he will send invitations for taking a test.

Step 6, Mr. T. arranges for the N.I.I.P. test to be taken, through

Mr. N. Me., and obtain the results of this test. Step 7, Mr. T.

will then taken an initial decision "on the scope of the

apprenticeship". (I kept being amazed at the rigidity of the

course coupled with peoples' views that decisions remained to be

taken). Step 8, Mr. T. will interview all the candidates, sharing

them out with his assistant Mr. D,, and taking at least half an

hour for each applicant. Step 9» Mr. T. will write again to the

headmasters, sending them forms on which they can report and

requesting the school record for each candidate. Step 10, Mr. T.

will assess the prospects (i.e. vacancies) for each candidate in

each (geographical) area. Step 11, Mr. T. will telephone the

works in every area and arrange interviews with the candidates

from that area. He will send to the works the examination records

and all other information he has and will obtain results of the

interviews. Step 12, he will then write to the candidate and

offer employment. Step 13, finally Mr. T. will assess the prospects

for further education for each candidate, place the boys in the

appropriate training course, delegating some of his work to

Mr. D«



The role obviously was extremely full with load of work. As

an indication' of the capacity involved I note that Mr. T. would
that

prefer/there should be only one intake every year and was thinking

of the possibility of his own job being arranged on a yearly

cycle. His manager, Mr. K., also thought he would prefer it if

the job could be so arranged because the occupant in his view could

certainly fill it with more ease and convenience.

Having got a very good subject for interview, I proceeded to

do "experimental" time-span estimates with short-cut methods.

Mr. T. said that he would know whether his senior janitor had done

anything wrong within 2M- hours. He would in turn expect the

senior janitor know whether his junior janitor had done anything

wrong within one or two hours. So far as his secretary was

concerned Mr. T. wished her to have done with "everything" by the

end of the day. Finally, with respect to the bus driver, who had

the added responsibility of maintaining discipline, Mr. T. would

not know until the end of the week whether anything had been

sub-standard.

(Note: For purposes of short-cut analysis I treated all those

roles as single-task and therefore tried to find sub-standard

discretion through review points. I doubt that such clear-cut

statements as those above could emerge from any interview subject

whatever. In this case however I am prepared to stick my neck out

that they were very good measurements).



4)4

An £'A.peiluient: Task Analysis of Students' Work

As a by-product of my research in the Training Centre I tried

to probe the edges of the operationally of the time-span

concept. As I saw it then, the concept could be effectively used

provided three factors were generally available, firstT some

stability of role, secondt some reasonably tangible objectives,

third, some minimum accountability.

On an afternoon's ride back to G« with Mr. K. we started

discussing whether one could meaningfully assign time-spans to the

student trainees' tasks. I will record a structure which struck

me as extremely plausible.

The students in the Training Centre follow a two years' course

divided into four six-monthly periods. These are called "stages"

and they are numbered one, two, three and four. In stage one

there is review approximately every 15 minutes at the start, say

the first month or two. This increases to £ of an hour for all

trades at the end of this stage. Note that, beyond a shadow of

doubt, the apprentices' work can all be best considered as single-

task. That is to say, although there are lots of varieties of

operation, the student is at any one time responsible for one

thing which is fully specified in the extremely detailed

curriculum for the course. The instructor of the course is able

at any time of the day to say precisely what a student is

responsible for doing or learning. Sub-standard discretion can

therefore be precisely designated by the instructor in charge.



'me nature of the learning process can in any case be broken down

very neatly into the quality and pace components, which is what

the instructor is watching for.

In stage two we have approximately the same process, starting

with review at no more than -f- of an hour and perhaps ending up

with one hour.

Stage three is the last term for a number of crafts, such as

fitters and turners. In this stage review starts at approximately

one-hour cycles and goes up to l£ hours at the end of the stage.

Stage four presents an interesting extension wherein the

learning process differs from executive work. Review starts at

the one hour level and progressively reaches two hours at the

end. From time to time, however, the instructor on purpose pushes

students to longer tasks extending up to six hours. The purpose

of the exercise here is not to turn out adequate products at the

adequate time but to push the student to the limits of his capacity

in order to find his standard as well as to wake in him the

possibilities for better pace and quality of work.

Now the extension of the time-span concept to cover a task

called "learning" is not altogether legitimate, in that pay for

the task cannot be distinguished from an element of subsidywhich

the student receives by virtue of the subsidy contained in the

course. An appropriate time-span felt fair pay relation would I

think uncover the fact that the pay component would be grossly
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ditiî .opcr.'tionate to the apprentices1 actual pay, in that trainees

would somehow or other also capitalise the expected value of the

future stream of income accruing to them as a result of the

apprenticeship. In so far, therefore, and if felt-fair pay feeds

back onto perceived time-span, the apprenticeship type of work

may introduce an external element of confusion which would prevent

the student from realising (being conscious of) the time-span at

which he is currently operating.

On the other hand, the concept appears to me legitimate from

the point of view of the "manager", that is to say the instructor.

The instructor assigns tasks to his trainees in order to teach

them. It is not sufficient for him to assign physical tasks alone.

He must also introduce motivation, . i.e. excellence in the

course and better prospects after the course. Now motivation,

presumably, or level of aspiration in this context, is induced by

the instructor to the students by lengthening the review period and

challenging them to perform tasks which they know are currently

superior to what they can perform adequately on an executive basis.

An implication from such an extension of task analysis in the

learning context is that it may be useful in formulating more

adequate policies for scholarships of students in universities

and other places.



T--t3rview No. 8 with Mr. S. P., Education and Training Officer

(Commercial Staff). Time-span of the role: 8 months.

The analysis of this role presented considerable interest in

spite of the fact the occupant was a transitional appointment, his

professional qualification being in the field of accountancy. The

functioning of the role was nevertheless well established and Mr. D.

was a senior person whose experience and maturity fitted the role

like a glove. The role belonged to a part of the hierarchy whose

tasks were stable since there was not much development in managing

new areas which would have presented a source of "disequilibrium".

In so far as Mr. D. influenced the content of the role during his

tenure one might call it "fine tuning" of the various tasks and

filling-in of details which had not received adequate attention

before.

The training of commercial staff is conducted under a policy

decided by the Commercial Committee. This committee consists of

memebers of higher management, Mr. J., Mr. M. and Mr. D., who acts

as secretary. The committee meets four times a year. It decides

policy on the number of new recruits (approximately 20 every year),

the question of female day release and selection of professional

courses. For purposes of implementation the Commercial Committee

divides up into two panels. The first is called the Accountants'

Panel and its job is to interview candidates for a course of study

and then select the appropriate detailed course leading to one out



of • urev. Agrees (these are ^.C.W.A., A.C.I.S.} A.C.C.A.). The

other Panel is called the Employment Panel and its job is to

interview candidates for the High National Certificate of Business

Studies, which is of higher status than the previous three.

Candidates for employment in the firm as commercial staff go through

a period of placement and selection as follows: after some initial

screening and intake there is appointment into the company as

Trainees (Commercial and Administrative). These follows a two

years' rotational training scheme at the end of which candidates

take an external examination for the Scottish Certificate for

Commercial and Professional Education. At this point the Panels

select candidates and put them into one of two "streams". The

first stream is called Professional Studies at the end of which

are the three degrees ennumerated above. The second stream are

the candidates for the higher level H.N.C, in distinction to the

Scottish National Certificate. Candidates are put into streams

according to their grades in the Scottish Certificate on business

studies. Those candidates who have been selected for the Higher

National Certificate are then "placed" permanently in the firm.

Those other candidates who will pursue professional studies are

not permanently placed but rotated among the works.



Given this fairly complicated background let us see how Mr. D.

conducts his job. In June of each year he advertises for vacancies,

through Mr. Mi. in staff recruitment. (Tasks in this department

are often split up as between collaterals). Having received the

application, Mr. D. selects an interview panel, consisting of him-

self and two other people of office manager rank. Interviews with

candidates must be through by the end of July. Selection of

candidates is, as usual, done by the works. After selection Mr. D.

sends a letter of engagement and gives conditions of employment.

He then organises induction courses, which last one week, and

finish with a written test. This must be completed by the end of

August.

At this point Mr. D. commences the administration of the two-

year rotational training scheme for his trainees. He organises

day release to colleges and posts his candidates for the first six

months in some one department for initial training. Every six

months he rotates them according to the vacancies available in

other departments. At the end of each six-monthly period the

trainee makes his own report to Mr. D. and the department reports

to him as well. Mr. D. will then present these reports to the

appropriate Panel. He will act as secretary to Panels consisting

of the company secretary, the administrative manager, and the

appropriate office manager. Each such Panel will interview the

trainee again. The appropriate mix of practical and academic

training is thereby reviewed every six months. After each interview



the trainee will be posted to another works and another commercial

This sequence proceeds for four semesters. At the end of the

two year period Mr. D. will get the examination results from the

college the student has been attending part-time. He will also

personally recommend on the admission of the trainee in one of the

two streams. It was not altogether clear whether Mr. D. has the

power to decide on inclusion to a stream, or whether he simply

"recommends". It would seem that while formally his view is a

recommendation, in practice it is as strong as a decision, in that

Mr. D. is the only person who is in touch with all the relevant

sources of information concerning a trainee's progress. This

strong recommendation by Mr. D. will be submitted to the appropriate

Panel of the Commercial Committee, the same under which the student

has been functioning during his two years' rotational training

course. The Panel then conducts an extended interview with each

trainee, in order to determine the job in which the trainee will

be most interested, as well as the job for which in the managers'

view he would be most suitable. A decision is then taken in the

August of the year concerning the trainees' further educational

steps over the next two years. But the two streams have different

administrative arrangements.
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Case 1 concerns the "high" stream, denoted by the initials

H.N.C.B.S. The costs of training for this stream comes out of

Mr. D.'s budget, (i.e. the budget administered by Mr. M.). Mr. D.

has to place the candidate in the selected function in a works

nearest to his home. To do this he obtains the various vacancies

from the works and does the placing. At this point the trainee

is "off his hands administratively but not educationally". Mr. D.

arranges day release for the colleges. He advises on the courses

and gets reports from the works at the end of the first year and

a mid-term result from the college, notifying him on non-attendance

and any other noteworthy point. The Higher National is a four-

years1 part-time course and the results of the yearly examination

come to Mr. D., who accordingly notifies the works and advises

them on the bonus to be paid. He also ensures that the bonus is

actually paid, by requiring a return to him in the "prescribed

manner". So long as the trainee is eligible for day release Mr. D.

will discuss possibilities with him and advise him accordingly.

The file on each individual trainee will close either when the

student is no longer eligible for day release or when he has

achieved his High National Certificate and his name goes on to

the qualifications register, whichever is the later.

Case 2 refers to the "lower" stream, the professional studies.

Candidates will be posted by Mr. D. to the accountancy departments

of the various works and he will send them to attend college.

After the first two semesters of this training the students will

let him know of their results, upon which he may get block release



foi '.hor :.\d organise their final two parts in college. He will

also calculate their bonus and send records to the works, making

sure that the appropriate changes of salary have been made. When

students obtain their final degree he will close his files. This

second stream is also under the Training Department's budget.

Mr. D. is also responsible for some other trainees who are

not in his departmental budget. These are about 15 year old and

may have some '0' levels. Mr. D. will advise the works managers

as to the course to be followed by these candidates. The usual

course is a two-years' course in office studies leading up to the

Scottish Certificate. The recruitment and induction will be done

by the works but Mr. D. will organise day release for the Scottish

Certificate and evenings off for '0' levels, so that the students

will become candidates for. the Certificate in Business Studies.

At this point Mr. D. will re-enter the picture to make sure that

the boys receive their bonus award. He then interviews them.

There follows a two-year rotational course through the works in

which Mr. D. keeps tabs through six monthly report, but these come

to him through the college, not the works. His job is to transmit

information about the students' progress to the works and make

sure the students get paid for their academic achievement. At

the end of each year he interviews the students again. He has

"a tutorial and advisory relationship" to the students.



Mr. D, is also responsible for claiming from the Iron and

Steel Industry Training Board the grants that are due to the firm.

C.'s pay approximately £18 per year to the Board for each employee.

They can claim back for all scholastic and practical training.

Mr. D. makes returns every six months on the training days etc.,

of his commercial apprentices and turns it in to Bill R.

With respect to girl candidates, Mr. D. organises day release

in ten colleges for approximately 170 girls. He is responsible

for their education only and all administration is done by the

works. The courses are decided by the Commercial Committee, as

before. Mr. D. interviews and allocates the girls into courses

lasting two years at least and sometimes five terms. He keeps

record cards for his girl students, like for the boys, and gets

six monthly reports, organises bonus etc., in the same way.

Apart from this heavy load of work, Mr. D. is responsible for

a vast amount of more or less routine administration, concerning

salaries, holidays, school, departmental, etc. He is in fact

responsible for administering "everything that has to do with all

the boys on the payroll of the Training Department". This includes

the birthday increases of salary, or certificate increases of

salary and all lodging allowances. Every January he also has to

put together a plan for the holidays, which involves the rotation

of placement and break between works eight months ahead for each

student. He will finalise his holidays' plan two months ahead of

each students' new placement within the rotational system of six

monthly intervals.



Th« routine recurring tasks are uniformly of six months

duration, some of them very full (when they relate to the original

two years rotational training scheme), some of them less full, and

sometimes generat short one month or two months' tasks,

related to the post-selected streams of students. In total

a very integrated role around the six month sequence.

There was also a project. This concerned the design of the

present system for commercial staff training, which had commenced

in January and was targeted for the end of August of 1967. The

eight months of this project was the only task which was longer

than six months.

Other than this project there existed a training task specific

to this "transitional" tenure of the role. Mr. D. was responsible

for replacing himself by training some other person appropriately.

For this he was given from May to December of 1968, which brought

us again to the six months' interval.

(It was unfortunate that Mr. D. was due to leave on holiday

the day after bur interview - while my colleague Bob Miller who

administered the FFP questionnaire was not expected for

another couple of days. According to our rigid practices, I did

not send him our written questionnaire and so have lost his felt-

fair pay statement and other information).



>T~. 9 w.,.th Mr. J.P. M. (Continued)

A second interview with Mr. M. concerned the operation of his

subordinates and is more usefully presented at this point.

Mr. M. operates on a yearly budget. This contains everything

in the Personnel Department related with education and training,

including the budget for Mr. K. (The latter is however entirely

independent and its implementation is Mr. K.'s own responsibility).

Starting from this point, I tried to ascertain the relations

between Mr. M. and the Training Centre, which nominally comes under

his responsibility.

Mr, M.'s job is to liaise on the sub-committee work related to

the policy decided by the Industrial Training Board.

Its advisory

committees based in London concern (a) operatives, (b) the training

techniques. To this latter Mr. M. is a member. There are also the

Area Committees and one of these is in S, of which Mr. M. is

also a member. In the C. Division there is a Divisional Education

and Training Committee of which Mr. M. is the secretary. This

contains five sub-committees and in all of these Mr. M. is a

member. Mr. K. is a member in the operatives, craft, and engin-

eering sub-committees. In the other sub-committees two of Mr. M.'s

subordinates are acting as secretaries. Thus Mr. S. is secretary

to the metallurgists and chemist sub-committee and Mr. D. is

secretary to the commercial sub-committee.



At t*A.z point we discussed training tasks for Mr. M. He first

gave two years as the time in which he should train his successor.

This was not confirmed by Mr. J. Then we discussed the role of

Mr. D. Mr. M. had an eight months1 project of designing the

operation of Mr. D.'s functions, which turned out to be identical

to the project which had been described to me by Mr. D. as his

own work. This Mr. M. in fact confirmed. Mr. M.'s own task was

a six months span in which to train Mr. D. or his successor. But

this he had in effect delegated to Mr. D.

Another subordinate of Mr. M.'s is Mr. M. McG. He is

responsible for the training of engineering apprentices. He was

currently seconded from the personnel office and education and

training division to the works at M« His tasks fell in the

six monthly cycle of recruiting and liaising with the Training

Centre. The training itself took two years at the works but all

the records and responsibilities fell within the six monthly cycle.

A more junior subordinate was Mr. N. McM., mainly responsible

for craft apprentices. His tasks fell in the three week to one

month cycles with respect to routine recurring work, with one

project going up to h months, concerning the induction of craft

apprentices. In this project Mr. McM. had been seconded to assist

Mr. D. on the checking of record cards against the works records,

aimed to assist in the future guidance of the craft apprentices.



Another junior tiubordinate to Mr. M. is Mr. W. S. (also see

below) responsible for technologists. Apart from a variety of

short routine work Mr. S. was responsible for a four month

recruitment task and a 3£ month graduate induction course.

Another junior subordinate was Mr. W. R., employed in the

graduates1 training programme. He had a four months task in the

recruitment of graduates and acted as Mr. M.'s assistant through-

out the graduate training programme. Mr. R. was also responsible

for the administration of the summer vacation training, plus a six

months training programme in S« University on which he

reports direct to the sub-committee on graduates.

Mr, R. also runs a four weeks' exchange scheme and a sequence

of short courses which are of a routine character.

Mr. M. has a secretary, Miss E. P., who is also in charge of

a pool of two typists.

By this time in the discussion it was obvious that the

administration of the technologists and graduates training

programmes was highly complex and divided along unclear lines

between Mr. M. and his two effective assistants, Mr. S. and Mr. R.

I therefore tried to chart out the recruitment cycle to find out

where the subordinates came in.



Indi/idual letters to works managers were sent by Mr. M. in

each February concerning future requirements for technologists and

graduates. Copies of these letters were given to Mr. S. and Mr. R.

In March Mr. S. and Mr. R. compile lists of the total requirements

for these categories amounting to approximately 100 people every

year. They will then advertise in the press through Mr. B. On

receiving replies to the advertisements they will do a first

selection on paper qualifications which will lead up to a first

interview. They will inform Mr. M. about the rate of acceptance

and request further advertisements if necessary. They will

administer the first interview, do the appropriate paperwork and

get medicals. According to Mr. M., it is Mr. S. and Mr. R. who

will then select applicants and arrange for a second interview of

the applicants with the works. The works will then send letters

of offer and the acceptances will be notified to Mr. S. and Mr. R.

who will record them. If more applicants are suitable for

appointment, in the view of Mr. S, and Mr. R., they will arrange

for farther interviews in other works. When all the works have

been satisfied and there are no more outstanding vacancies the

target will have been reached. This will be by the middle of

August, giving a total of five to six months for the task.



With respect to the tasks of Miss P., Mr. M. said that the

longest was her preparation for the various meetings of which he

was official secretary, the collection of the relevant information

and type out of which would take her one week. He would equally

give her one week for the filing of outstanding papers and dictate

to her material which should be through in one day. Clearly a one

week's full secretarial role.

At this point of the analysis I presented my report to Mr. J.

on the Training Centre and the Education Department. As a result

of my report he asked me to stay on specially to interview two of

his own younger assistants, Mr. W. S., who is a Training Officer

and Mr. D.M. B., who is a Personnel Office, with the view of getting

them acquainted with the technique of task analysis. Mr. J. hoped

that the training of his assistants might be of use in the salary

review and other projects in which he was himself personally

engaged. Depending on the results of the project as a whole and

the possibility of being supplied either with the expertise or

the training required, he would be willing and interested to

experiment with the technique of task analysis on a large scale.



Interview Not 10 with Mr. DfM, Bt, Personnel Officer

The interview was unfortunately very brief. Time-span of

role: 6 months.

Other than an enormous number of short tasks of a routine

nature Mr. B. was engaged on a six months project. This involved

the production of a system of records for the information of the

personnel department. To be of use this information should be

less than one year old from the time of recording and it should

cover the whole of staff personnel, that is to say approximately

5,000 people, Mr. B. had therefore to clear all the records from

the past, visit the works and arrange for a proper recording

procedure and get his system functioning smoothly. A possible

extension to the system was the incorporation of techniques which

could make use of automated equipment. The project was assigned

in March 1968 and target completion time was September 1968.



Interview ftp. 11 with Mr. W. S.? Training Officer. Time-span

of the role: 5 months.

Task 1,- In March Mr. S. drafts a letter to the works

requesting their requirements for graduates and technologists.

This letter is signed by Mr. M. Mr. S. replies to the works

within two weeks' time.

Task 2 - Mr. S. compiles the requirements for graduates and

technologists. He discusses the advertisement policy with Mr. M.

The letters of application then arrive at approximately ^0 per

week and Mr* S. replies to them immediately.

Task 3 - He forwards the applications to the Training Centre

and the various works and sends appropriate forms to the

candidates. He refers all North of Scotland cases to Mr. M. This

process takes from the 1st April to the end of August, which gives

us five months. Mr. S. is however empowered to start some of this

process, particularly the sending of appropriate forms to graduates

who have been interviewed in the past, from the beginning of

February, which would bring up the task to seven months. This

however is tentative, in that Mr. S. has been in the role for

under a year.



This task continues with Mr, S. arranging for interviews of

applicant" with himself. His job is to find out how the candi-

dates express themselves and to fill in an assessment form which

indicates further action. This is in the form of a recommendation,

not a decision. Of the 1+00 people who apply Mr. S. however decides

who to interview and these are between 150 and 250. Having done

the first interview himself, Mr. S. will then arrange for a second

interview at the works to whom he will send all written material.

He will also keep a log of what goes on. On reply from the works,

it will again be himself who will send a letter of offer of

employment or rejection.

Task h - Mr, S. will organise meetings of the various interview

panels for the graduate applicants. There are six such panels and

he will have six one-week tasks of organising these meetings. The

interviews also imply six further tasks, since Mr. S. will be

acting as secretary of the interview panels. The decision of the

panels concern the admission or rejection of candidates as well as

the planning of appropriate courses for them.

Mr. S. also has short administrative tasks related to the

graduates' training. He has to plan induction courses for the

graduate trainees over a given period of 20 weeks in the year.

He has to take action six weeks ahead of the first fortnightly

course. The sequence of other short courses requires shorter

preparation than the first, thus the longest task of the sequence

is the six weeks at the beginning.



Task 6 - The works will notify the technicians of the offer

of employment and their acceptances will eventually be forwarded

to Mr. S. He will then liaise with the Training Centre and send

his information on to Mr. T. Mr. S. will share with Mr. T. the

organisation of day release, doing about kofo of the work involved.

This is a two weeks' task.

Mr. S. will also deal with the reports from the colleges.

He will plan and run induction courses for technicians and calculate

bonus awards.



(TIME-SPAN MEASUREMENT IN RELATION TO THE

HOSPITALS ORGANISATION PROJECT OF BIOSS)

Interview with Mrf X.T Hospital Secretary

This is an interview with the occupant on his own role.

I thought of a further check when conducting interviews with

the occupant, consisting of the time specification of his daily

routine. Thus, whenever.a "strange" task appears one can ask:

when do you do it? It also helps in ascertaining that all tasks

have been discussed, since in a full time job the tasks must

exhaust the length of the working day.

The occupant's daily routine is as follows: From 8.3O to

9.15 he visits various parts of the hospital. These visits are

associated with problems he wants to tackle. There is no part

of the hospital which he will not visit within a couple of weeks

or so. From 9.15 to 10.15 he will deal with his post. From

10.15 to 12.30 he will normally be at a meeting of one kind or

another. From 12.30 to 2 o'clock he will have lunch and spend

some time with the consultants. He may also meet people from

outside. (This is largely a public relations exercise). He will

attempt to have regular social relations with all the people he

has to do business with. From 2 o'clock to 3.3O he will basically

be engaged on "project" work. This will occasionally be through
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meetings. He prefers however to keep this time of the day for

"thinking". From 3.3O to 5 o'clock he will again go on rounds

in various parts of the hospital. This routine will be disturbed

by the frequent trips he has to take to W. Hospital.

It is obvious from this daily schedule that the longer tasks

will be associated with the various meetings and the "thinking"

periods. We first established a number of "cycles" for routine

recurring work.

There are weekly cycles for meetings with the matron. There

are two-weekly cycles for meetings with the head of the medical

staff. There are approximately two-weekly cycles for dealing

with "standard" problems arising in every ward. There are monthly

cycles for meetings with the heads of the various department.

There are various other cycles of up to two months concerned with

meetings with the press, officials of local government, and

various community leaders. There is a monthly cycle for meetings

about infection. There is a bi-weekly cycle for visits from and

to the House Governor. There is a one monthly cycle for visits

from the group engineer. And there are various other ad. hoc

meetings which don't fall clearly into any cyclical pattern.

The cycle-analysis approach seemed to go well with my subject,

Even while describing cycles he was almost at the point of

distinguishing the associated tasks. I did not press for this

because I wanted him first fully warmed up.



We then went to cycles concerning the use of resources and

his control over that.

There is a daily cycle concerning the statement of a number

of vacancies and a number of unoccupied beds. He will be con-

sulting with doctors about admissions and making sure there is

adequate slack for emergencies.

The daily cycle investigates the point of greatest pressure

of demand and that is the general wards. There is less pressure

on side-ward occupancy (these are the single rooms). The excess

demand or supply condition is registered via a weekly Statement.

There is next a monthly cycle marked by a statement of

percentage occupancy and percentage of future demand. His response

to each monthly report is a two-weeks' task, dealing with the

switching of resources from one use to another. Each report

triggers off a two-weekly corrective task. This in turn triggers

i>ff preparations for the next report and covers up the next two

weeks. The above is the normal situation. More exceptionally,

an apparent under-occupancy in a certain ward may be caused by

fault in the operation of a joint process. For example two

doctors might be jointly necessary and one might be less often

available than the other. Such a situation would also call for

corrective action. This would however be by way of an emergency

and would give rise to a shorter task.



Another monthly cycle is occupied with the i'inancia.1 state-

ment. The Group Treasurer prepares a financial statement about

R., indicating deviations from the budget greater than 10$

(either way) for each item. The occupant will split the checking

according to the type of decision taken, (a) drugs, (b) food,

(c) general supplies. The task generated for expenditure control

is of approximately two weeks.

Another monthly statement concerns the establishment

situation. The personnel involved is other than nurses and

doctors, that is to say professional people, technicians, and

ancillary grades, all of whom go by the name of "administrative"

establishment. 'The tasks generated by the monthly sequence cover

a variety of problem's and may take considerable time. (I don't

mean length of time but time per day). The occupant will examine

the number of vacancies and enquire as to whether the service is

good despite them. He will look at the turnover figures and try

to find out why turnover is as high as it happens to be.

An example of this occured in the X-ray Department. There

was a 30$ vacancy from "correct" establishment. People in

radiology, are on normal day time work and then on call throughout

the 2k hours. The excessive vacancies got to the point where work

on call was kC$> higher than normal. The normal establishment is

nine people. Six of them could operate the service but with great

strain. Two people had resigned and one was sick. A sequence of



three idSks was generated by this problem. It took two weeks to

"diagnose" the problem, one week to get emergency help, and two

months were targeted for its solution. If the occupant cannot

solve the problem in two months it means that its solution depends

on factors outside his control! e.g. the number of graduates that

are on the market and the salary policies of the hospital.

Next, a quarterly cycle is worked by a quarterly Statement,

again on the state of occupancy. The task generated by this cycle

is of two weeks1, the instruction being to prepare the Statement.

The above cycle patterns exhaust the low-level routine

functioning of the role. They typically give rise to two-weekly

tasks, with the occasional fld, hoc project stretching up to two

months. I was interested to note that the frequency of cycles had

little to do with the length of the associated tasks. As I

expected, the cycle analysis technique is no substitute for task

analysis; it is simply a convenient method' of focusing on tasks,

at least with respect to routine recurring work.

There was no six-monthly cycle routine so we jumped to the

year level. This was (predictably) characterised by a budget.

There are three associated tasks, for preparation, for negotiation,

for spending.



The preparation of the budget is a three months1 task. The

occupant is "self-triggered" in September. He sends a memorandum

to his staff asking (a) their demand for extra staff, (b) their

demand for extra equipment, (c) their proposed changes in

organisation which might result in extra cost. He expects answers

to his questions within a month. In October he is ready to discuss

the various proposals with the heads of the various departments

and/or the consultants. He will also consult with the engineer

and the senior superintendent in charge of general supplies, such

as furniture. In these discussions he will obtain the justifica-

tion for the various proposals. On the basis of this he will then

compile his budget requirement under two headings, (a) on-going

things, (b) special items. He will submit his budget to the

Group Treasurer by the end of November.

There then follows a process of "negotiation". The Group

Treasurer will call in specialists to see whether the proposals

are justified. The occupant will have to furnish information and

justification. This process culminates in a meeting in early

February, giving a two-months task. Between February and April

the budget proposal is then processed by the financial sub-committee

of the Group Board. There may be various changes which will be

reported back to the occupant in March and he will have to finalise

his proposals within the month. He will then receive his approved

budget and start operating under it on the 1st April.



••Wo

As is well known, it is very hard to get a feel for the

meaningfullness of a budget task from the occupant of the role.

These yearly budgets often conceal a non-task situation. I

however got a distinct impression from my subject that this was

a yearly task in the full sense. He told me that quite a number

of the decisions concerning expenditure on a variety of items

went through his hands and it was he who decided on the relative

priority month by month. One such prescription, for example, is

a ten per cent plus or minus limit (by item) per month which is

used as a bench mark. As stated above any discrepancy from this

rule must be fully justified.

So far we have dealt with routine recurring work. We next

went into the field of manpower training. The occupant has an

assistant, for whose training he was given a total of six months,

the first three being taken up for selection, short-listing,

etc., and the next three for training proper. Upon further thought

the task didn't end there. There was another three months, thus

making a total of nine, during which the assistant's job would be

"redefined" and he would have to be approximately trained in the

context of a complete re-organisation of the occupant's immediate

command. The assistant would thus be up-levelled to the point of

deputy, another assistant already appointed would also be up-

levelled and a third assistant was to be hired. Part of the

occupants' current problem was to write up a job description for

this new assistant. He was in fact thinking out about an



operational sub-division of the total work which would enable

him to retain only an overall view. Problems to be solved had

to do with the definition of responsibilities which could be sub-

divided properly. This in turn implied deciding as to the type

of job to be given to each type of person. Of special concern

was the subject of the "geographical" sub-division of the

functions. The hospital area was very large for one man to know

in the requisite detail. At this point of the interview the

occupant jumped up one level of abstraction. Yes, he would like

to know "everything" that goes on, but not in the same way as when

he goes through every ward himself. He would like to divide the

hospital up into three geographical areas and have one of his

three assistants in full charge of each. He could then concentrate

on the problems of co-ordination as well as the "longer" things

about which he has to have much more free time. By this stage

in the interview the occupant was using the term "longer"

automatically and without me suggesting it.

Were there any types of project extending beyond the one

years1 budget? I don't know why it is that in such questions

one always get a non-task to start with. Yes, he has to anticipate

problems two months before the budget is approved because there

are all sorts of things which must be added on in the last minute.

Thus from February to April he anticipates, only just manages to

include some of these items in the budget, and then he has the

whole year in which to do them. And this was a fourteen months



task, didn't I agree? So we had to spend some time getting the

meaning of task clear. The real project was the building of an

Obstetrics Unit. The occupant came into the job while this project

was underway. There was a project committee consisting of the

architect, senior doctor and nursing officer, the hospital

engineer, the superintendent of supplies, under his own chairman-

ship and co-ordination, starting in the job in October 1965. He

has to approve the room loading schedules, equipment schedules,

and all the plans, in co-ordination with the architect and the

surveyor. Building started in July 1966, was completed in

November 1967 and the unit opened on 1st January 1968. By

April 1968 it was in routine operation. This is what happened,

looking at the matter historically.

We then went to the ex ante view, trying to see what had

been targeted. When the occupant came on the job, in October 1965?

there had already been one year's work on planning. The first

instruction to him was to make all these plans operational. This

phase finished after nine months. (It was not possible to find

an explicit instruction before the event so one must take the

view that the result was satisfactory and hence read the target

off it). By July 1966 sufficient plans were ready and approved

for building to start. Lots of other plans were further revised

during the progress of the building work. Thus during the whole

of 1966 the schedules of equipment were finalised and the

operational policy of the unit was revised. Subsequent to these,



'•he fir: t half of 1 967 w as taken up «;.:,.• p... . .•.!.' "v.

requirements. But none of these projects wa.s .'.or.gur than seven

to eight months.

The longest project is in fact taken up oy ;',ĥ  building of

the unit. The original forecast of engineer ,c;d surveyor was for

21 rnotrohs and this was the approved target by -u-- house governor.

DUG to fortunate circumstances} contractors WJJ.'O tu.bsequently able

,:: -\.i..5o their estimate downwards to eightee : roenihs (which was

the occupant's own independent estimate),, and .his was in turn

approved by the house govenor. Whether 18 months or 21, this

project thus brings the role well up from the one-year level.

Finishing the project off involved a few shorter projects

stretching to a maximum of three months.

Once again, without talking to the manager, it is very

difficult to be sure that the occupant was truly responsible for

such projects. The occupant was quite conscious of my problems.

i'riore were two reasons, he said, why such a project was entrusted

to hin:. First, R. is far away from headquarters. Hence "control"

:iad to some large extent to rest on the spot. Further, and more

ic j -/M/elyj the Group engineers were otherwise busy during that

time. Hence, willy-nilly, the chief cc-ordination of the whole

project had to rest with him. Had this project occurred at the

nr^sent time, when the Group engineer;? have finished their other

work nd are busy trying to find some work Tor themselves. The



occupant has no doubt that they would have been ro5t-orj:-'i nle for

the project themselves. He was very happy that this was not the

case two years ago.

It had not been possible to come up with the above finalised

description of the project in our first interview,, which had lasted

near enough three hours, so we decided to meet again having thought

the matter farther. This second time around it proved much easier

to distinguish the different phases of the project and not to get

confused with the supplementary aspects which were superimposed on

the main phases. Thus after half an hour or so of the second

interview we had disposed of the occupants1 role to our mutual

satisfaction. The result is either 21 or 18 months. As both of

us were in the mood we went on for another three hours. This is

what followed:

Since the occupant was so pleased with his 21 months, I

thougxrc it would be interesting to play around with felt-fair pay.

Felt-fair pay for the role would fall in the bracket between

£̂ -,000 and £5,000 per annum. His present felt-fair pay would be

£^5700, His age is $k. His present position of Hospital

Secro'. jry, he believes, deserves a five year stint. Having got

the job at the age of 31 he would thus be happy to go on to the

age !' 36. This length of service, he felt, was necessary both

to giv i"i the adequate development he felt was necessary for

his ne.>.t slop up the ladder, as well as to give the service the

advantage of ,-Lot losing a person just at the point where he was



f-r")od enough to do the job. By the age of 'ji _ b •..•.••'• -ver ? be would

like to be moving on. The next step up the ladder is the post of

Deputy Group Secretary. This again would involve a five to seven

year stint. The pay bracket for that role is from £5,000 to

£7,000 per annum.

We thus went on plotting his ex ante pay progression curve:

if things went on as he expected, by the age of U-1 he would be

fully ready to take up the top position, which is that of Group

Secretary. He would expect to stay in that position for ten to

fifteen years. In any case there is no possibility of going any

higher. But this project brought us to the age of 55 to % which

is not a bad stopping point. The pay brackets for this position

he considered to lie between £8,000 at the bottom to £11,000 to

£12,000 at the top.

The next step was to find the occupants' actual pay. This

turned out to be £2,000 per annum. Upon which I decided to

enquire rather closely as to the nature of the comparisons he was

making which were leading him to place himself at £^,700 at the

present time. The occupant spoke freely about these matters and

some of his answers were not altogether predictable.



in the first place, the direct comparison he makes is with

the consultants. These are the people he has to deal with. In

some respects he has to do things for them. This did not mean

that he exactly organised their work for them. He was nevertheless

again and again in a "collateral" relationship, not merely in a

service-giving role. He had to get decisions out of them so that

he would be enabled to provide the service they needed appropriately.

And this comparison was in his view the strongest which led him to

his felt-fair pay statement.

Next to this in importance he considered a particular

comparison he had done about a year before with one of his friends

and neighbours. They had in fact attempted to do a task analysis

of each other's jobs. They described one another's work and then

secretly from each other theywrote on a piece of paper they thought

the other person was actually getting. They both ended up with

the same figure of £5,000. The neighbour was in fact absolutely

astonished that the occupant should be getting £2,000 instead of

£5)000. But it was hard to say whether the comparison was of

"equal" things. Was the neighbour making an estimate of the

level of work and then assigning appropriate pay, or was he

simply adding up everything he knew about the occupant and sizing

him up as approximately at a £5,000 level of income? There was

an element of the "expenditure" approach involved. Since the

occupant's wife also works, their standard of living is quite

comparable to that of the neighbours, the average being £^,000

to £5,000.



A third and weaker . . ctor in his soo.lt." :• -<'•/£> x;' r,cr.s was the

"general atmosphere" of what people generally thought his job was

worth. Thus people thought that somebody who is responsible for

a budget of a million and a half should have a salary of the order

of £5,000.

This part of the discussion was fairly unsatisfactory to both

of us0 The "logic" of felt-fair pay comparisons would, I thought,

soon lead to absurdity. To prove the point, I went a step further

and discussed the pay of the doctors. These consultants are part-

time. Their total income may be up to approximately double what

they get from the National Health Service. Supposing now that

private practice was abolished by law in this country and that,

by some principle, the government decided to upgrade salaries of

doctors in the Health Service to the incomes they were earning

before this total nationalisation. Accordingly, the occupants1

now fully employed collaterals would rise to the £10,000 per

annum mark. Did this imply that his job would now be worth

£10,000 as well? Yes . it would, was the answer. But it wasn't

for real. Being in such a very'if-fynsubject I couldn't of course

bring him down on anything. He seemed to think, however, that if

the job was to be a collateral at that sort of salary then the

job ought to be redefined (i.e. expanded). It follows that,

thank God, one don't have to ask why felt-fair pay is what

it is. On, the other hand, there is no doubt to my mind that the

occupant is currently under-paid for the responsibility he carries,

The under-payment of administrative staff is exemplified further

below.



The Hospital Secretary's Deputy

The deputy's role is in full development. The manager's

attempt here is to delegate a great lot of the routine short jobs,

thus making the deputy effectively his assistant. He also wishes,

however, to upgrade the level of work so that the deputy can truly

deputise for him on a variety of occasions. What type of short

routine jobs could be bunched together to constitute one major

portfolio, and what types of higher level decisions could be

delegated as a whole? There is one section of the manager' s work

which can be delegated to the deputy entirely. This is the section

of personnel management. Up to one half of the day's timetable

is spent on this function. The typical tasks generated here,

one of which we saw above, are of two months. As for longer

things, these would be specific ad hoc projects, mostly concerned

with investigations of particular areas. At the moment these

projects would be of the order of three months but in the future

the manager is planning to create new projects going up to six

months. The manager's view of felt-fair pay for the job is

£2,000, while actual pay set by hospital salary policy is £1,500.

Note that the present gap between the roles, that is from 21 months

to 6 months, is matched by a salary gap only from 2,000 to 1,500.



The manager expressed a desire that we should discuss at

some length his present problem of re-organising his immediate

command. Accordingly we charted out the whole structure. At the

top there is the manager at 21 months,, He has the services of a

secretary whom he runs at two weeks. Directly under the manager

there is the deputy with six months, also provided with a

secretary, to be run at one week. In terms of age, the manager

is 3>+, the deputy is 25.

Starting again from the manager, there is a little pyramid.

The head is Mr. A, age 22 (job title Administrative Assistant).

He is currently at 1-g- to 1 month time-span with manager's felt-

fair pay between £1,500 and £1,750 per annum. Under Mr. A. there

are four people. There is a cashier with a one week time-span

and £1,000 to £1,200 manager's (once removed) felt-fair pay.

There is an accounting clerk,who is a woman, with one week's time-

span and only £1,000 felt-fair pay by the manager ("because she is

a woman"). And there are two girl typists, both at one day time-

spans at £700 manager's felt-fair pay. We took about 1£ hours to

get all these time-spans straight. There has also just been

appointed a third assistant, Mr. B. He is also in his early

twenties. His functions have not yet been defined.



MTo

This then is the extant situation. Following our discussion,

the manager's plan is to re-organise his department so that his

deputy will be at six months, his two assistants (A and B) will

be at three months, and the second assistant will be provided

with one or two subordinates around the one week mark. The bulk

of our discussion consisted of picking up problem areas from the

various "geographical" regions of the hospital, see whether these

could be "bunched" and then approximate the associated time-spans.

In this way the manager picked up one by one various bits and

pieces which had been done on an .ad. hoc basis hitherto and then

"assigned" each task or task group to one of the three people

concerned. I found this exercise extremely interesting because
involved in

it was the first time I was really / a consultancy approach

to task analysis. I cannot vouch if the exercises were useful

for the manager. He seemed quite pleased and said that he found

our discussion to be very illuminating, also that he now could

see the point of the many meetings with the House Governor and

Elliott Jaques . An interesting by-product.

Finally one point which is nicely related to economic theory:

Pay for the Hospital Secretary is defined by reference to the top

job in the function. This is again defined by some principle of

equivalence to some rank in the civil service. Now the

equivalence seems to be pitched fairly low, so that the rest of

the hierarchy's pay structure is bunched too closely together.



The occupant thought this was evil in itself. It also meant

that salaries for work which was of relatively high level had

to be extremely low. Did that have any implications for the

type of man they got? It had the interesting implication that

the man they got was good but young. The "market" adjusts not

by lowering the level of work but by lowering the level of the

candidate at that point in frime* A prediction which curiously

enough was not made by Professor Hicks in his treatise on

Wages but by Ely Devons in a short essay on supply and demand.
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1 ;. The above approach is not different in its t..ubstaiic ̂  from

Jaques' own. The latter is however rather more difficult

to follow as it is developed over a much broader canvas.

15. The idea to represent decisions on n-space and then map

this onto 1-space which also ensures the convexity property

is not alien to Jaques1 concept. The further idea that

this representation ties in with organisation theory and

is therefore satisfactory in that context

must owe something to Koopmans1 presentation of general

equilibrium competitive theory, in Three Essays on the State

of Economic Science (1957).

16. The union of sets is here defined as in Koopmans, op cit.

1 7« Reference to Simon, Marsh and T. Marschak.

18. There are two logical distinctions between a 'commodity1

market and a 'labour' market. The first is that labour is

its own supplier, or rather than the supplier of labour

power is labour. This means that labour is, within limits,

a free agent, in the same sense that the firm is a free

agent, i.e. free to act unbound from constraints, or from

short period "endowments". In this property of the commodity

labour power lies the origin of the 'monetary' economy:

above physical subsistence the individual labourer can

'accumulate' by borrowing from himself his current labour



time and repaying for it with future commodities. The

firm is nothing but the power of borrowing enhanced by

control of labour power beyond that of a household.

It is a generally valid statement on the theories of the

labour market that the 'commodity' traded, which is the

object of these theories, is not defined. Labout input is

'work', the meaning of which is presumably known to all.

The units in which work is to be measured are not defined

in theory at all. But since there is no branch of theory
from

without some stylized facts / reality economists turn to

the applied study of the labour market to help theory out.

So we have men, then manhours, then manhours weighted with

'skills', then skills weighted by 'cost of training', then

cost of training obviously adjusted to the pay received

thereby, and so on, until labour input is simply that for

which labour is paid a wage and there its "value" must be

equal to "it". 'It' has been so defined, in theory, by a

process of backward abstraction from the world of reality.

'It' can safely be measured on the horizontal quantity axis

of the standard tool-kit, the supply and demand diagram.

There is a supply and a demand function for 'it' in terms

of 'its' price. The analysis then proceeds, via

elasticities of substitution etc., to derive propositions

about the world of reality: we 'expect' to find dispersions



of pay narrowing in this case but widening in that case etc.

(Interestingly, all the studies reviewed by Crossley (1972)

take the whple of the labour market as partial to the rest

of the economy. Talking of neo-classical economics this is

surely going too far). The tests are then carried out in

terms of averages of 'it' and pay. There is just enough

built-in tautology to make every orthodox proposition some-

what true (in the field of labour economics, r 's of the

order of .3 seem to be OK), in that no matter how weak the

relationships may be they are nevertheless (statistically)

significant.

All propositions can of course be equally established

by postulating quite observable but non-market (or, rather,

orthodox non-market) phenomena as the cause. The procedure

is generally considered less satisfactory (admittedly, I

feel the same way after discussions with severely institu-

tional economists who tend to vanish inside the particular).

There has not spilled into labour economics any of the

spirit that recently invaded and demolished neo-classical

capital theory - the spirit as distinct from the technical

argument which is in any case merely by way of background.



To my mind, the notion of 'strategy' or time horizon,

coupled with the constraints of the short period where the

action takes place, is equally necessary in all branches

of economics if progress is to be made. My idea of progress

is simply that instead of providing more epicycles (viz.

M. Fisher, The Economic Analysis of Labour. 1971), labour

economists should see the basic compatibility between

approaches from every social science and devise synthetic

propositions whenever they are not by way of a fudge. I

will try (in Chapter k) to make my own approach fit with

such a view through a disaggregation of the market to the
the aim being

appropriate level,/to leave a specific clean place for a

diagram of supply and demand.

20. The commodity labour power is two dimensional. That is to

say, no matter how much the multidimensionality of the

actual labour process should be aggregated, it cannot, in

principle, be aggregated in less than two dimensions. The

first of these is the role of labour power as machine power

or sweat, a substitute to machine power, in principle always

so and in practice too as shown by the history of technology,

The second of these dimensions is decision-making power.

This is analogous to the entrepreneurial decision in the

theory of the firm, as the residuum which cannot be subject

to a purely logical calculus. This second dimension is

complementary to the first and cannot go without it. This



complementarity is in one sense absolute in \sĥ t substitut-

ability is in principle zero. But the concrete type of

complementarity is not a function of the machine process,

at least not in a deterministic manner. Labour and machine

power may be strict complements if labour is measured in wage

units but not if labour is measured as decision-making

power. Or, to put matters the causal way round, the

selection of machine process and the selection of complem-

tary decision-making power to 'man1 the machine process

depends on managerial, i.e. social decisons (from which the

wage units calculus also emerges). From this follows the

degree of flexibility ex ante in the use of labour power as

decision making.



CHAPTERS 2 and 3

1 . There are no references to the material of this chapter

since the argument is conducted against the background

of the interview material presented in the Appendix.



CHAPTER k

1, p.1^5} reference to Appendix.

•2. in Glacier Project Papers.

3. The idea for this treatment of the reservation price

comes from Lydall's "one-man firm", in "A Theory of

Distribution and Growth with Economies of Scale".

Economic Journal? March 1971.

h. The demand for labour in the short run cannot be based on

purely short run criteria, even if this were the firms'

strategy, since the short run calculus of marginal labour

productivity falls down even if the 'engineering1 relation-

ship of labour input to product output were known.

Effectively the calculus of labour costs-benefits to the

firm approaches the notion of 'user cost' which Keynes

invented for the pricing cum costing of overhead services,

which of course include the services of overhead labour.

(Subjectively? this is not an engineering matter alone).

But this in turn means that there is no short period

labour utilisation correspondence, that firms' decisions

on labour inevitably contain elements of strategy, the

calculus of which Is r;iultidimentional and therefore appears

wobbly.



While therefore it is possible to 'read' labour input,

cost and choice of technique 'in' at the start, in a micro

view it is spurious accuracy to do so. We are, of course,

left with taxonomy. The theory of demand for labour in the

cross sectional equilibrium relationship cannot be built up

systematically from the theory of derived demand. So be it.

5. One important difference between micro and macro is that at

the micro level we can make fewer' plausible assumptions about

pricing or about knowledge of the effective money wage. Model

range variation is possible in the short run in many cases so

that the actual price (average) cannot be known even within

the short run. Similarly, and more so, the money wage (or

wage unit costs?) will vary as a function of the pressure of

demand and utilization.

6. How do productivity increases 'trickle down1 to the real

wage? There may be wage push at any level. But there is

always the power from the top of the range to increase their

rent. The demonstration effect can only logically start

from above. This is not to say that the curve as. a whole

is not in macro-economic disequilibrium with the rest of

the economic system. This would be an inflationary situatioa

This is also compatible with continuous micro-economic

disequilibrium within the curve, but more or less within

the bands of 'tranquility'.



7. The 'search1 both within and outside 'lie organisation is

not just for the time-span but more generally for the

fully integrated role, the hierarchy arid structure of time-

spans in the role. This is the concerete description of

internal net advantages. See N» report p.

8. Unlike the entrepreneur, the seller of labour power is never

'in the long run1, even in an ex ante "horizon" sense. For

by the time he i_s_ on the supply side of the labour market,

he has already 'embodied' all his long run possibilities

into the level rather than the kind of skills which fix

the 'quantity' of labour that he can offer in the market.

As the distinction between SP and LP behaviour thus

collapses, we can think of the JJ curve as either, i.e. as

a general statement of tendency, unaffected by 'sideways'

mobility.

9. Mention here the games devised to justify the multi-

dimentional hypothesis versus the continuity of the IQ

variable. .Relate to evidence of 'streaming' through life-

time earnings which is used in the appendix on management

education.

10. Clusters of Professor J. Dun lop,,



11. In the case of labour decisions the firm has wide scope for

'diluting' the input mix, rather than just look for diluted

offers of work. Trades unions or informal practices act

equally on the muscle power and on the decision power

selection policies of firms.

12. Market disequilibrium - excess demand for types of labour -

may result either from 'internal' constraints to the firm -

past technology, unions, custom - or from external con-

straints - type of selling market, prices, models, etc

The firm may be unable to offer a demand price compatible

with its overall strategy which will also clear its local

labour market. Its option is then to reduce the dependency

from this type of labour. The high supply price may however

be justified by existing or presumed demand conditions else-

where. The reservation price will in any event be inelastic,

The converse case is equally possible, although macro forces

should be more important to market clearing of local (STD

viewpoint) labour markets.

13. Labour power is ex post substitutable in a great variety of

jobs from the prescribed end. It is not that side which

contains the labourer's "fixity". It is rather his C and

TSD which are fixed - and hardly variable even in the long

period - of a life time's career. He has very little room

for dilution until he hits his own reservation price - a

'failure'.



14-. The top of the scale.is the "forward margin11, it is a profits

push since these people are complementary to growth. This is

followed by a wage push from the

jfs' . "backward margin". This is so

because workers can (and do) make

themselves "obsolete" as against

/* greater mechanization which they

v induce. This is then brought

against them but at a higher

' level of pay.

See my note on back of p . % of Crossley's paper.

15» The labour market is open as between the employed and the

self employed. The growth of the service sector can account

for the narrowing of the skilled-unskilled relative because

it opens the market at more levels, cf. Crossley p.60-65

on Becker.

The skill differential is also subject to sea change

technological "revolutions". Most training now is a matter

of months while technology is very expensive.

16. There is also openness in participation, Crossley p.66.



17. Th3 present shape of the J-curve depends not only, as in

Dobb, on the existence of a proletarian class which must

sell labour power, but also on the growth of a tertiary

sector. For in that sector self-employment is possible with

relatively little capital. The tertiary sector is by way of

a corridor through which proletarians can become capitalists,

or at least lumpen such. The tertiary sector is itself the

result of macro-economic forces of growth and technical

change which leave residual incomes and labour whose surplus

can only be appropriated in the sphere of circulation but
influences

which, via the labour market, links also / the sphere

of production.

18. Relation of C-capacity with 'permanent income1.

In a given short period there is a structure of wages

and employment. Autonomous expenditure in each short period

sends a shock through the system mediated by industrial,

regional, product and firm multipliers. At the beginning

there is a state of rest. If unemployment is within the

transfer payments capacities of the economy we can speak,

if we wish, of equilibrium.

19. Marshall on the cost of production of labour power, origins

of human capital theory. (ref).



20. "The wage rate (real) is a signal .• which llw choice of

technique is the response". Joan Robinson, Economic JournalT

1971, p. 120-1.

21. The analysis of the labour market can only answer the

question of how money wages art- determined. It is a passive

market, output, employment, the real wage, none of these is

determined thei'e. In determining the money wage it also

determines relativities. But even in this narrow role the

labour market is not self sufficient. Relativities depend

on the strategy of firms. The labour market is the place

where the strategy of firms and that of workers' meet, the

object of the meeting being to arrive at relativities in

response to disturbance, the result also being to establish

the money wage on which the calculus of profit can be based.

It should be noticed that when the wage bargain is struck,

investment demand is already predetermined. Growth

strategy is thus a given for the determination of the wage.

22. Is the pricing of labour power from goods to factors, or

the other way round?

In a non-subsistence economy services are sold at cost,

analogously to corn selling at cost in a subsistence economy.

Thus the price of medical services is high because it is

expensive to produce doctors. Demand may of course affect

price in the short period. But over time price is determined

by the cost of production. Goods or services are the result
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of technical progress, because this is how 'commodities' come

about. Skills are simply the counterpart of new capital

goods. The differences between firms investing in machinery

and men investing in skills are three fold: (a) men are less

'monetized' an institution in capitalist society, they are

more constrained by current endowments - it is firms that are

the real discovery of capitalist society, (b) men are born

somewhere, hence their strategy (consumption and career) is

fixed for them within narrow limits, (c) men have no

scrapping rule when obsolescence threatens, so they

necessarily operate within a narrow band of choice. This is

particularly so in the case of semi-skilled and unskilled

labour which is complementary to machinerry in the short

period but highly substitutable for it over time while, on

the other hand, it has no self employment skills other than

those of the entirely unskilled.

__•>. The level of abstraction for the 'labour market1 I now turn

to describe is left deliberately vague. A crowd seen from

a helicopter looks different from the same crowd at worm

eye level. It is nevertheless the same crowd. There are

many other 'eyes' that can watch the same crowd: the

traffic policeman, the ambulance driver, the mother that

lost her child, the platform speaker, the stewards, the

provocateurs, etc. The notion of labour input advanced here

does not oblige us to look for operational labour markets,

which alone exhaust some phenomena, viz. internal versus
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external, ". •; .".o. ' jiinl, •., • ;:; 1 •:.• product

contoured. buch markets aro not i^^asiuered non-existent}

they can simply be assumed away i'o.- our purposes. Nor do we

need to distinguish cecv/een equilibriurn and ability to pay

hypotheses ic discuss the structure of pay. Our discussion

is simply ..: c anot^^r level 01 ;:ent-..r;;l Lty altogether. Its

common pc: n:•..•-.-.. i^^ m e points it does de.;i. with which are in

common v.'iuh .^yLSting literature are (a) on the supply side,

the notion •;,]. ;t v.u'kers have a strate/y and horizon, in which

a concept :vx capital figures, althojgh it is incompatible

with the u':.-o~f'i-j.ssical concept of huinan capital and (b) on

the demand sia-i, there is the notion of a long period demand

price, related in tranquility conditions to the firm's long

period product supply price, which is compatible with the

firm's ovfc/;.''-il strategy and which acts as a constraint on

the labour L.-pat :,:J.x and wage f-truot :,..re for the short period.



FOOTNOTES TO Mi ̂ iLi

(1) e.g. R.M. Solow, "Technical change and the Aggregate

Production Function", Review of.._j;lcoriQnjl_c:j_ .ai'd Statistics

(1957); E.F . Cenison, The Sources of Economic Growth in the

(1962).3SJ.2TA,..2S.5

(2) Now that this particular neo-classical d:.? ,;s--o: ..-laachina is

on the decline tnere are in the air the beginnings of

scepticism as to the pay-off chat has boon ^ore or less

assumed to be associated with "investment '' Lr:. education.

It would be a pity if the good baby were to go with the

original bath-water.

(3) H. Rose, Management Education la the 1970's, NEDC, (1970).

(h) Some of the above issues may be fruitfully discussed in

relation to the model scheme presented below,,

(5) "Glacier" Theory, as the work o.;' E. JaMue;: MIO. ais

associates has c;;:v. •. o be called, has :.;:> ;.;" I'-vind little

sympathy, perhaps ••>:, accou^c of its buiiig ^.^^.A'AS. in the

Anglo-Saxon calti.u'.il conte.it. A briuf , •>;; -;• •. lion is given

in the note to this .Appeuu :.x.
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(6) The point is -f ir:;pv:>'ta.iice for a.r.i . i- "cry of the labour

market. A "relative" position or movement cannot be assumed

as significant apart from a theory of behaviour of people in

relation to some variables which can in principle be measured,

The assumption in the te:<••:• implies a. theory which considers

relative incoi?;e position as a strategic variable. Such a
(i.e.1historical)

theory iaay be more pertinent to long-run/rather than short-

run analysis. 1 •; is also implied in the text that the

relative JLkJZLLil̂.îiS. of enruings with respect to some useful

measure of "level of work" or "responsibility" remains

invariant through time, so that differential movement is

more specifically defined. These important topics are

abstracted from in this paper, see references.

(7) The table below shows the movement of the Index of earnings

for recent ve a r 5;

Year
1

Index

pj-ovious year

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

105-fc-

110.8

117.0

123.l+

130.3

1 Oo''i

9b o

1 H-1 . 3

2
% rate of
change from
previous year

8A

5.5

.1 i ' \ ,

W3.

176.

2

9

5

h.

6.

7-

6

2

6

b our or r



(8) Actual gross earning.0, need not of course be confined to

salary. They should in principle include the current

money equivalent of all remuneration given in kind. There

is a complication here in that the cost to the firm of

providing such "earnings" in kind need not be the same as

the employee would incur to obtain these same commodities

in the market. This is part of a larger complication,

involving the effect of taxation on firms' payments policies

and the possible consequent effects on the supply side of

the labour market. I ignore ail these issues here, which

is why I am talking of gross earnings, as if taxation and

other factors do not matter to the argument, which I believe

they don't all that much for present purposes since they

remain relatively stable through time. But see below, on

the "payoff" to management training.

(9) The diagrams are in fact so constructed. 1 have borrowed

the diagram from my colleague J.S. Evans, see footnote 18.

(10) This paragraph makes light of what undeniably is a big

question. I use figurative language in order to emphasise

that I am speaking in terms of plausible reasoning, which

is addressed to experience and intuicion rather than

logical truth. For those interested to pursue the matter

a list of reference is orovided at the end.



(11) We are speal- ing in terras of an :-0":vtr:\ot pattern, hence do

not have to worry about the complicated manner in which pay

is actually arrived, at and the forces that determine it.

On the other hand, it is theoretically legitimate to

identify pay with marginal value product. By assumption the

curve T represents the "level of work" an individual is

capable of performing, hence his "physical" product. Now

the firm doeSjpresumably, both cost the employment of some

resource and determine the payoff from it. We assume that

the services of that particular individual are demanded.

Hence the firm knows the maximum it can afford for this

individual's services. We have further to assume a

competitive labour market so that at equilibrium the firm

cannot get away with paying less.

The above does not imply that the implicit use of the

"utilization" function concept at the level of the firm at

a given point of time carries over either through time or

at the aggregate level, as is indicated below.

(12) This does not imply that the pay and manpower development

policy for the bulk of the firm';-, personnel is without

importance or interest. There :,$•<•. however major differences

between the NW part of tr^ cu^y••/m and the rest. For one^

if the model scheme is right and the "expansion" curves of

the rest in relative terms are flat, there isn't much

relative pay policy to worry about if a firm's payments



policy is reasonably wifchin line with the rert of the

relevant industry - and if it isn't they will know it

soon enough. For another, while the problems in the NW

part of the diagram are, so to say, both personal and

structural, the problems at the lower part are only

structural. If the firm has got its management strata

right and pays people comparably to the rest of the market,

then it doesn't matter who it employs wherever the curves

are flat (mainly the lower half of the diagram) because the

opportunity cost of induction and replacement is low. In

contrast to this, and particularly under condition/of rapid

growth, the firm must get the management structure right at

the top and get the right people throughout the top structure.

In this sense the problem of management education is

practically relevant for, say, up to % of the firm's

personnel.

It should also be emphasised that in this appendix I

am concentrating on a narrow problem and only from the view-

point of the firm. The problem of rising productivity, good

labour relations etc. arc entirely abstracted from here. So

is the bigger national problem of Inflation which has, in the

short run, more to do with appropriate r,-v structures for the

lower part of the diagram. From the longer term viewpoint

firms must have appropriate manpowci and pay policies for

the whole of their uwuaa&erijojit structure including the shop

floor. Finally, the area of middle management is only now



beginning t: V; i n " s i i g a t ^ d anc1 : t . ..;.parent f l a t n e s s of

tha grovta Liirves ;;•, ;..Lose, l e v e l s nay r a t h e r be the r e s u l t

of the lack of management educa t ion and o the r o p p o r t u n i t i e s

for developing p o t e n t i a l , than an argamer:.t for not botherin'g

because t i i e r t I s nc payofC t o he ob ta ined .

Kankiri, .:• i' a l t e r n a t i v e s could be none c i t h e r by de f in ing a

rai,e u:. .-onuii or by COIT. par ing pie sent, va lues of the

ai tem: . : . -;•••..; income s t r eams . ' du in i see the po in t of

d i s c u s s i n g ';;:-:.' theory cf such a l t o r n a l i v e measures , as I

d o n ' t 3c;e L.n-: po in t of p r e s e n t i n g formulae , i n a f i e l d where

spur ious r.Lgouj' can only be harmful .

i f t o p - f l i g h c s p e c i a l i s t s i n "management" o b t a i n a market

p r i c e froi:! :he s e r v i c e s to r a p i d l y growing f i rms which de f i ne

va lue i n terms of grov'th p o t e n t i a l r a t h e r than cu r r en t

p r o f i L s , in.;', the a;"•::31 p r i c e of t 'i '.jO s p e c i a l i s t s can we l l

exceed j i r' i-.-ior-j.'-,s.ui in terms (;!' c:\rr'in r e t u r n , what va lue

they co'iLj o-rft'-;1 to "lore avorago .:'-iv: going f i r m s . But how

:'.!•-,• I'r.vju --vi'-ig:' i'ntn'iis co AUOW vr a.i.. marginal va lue product

.; s i'o.r t.herr.: nu;,n >.•'; L loy xn.g a noi : -o t unn. i tu table s p e c i a l i s t ?

i t seeros 10 :• IViaT. :;uch a raecinniism :':ay bo of ten at work

i n the cas t •,:' •:>••-, ..pecia I., •:-:; o .''..•.,; • --'•.'-•5 such as high

l e v e l computer- |;i'o.:_.,' :-.rn:uer^, Ljgm,fn;a wltn Lnu more of ten

d i scussed short--tar-:;: .-!-.... .-••;. H ,.,r ,-.-•; ['or- such s e r v i c e s which

• 'xpia ias jpp.ji'onMy i igh saJaxi:-:; - whatever t h a t may mean

h; ;;;.,,•,•• ,v -_, [ j r,.:"'!.,,'^ ir.^asvre of l abou t i n p u t .a b : . i n -



It may be that cu:\- -;- :ue':'- •ni ym is ,-.-t, v •••••.e:.' illy at the

higher echelons of tae pay scale ^;hick !:;;̂ e received

attention in relation to incomes policy a,j.Hussions. Pay

increases thus generated at the top or the payment scale

may then lead to pressures from lower levels in an effort

to sustain "differential.;.-;': - quite independently of increases

in productivity, tine -•.):.. I;, of living or general- pressures in

the labour market.

(15) fi. Jaques. l̂ i.:̂ .i..̂ oie._.:; ,i'ju':rvi_

TJ.tiic:-S"p:ui Handbook

Pay and Progression Handbook

"Towards a Theory of Managerial Hanks" in

G1 a c i e r P r o ,1 e c t f • a p 9 r s.

(16) G. Krimpasj "Tl;o J -.•. Lat I onshio between cne Tree-oyan of

Discretion and Fe] t--ipair i' ':..> •': A Tesi; of I'.;.. J a.;ii('.:s '

I i y p o t h c : s i s " , J/ :>rt} ;>.. • •' ••.<. •. •', • vi't;H a l s o w i r y r . i " ,i a b o v e ) .

(17) P s y o h o l o y . ' z l . : L •••' •- r e f e v ^ - i o e b y !•'. .r-:- -••;:'..

December 1970

and

" C a r e e r T r a v e l i n "',.;r;-u: ',.;;;: •!; •-.irl. . :!">;..• ' ••'70 o u r v e y 5 " .
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